Bargain DVD & Blu-ray


Our Guarantee
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
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**LIMITED QUANTITY** 4702229 COLD BLOOD. Widescreen. Henry (Jean Reno), one of the world’s most wanted hit-men has isolated himself in a cabin in the snow-covered forest. One day, a woman appears at his door, badly injured and on the verge of death. Henry rescues her but in doing so, has he now put his own life at risk? Also stars Sarah Lind. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Screen Media Films. **SOLD OUT**

4705122 GANGSTERS: 4-Movie Spotlight Series: Widescreen. Collects four action-packed classics: Casino starring Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci and Sharon Stone; Carlito’s Way starring Al Pacino and Sean Penn; Mobsters with Christian Slater and Patrick Dempsey; and Carlito’s Way: Rise to Power with Jay Hernandez and Mario Van Peebles. All Rated R. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. **$5.95**

4711416 AMERICAN CONFEDERATE: Widescreen. U.S. General William Tecumseh Sherman (Peter Stormare) launches his latest strategy, “Scorched Earth” warfare, allowing his massive army to live off the land and plunder the farms of civilian populations as they advance in the South. One man, Captain R.L. Chessman of the Confederate army, is determined to stop the Union soldiers. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Ind Distribution. **$5.95**

4711645 ROCKET HUNTER. Widescreen. In one of the most dangerous missions of the war, an American B-17 pilot volunteers to fly a surrendered Messerschmitt 109 on a daring flight through the heart of Germany to try to prevent the people of London from being terrorized by the V-2 rockets. This is the amazing story of the “Rocket Hunter.” Not Rated. 81 minutes. Ind Distribution. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 4711556 THE HUNTRESS: Rune of the Dead. Widescreen. 811 AD: A young woman named Runa, lives with her family deep in the snow-covered forest. One day, a woman appears at her door, badly injured and on the verge of death. Henry rescues her but in doing so, has he now put his own life at risk? Also stars Sarah Lind. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Screen Media Films. **$5.95**

4709403 KILL CHAIN. Widescreen. A hotel room shootout between two assassins kicks off a long night where bodies fall like dominoes, as we follow a chain of crooked cops, gangsters, hitmen, a femme fatale and an ex-mercenary through a relay of murder, betrayal, revenge and redemption. Stars Nicolas Cage. Rated R. 92 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount. If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
<td>NH</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>WY</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax**

1 Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
4692268 INNOCENT BYSTANDERS. Widescreen. John Cray (Stanley Baker) is James Bond-like British secret agent who’s given one last chance to redeem himself after a failed mission. When the head of the organization sends two younger and more ruthless agents to finish the job, Cray joins forces with Israeli Mossad agent (Gerardine Chaplin) to decide if the targeted果然 was rescued or eliminated. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 471797X FIREFIGHTER. Widescreen. Max Donigan (Chuck Norris) and Leo Porter (Gossett) are supposedly soldiers of fortune, but you wouldn’t know it by their meager returns. When Donigan, a former fireman with a treasure map by the mysterious Patricia (Melody Anderson), it seems that riches may finally be at their fingertips. But of course, that bounty will minute. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

2903016 RICHARD THE LIONHEART. Rebellion. Widescreen. England and France are at war. The destiny of two great powers has never been so intertwined. As King Henry’s wife, Queen Eleanor, is captured and imprisoned by the king himself, Richard and his brothers fight against their father in a heartless war. Stars Greg Chandler Maness and Andrea Zirio. 96 minutes, Digital Media.

2969411 KING KONG/SON OF KONG. Fullscreen. The 1933 classic with the legendary Fay Wray portrays a young starlet who encounters the mighty Kong on the fog-shrouded Skull Island and brings him back to dazzling New York City. Following in the footsteps of his legendary father, Son of Kong brings the action back to the mysterious island, with a new damsel in distress. In B&W. 173 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

4661176 SUPERMAN: The Movie. Widescreen. The set presented here includes the original 1978 theatrical movie, the 2000 Expanded Edition, three documentaries about the making of this landmark superhero classic, the vintage special The Making of Superman. The Movie, nine 1940s Fleischer Studios Superman cartoons, and more. CC. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.99

2983330 BERMUDA TENTACLES. Widescreen. When Air Force One goes down over the Bermuda Triangle, the Navy sends a search and rescue helicopter pilot (Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson) and his estranged wife make their way from Los Angeles to San Francisco to save their only daughter. Just when they think the worst is over, it’s just getting started. English SDH. 149 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

2956155 Labyrinth: 30th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. A 16-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 hours to rescue her baby brother when her wish for him to be taken away is granted by the Goblin King (David Bowie). Directed by Jim Henson. English SDH. 111 minutes. Sony Pictures.

3882559 VIKING DESTINY. Widescreen. A viking princess is forced to flee her kingdom after being framed for the murder of her father, the king. Under the guidance of a wise woman, she learns the world gaining wisdom and building the army she needs to win back her throne. Stars Terence Stamp and Martin Ford. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

3867099 AMERICAN SNIPER. Widescreen. Chris Kyle’s (Bradley Cooper) mission is to protect his brothers in arms while being a prime target of insurgents. Despite the danger, Chris serves through four harrowing tours of duty in Iraq, personalizing the spirit of the SEAL creed “leave no one behind,” Rated R. English SDH. 132 minutes. Warner Home Video.

4666411 HARRY POTTER: Wizarding World DVD Game. Test your magical skills with this game dazzled by Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix; and Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince--all you need is your DVD player and play 14 different games! You can play with up to three other people to hone your potion-making, dueling and flying skills. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98 $4.95

46205X HARD LUCK. Widescreen. Wesley Snipes is "Lucky," an ex-con whose road to redemption is about to get very unlucky. When he celebrates a gangster’s birthday, it’s a setup, sending lucky into a cat and mouse game with dirty cops. In no time, Wesley steps up to the plate, and dancer, collides with the police, the hitmen, and a pair of serial killers! Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

469452X NED KELLY. Widescreen. In peaceful pursuit of living off the land, but harassed by both the law and his neighbors, bushranger Ned Kelly (Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones) eventually turns to a life of crime when his mother (Clissara Kay), unjustly accused murder, is sent to prison. Color and B&W. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

468222X SUBMERGED. Widescreen. Chris Kody (Steven Seagal), the world’s best mercenary, is freed from prison--but there’s a catch. He must use his own money and formidable skills to stop a group of terrorists who have taken over a nuclear sub. Rated R. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures.

466025X 2 FILM COLLECTION: Argo/The Town. Widescreen. Double Feature! Argo is based on the heroic CIA agent Tony Mendez and his efforts to rescue six American diplomats from Iran, Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. The Town sees a longtime thief who must use his skills to claim a high-level job, hides a computer disc in an镶嵌 pneumonic, and avenges his Muskrat. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

4726847 HULK. Widescreen. The larger than life Marvel superhero comes roaring onto the big screen. After a freak lab accident unleashes a genetically enhanced, impossibly strong creature, a terrified world must marshal its forces against what science and imagination. Includes many special features. 138 minutes. Two DVDs. Universal.

1565944 PANDEMIC. Widescreen. Master thief Sam Quint (Tommy Lee Jones), hired by the government for a failed mission. When the head of the organization sends two younger and more ruthless agents to finish the job, Cray joins forces with Israeli Mossad agent (Gerardine Chaplin) to decide if the targeted果然 was rescued or eliminated. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3803864 PRIMAL INSTINCT. When Celia, a tough and beautiful probation officer, goes undercover to investigate the disappearance and murder of her sister, she finds herself descending into the brutal and mysterious world of underground online sex and bondage. Stars Celia Xavier and Michelle Rodriguez. Rated R. 85 minutes. Trinity Home Video.

4654390 HARSH TIMES. Widescreen. The creator of Training Day lights this powder keg of a film with powerhouse performances by Christian Bale, Freddy Rodriguez, Emily Mortimer, and the woman who finds herself descending into the brutal and mysterious world of underground online sex and bondage. Stars Celia Xavier and Michelle Rodriguez. Rated R. 85 minutes. Trinity Home Video.

4709616 INTENSIVE CARE. Widescreen. Three low-life criminals plot to rob an elderly woman’s home, but her caregiver turns the tables on them with a plan that’s every bit as violent and revenge. Unrated R. 85 minutes. Adult Only. Full Moon.

2984903 IN THE NAME OF BEN-HUR. Widescreen. A young gladiator enslaved in the Roman arena in 171 AD escapes by chariot towards the freedom of Hadrian’s Wall. Along the way, he becomes a hero for all those struggling to fight Roman oppression. Stars Adrian Bouchet and Jonno Davies. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum.

3803813 PASTE & FUTURE MOVIES. Twelve films hop across time and genres for a wide variety of adventurous entertainment. Includes legendary pirate movies like Captain Kidd; classic Dick Tracy movies like Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; classic sci-fi movies like In the Year 2889; Meets Gruesome; and a bea utiful, but malicious creatures all determined to halt them in their tracks. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Vertical.

4687191 THE ISLAND. Widescreen. Ewan McGregor and Scarlett Johansson star as residents of an isolated, high-tech compound. But when they discover they’re actually clones, and worth more dead than alive, they stage a daring escape. Battling an unfamiliar environment and an armed team of mercenaries in hot pursuit, they’ll risk everything to reveal the truth about The Island. Rated R. 135 minutes. Paramount.

4693701 KINGS OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. When Bushranger Ned Kelly (Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones) eventually turns to a life of crime when his mother (Clissara Kay), unjustly accused murder, is sent to prison. Color and B&W. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4384753 SAN ANDREAS. Widescreen. After the infamous San Andreas Fault gives, triggering a magnitude 9-plus earthquake in California, a seismologist and his estranged wife make their way from Los Angeles to San Francisco to save their only daughter. Just when they think the worst is over, it’s just getting started. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
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3919447 ARMED. Widescreen. Chief (Marvin Van Peebles) is a former U.S. Marshal who has fallen on hard times after he led his team on a raid that went horribly wrong. As Chief struggles to get his life back on track, a former colleague reappears and explains that his unit are suffering too and may be a bigger conspiracy at hand. Rated R. $4.95

4692543 THE BRAIN. Widescreen. A train has been commissioned to transport funds from Paris to Brussels, and criminals on both sides plan a hijack. On the French side are resourceful Arthur and Anatele, on the British side are "The Brain" (David Selby), a brilliant super criminal. Only Scapinello (Eli Wallach), a malicious gangster, stands in their way. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. SDH. 2 DVDs. $14.95

3983412 ALLIES. Widescreen. A team of British soldiers led by a U.S. Captain are dropped behind enemy lines in France on a mission that could shorten WWII. But nothing goes according to plan, forcing commanding Sergeant Harry McBain and Captain Gabriel Jackson to put aside personal animosity in the name of accomplishing the objective. Stars Julian Glover. Not Rated. English SDH. $5.95

3808750 7 DAYS IN ENTEBBE. Widescreen. An act of terrorism leads to one of the most daring rescue missions ever attempted. When a commercial flight is hijacked in 1976 and diverted to an abandoned terminal at Entebbe Airport in Uganda, the terrified passengers and crew are left in a deadly political standoff. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4666437 JAWS 2. Widescreen. The horror is far from over! Four years after the great white shark terrorized the small resort of Amity, unsuspecting vacationers begin disappearing in all too familiar fashion. Only one man knows the truth, Roy Scheider reprises his role as Police Chief Brody. Co-stars include Lorraine Gray and Murray Hamilton. CC. 117 minutes. Universal. $3.95

3982834 BEOWULF. Widescreen. Academy-award winning director Robert Zemekis’ masterful use of digitally enhanced live-action/animation transports you to a world beyond imagination and brings the fierce battlefields of an ancient time to breathtaking life. Stars Anthony Hopkins, Anjelica Huston and John Malkovich. Not Rated. CC. 114 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4669258 THE BANDIT OF SHERWOOD FOREST: Robin Hood Collection. Fullscreen. Cornell Wilde stars as the son of Robin Hood in this 1949 adventure of a swashbuckler. William of Pembroke imprisons the young King of England and moves to repeal the Magna Carta returning England to autocratic rule. Robin (Wilde) joins his father and his reunited band of men to save the boy King and England from tyranny. English SDH. 82 minutes. Columbia. $14.99

3929664 THE MARINE 5: Battleground. Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “The Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a ruthless killer bent on revenge gains speed, Carter must use his killer marine instincts to end the rampage—or die trying! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. stars John Cena, Doris Roberts, and Michael Rady. $3.95

394297X STALINGRAD. Widescreen. A band of Russian soldiers fight to hold a strategic building in their devastated city against a ruthless German army, and in the process become deeply connected to a Russian woman who has been living there. Stars Marja Smolnikova. Rated R. In Russian with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Sony Pictures. $19.99

4665167 THE ORGANIZATION/Seven Babies. Widescreen. The dangerous world of international trafficking is exposed in The Organization, an elaborate and suspenseful crime thriller which reprises Sidney Pollit’s role as L. Virgil Tiber. In Sheba, Baby, a female P. (Pam Grier) is drawn back to her hometown of Louisville, Kentucky because someone is trying to force her father out of business. Over 5 hours. MGM. $15.98

3752372 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY. Widescreen. 1787. HMS Bounty sets out on a journey that will take it to a tropical paradise—and into history as one of the most ill-fated vessels ever to sail for King and Country. Lewis Milestone directed this spectacular film, nominated for seven Academy Awards including Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor (Marlon Brando), Trevor Howard, and Richard Harris. CC. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

371649X DON’T KILL IT. Widescreen. When an ancient demon is accidentally unleashed in the sprawling population center of Chicory Town, the town’s only hope of survival lies in the hands of grizzled old demon hunter Jebediah Woodley and his reluctant partner, FBI Agent Evelyn Pierce. Stars Delphine Seyrig and John Forsythe. Unrated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95
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4741935 THUNDERBIRDS. Widescreen. Take off with the Thunderbirds! Armed with the latest high-tech vehicles and gadgets, the Tracy family tackles global rescue operations on a daily basis. But when their arch enemy (Ben Kingsley), saboteurs the Thunderbirds and launch their master plan, the youngest Tracy springs into action before disaster strikes. 95 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4686543 THE ADVENTURES OF REX AND RINTY. A two-hour series chapter featuring Rinty the dog and his partner, Rex the german shepherd. Rated. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

2888655 THE LAST EMPIRE. Fullscreen. In an ancient manuscript lies the answers to all of history’s questions, and one scholar (Thomas Gibson) has made it his mission to unearth those truths and save the world. Joined by the beautiful goddess Kwan Ying (Bai Ling) and the recently freed god Monkey King (Russell Wong), he begins his epic journey. 185 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

3755660 GLORY. Widescreen. The riveting story of the first black regiment to fight for the North in the Civil War, starring Matthew Broderick, Tim Robbins, Craig Wasson and Morgan Freeman. Two idealistic young Bostomians lead the regiment; Freeman is the inspirational sergeant who unites the troops and Washington a tragic way slave who embodies the indomitable spirit of the regiment. CC. 124 minutes. $5.95

499567X PREY. Widescreen. A young man must survive an island retreat while a sinister force hunts him, leaving bodies in its wake. Stars Logan Miller and Kristine Froseth. SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

4663881 THE PATHFINDER/LOTG. Widescreen. The Pathfinder captures the struggle between the English and their respective Indian allies, during the French and Indian wars. Stars Kevin Dillon and Graham Green. In The Song of Hiawatha, Nokomis, Hiawatha’s grandmother, with tribal leader lago, tells Hiawatha’s legendary story of the journey to the land of the blue corn. Stars Graham Green and Christian Clark. $5.95

4682233 HIMIZU. Widescreen. Inspired by the Manga, Almez centers upon two teenagers struggling for survival in a town devastated by the 2011 tsunami. Alienated from his family and devoid of hope, Yuichi becomes a vigilante and commits a string of violent acts upon the world’s evildoers, including his abusive father, and establishes a relationship with Enomoto, a new breed of vicious super Lycan. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $3.99. $5.95

396177X BERLIN JOB. Follows two infamous London gangsters, Mickey Mannock and Ray Collishaw. Both men are top of the food chain, but their life is turned upside down as they lose a shipment of the Russian Mafia’s cocaine. The stakes can not be higher as they plan a heist in Berlin with the cops and Russians hot on their tail. Stars Frank Grillo and Juno Temple. $4.95

1962423 THE GOLDEN LADY. Widescreen. In Bloodsport, Jean-Claude Van Damme takes you where few have ever gone—inside the hidden Hong Kong arena where elite combatants clash in the hottest contested world championship of full-contact fighting. The filmmakers behind The Matrix (less of it) and awesome athleticism to martial arts movies in Ninja Assassin. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

466034X BLOODSPORT/NINJA ASSASSIN. Widescreen. In Bloodsport, Jean-Claude Van Damme takes you where few have ever gone—inside the hidden Hong Kong arena where elite combatants clash in the hottest contested world championship of full-contact fighting. The filmmakers behind The Matrix (less of it) and awesome athleticism to martial arts movies in Ninja Assassin. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

4995988 THE GOLDEN LADY. Widescreen. A team of female mercenaries are hired to sabotage a high-stakes oil deal of a sheik and some corporate competitors. The female James Bond-esque team use their brains and a plot to outsmart the tycoon and steal—the tycoon who hired them turns traitor. Stars Ina Skrivar. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

2903032 TERRORACTYL. Widescreen. When a meteor shower rains down outside Los Angeles, Jonas and Lars, two friends stuck in money troubles, come up with a scheme to capture one of the rarest things in the world. They begin stalking by terroractyls, ancient flying reptiles that launch a full-on assault on the city. Stars Jason Tobis and Christopher Jennings. Unrated. 98 minutes. 4Digital Media. $4.95

Three hours on 2 DVDs.
Action/Adventure

2902931 EXTINCTION: Jurassic Predators. Widescreen. Deep in the Amazon jungle, a scientific research team embarks on an expedition to protect endangered species. After a series of strange events and their stomach-churning discovery, they realize they are in the hunting ground of a terrifying prehistoric predator, a voracious T-Rex with a taste for human flesh. Stars Ben Ford, Scott Adkins. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Itn Distribution. $9.95

4672771 LOCKED AND RE-LOADED. Widescreen. Collects four action-packed flicks, Operation Rogue Star, Mark Dacascos and Treat Williams: Extraction with Jon Foo and Falk Hentschel; Second in Command starring Jean-Claude Van Damme and Julie Cox; and Red Sands with Shaw Brothers. All Rated R. Over 6 hours. Mill Creek. $5.95

4711548 HEROES NEVER DIE. Widescreen. In September 2014, Russian forces attempted to take over the airport of the Ukrainian metropolis Donetsk. Along with the Ukrainian army, a small group of volunteer fighters, now dubbed "Cyborgs," stood their ground to defend their homeland for weeks while their airport lay in ruins. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 113 minutes. Widescreen. $3.95

3993872 PSYCHO PANTHER LOLITA. Widescreen. A mysterious group wearing black cloaks has attacked Yuki's family, leaving her with a vow to avenge. Fashioning herself into an elegant demon of vengeance, she sets off in search of payback. Widescreen. A mysterious group wearing black cloaks has attacked Yuki's family, leaving her with a vow to avenge. Fashioning herself into an elegant demon of vengeance, she sets off in search of payback. $11.95

3983558 TOM SAWYER & HUCKLEBERRY FINN. Widescreen. An adventurous new adaptation of Mark Twain's timeless classic. Huck Finn (Jake T. Austin) and his friend Huckleberry Finn (Drew Barrymore) traverse the Mississippi while discovering that love, death and mayhem can definitely be the wildest of all. Rated R. 131 minutes. Severin. $4.95

3994842 THE STUNT MAN. Widescreen. Peter O'Toole stars as a director whose deviously megalomaniacal madman commanding a film set circus where a paranoic veteran finds himself again being a dead man, possibly dating the beautiful lady (Barbary Elisabeth). And discovering that love, death and mayhem of moviemaking can definitely be the wildest of all. Rated R. 131 minutes. Severin. $4.95

3961788 SHARK KILLER. Widescreen. One shark exterminator must retrieve a rare diamond from the stomach of a massive black-finned white shark; however, the powerful local crime lord has, too, set his sights on the gem. Will the fearless shark killer live up to his reputation? Not Rated. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

3948382 22 BULLETS. Widescreen. Lifelong mobster Charly Matte has turned over a new leaf and left his past as an outlaw behind him. However, one morning he's left for dead in the underground parking garage of Marseille's Old 22 bullets in his body. After his miraculous recovery, he seeks vengeance. CC. In French with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

4711440 THE BATTLE OF HAARLEM. Widescreen. Driven by grief and hatred following the execution of her youngest child, a woman brings the story of her familial struggle to life in a epic, heroic battle against the Spanish. Stars Monic Hendrickx. Not Rated. 133 minutes. Itn Distribution. $5.95

3929515 ICE SOLDIERS. Widescreen. Based beneath the Arctic ice since the Cold War, genetically modified Soviet soldiers have emerged once again, ready to unleash destruction. They're on a top-secret mission with potentially devastating consequences, and only one intergalactic showdown can stop their rampage. Stars Dominic Purcell, Michael Ironside, and Adam Beach. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3984222 THE ART OF WAR. Widescreen. Officially, coolly efficient covert operative Neil Shaw does not exist. Trying to tell that anyone standing in Shaw's way. Wesley Snipes plays Shaw, one of an elite team of United Nations agents in this stylish thriller. Rated R. CC. 116 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

3914747 BOLD & BRAVE: The 3-Movie Collection. Widescreen. Three films explore the horrors of the Vietnam War. Scott Glenn stars in Faith of My Fathers. In the Oscar-winning The Fog of War, director Errol Morris shares a conversation with Robert S. McNamara. And Michael J. Fox joins Sean Penn in Casualties of War, based on a true story set in the moral quagmire of this controversial conflict (Unrated). Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3984229 THE STUNT MAN IN 3D. Widescreen. Peter O'Toole stars as a director whose deviously megalomaniacal madman commanding a film set circus where a paranoic veteran finds himself again being a dead man, possibly dating the beautiful lady (Barbary Elisabeth). And discovering that love, death and mayhem of moviemaking can definitely be the wildest of all. Rated R. 131 minutes. Severin. $4.95

3998371 FORBIDDEN EMPIRE. Widescreen. An 18th century explorer sets out on an epic journey to map the forbidden underbelly of Pennsylvania only to discover its dark secrets and dangerous creatures hidden in a cursed, fantastical forest. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 113 minutes. E One. $9.95

3914291 PAINTBALL. Widescreen. A group of young urban workaholics sign up for a weekend of paintballing to have some adventure. But the adrenaline-filled entertainment soon turns into a manhunt, in which they become the prey and the hunter shoots live ammo, not paint. It is now a game of survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. MPI. $2.95

3934275 ARN: The Knight Templar. Widescreen. Arn Magnusson (Joakim Natterqvist) is trained from birth to become a skilled swordsman. After being double-crossed by a deviant nobleman, he is made a Knight Templar and sent off to the Crusades as a pittance for his sins. Now he’ll have to risk his life in a fight for his freedom. Rated R. 133 minutes. Itn Distribution. $5.95

3565631 COLD SWEAT. Forced by his former partners into criminal dealings, the fearless Leonidas (James Bond’s Sean Connery) is out for revenge. From a quiet life renting boats in Southern France to now hunting for the abductors of his family, Joe will stop at nothing when justice is done. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3817490 ROBIN HOOD: The Rebellion. Widescreen. Outgaged by the courageous Robin Hood’s (Ben Fishman) heroic tactics, the Sheriff of Nottingham kidnaps Lady Marian in a plot to force Robin Hood to surrender himself. With the life of his true love at stake, Robin changes what could be the final battle of his life. English SDH. 92 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

3800628 BORN TO RIDE. Widescreen. Mike (Casper Van Dien) decides to hit the road on his refurbished motorcycle along with best buddy Alex (Patrick Muldoon), but their trek takes a surprising turn when they become involved in a plot of political blackmail, corruption and dirty money. Not Rated. Officially, coolly efficent. 100 minutes. MPI. $5.95

1711737 ALI BABA AND THE SEVEN SARACENS. An evil tribal leader is looking for ultimate power but must face the seven Saracens in order to achieve it. The aspiring despots capture and tortures Ali Baba in order to try to win the Golden Throne of the Magi (1964). 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3931893 SUPER VIXENS. Features three stories about women with superhuman powers who battle super villains but get in over their heads and are never the same again. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

The Fog of War, Oscar-winning documentary Errol Morris shares a conversation with Robert S. McNamara. And Michael J. Fox joins Sean Penn in Casualties of War, based on a true story set in the moral quagmire of this controversial conflict (Unrated). Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

The Fog of War, Oscar-winning documentary Errol Morris shares a conversation with Robert S. McNamara. And Michael J. Fox joins Sean Penn in Casualties of War, based on a true story set in the moral quagmire of this controversial conflict (Unrated). Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
**2902818 CASSIDY RED.** Widescreen. When Josephine Cassidy (Abby Eiland) hears that her spiritual essence Tom has murdered her Apache lover Jakob, she immediately seeks bloodthirsty retribution. However, when she returns to her hometown at the edge of the Arizona Territory, she discovers that Tom is now her corrupt sheriff and Jakob is alive and in SDH. 91 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**396543 MISSION OF HONOR.** Widescreen. The story of Squadron 303, a group of flyers who piloted the famous “Wasp” planes over the skies over England in the Battle of Britain during World War II. These brave men were not just fighting to keep Great Britain free from total and utter destruction, but to save the memories of their own countries which had been caught in the cross fire. English subtitles. 107 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

**386221 FALSE FLAG.** Two estranged brothers are reconvened when an invading force takes over the small mid-western town of Madison. They must band together with a group of locals, a journalist and mercenaries to evade capture and uncover the truth about this mysterious military coup and the plans for the town and incarcerated townspeople. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95

**394626 THE TAKING OF TIGER MOUNTAIN.** Will Sark’s adaptation of Qu Bo’s beloved adventure novel stars Tony Leung Ka-fai as a ruthless missile scientist out of Syria. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**469000 THE SENSUAL JUNGLE.** Laura receives an envelope from her lover with an order to open it only if he dies. When he is killed, she opens the envelope, finding half of a mysterious map and instructions. She travels to Guayaquil where she finds the owner of the other half of the map. Together they head out in search of a treasure, facing danger along the way. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

**468761 THE SCORPION KING 4: Quest for Power.** Widescreen. After the king of Na’kuila is murdered, the legendary Scorpion King Mathayus is framed for the crime and must fight off an entire kingdom of soldiers. Now Mathayus and his estranged wife Loana (Natalie Imbruglia) must fight off a mysterious woman and her unconventional father, the last hope to the king’s throne. Stars Victor Webster and Lou Diamond Phillips. Widescreen. $5.95

**468217 GABRIEL.** Widescreen. Gabriel, the archangel fights to bring light back to purgatory—a place where darkness rules—and save the souls of the city’s inhabitants. Stars Andy Whittled. Rated R. CC. 114 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**3739651 KICKBOXER: Retaliation.** Widescreen. What Kurt Sloane is forced into an underground death match with a 400 pound drug-enhanced killer, he seeks help from the legendary Master Daniel (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prison fighter Briggs (Mike Tyson) to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**3984818 V FOR VENDETTA: Two-Disc Special Edition.** Widescreen. Who is the man who hides behind a mask? Hero or Madman? Liberator or oppressor? Who is V—and who will join him in his daring plot to destroy the totalitarian regime that dominates the powerful subversive graphic novel. Includes a bonus DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**466274 BLOODFIGHT.** After witnessing the death of his former student in the ring at the hands of the dangerous Chang Lee, martial arts master Masahiro Kitani challenges Lee to a one on one confrontation—a bloodfight that will leave only one man standing. Rated R. 100 minutes. Westlake Entertainment. $4.95

**371229X THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN.** A French and Italian production, also released as “Desert Tanks,” this portrays the second battle of El Alamein, part of a campaign near the Egyptian coast during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Forster, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3954021 THE HUNTER’S: Winter War.** Widescreen. Charlene Theron stars as evil Queen Ravenna, who betrays good sister Freya (Emily Blunt) with an unforgivable act, freezing Freya’s heart to love and unleashing in her an icy power she never knew she possessed. Director George Hizonski is the second battle of El Alamein, part of a campaign near the Egyptian coast during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Forster, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**377092 TRANSFORMERS.** From director Michael Bay comes a thrilling battle between the heroic Autobots and evil Decepticons. When their epic struggle comes to Earth, all that stands between the Decepticons and the ultimate power is a clue held by Sam Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf). This two-disc set comes in a case that actually transforms into Optimus Prime himself! 143 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

**4668764 TAILSPIN TOMMY: Sky Patrol.** Tommy Tompkins and Skeeter Million are training young Lee Macmillan Army fliers for the Sky Patrol, a branch of the Army Reserves. When one of the young fliers is sent out on patrol he encounters an unmarked amphibian plane and is shot down. Now Tommy and Skeeter must track him and the mysterious plane. Stars John Trent. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4704004 THE BODYGUARD: THE BODYGUARD 2.** When Bodyguard’s employer is assassinated, the grieving son fires him. By inheriting his father’s company, the son now becomes his target. In The Bodyguard 2 the bodyguard is a Counterterrorist Unit Agent on an espionage mission to stop a threat to his country. Not Rated. In Thai with English subtitles. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Magnolia. $5.95

**3961060 THOR: End of Days.** Widescreen. Defender of the battlefield by Thor, Loki escapes to Earth. There he will conquer mankind and raise an even larger army of war. While searching for gasoline. Arrayed against him is a 400 pound drug-enhanced combatant. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. Vertical. $14.95

**3983390 3 MOVIES ACTION PACK.** Widescreen. In The Baytown Outlaws three brothers agree to help a woman save her godson from an abusive stepfather and in turn become targets. Jim loses everything when the economics of warfare no longer suit his strengths. In The Swallow two strangers seek to reign revenge in Assault on Wall Street. Jean-Claude Van Damme gets involved in a bank robbery with hostages and reflects on his life. All Rated R. Over 10 hours. Phases 4 Films. $5.95

**38698X MAD MAX: Fury Road.** Widescreen. Director George Miller revises his post-apocalyptic series with this critically acclaimed 2015 hit. Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) is swept up in a gang, led by Imperator Furiosa (Charlize Theron), fleeing from the warlord Immortan Joe. Now he must choose between his past and his future. Rated R. English SDH. Includes second battle of El Alamein, part of a campaign near the Egyptian coast during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Forster, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3735060 THE ROAD WARRIOR.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. A full-throttle epic that took the genre by storm, George Miller’s masterpiece follows a heroic loner (Mel Gibson) who drives the motors of Outback Australia in an unending search for gasoline. Arraigned against him is a legion of bizarre warriors commanded by The Humungus. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Horizon Bros. Enter. $9.95

**4741978 VIKING LEGACY.** Widescreen. In ancient times, there were seven sacred scrolls believed to grant power to those who possessed them. A Celtic King, the father of a pure blood child, obtained the scrolls and gave them to the Christian Council for safe keeping. Forget. On finding the scrolls the murders the King, and his daughter and the scrolls are taken into hiding. Vertical. $6.95

**4703524 NEWMAN’S LAW.** Widescreen. Caught between crime and their own superiors, most cops would play it by the book—but Newman (George Peppard) was born his own. Newman is a cop with a cause. Wall Street envious of the evil King Bohan unleashes an army to steal the sword and control its devastating power. As the impending apocalypse nears, the beautiful Clarice must take up the sword to defend her clan. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

**3900649 NO TEARS FOR THE DEAD.** Widescreen. Gon (Jang Dong-gun) was abandoned by his mother as a child and raised by an American mafia syndicate to become a hitman. He is an innocent girl not interested in a mission and when he travels back to South Korea to take out his last target, he discovers that she is the mother of the girl he killed. As he does what he does, a Korean and American mob war erupts. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 116 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $2.95

**3859924 GOLDEN SWALLOW/KILLER CLANS.** Widescreen. Chang Pei Pi Stars as the beautiful swordswoman Golden Swallow with a chivalrous hero who becomes the obsession of a murderous rogue. In Killer Clans two clans compete for dominance over the martial arts world in a complex tale of deception and double crosses. Both Not Rated and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. ARC Entertainment. $4.95

**3887340 AMAZONS VS. SUPERMEN.** The Amazons have set their sights on destroying the inhabitants of a neighboring village. The only thing that can stop them are three warriors. But these are not ordinary warriors, they have supernatural powers. Now they are going up against the Amazons’ greatest warriors in a fight to save the villagers. 105 minutes. Vertical. $14.95

**3853136 DAMASCUS CALL.** Widescreen. Israeli spy, Ari Ben-Zion, haunted by the death of his son, is recalled to Jerusalem after a failed attempt to bring a mole back to Israel. Unsure how many of his superiors are involved in his son’s death, the Mossad assigns Ari to smuggle a chemical weapons scientist out of Syria. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**3879550 NANCY DREW REPORTER.** After master assigns high school students insignificant topics for a writing contest, Nancy Drew decides to cover a murder trial. After listening to the Queen of Hearts’ bizarre search for clues herself. The 1939 mystery stars Bonita Granville and John Litel. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4691885 SILENT MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. In Switzerland, May, 1915. Blossoming young love between Andreas (Willaim Moseley) and Francesca (Eugenia Costantini) is set ablaze by the fires of war. And love is lost. From director Michael Bay comes a thrilling battle between the heroic Autobots and evil Decepticons. When their epic struggle comes to Earth, all that stands between the Decepticons and the ultimate power is a clue held by Sam Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf). This two-disc set comes in a case that actually transforms into Optimus Prime himself! 143 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95
Action/Adventure

3900487 ASURA: The City of Madness. Widescreen. Detective Han, who for years has been doing dirty work for corrupt mayor Park Sungae, is now pressured by a ruthless prosecutor to cooperate in an investigation. Things start to get tangled in unpredictable ways and only the most evil will survive. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 136 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $2.95

3715998 CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Collects four action-packed classic war films, Wake Island, To Hell and Back, Battle Hymn, and Gray Lady Down. Stars include Charlton Heston, Rock Hudson, Audie Murphy, David Carradine, Stacy Keach and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

3871754 SWORD OF VENGEANCE. Widescreen. This is the story of a Norman prince, freed from slavery, who seeks revenge on his father’s murderer—his ruthless uncle, Earl Durian. Gaining the trust of a band of saved farmers, he leads them into battle against Durian, exploiting in his quest to satisfy his code of honor. Stars Stanley Weber. Rated R.

996704 THE LAST SURVIVOR. Widescreen. Teenager Kendal (Haley Lu Richardson) can barely recall when the Oregon valley was still lush. It has been a decade since the last rainfall, and society at large has dried up. With a greedy water baron, Carson (Jon Gries), laying claim to what little of the precious resource remains underground, Kendal must decide whether to run or hide his best friend has left. 95 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

392968X SEVEN PSYCHOPATHS. Widescreen. Marty (Colin Farrell) just needs some inspiration and focus to finish his screenplay. He gains all he needs when his best friend—a part-time actor and dog-stealer—becomes the target of a psychotic gangster. From the director of In Bruges. Also stars Sam Rockwell, Woody Harrelson, and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3803392 OLD SKOOL KILLAZ: The Jade Temple Collection. These four films are brimming with the thrilling and over-the-top martial arts combat you love. Includes Young Hero of Shaolin; Young Hero of Shaolin 2; Jade Dagger Ninja; and The Silver Spear. Stars Bo thaus, Gia Liang, Hua Chung, and Yu Wang. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Venom Mob. $4.95

391982X THE IMMORTAL WARS: Resurgence. Widescreen. The freedom war between Dominism (Eric Roberts) and the rebels has just begun. Trikalyopia gains forces with rebel leader Kalera and her team of freedom fighters. They must now fight back to bring Dominism down and expose him to the world. Not Rated. 113 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

3785580 KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE. Widescreen. Facing certain defeat, Merlin banishes the evil menace to his land and his son Mordred to the ends of the universe. Vowing revenge, Morgana and her son return to Earth, hell-bent on destroying everything in the name of King Arthur and his knights. Stars Sara Matakul Lane, Eoin O’Brien and Alex Winters. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

2963361 SAVING PRIVATE RYAN: D-Day 60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition. Widescreen. The story begins with WWII’s historic D-Day invasion, then moves beyond the beach as it follows a squad of American soldiers who embark on a dangerous special mission. Winner of five Academy Awards. Includes bonus feature: Director Steven Spielberg’s unforgettable film achievement had a profound impact throughout the world. Stars Tom Hanks and Matt Damon. Packaged in a collector’s case. Rated R. 169 minutes on two DVDs. DreamWorks. $9.95

★ 3900150 THE GIRL FROM RIO. Widescreen. In the tradition of Barbarella comes this own over-the-top action-adventure as bisexual super villain Sumitra (Shirley Eaton) launches a diabolical plan to enslave the male species with her army of lusty warriors. Women are sent to rescue their survivors. English SDH. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

★ 3879399 FROM HELL TO BORNEO. John Dirkson is a mercenary who returns to his family’s island sanctuary after his property is killed by pirates. The smugglers intend to use the land as a base for their illegal operations, and Dirkson fights them with everything he’s got in this action-packed struggle. Stars George Montgomery. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

472996X RENDEL: Dark Vengeance. Widescreen. The masked vigilante, Rendel seeks revenge and justice when an evil criminal organization called VALA launches an untested vaccine by bribing, threatening or killing every official in opposition. Not Rated. In Finnish with English subtitles. 95 minutes. The Banner. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

★ 394560X JURASSIC SHARK. When an oil company unwittingly unleashes a prehistoric shark from its icy prison, the Jurassic killer maroons a gang of art thieves and a group of beautiful young college students on an untouched island of land. The two groups must come together to fight and survive or become shark food! Not Rated. 75 minutes. English SDH. $11.95

★ 3880982 PERFECT FRIDAY. Widescreen. Lord Nicholas Dorset and his beautiful wife Lady Britt Dorset are a glamorous couple who live completely beyone their means. Their bank manager, who envies their customers’ wealth, has devised a foolproof plan to rob his own bank, and Nick and Brit’s desperate situation makes them the pawns of David Warner and Ursula Andress. Rated R. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

2988446 OPERATION DUNKIRK. Widescreen. A band of soldiers tasked with staying behind during the Battle of Dunkirk to rescue a scientist with information that could turn the tide of the war, must battle their way through dangerous Nazi territory to complete their mission. Stars Michael Winters and Darren Hill. 90 minutes. English SDH. $2.95

3881725 ALL THE DEVIL’S MEN. Widescreen. A bounty hunter is forced to go on a manhunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly battle with a former team and his private army. Stars Milo Gibson and William Fichtner. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

★ 664385X STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND. St. Louis Cardinals player Robert “Dutch” Holland (James Stewart) finds his inactive duty status with the U.S. Air Force suddenly active. Originally tasked with protecting the sky, he is promoted to commanding a B-36 bomber crew, a job that will test him and his family like never before. 114 minutes. English SDH. Color and B&W. Three discs. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

4717902 THE DEADLIEST PREY. Widescreen. A sadist, a psychopath, and a damfn fine soldier, Colonel Hogan (David Campbell) and his merry band of mercenaries are back for more in this explosive sequel to Deadline. Now a non-stop action-filled thriller, the body count soars. Director Michael Pataki’s engrossing story will keep you on the edge of your seat. $9.95

★ 3861988 DAUNLESS: The Battle of Midway. Widescreen. During the pivotal battle of Midway, the two-man crew of a U.S. Navy dive bomber is forced to ditch into the sea. Set adrift, the men look toward their comrades for rescue; namely the ragtag crew of an enemy ship. The men are sent to search for survivors. English SDH. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

★ 3770931 APPOINTMENT IN HONDURAS. Fullscreen. An adventurer carrying a case of money, (Glenn Ford), a husband and wife whose marriage is on the rocks (Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott), and a murderous band of cutthroats through the jungles of Central America on a mission to save an ousted political leader in this 1953 adventure, 79 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3931501 AMAZON GODDESS. The Amazons are holding a contest of physical strength to select their new queen. After the queen is crowned the Amazons meet with a group of Greek soldiers for their annual mating ritual. The Queen conceives with the King, but clear her name. Not Rated. In the Amazonian tribe. Rated R. 89 minutes. Chicago, Movies. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3819806 THE HUNTER’S PRAYER. Widescreen. Sam Worthington stars as an assassin who forges an unlikely partnership with one of his targets. Also stars Odeya Rush. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

4693590 THE PAGAN KING. Widescreen. On his deathbed, the King appoints an unexpected successor, Namay, to whom he bequest to rule with the King. The King’s illegitimate son launches a crusade against the pagans to become ruler, Namay’s courage is tested. English SDH. 118 minutes. Venetian. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99

3900541 FABRICATED CITY. Widescreen. Kwon Yoo is recognized as a top gamer with no rival. However, he soon learns that he has become the prime suspect in a murder and that a large corporation has framed him for the crime. With the help of a fellow gamer and hacker, he sets out to uncover the truth and clear his name. In Korean with English subtitles. 126 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $2.95

3810021 FAMILY ENFORCER. Jerry Bolante (Joseph Cortese) and his associates, Anthony (Lou Criscuolo) and Joe (Pesci), are small-time hoodlums who survive on the brutal streets of New Jersey. Bolante is offered a job of debt collector for a local crime syndicate and soon rises in the ranks. But when he’s suspected of skimming, repayment is deadly. Rated R. 85 minutes. Venetian. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99

★ 6570817 KASHMIRI RUN. An American adventurer bets it all on one last chance to strike it rich! The rough and tumble adventurer leads an expedition to a remote Himalayan tribe. Will they make it? Will he get the girls in this action and excitement filled race against time? Stars Perrell Roberts, a险全版为干6583697$7.95

★ 669886 BATWOMAN/THE PANTHER WOMEN. Fullscreen. After the body of a professional wrestler is found and is believed to have drowned, the autopsy reveals his pineal gland has been removed. Batman is brought in to help solve the crime in Batwoman. In an effort to resurrect the dead man’s satanic cult, the Panther Women must perform bloody sacrifices. English SDH. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 384112X HELLCATS REVENGE. Widescreen. One night on the dark side of town, the leader of an all-female motorcycle club called “The Hellcats” is brutally murdered. A large cutthroat gang go full-throttle to find out who murdered their leader and exact street justice. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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4771745 FIGURES IN A LANDSCAPE. Widescreen. Against a raw and unforgiving backdrop of sand dunes and barren mountains, MacConnachie (Robert Shaw) and Ansell (Malcolm McDowell) run for their lives, but even as they cross a seemingly endless expanse of open territory, the walls of their prison are closing in as a relentless helicopter pilot stalks them in a deadly game of cat and mouse. Rated R. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.55

4711872 THE WHITEBLOOD. Widescreen. Newly arrived in the U.S. with his mother to escape the dangerous world of the drug cartels, cartel. Years later, when his mother is diagnosed with cancer, he realizes that he must drive back into the world to help pay for her treatment or risk losing her forever. Not Rated. 82 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

★ 4689680 HIGH RISK. Fullscreen. Four native Americans in need of cash—James Brolin, Chick Vennera, Bruce Davidson and Cleavon Little—fly down to Columbia and raid the sale of a notorious drug lord with connections to a corrupt military leader. None of them have any combat experience, but how hard can it be, right? Also stars James Coburn. Rated R. 90 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

★ 3880828 AND HOPE TO DIE. Widescreen. A French criminal on the run, who are plotting a complex robbery. Their foolproof plan blows up when they end up kidnapping a crime lord’s daughter and accidentally killing her. Stars Jean-Louis Trintignant and Robert Ryan. In French with English subtitles. 141 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.55

4772326 THIEVES LIKE US. Widescreen. Convicted murderer Bowie (Keith Carradine) has escaped and is on the lam with two buddies. But when their cross-country rampage leads them to hole up in a rural farmhouse, Bowie finds himself falling for a young woman (Shelley Duvall)—and suddenly the stakes are higher than ever. Directed by Robert Altman. Rated R. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.55

★ 3957934 CARNIVAL MAGIC. Widescreen. For his penultimate film, experiment with color and sound to create perhaps the strangest movie of his career. Blockbuster are formed into the shape of an enchanted parade and march with a boy into a hypnotic realm. Altogether peculiar and quite moving. All is left to the child’s imagination. Rated Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.55

★ 4782828 AMBUSHED. With the odds stacked against them, a game ranger and his assistant launch a desperate attack against a gang of army-deserter in an effort to rescue the ranger’s wife and son who’ve been kidnapped and kept in a hideout. This film is part of the Regio Afrika collection and stars native South Africans. In Zulu with English subtitles. 68 minutes. Indexpub. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

★ 3868683 THE CRIMINAL. Widescreen. Stanley Baker stars as underworld kingpin Johnny Bannion, sprung from prison by his best friend Mike Carter to protect his land from being destroyed by excessive oil drilling. To seek justice a rebel organization kidnaps an American oil executive and demands that his corporation end its oil exploitation. A high stakes situation turns into an all out explosive attack. Stars Mborg Mpong. 96 minutes. Phase 4 Films. Pub. at $19.98. $9.55

★ 472636X FACELESS MAN. When an innocent man gets ripped up by an assassination plot, he ends up working with police to bring the lead conspirator to justice—and then some. This film was produced by and stars native South Africans, paying homage to Hollywood action sequences with his usual style. Not Rated. In Zulu with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Indexpub. Pub. at $19.95. $9.55

★ 4712250 CHALLENGE OF 5 GAUNTLETS. A desperate family has exhausted all conventional options, so they will have to battle through a gauntlet of warrior gatekeepers to reach the relucr’s loc. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.55


3800954 BATTLE OF THE EMPIRES. Having ascended to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young Sultan decides to attempt the unthinkable—he wants to conquer Constantinople. Confident in his people. The real battle is one of the greatest and most brutal sieges in the history of man, and it plays out in this thunderous epic. CC. Also released on two DVDs. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 393 minutes. Phase 4 Films. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3779378 HARA-KIRI: Death of a Samurai. Widescreen. From director Takashi Miike comes the story of a mysterious samurai who arrives at the doors of his feudal lord, requesting an honorable death by ritual suicide in his courtyard. The lord threatens him with the grisly tale of an ill-fated ronin with a similar request. But this samurai has a story of his own. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 126 minutes. Tribeca Film. Pub. at $29.98. PRICE CUT to $1.95

2937719 TOXIC SHARK. Widescreen. An idyllic island vacation takes a horrifying turn when a poisonous, toxic shark takes to the surrounding waters. This fearsome beast not only takes to the surrounding waters. This fearsome beast not only rips a part its victims—it hurls projectile acid at them! Those on the island are safe in or out of the water. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Echo Bridge. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3990827 1939: Battle of Westerplatte. Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the polish fortress stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst the bloodshed, two Polish commanders struggle with the decision to fight or surrender. Dubbed. Canadian English. PRICE CUT to $3.95

2876436 MAN IN WAR. Star James Cagney in his courtyard. The lord threatens him with the grisly tale of an ill-fated ronin with a similar request. But this samurai has a story of his own. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 126 minutes. Tribeca Film. Pub. at $29.98. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3900525 THE BERLIN FILE. Widescreen. Exposed during an illegal arms trade gone wrong in Berlin, a North Korean “ghost” agent finds himself in the crosshairs of an international arms race. Was he betrayed by his own wife or his country? He must now prepare to make the ultimate sacrifice. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. CC. Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3815242 STICK. Widescreen. For his best “Stick” Stickey (Burt Reynolds) is an ex-con trying to stay clean on the streets of Miami. When his former cellmate is murdered during an illicit payoff, Stick finds himself at the center of a criminal circle whose members include a nervous drug kingpin, a shady film producer, and stock market whiz. Also stars Candice Bergen. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3914798 HARD TARGET. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme is the target of an evil mercenary (Lance Henriksen) who recruits fellow veterans for the “amusement” of his clients’-bored tycoons who will pay a half million dollars to stalk and kill the most challenging prey of all: man. Rated R. 110 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3933101 THE WORLD WAR II COLLECTION: Saving Private Ryan/Price for Peace/Shooting War. Three powerful films depict a monumental turn in world history: Winner of Live Academy Awards, Stephen Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (Rated R) stars Tom Hanks and Matt Damon. For Peace is a dramatic, compelling event in the Pacific Theater of WWII. Shooting War is the compelling story of the courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a color photo booklet. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. DramaWorks. PRICE CUT to $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
Action/Adventure

4648749 THE CONNECTION. In Magistrate Pierre Michel's crosstown is charismatic and wealthy kingpin Gable Zampara who is the largest underground heroin trade into the States. Though the fearless and tenacious Michel will stop at nothing to ensure the crime ring's demise, "La France" always seems one step ahead. In French with English subtitles. Rated R. 135 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3900584 Hindsight. Widescreen. Once a legendary and brutal figure in organized crime, Doo-jeen just might have the chance to lead a normal life with the young woman he's met. But when deadly cartel politics erupt, he gets drawn back into the assassination target of former colleagues. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 121 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $2.95

299612X Dirk Bogarde Collection: The Rank Collection. Dirk Bogarde demonstrates his acting range in this quartet of outstanding films: "Campbell's Kingdom" (Drama, 1957); "Penny Princess" (Comedy, 1952); "Simba" (Action/Adventure, 1955), and "The Telegraph Train; or, The Man from Monterey." (1942); and "The Mother of the Mountain." (1943). Not rated. Over six hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95

116 minutes, unrated. Widescreen. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3919552 Ulysses: A Dark Odyssey. Widescreen. Ulysses is an epic adventure of Europe. 2023. Uly, a disillusioned soldier riddled with amnesia, returns home from war in the Middle East, knowing that he must desperately comb the city to find his beloved. Fate fills this endless night with a series of chance meetings, each encounter filling in a missing piece of his memory. Not Rated. 95 minutes, unrated. Blue Underground. PRICE CUT to $7.95

393571X Bare Knuckle Brawler. Widescreen. While investigating the mysterious deaths of two fighters, undercover police officer Joey Calderon is murdered. His lone cannon brother Steve returns from Iraq and answers and craves for revenge. Steve learns there is only one rule to find his brother's killer and stay alive: there are no rules. Not Rated, CC. 95 minutes, unrated. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3974765 Paradox. Widescreen. When his daughter goes missing in Thailand, an angry Kong cop (Louis Koo) teams with local police (Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) to find her, but instead finds himself embroiled in a web of corruption and violence in this explosive thriller directed by Wilson Yip. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3803082 Firewalk. Widescreen. E One. $3.95

3874996 MA BARKER'S KILLER BROOD. Reel Vault. $7.95

3856623 COBRA MISSION. Widescreen. Reel Vault. $7.95

3856674 DAN CANDY'S LAW. Reel Vault. $7.95

3856119 G.I. SAMURAI. Widescreen. Ventura Entertainment. $4.95

4652827 Hollywood Vice Squad. Fullscreen. Liberation Hill. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4664817 The Police Connection. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

393179X SukiYaki Western DJango. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95


4687109 Defiance. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95

Westerns

3985468 Dragged Across Concrete. Widescreen. WS Films. $5.95

3925447 Bronson Triple Threat Collection. Fullscreen. MGM. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95


3779408 Mercenaries. Widescreen. Asylum. $3.95

3940278 Ultimate Disaster Pack. Widescreen. Universal. $1.95

310283 LONDON HAS FAILED. Widescreen. WS Films. $5.95

3752511 5 Film Collection: Swords & Sandals. fullscreen & Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

3833011 J. Edgar. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4682193 Out for a Kill. Widescreen. Columbia. $5.95

3999284 The Night Crew. Widescreen. Momentum. $5.95

3914313 Profile of a Serial Killer. Fullscreen. Lionsgate. $3.95

3933071 Ultimate Warrior Collection: Braveheart/Gladiator/Hercules. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

3999991 The 4-Movie Collection: Action Classics Unleashed. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $5.95

2943330 Star-Studded Action. Millennium. $5.95

3998916 JCVD. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

3896867 12 Strong. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

3925706 Starship Troopers 2: Hero of the Federation. Widescreen. Columbia. $5.95

3900673 The Tower. Widescreen. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

3872793 D-Day Survivor. Widescreen. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $2.95

4677889 Red Dawn. Fullscreen & Widescreen. MGM. $7.95

388175X Black '47. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $4.95

3914812 UJAMJAN: Collector's Series. Widescreen. Tristar. $5.95

3900517 The Battleship Island. Widescreen. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

4608917 The Debt. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

4660013 River Runs Red. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $4.95

3753492 Si-M. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3913716 Fred Williamson Double Feature. More Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

4660996 Pagan Warrior. Widescreen, in Distribution. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

3925528 Ronin. Fullscreen & Widescreen. MGM. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3971762 Trespass Against Us. Widescreen. Elevated Pictures. $6.95

3990509 Battle for Inchon: Operation Chromite. Widescreen. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

3802353 Guns for Hire. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $1.95

3799115 Death Squad. Widescreen. E One. $3.95

3869903 Pan. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3900452 The Admiral: Roaring Currents. Widescreen. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

3854620 68 Kill. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $4.95

3810631 The Yellow Birds. Widescreen. Elevated Pictures. $1.95

3924781 The Nuthers. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $13.95

3862529 Bleeding Steel. Widescreen. VVS Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95


4672984 Bushido Man: Seven Deadly Battles. Widescreen. Adults only. Shout! Factory. $14.95

3778800 Kill Kane. Widescreen. 4Digital Media. $4.95

3752798 I Deal in Danger. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

3891873 Small Town Crime. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3815885 Birth of the Dragon. Widescreen. Universal. $3.95

3758432 Countdown to Eskimada Bay. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

292692X So Proudly We Hail. Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

3862232 Backtrace. Widescreen. VVS Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3882586 Greetings to the Devil. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $3.95

6812007 Pastor Shepherd. Widescreen. E One. $4.95

Limited Quantity 4703235 The Blue Lightning. Sam Elliott stars as Harry Bingham, a hard-nosed adventurer hired to retrieve a priceless opal known as "The Blue Lightning." Robert Culp plays Lester McInally, a heartless criminal with an army of killers who guard the gem in an underground lair in the Australian outback. Also stars Rebecca Gilling. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

3855678 All Hell Broke Loose. Widescreen. After suffering an injury in the Civil War, a skilled sharpshooter, Will Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a daring marksman. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

467801X The Telegraph Trail/Somewhere in Sonora/The Man from Monterey. John Wayne leads a trio of exciting early 1930's westerns. He takes on villains trying to stop The Telegraph Trail; ventures to Somewhere in Sonora to take down a gang of outlaws; and plays The Man from Monterey, a noble hero out to unravel a devious land-grab scheme. In B&W. 168 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

3857474 Django. Widescreen. Franco Nero stars as the lone stranger who roams the West dragging a coffin of chaos toward his own violent destiny by vengeance. Director Sergio Corbucci packs his landmark classic with indelible images, unforgettable performances and some of the most shocking brutality to grace "Spaghetti Westerns" ever made. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

2819133 The Magnificent Seven/Seraphim Falls. Widescreen. In The Magnificent Seven, the desperate townspeople of Rose Creek employ protection from seven gunslingers to save their village from an attack by hired guns. Stars Chris Pratt. English SDH. 133 minutes. In Seraphim Falls, Ex Union Captain Gidine has come west looking to leave the brutal, bloody past behind. Stars Liam Neeson. Rated R. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95
Westerns

470326X APPALOOSA. Widescreen. Ed Harris (who also directs, produces, and co-scripts) and Viggo Mortensen stand together as friends and for-hire peacekeepers. As the woman who arrives in town with only a dollar and a keen sense of survival, Renée Zellweger adds feelings—those things that can get you killed. Including, of course, love (Jeremy Irons) to justice. Rated R. English SDH. 167 minutes. New Line Home Ent. $9.95

2995883 THE HATEFUL EIGHT. Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s award-winning epic returns to the big screen as a landscape as a blizzard moves in. Seeking refuge at a stagecoach stopover is a host of bounty hunters, fugitives, former soldiers, and a hangman. As the snow falls, a cold truth—not everyone will be getting out alive. Stars Kurt Russell and Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. English SDH. 167 minutes. E ONE. $11.99

4569230 CAST A LONG SHADOW. Widescreen. Audie Murphy plays Matt, a saddle tramp with a penchant for drinking away his pay. When he inherits a ranch from a man who may have been his father, it leads him to the town of Jarama. In the old film, into the fists of some old rivals, and into the pockets of debt collectors eager to foreclose the estate. In B&W. 102 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

4687848 6 BULLETS TO HELL. The 60s and 70s spaghetti western style is revived in this 2017 love letter, featuring music by the great Ennio Morricone. The heroes, the villian, the honor, the greed, the bullets and the blood—all here in a gritty anti-hero saga of hard-bitten warriors of the Wild West. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

367028X THE SAVAGE. Widescreen. Mack Glencoe unleash a massacre of bloodshed in this white-knuckle tale of revenge in the Wild West. When he lays waste to the scoundrels who killed his wife and son, a Danish ex-soldier bears the wrath of a sadistic gang leader hell-bent on hunting him down. Also stars Eva Green and Jeffrey Dean Morgan. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. ICF Films. Pub. at $24.98 $4.95

467086X BATTLES OF CHIEF PONTIAC. Set in the British occupied wilderness of 1700s Northwest America. Lex Barker stars as a frontiersman who negotiates a peace between the Redcoats and an Indian chief–but when a treacherous officer sutty the treaty and war erupts, Barker must choose sides. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4711521 FRONTIER. Widescreen. Two Mexican families, the Villaréals, find their peaceful existence shattered when they refuse to sell their ranches to the Mackenzies, an Irish family who won’t stop at anything to get what they want—oh! Not Rated. 96 minutes. Distribution. $4.95

4670738 CRY BLOOD, APACHE. Piticain (Joel McCrea) is pursued by a group of detection gold fever. After Piticain and his gang of sadistic cowboys terrorize a tribe of Indians, they keep one woman alive. She promises to lead them to the hidden gold mine if they spare her life, but things don’t go as planned. 81 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4670728 COME ON, RANGERS. After Texas is admitted to the Union and the Texas Rangers are ordered to disband, the U.S. Cavalry unit sent to replace them finds that the region’s disorderly outlaws are more than they can handle. And when his own men desert him, his former company (Roy Rogers) rounds up a wild bunch of his old comrades to deliver justice. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

38101300 WE KILL...TOMORROW WE DIE! Widescreen. Bill Klowa (Montgomery Ford) is released after a five-year prison term for a crime he did not commit. The bandit El Fego (Tatsuya Nakadai), the real culprit, also killed Klowa’s Indian wife. Now, Klowa has vengeance on his mind. A spaghetti western classic written by Dario Argento. 95 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Italian horror master starring Smiley Burnette and Betty Bronson. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

47357270 APACHE ROSE. There’s trial-brusing excitement by the ton as Roy Rogers comes to the rescue of a gal (Dale Evans) sitting on a fortune in “black gold,” which a gang of no-good varmints is itching to snatch out from under her. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4702105 RIP ROARIN’ BUCKAROO THE FORGOTTEN NINERS. Tom Tyler stars in two classic westerns. In Rip Roarin’ Buckaroo, after losing a fixed boxing match, a prizefighter retreats to the range and takes on a job as a ranch hand (1936). And in The Forgotten Niners, set in 1849, with wagon trains bound from Wyoming to California, a disreputable wagon guide foils the possessions of unsuspecting settlers, and a trader discovers the scheme (1935). In B&W. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
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**3779598 CAPTAIN FURY.** Fullscreen. A power-mad land baron attempts to keep other sheep herders out of Australia, even committing murder. Captain Michael Fury (Brian Aherne), sentenced to hard labor in Australia for his political involvement, escapes his imprisonment and gathers a band of disreputable settlers to finish the would-be dictator’s tactics. English SDH. In VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95.

**4685610 TO THE LAST MAN.** In Kentucky just after the Civil War, the Hayden-Colby feud grows into an ugly Aug. 1967 conflict in which a band of outlawed settlementists plan to finish the feud. "They want to finish the feud with cannon and muskets, and even if they succeed, they'll pay for it with their lives," says the Judge. English SDH. In B&W. 92 minutes. VCI. $7.95.

**4720016 MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN.** Gene Autry stars in this 1936 cowboy western about greedy land developers who prey on farmers who are unaware of vast gold deposits under their lands. Also stars Smiley Burnette and includes four original songs by Autry. In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3858286 JUSTICE.** Widescreen. It’s 1868, three years since the Civil War ended. An old, abandoned mine is now being transformed into a military stronghold by a corrupt mayor and a band of bloodthirsty outlaws. When a U.S. Marshal comes to town only to find out that his brother has been murdered, his search for the killer leads to an inevitable clash. Stars Nathan Parsons. Rated R. Universal.

**3779033 PANCHO VILLA: Cinema Delicia.** A tale of Pancho Villa, the legendary Mexican revolutionary. Called a bandit, considered a hero, Pancho Villa was renowned for his bravery. In this exciting fictional account, arms deals go wrong, American forts are invaded for weapons, and an attempt is made to take over the Mexican government. Also stars Clint Walker. $4.95.

**6973590 THE NIGHT OF THE GRIZZLY.** Widescreen. Big Jim Cole (Clint Walker) inherits land in Wyoming and trades his dangerous lawman’s life for the comparatively cushy existence of a rancher. But he barely gets his feet wet when new dangers arise: a treacherous grizzly bear, angry, covetous neighbors, and a revenge-hungry outlaw. A 1966 western needed to defend the innocent, bring crooks to justice and restore the peace. This collection features all four of the classic movies: The Iron Rider; Roll Thunder Roll; The Fighting Redhead; and The Prizefighter. Stars Jim Bannon and Don Strley. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. VCI. $19.95.

**4684882 THE KEEPING ROOM.** Widescreen. Southerner Augustine encounters two renegades, drunken soldiers who are on a mission of pillage and violence. After escaping an attempted assault, Augustine races back to the isolated farmhouse that she shares with her sister and female slave where the trio of women are forced to make a last stand to fend off their assailants. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95.

**4719905 DRIFT FENCE.** Jim Travis (Tom Keene), who at a rodeo meets city dweller Jim Tract (Benny Baker), who has come west to erect a fence that he says will keep the Judge’s son from continuing his cattle rustling business. Slinger Dunder (Buster Crabbe) opposes the fence since it will make his family’s small ranch suffer from the division of the land (1947). In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**387954X SHERIFF OF LAS VEGAS.** When the sheriff of Las Vegas is killed in a bank holdup, Red Ryder is made the new sheriff. His first problem arises when the Judge is试验 that the Judge’s son is blamed for the murder. Ryder knows the son is innocent and sets a trap for the man he thinks is behind both crimes. Stars Bill Elliott. In B&W. 55 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3716619 A RECKONING.** After her husband is brutally murdered, a widowed homesteader leaves everything on a daring and desperate mission to seek revenge by hunting down his killer. Stars June Dietrich and Lance Henriksen. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Papas Octopus. $4.95.


**3779598 THE GREAT SCOUT AND CATHOUSE THURSDAY.** Widescreen. In this ribald adventure, Tom Slade (Buck Jones) and his partner (Oliver Reed) try to recover $60,000 stolen by their arch enemy. Instead they end up saddle bagged with a bevy of Wild West prostitutes, one almost virtuous young lady, and an acid tongued ex sweetheart. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

**3881547 LAWLESS FRONTIER.** Widescreen. Follows the exploits of The London Gang. From their start as a close-knit band of outlaws, they class themselves as gun-slinging bandits fighting the law and each other, the three young men try to make their way through 1880 Dakota Territory. Stars Brad Martocello. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

**4670968 BLAZING SIX SHOOTERS.** There’s an undiscovered valuable silver deposit located between two ranches. Villains Lash Bertsch plans to gain control of both ranches and access to the silver. Hero Jeff Douglas (Charles Starrett) devises a plan to reveal the two robbers but will he be outsmart the crafty villains? In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**4673838 RIDERS OF DEATH VALLEY.** This star-laden western serial has our able heroes escaping various purists devised by the evil Wolfe Reade and his pack of outlaws, who wish to lay claim to a fabled lost mine. Collects 15 exciting chapters! Stars include Buck Jones, Noah Berry Jr., Dick Foran and Leo Carrillo. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. DVD Vault. $14.95.

**9813711 THE IVORY-HANDLED GUN.** Many B-western devotees believe this to be the best of the tale western era starring Buck Jones. The interesting plot of this film tells the story of two shepherpen carrying on their parents’ feud over a pair of ivory-handled guns. Walter Miller plays the villainous Wyoming Kid. In B&W. 61 minutes. VCI. $7.95.

**4720075 RIDE THE PULS.** Texas marshals go under cover and join a gang, participating in robberies when another marshal rides into town searching for a missing scientist. Wainwright, the scientist, is said to have been fleeced and extracting gold from ore (1942). In B&W. 58 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**6835464 SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL GUNFIGHTER.** Widescreen. Hustling gigolo Laigo Smith (James Garner) arrives in a mining town for an operation, but he overhears that the local mining baron (Harry Morgan) is looking to hire the notorious gunman, Swifty Smith, to wipe out his competition. Smith pulls a switch, but things get complicated when the real Swifty Morgan (Chuck Connors) arrives, 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

**4686683 ROLL ALONG, COWBOY.** After two ranch hands are given a note on another ranch as part of their yearly pay, they discover the ranch is about to go under because of back taxes. Working to save the property and everyone’s jobs, they find they are up against a neighbor who has other plans. Based on the novel by Zane Grey. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**4719824 BLAZING GUNS.** Tom Grady is knocked unconscious by gunman Slug Reynolds, and wakes up with a horse and with the unconscious cowhand. A sheriff mistakes Grady for the outlaw and arrests him. Now Grady faces danger from all sides—the outlaws want to shoot him and various sheriffs want to hang him up (1935). In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**2959984 STANDING TALL.** Shasta, a rancher, and his wife are harassed by a ruthless land robber and when he refuses to talk he is exposed, Big trouble arrives and ultimately Shasta must stand tall against the land robber in an exciting one on one showdown. Stars Robert Forster and Linda Evans. Pub. at $9.95.

**3879585 RAGE AT DANDON.** In the American West are some of the strongest characters who are up against a neighbor who has other plans. This has allowed them to continue their operations for so long. Complicating matters is a romance between Barlow and a sister of one of the gang members. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**0702774 RED RYDER COLOR WESTERNS: The Complete Cinecolor Collection.** Red Ryder and his faithful sidekick Little Billsut would go wherever he needed to defend the innocent, bring crooks to justice and restore the peace. This collection features all four of the classic movies: The Iron Rider; Roll Thunder Roll; The Fighting Redhead; and The Prizefighter. Stars Jim Bannon and Don Strley. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. VCI. $19.95.

**3907074 YOUNG BILL HICKOK.** Bill Hickok, assisted by Calamity Jane, is always a foreign agent and his guerrilla band who are trying to take over some western territory just as the Civil War is coming to a close. Stars Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Harry Hayes, Sally Payne and, of course, Trigger. In B&W. 59 minutes. Westlake Entertainment. $2.95.

**4719908 BEN & CHARLIE.** Ben and Charlie, two small-time criminals, rob banks and fall in with some hardened criminals all in the spirit of adventure in this comedic spaghetti western. Though they try to stay away from each other, they decide that they can’t stay away from the adventures that are put before them. Also known as Amigo, Stay Away and Hungry Dumpy Gang, 109 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**4808018 THE RED RIDER.** “Red” Reddick (Terence Young), the sheriff of Sun Dog, sacrifices his job and his good name to save his best friend, “Silent” Slade from the hangman’s noose, following a murder for which Slade is being tried. Slade escapes from jail and aids him in proving his innocence. Includes all 15 chapters of the 1934 movie serial. In B&W. Ewing SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI. $21.95.

**4739535 SAVAGE GUNS.** Vowing to exact revenge on his brother’s murderer, a wounded Sam Walbath is driven towards madness. Pursuing bands of the Mass Bandit steal gold, become almost demoniac, and they find Slade in the valley and the fabulous gold mine of their victims! Includes 15 Chapters. English SDH. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.
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386107. THE SERGIO LEONE

ANTHOLOGY. Widescreen. Saddle up for four star-studded, bullet-riddled episodes from master filmmaker Sergio Leone. Along with the iconic Dollars Trilogy (A Fistful of Dollars; For a Few Dollars More; and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly), which culminated Clint Eastwood to superstardom, included here is the Alaskan: Duck, You Sucker! starring James Coburn. Most Rated. R. CC. Over 9 hours on 4 DVDs. MGM. $24.95.

★ 370540. THE ROARING WEST. Buck Jones stars as Montana in this 1935 epic western. After a senseless killing on the trail, gold, mines, stolen maps, claim-jumping and other high-handed villainy, which occurs before Montana gets total control of the situation. In B&W. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.

477179. FACE TO FACE. Widescreen. Gian Maria Volonte leads this Sergio Sollima spaghetti western as professor Brad Fletcher. Forced to head west for his retirement. When a confrontation with the famed bandit Solomon Bennett ends with Fletcher’s kidnapping, he has no choice but to take up arms and retrieve a score by the legendary Ennio Morricone. Includes English and Italian versions with subtitles. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95.

★ 473928. THIS MAN CAN’T DIE. A 1961 spaghetti western starring Peter Sterling and John Ireland as an undercover U.S. Army agent infiltrating a gang of arms dealers. A family member of one of the agents returns home to find the family murdered—and revenge will be sought. Also known as Dollars of the Lee, Italian dubbed in English. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 477220. SINGING GUNS. Fullscreen. Singing legend Vaughn Monroe in his acting debut portrays an American比利・Ward Bond) but decides to take him to the stagecoach robber who shoots the new sheriff. Sollima spaghetti western as professor Brad Fletcher, forced to head west for his retirement. When a confrontation with the famed bandit Solomon Bennett ends with Fletcher’s kidnapping, he has no choice but to take up arms and retrieve a score by the legendary Ennio Morricone. Includes English and Italian versions with subtitles. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95.

391552. CAST A LONG SHADOW. Widescreen. Audie Murphy plays Matt, a troubled saddle tramp with a penchant for drinking away his pain. When he inherits a ranch from a man who may have been his father, it leads him back into the arms of an old flame, into the fists of some old rivals, and into the pockets of voracious debt collectors. In B&W. 102 minutes. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

387223. JESSE JAMES VS. THE BLACK TRAIN. Widescreen. This feature film follows the professional and personal life of the infamous outlaw Jesse James and his encounter with the mysterious Black Cheesser. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

3885240. ROY ROGERS: Springtime in the Sierras. Widescreen. A gang headed by Jean Loring (Stephanie Bachelor) is slaughtering game out of season. When Roy suspects this illegal activity is going on, he finds ways to become a guest at the ranch. After investigating, Roy gets caught and locked up at the ranch. Can Roy light his way out? 75 minutes. Film Chest. PRICE CUT to $1.95.

940209. THE LONE RANGER: DOUBLE FEATURE. Fullscreen. Based on the popular TV series, Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels reprise their famous roles in The Lone Ranger and The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold. With their faithful companion, Tonto, the daring and resourceful masked rider leads the fight for law and order in the old West. 174 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

★ 3891199. GORDON OF GHOST CITY. Widescreen. Gordon (Robert Mitchum) is a mysterious man are at the center of this 12 chapter, action packed movie serial. Stars Buck Jones, Madge Bellamy and Walter Miller. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 3820793. SILVER LORE. Fullscreen. Dan Ballard (John Payne) and Rose Evans (Lizabeth Scott) are about to be married when McCarthy accuses Ballard of having murdered Marshal Ned McCarty (Dan Duryea) and his wife. McCarthy forces Ballard to help him find his murdered wife and he has to go to an old town where a mysterious preacher cleans himself up and is presented to the sheriff as the man who saved his life. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95.

3914880. WYATT EARP’S REVENGE. Widescreen. Determined to avenge the vicious murder of his beloved Ora, legendary outlaw lawman Wyatt Earp has to face his worst nightmare when a band of cowboys comes from Texas. In Color and B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95.

3919031. A NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO/HEATHENS AND THIEVES. Widescreen. A group of high school students are enjoying the escapades of the Delta House fraternity as they're trapped in the cult classic, they're sucked into the silver screen. Realizing they have a UCLA campus' favorite subjects: sex, drugs and rock n' roll. All Rated R. This is a re-release of the film's original release year, 1978. 81 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95.

3879231. THE LAST DAYS OF BILLY THE KID. Widescreen. Billy the Kid is an evasive target for bounty hunters from all over the Old West, and Billy knows that every time he rides out, he has a chance of getting bushwhacked. Stars Cody McFarver and Jerry Cheser. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

3914386. THE PLAINSMAN: Universal Western Collection. Dernacio Cooper (as Wild Bill Hickock) and Jean Arthur (as Calamity Jane) star in Cecil B. DeMille’s sweeping western epic that interweaves classic stories from the Old West legends like Hickok and Jane with Buffalo Bill Cody, George Armstrong Custer, and Abraham Lincoln. In B&W. 114 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95.

Comedy

4705106. NATIONAL LAMPON’S ANIMAL HOUSE: SORDID AND CONFUSED/FAST TIMES AT RIDGMENT HIGH. Widescreen. In Animal House join in the escapades of the Delta House fraternity as they take on Dean Wormer and the entire college student body. Rated R. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. MGM. $24.95.

3832765. HOLLYWOOD COMEDY LEGENDS: 50 Movies. These light hearted productions feature the witty dialogue, slapstick humor, and zany antics from the Golden Age of Comedy. Includes Hollywood names including Carl Reiner, Dudley Moore, Humphrey Bogart, John Candy, Goldie Hawn, Carol& Bobert, John Travolta, and many others. In Color and B&W. Over 69 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95.

★ 3925544. SOME LIKE IT HOT. Widescreen. When Chicago musicians Joe (Tony Curtis) and Jerry (Jack Lemmon) witness a gangland shooting, they quickly board a southbound train to Florida, disguised as women. Hollywood names including Carl Reiner, Dudley Moore, Humphrey Bogart, John Candy. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95.

4703786. THE FINAL GIRLS. Widescreen. When a group of high school students attend an anniversary screening of an infamous ’80s horror movie that starred Max’s late mother, they are mysteriously sucked into the silver screen. Realizing they are now playing a new cult classic, they team up with the ill-fated movie characters to battle the film’s ax-wielding killer, Stars Taissa Farmiga and Malin Akerman. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures Classics. PRICE CUT to $4.95 $3.95.

★ 5970997. HIDEOUT IN THE SUN. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midday heist. The plan to cool their heels in Cuba takes a shockingly unexpected turn—right to a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnapped ultra-vixen in tow. From exploitation legend Doris Wishman. Not Rated. In English. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

4677544. LIAR, LIAR. Widescreen. Jim Carrey pulls out all the laughs as the fast-talking attorney and habitual liar who, through his lack of attention to detail, causes his clients to lose cases. But, he must tell the truth for the next 24 hours. He soon discovers that his biggest asset—which has suddenly become his biggest liability—is his heartwarming small talk. In English. SDH. 87 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

1668003. ZACK AND MIRI. Widescreen. Get ready for the wild comedy that goes where no movie has dared go before! Seth Rogen and Elizabeth Banks star as two cash-strapped co-workers who make a pact to make $5000 from making an adult film. Once the cameras start rolling, things quickly get complicated—and hilarious! Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95.
Comedy

4694066 WHISKEY TANGO FOXTROT. Widescreen. Stuck in a rut, reporter Kim Baker (Tina Fey) decides to shake up her desk job in New York and taking a dangerous assignment in Afghanistan. Far from home and completely out of her comfort zone, a culture-shocked Kim becomes an admiring no-nonsense Colonel and a charming photojournalist to help her navigate this crazy new world. Rated R. CC. 111 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

2932457 CROCODILE DUNDEE II. Widescreen. Just as the eccentric Australian (Paul Hogan) is starting to adjust to life in New York City, Dundee and his girlfriend are targeted for death by a gang of ruthless drug dealers. Dundee is leading the big city hoods into the treacherous Australian outback. And soon, the bad guys find out that Down Under could mean six feet under. English SDH. 111 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

3764818 ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET THE MUMMY. Fullscreen. Continuing the duo’s “horror comedy” spoofs, this hilarious 1950’s classic follows Pete and Freddie, hired to help transport a legendary mummy to America. When an archaeologist is murdered and the mummy goes missing, the bumbling bums find themselves in possession of a cursed medallion and on the trail to a forbidden island. Universal. $3.95

4693388 BLAST-OFF. Widescreen. In this edgy animated comedy, world-weary hitmen stars as P.T. Barnum, the blustering showman determined to be the first to build a projectile that can turn to the moon. On his slapstick mission, he’s joined by an eccentric cast of characters: devious partners, voluptuous parasites, dashing young Americans and more. 119 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

2663805 CANDY STRIPE NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES. Roger Corman’s Cult Classics. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast of the medical world with the doctors of "Night Call Nurses" (1974); it’s getting harder at night for the "Night Call Nurses" (1972); it’s what they do off duty that’s really private for "Private Duty Nurses" (1971); and The Young Nurses (1973) is growing bigger. Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.93

299626X THE HISTORY OF MR. POLLY. The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A sparkling Victorian comedy drama based on the classic novel by H.G. Wells. John Mills gives one of his most charismatic performances as Albert Polly, a draper’s assistant who inherits a large sum and sets off on a bike to find his fortune. With Sally Ann Howes and Finlay Currie. In B&W. 96 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $19.99

1661036 SAUSAGE PARTY. Widescreen. One sausage leads a group of supermarket products on a quest to discover the truth about their existence and what really happens when they become chosen to leave the grocery store. This edgy animated film features the voice talents of Seth Rogen, Kristen Wiig, Bill Hader, Paul Rudd and Jonah Hill. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Columbia. $9.95

2894883 THE ALABAMA BIKINI CAR WASH. Widescreen. When hard-partying Jack learns he is failing college, his professor offers him a chance to save his grades by running the local car wash. But Jack isn’t the only one who can handle the job. In addition to the cars, when his friends talk him into turning the business into a sexy bikini car wash. Rated R. 95 minutes. Raven Banner. $9.95

368084X DAD’S ARMY. Widescreen. It’s the nadir of World War II, as Captain Mainwaring (Terry-Thomas), Sergeant Wilson (Bill Nighy), and the woefully inept Home Guard platoon of Wiltonham on the Sea. The boys make fools of themselves to impress their commanding officer, causing confusion and conflict. Rated PG. 97 minutes; Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. $19.96

4692519 VARSITY BLUES/MAJOR LEAGUE. Widescreen. Varsity Blues captures all the excitement, humor, and temptations of small-town high school football, starring Paul Walker, James Van Der Beek and Amy Smart. Tom Berenger, Charlie Sheen and Tom Arnold round out the cast and a buckled band of misfits star in a hilarious lineup that’s destined for disaster. Major League. Both Rated R. CC. 4 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

4726596 BEVERLY HILLS COP II. Widescreen. The heat’s back on and Eddie Murphy is cool as ever in this zizzling, smash-hit sequel to Beverly Hills Cop. Alek Fley (Murphy) is back where he doesn’t belong and he’s going deep, deep underground! This time, Murphy takes on Judge Reinhold and John Ashton as Murphy’s crime-busting sidekicks. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

3813967 TOPPER RETURNS. A detective assists a ghostly apparition to track down her killer in this 1941 comedic mystery. Cosmo Topper is convinced to help a ghost after receiving a request while in his busy life as a detective. In a nearby haunted house replete with hidden passages, trap doors, and misdirection aplenty! Stars Joan Blondell and Roland Young. In B&W. 86 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813971 TOPPER DOUBLE FEATURE, VOL. 2: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A major comedic star of the 1930s, Hay's relishing plays pious, incompetent authority figures. His misanthropic antics have made him the funniest man and he never fail to raise a full-hearty laugh. This DVD collects two classics, Windbag the Sailor and Good Morning, Boys. Both in Widescreen. B&W. 159 minutes. VOI Entertainment. $2.95
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2996510 will hay double feature, vol. 3: the rank collection. Fullscreen. Collects two comedy classics starring the legendary British comedian, Oh. Mr. Porter and Convict 99. Both films show Hay at his side-splitting, laugh out loud best. Also stars Moore Marriott, Graham Moffatt and Googie Withers. In B&W. 173 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $2.95

7529198 will rogers collection, volume 1. Fullscreen. With political jabs and witty one-liners that remain timely even today. Will Rogers is one of early Hollywood's most beloved icons. Collected here are four of his greatest performances. Life Begins at 40, in Old Kentucky, Doubting Thomas, and the John Ford-directed Sheaghan! Round the Bend. In B&W. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $59.98 PRICE CUT to $7.95

6536050 will rogers collection, volume 2. Celebrate the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all with gloriously witty one-liners that remain timely even today. Will Rogers is one of early Hollywood's most beloved icons. Collected here are four of his greatest performances. Life Begins at 40, in Old Kentucky, Doubting Thomas, and the John Ford-directed Sheaghan! Round the Bend. In B&W. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $59.98 PRICE CUT to $7.95

6712363 THE BIKINI CARWASH COMPANY. A young midwest man comes to L.A. to take over his uncle’s carwash and gets help from a shapely business manager. Together they hire gals to wear skimpy bathing suits—or nothing at all—to clean up in more ways than one. Rated R 84 minutes. DVD/Video. $7.95

6719832 BROADWAY LUXURY. In this comedy from Hal Roach studios, a studio director thinks it wise to ask his female actors to have a baby for the publicity, so he arranges for her to be seen with one prior to a train ride. Unfortunately the baby is kidnapped. Ever in hot pursuit (1941). Stars Victor McLaglen. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3852032 VICE VAGHNN: 4-MOVIE SPOTLIGHT SERIES. Vice Vaghan's snide brilliance elevates four star-studded comedies to new heights of hilarity. Includes Couples Retreat with Kristen Bell, The Break-Up with Jennifer Aniston, The Dilemma with Kevin James, Jennifer Connelly and Winona Ryder; and The Spirit with Janeane Garofalo and Joaquin Phoenix (Rated R). Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95

4670787 FRENCH TOUCH. In this 1952 french comedy, Fernandel stars as Marie, a country bumpkin who becomes a hairdresser. After moving to Paris, he becomes the most sought-after hairstylist in the city, changing the lives of women with his "touch." In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3855513 BIKINI SPRING BREAK. A group of coeds from a small conservative college break out of their shells when their marching band’s bus breaks down in Ft. Lauderdale during the Spring Break. Stars Hetty Galen. Rated R. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

4686799 THROW OUT THE ANCHOR! When an unemployed wiseguy moves to Florida to live on a houseboat he bought from an ad in a magazine, comedy commences for him and his children when they realize the boat doesn’t exist. Stars Richard Egan and Diana Merrill. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $3.95

4670841 THE NIGHT THEY ROBBED BIG BERTHA'S. Big Bertha runs a house of ill repute in the deep south. The full-figured madam hires so-called detectives to search for some of the local cops when burglars break in. That’s when the stash of illegal moonshine is discovered and slapstick comedy ensues. Stars Hetary Galen. Rated R 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3800903 AUSTRALIANS. Widescreen. Seventeen years after Andy spotted a funny-looking sailor, an airborne extra-terrestrial armada launches a nation-wide assault on Andy’s home town, Mifflin, as he也将 to his wife and kids. He also kidnaps her mother. To add to the debacle, it seems the other nations are too insulted by their exclusion from the attack to help. Bloody Hell! 89 minutes. Midnight Release. $3.95

3895615 ACE VENTURA COLLECTION. A bumbling beachcomber turns out to be the double of a German general. He is flown into Germany to impersonate the general and cause chaos and hilarity in a Hitler Youth college. This 1942 comedy stars Will Hay and Frank Pettingell. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4692357 MAMMOTH. Widescreen. After retiring, 60 year old Serge (Gerard Depardieu) is broken-hearted to learn that his former employers have neglected to declare his earnings. To receive full benefits, he has to travel back and gather his former co-workers. He manages to acquire an old Mammoth motorcycle, he sets off on a trip to recover lost wages and buried memories. In French with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $29.35 $5.95

4687558 LOVE STINKS. Widescreen. Love is a many splintered thing, or so Seth Winnick (French Stewart) soon learns when he gets involved with the beautiful Chelsia Turner (Brigette Wilson). She seems perfect but really isn’t. She gets his dog killed, makes a biological spring break. She is on the loose and she aims to trap Seth into marrying her. Can he escape? Rated R. 94 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

4688519 ACE VENTURA COLLECTION. A bumbling beachcomber turns out to be the double of a German general. He is flown into Germany to impersonate the general and cause chaos and hilarity in a Hitler Youth college. A 1942 comedy stars Will Hay and Frank Pettingell. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3956156 back to school. Fullscreen & widescreen. Rodney Dangerfield meets the meanest of all mean teachers in this laugh-riot comedy that’s in a class of its own! Higher education will never be the same when co-stars Sally Kellerman, Robert Downey, Jr, Dan Keim and Robert Beatty join the maniac as he takes on the brainiacs! CC. 96 minutes on a double-sided DVD. $9.95

4692047 a boyfriend for my wife. Widescreen. Lacking the courage to ask his wife (Valeria Bertuccelli) for a divorce, a man (Adrian Suar) hires a womanizer nicknamed The Crow (Gabriel Goly) to romance her and woo her away. Maybe she’ll ask for the divorce once she realizes she no longer loves her husband. In Spanish with English subtitles. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.35 $6.95

4685616 THE GOOSE STEPS OUT. A bumbling beachcomber turns out to be the double of a German general. He is flown into Germany to impersonate the general and cause chaos and hilarity in a Hitler Youth college. A 1942 comedy stars Will Hay and Frank Pettingell. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4705956 THE GRAND THEFT. Widescreen. Desperate to produce his next blockbuster, a talent-deprived, would-be producer decides to come up with his greatest plot yet. To finance the film, he attempts a multi-million dollar heist with a team of sexy actresses and a bungling crew—all while filming the movie’s climax! Rated R. 88 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

3894532 GREMLINS 2: THE NEW BATCH. VHS. Same. The rules are the same but the laughs are bigger and the thrills are better. This time Billy and everyone’s favorite Mogwai, Gizmo, must face of against a new and equally threatening Mogwai named New York and he’s kind of town. CC. 107 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

4682621 ACE VENTURA COLLECTION. A bumbling beachcomber turns out to be the double of a German general. He is flown into Germany to impersonate the general and cause chaos and hilarity in a Hitler Youth college. In this 1942 comedy stars Will Hay and Frank Pettingell. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3905578 CLOSER TO THE MOON. Widescreen. In 1959 Bucharest, five high-ranking officers for the Injectors of the Communist party staged a bank heist that baffled the repressive regime. Having been captured and sentenced to death, the group was given a final, public punishment: to feed the heist for a Communist propaganda film. What follows is a darkly comic exploration of this unusual event. Stars Vera Farmiga. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. MPI. $5.95

4662226 ANALYZE THIS. Widescreen. A mobster’s going a little wacky. His shrink’s afraid of getting whacked. What mental health advice do you give a guy who solves his problems with a gun? When the Niro and Billy Crystal join director Harold Ramis to make you a comedy offer you can’t refuse in this hilarious mob hit. Rated R. 104 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

3800692 BEACH BALLS. Charlie Harrison wants nothing more than to hone his guitar riffs, shred in a band, and win the heart of his dream girl. But catching the ear of a record producer seems like a few bumps on the road to rock star status. Stars Phillip Paley, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. 82 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95
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4702053  THE JESUS ROLLS. Widescreen. The Jesus rolls on. Hours after being released from prison, Jesus Quintana (John Turturro) pairs up with fellow misfits Petey (Bobby Cannavale) and Marie (Auréy Tautou), and embarks on a freewheeling joyride of petty crime and romance. Rated R. 85 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

4790667  POOP TALK. Widescreen. This docu-comedy gives an inside look at all things poop—from funny uncensored, embarrassing moments to scientific explanations recognized by 50 experts and comedians including Kumail Nanjiani, Adam Corolla, Rob Corddry, Nikki Glaser, Pete Holmes, Eric Stonestreet and many others. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Comedy Dynamics. $5.95

3929698  SEX TAPE. Widescreen. Jay (Jason Segel) and Annie (Cameron Diaz) decide to spice up their marriage by making a sex video of themselves. It seems like a great idea until they discover their most private video has gone public. In a panic they begin a wild night of adventure to reclaim the video and their reputation. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

★ 3975878  LEGALLY BLONDE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Elle Woods (Reese Witherspoon) may look just like another California blonde, but she’s nobody’s fool. Sensible, swish and dressed, the determined Elle is perfectly suited to use the law for good in these two hilarious, upbeat films starring some of Hollywood’s biggest stars. Includes Legally Blonde and Legally Blonde 2: Red, White and Blue. English SDH. Over three hours. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.97 $7.95

★ 467071X  CHAMPAGNE. A spoiled rich girl leads a life of luxury on the profits from her father’s champagne business. To bring back down to earth, he tells her that all money has been lost so she goes to seek her fortune. This 1928 silent comedy was written and directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Stars Betty Balfour. In B&W. 89 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3981753  PALM SWINGS. Widescreen. After moving to Palm Springs, a young married couple puts their love to the test when they discover their new neighbors are swingers. They get more than they bargained for when their wild adventures threaten to destroy their love and marriage. Stars Sugar Lyn Beard. Not Rated. CC. 95 minutes. Comedy Classics. $4.95

3946258  FRESHMAN ORIENTATION. Widescreen. Clay’s got the perfect plan to get the sexy sorority blonde of his dreams. When his scheme backfired, he finds himself in the middle of a hilarious battle of the sexes. Stars Sam Huntington, Kaitlin Doubleday, and Johnvvm. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

3916170  BE COOL. Widescreen. When Chaz Quintana (John Turturro) tries to try his hand in the music industry, he romances the sultry widow (Uma Thurman) of a recently whacked music exec. Together they hatch a plot to ransom a rival manager and discovers that the record industry is packin’ a whole lot more than a tune! English SDH. 120 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2996308  MADE MEN. Fullscreen. When prim and proper schoolteacher Carla stumbles upon a mermaid named Miranda that looks just like her, Miranda decides she wants to spend some time ashore impersonating her. Carla finds herself confined to a wheelchair, Miranda takes over, casting her seductive spell. 1954. Stars Donald Sinden, Anne Crawford, and Margaret Rutherford. 82 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

3914739  BREWSTER’S MILLIONS. Widescreen. Richard Pryor’s Montgomery Brewster, a minor league baseball pitcher who discovers he has to blow $30 million in 30 days as a condition to inherit a much greater fortune. Here’s the twist: if he ever imagines it, he’s throwing away all that cash. Also stars John Candy. Rated R. 102 minutes. Universal. $4.95

4666313  EVERYBODY WANTS SOME! Widescreen. When his scheme backfires, he soon finds himself in the middle of a hilarious battle of the sexes. Stars Sam Huntington, Kaitlin Doubleday, and Johnvvm. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

★ 4688845  TWO NIGHTS IN BROOKLYN. This cabbie comedy stars William Bendix and Joe Sawyer as Tim and Eddie, the owners of a successful Brooklyn-based taxi service. Things are looking up for the two until Tim’s wife and Eddie’s girlfriend each suspect their man of cheating on them with the company’s new secretary. In B&W. 71 minutes. $7.95

★ 3905558  A RUN FOR YOUR MONEY. Alec Guinness plays a newspaper correspondent who is given the undesirable assignment of babysitting two Welsh coal miners who have won a trip to a rugby match. The fun begins when they inadvertently edit their guide and set off on a series of adventures with a con artist and a harp player. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4693434  KEEP YOUR RIGHT UP! Directed by and starring the legendary Jean-Luc Godard—and owing much to Jerry Lewis, Buster Keaton, Jacques Tati, and even Dostoevsky. This mindboggling, bizarrely episodic comedy follows a hopelessly flustered editor and his attempts to meet a deadline to deliver a film within 24 hours. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. $7.95

3842576  FRANCIS THE TALKING MULE. Fullscreen. Peter Stirling (Donald O’Connor) is a bewildered soldier, who befriends an old army mule that just happens to talk. When Stirling tries to convince his superior officers of the talking mule, he finds himself in a mental hospital. However, when his four-legged friend appears again on the fringes of action, the U.S. Army faces one of its biggest challenges. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4692217  THE GREAT SPY CHASE. An armed forces dealer bequests his castle and his fortune to the first of his patents to his beautiful young widow (Mireille Darc): patents that would give her beholder an edge in the international arms race. The French spy with the British girl is under orders to seduce the heiress and retrieve the documents in this witty and action-packed comedy. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

465742X  SCOUTS HONOR. Widescreen. It’s merit badge mania when two not so bright brothers set out to earn their first Tiger Scout merit badges in 20 years in order to inherit their father’s legacies. Rated R. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. $3.95

4740203  LEMON. Widescreen. Isaac Lachmann is a man in free fall immobilized by the collapse of his marriage. His girlfriend of ten years is leaving him. And his overbearing family doesn’t help matters. Isaac has big dreams, but now he just watches as his life unravels. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

3986462  THE KATT PACK. A collection of Katt Williams’ stand-up movies including: The Pimp Chronicles PT. 1, American Hustle, The Katt启يث Phenomenon, an account of Katt Williams’ rise to fame. Over four hours on 4 DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

3940089  WET HOT AMERICAN SUMMER. Widescreen. It’s the last day of Camp Watermelon, but there’s still time for the big talent show, a little romance and for everyone to be wiped out by the piece of NASA’s Skylab that’s hurtling toward Earth. This outrageous comedy stars Paul Rudd, Elizabeth Banks, Bradley Cooper, Amy Poehler and Janeane Garofalo. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4675060  THIN ICE. Widescreen. Mickey Proteusha (Greg Kinnear) is an insurance agency man trying to score a hit out of Wisconsin. But Mickey’s clever con spirals out of control when an unstable locksmith (Billy Crudup) turns the tables and becomes more than Mickey had ever imagined. Also stars Academy Award Winner Alan Arkin. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. $9.95

3878515  SCHOOL FOR WIVES. Widescreen. Ian Carmichael is one of life’s losers determined to change his fortunes. He decides to enroll in a school with courses in successmanship to improve his life. After which he tries to get the best of those who once had the best of him in the past. This British comedy was filmed in 1960. In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 4670823  KEYSTONE COMEDIES, VOLUME 2. Three hilarious shorts! In Fatty and Tex Kennedy and Diego Exposure Mabel goes shopping, leaving Fatty to pursue other interests—and other women! In Mabel and Fatty’s Simple Life the couple plan to marry, but Mabel’s dad has other plans. When the lovebirds elope, the chase is on! In Mabel and Fatty’s Wash Day the pair meet up after a hard day’s work and a myriad of comedic situations ensue. In B&W. 120 minutes. $7.95

3890970  THE BEACH PARTY AT THE THRESHOLD OF HELL. Tex Kennedy and his robotic secret service agents are attempting to gain a foothold in the political system of post-apocalyptic America. But a few obstacles get in their way: a beautiful cannibal, a Satanic cult, and their own loosening sanity. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. National Lampoon. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

★ 4670976  PRIVATE SNUFFY SMITH. (Bud Duncan) made it to the big screen in this wartime comedy. Snuffy, coming from a background of moonshine and evading capture by the army. Upon arriving in boot camp, drifter Snuffy immediately runs afoul of the Sergeant and gets mixed up with some enemy spies. In B&W. 67 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

★ 4709802  CORONA ZOMBIES. Widescreen. Ditzy damsons in distress, idiot spring breakers, toilet paper famine, inept world leaders, mass-media gone wild, a virus from hell and hordes of ghoulies hungry for human flesh combine in this mannerial horror comedy. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

★ 5991993  CAZOS. Widescreen. On a trip to Mexico and in search of discovery, lucyous high school student Candy Christian (Ewa Aulin) encounters a motley crew of characters—a drunken poet (Richard Burton), a Mexican wrestler (Ahmed), a patrolling in general (Walter Matthau), a mad surgeon (James Coburn), and a mystic gun (Marlon Brando)—all eager for a piece of Candy. Rated $7.95
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**Comedy**

**3810607** THEIR FINEST. Widescreen. With London emptied of its men now fighting at the Front, Cain is hired by the British Ministry of Information to make comedies featuring former London hard-boiled gangsters using with a “woman’s touch” to morale-boosting propaganda films. Her natural flair quickly gets her noticed by a dazzling movie producer. CC. 117 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $3.95.

**2953307** THE BEST OF BUSTER KEATON. Featuring six of Keaton’s best silent films including The General (1926), The Goat (1921), The Blacksmith (1926), Steamboat Bill, Jr. (1928), Cops (1922), and The Love Nest (1923). In B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95.

**4687426** HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY. Widescreen. On their flight to Amsterdam, Harold and Kumar are mistaken for terrorists and sent to Guantanamo Bay—but not by the U.S. The young men hit up and go on a cross-country road trip to clear their names and win over their hotties! Stars John Cho and Kal Penn. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. New Line. $9.95.

**3975894** THE NUTTY PROFESSOR I & II. Widescreen. In The Nutty Professor, overweight Sherman Klump needs to lose weight and resorts to an experimental serum which uncles his obnoxious alter-ego, Buddy Love. In Nutty Professor II: The Klumps, Sherman and his family are back for seconds when Sherman, determined to win the affection of his beautiful love, Willow McGurie, goes on a wild weight loss spree! Shout! Factory! Pub. at $9.97. $7.95.

**3906612** THREE HUSBANDS. A sly comedy concerning a recently deceased playboy who arrives in Heaven to learn that he can have one last wish. After requesting to send a letter to three of his pals informing them that he had an affair with their spouses, he watches their responses from above. Stars Eve Arden and Shepperd Strudwick. In B&W. 78 minutes. ReelVault. $9.95.

**3950406** EUROTRAPPED. Widescreen. When his father cuts him off, Charlie, a fun-loving college kid decides to spend the last of his money on a trip to a lifetime in Italy. Robbed as soon as he lands and stuck, he finds himself juggling two girls, and caught in a wild chase with the mob. Robbed as soon as he lands and now stuck, he finds himself (1915); '40s, and '50s: Stars Margaret Leighton and Ralph Richardson. (1915); and Easy Street (1917). In B&W. 92 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95.

**3712389** CHATTERBOX. Beautiful Penelope Pitts (Candice Falcon) has a problem that defies the very laws of nature. The story of a mild mannered hairdresser who discovers that her vagina has not only a mind of it’s own but a fabulous singing voice! Rated R. 73 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

**3907031** TORRID ZONE. Big shot Steve Case knows only one man can shape up his Trouble Zone plantation—fireball foreman Nick Butler. But Nick may be a little distracted. He’s just met stranded American Lee Donley, a chanteuse who can’t help but win over the plantation. Especially if she’s dealing. Stars James Cagney, Pat O’Brien and Ann Sheridan. CC. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.97. $5.95.

**399292X** SORORITY BABES IN THE SLUMBERSOME. There are no freshmen in the college of love, and they’re about to graduate to madcap mayhem when a sorority prank goes crazy. The Sorority Babes won’t live through initiation, but don’t blame that cute little killer. He’s evil by nature—and funny as hell. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95.

**3588362** THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH STREAMLINERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. The special film collection from the 1940s is a must-have for any fan of Hal Roach with each film culled from the original Hal Roach Studio masters. Includes: Meet Mr. Looney, Hay Foot, About Face, Fall In, Yanks Away and Here Comes Trouble. Stars include James Gleason, Noah Beery, Jr., Margaret Dumont, Frank Faylen and more. In B&W. Five hours. ClassicFilx. Pub. at $77.95.


**3654609** THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH STREAMLINERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 5. Fullscreen. SaSu Pits and George Summerville, anti-Nazi wartime comedies and the CineColor produced The Fabulous Joe make up this special fifth volume of 5 Hal Roach streamliners filmed between 1941 and 1947, with each film culled from original studio masters. In B&W. Over three hours. ClassicFilx. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

**3774799** AFTERNOON DELIGHT. Looking to spice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets McKenna, a stripper she becomes obsessed with saving. He’s the pointy who live-in-nanny, wreaking havoc on her friends, family and herself. Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinemedia. $4.95.

**4208675** SPEAK WHEN YOU’RE SITTING DOWN. Based on a popular radio program and television show where audience members share personal experiences, stories, and ultimately the reasons why they deserve to be queen for a day. Three stories in detail. Hosted by Jack Bailey and featuring Leonard Nimoy in his first role. In B&W. 107 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95.

**3711774** LEWIS BLACK: Black to the Future. The King of sarcasm shows a world gone mad in this poignant, vitriolic, and utterly hilarious stand-up special, scrutinizing everything from the Old Testament to the media. Plus, a loving look at President Clinton. Also includes the bonus special The Rant is Due: Live from Napa, featuring more of Black’s brilliance. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

**3856046** EUROTRAPPED. Widescreen. When his father cuts him off, Charlie, a fun-loving college kid decides to spend the last of his money on a trip to a lifetime in Italy. Robbed as soon as he lands and stuck, he finds himself juggling two girls, and caught in a wild chase with the mob. Robbed as soon as he lands and now stuck, he finds himself (1915); '40s, and '50s: Stars Margaret Leighton and Ralph Richardson. (1915); and Easy Street (1917). In B&W. 92 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95.

**478953X** SAVANNAH SMILES. Widescreen. The young daughter of a politician runs away due to a lack of attention. She hides among the crooks. A surprising bond of love and redemption forms among the trio as the police close in on the supposed kidnappers. Stars Mark Miller and Donovan Scott. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

**4670868** THE PASSIONATE STRANGER. Witty British comedy follows a female writer who hires an Italian chauffeur to be both her new driver and the subject of her latest novel. After not too long, the chauffeur believes that his employer is in love with him, leading to all sorts of complications. Stars Margaret Leighton and Ralph Richardson. In B&W. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3787479** AFTERNOON DELIGHT. Looking to spice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets McKenna, a stripper she becomes obsessed with saving. He’s the pointy who live-in-nanny, wreaking havoc on her friends, family and herself. Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinemedia. $4.95.

**3787479** AFTERNOON DELIGHT. Looking to spice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets McKenna, a stripper she becomes obsessed with saving. He’s the pointy who live-in-nanny, wreaking havoc on her friends, family and herself. Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinemedia. $4.95.

**3711774** LEWIS BLACK: Black to the Future. The King of sarcasm shows a world gone mad in this poignant, vitriolic, and utterly hilarious stand-up special, scrutinizing everything from the Old Testament to the media. Plus, a loving look at President Clinton. Also includes the bonus special The Rant is Due: Live from Napa, featuring more of Black’s brilliance. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

**3789575** SPEAK WHEN YOU’RE SITTING DOWN. Based on a popular radio program and television show where audience members share personal experiences, stories, and ultimately the reasons why they deserve to be queen for a day. Three stories in detail. Hosted by Jack Bailey and featuring Leonard Nimoy in his first role. In B&W. 107 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95.

**5843361** OPERATION PETTICOAT. Widescreen. Forced out to battle before it’s ready, the U.S.S. Sealion turfs out the only thing hard for five stranded Army nurses comes aboard and initiate their own brand of rough and tough tactics. The end result is a sub painted pink, making it a target for both Japanese and American forces. Stars Cary Grant and Tony Curtis. 122 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95.
Comedy

4648722 CHEAP THRILLS. Widescreen. After down and out family man Craig simultaneously loses his job and gets an eviction notice, he runs into his long-lost deadbeat pal Vince. They are lured by a bored eccentric couple willing to pay them cash for taking on harmless bets, which get increasingly more illegal, even illegal in English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

4719778 BEHAVE YOURSELF! A young married couple has their life turned upside down when a Welsh terrier follows Bill Denton home one day. Not just any ordinary stray, Archie seems to have a knack for getting into trouble from day one. Bill attempts to get rid of Archie but soon finds that the dog has been trained to commit crimes. In B&W. 81 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4692020 BLUMENTHAL. Widescreen. He died laughing” becomes the very definition of irony when renowned playwright Harold Blumenthal (Bryan Cox) literally drops dead before he hits one of his own jokes. The stage is now set for an intelligent, witty and altogether dysfunctional comedy experience. 86 minutes. Films Pub. at $24.95

4693779 A.C.O.D. Widescreen. Meet Carter. It’s been years since his parent’s divorce, but now, with the wedding of his younger brother, he must keep mom and dad from discussing dirty laundry ever again. That’s when the real surprises start! Features Adam Scott, Catherine O’Hara, Richard Jenkins and Amy Poehler. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4937284 CANNIBAL WOMEN IN THE AVOCADO JUNGLE OF DEATH. Widescreen. To avoid a serious avocado shortage, the U.S. government hires feminist anthropologist Margo Hunt (Shannon Tweed) to find the man-eating Feminista women tribe who inhabit the avocado jungle of Southern California. She’s assisted by chauffeur Jim (Bill Maher) and a dim-witted student named Bunny. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

5074173 THE QUACKER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN THE BRONX. Widescreen. This gentle comedy tells the story of Quacker Fortune (Gene Wilder), who earns his living by following the horse-drawn delivery wagon of a nearby soap factory and the droppings and selling it as fertilizer. One American exchange student, (Margot Kidder) finds herself drawn to Quackser’s charms. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

5075123 4 FILM FAVORITES: Cop Comedy Collection. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Give them a badge, and they’ll give you comedy! Set includes: Police Academy 5: Assignment Miami Beach; Police Academy: Mission to Moscow; and National Lampoon’s Loaded Weapon 1. CC. Over five hours on 2 double-sided DVDs. Warner $14.95

5075593 CARRY ON SCREAMING. The sinister Dr. Watt has an evil scheme going in this 1966 film. He’s kidnaping beautiful young women and turning them into mannequins and then selling the brains. Fortunately for Dr. Watt, Detective-Sergeant Bung is on the case, and he doesn’t have a clue 92 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

507173X SHORTCUT TO HAPPINESS. Widescreen. Jabez Stone (Alec Baldwin), a down on his luck writer, sells his soul to the devil (Jennifer Love Hewitt) in exchange for fame and fortune. But when things don’t go as planned, Stone decides to get his good life back again and enlists the help of Daniel Webster (Anthony Hopkins) in order to win his soul back from Satan, himself! 106 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

5082624 IMOGNEE MCCARTHY. Widescreen. Scottish-born Imogene McCourtney is working as the Secretary to the Admiralty in London. To her surprise, she is selected for a top secret mission delivering blue prints to her hometown. But when she returns home, she quite unexpectedly realizes she may be in over her head. Stars Catherine Frot. In French with English subtitles. 82 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

5084536 ATTACK OF THE KILLER TOMATOES. Widescreen. A group of whooping red things have turned our peaceful neighborhood into a living nightmare. This bizarre and horrific attacks from pulp, red, seeded fruit, Mason Dixon (David Miller) finds himself leading a “crack” team of specialists to save the planet! You can’t run you can’t swim! There’s nowhere to hide! The killer tomatoes are everywhere! 87 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

5084744 FREAK SHOW. Widescreen. Billy Bloom (Alex Lawrhe) is a gender-bending teenager with outrageous fashion sense. When he is forced to live with his straight-laced father, Billy finds himself a diva out of water at his new ultra-conservative high school. Undaunted, he sets out to make a name for himself: challenging the reigning mean girl for homecoming queen. Also stars Bette Midler. English SDH. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

5085458 THE CON IS ON. Widescreen. In an effort to avoid paying off a debt, a Nobody in England, two con artists flee to Los Angeles, where they hatch a convoluted plot to steal jewels. Rated R. 95 minutes. WS Films. $3.95

5090701 WAITING WOMEN. Rakel, Maria, Karin and Annette are married to four brothers. While staying in a summer cottage for their husbands to come home, they each share interesting stories about their marriages. This 1952 film was directed by Ingram Bergman. In B&W. In Swedish with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

5094578 SENIOR WEEK. Everett and his party-hungry buddies embark on an all-night road trip to the Florida beaches for a week of beautiful, sunny fun. Mayhem ensues when two jealous girlfriends show up unexpectedly, along with a psycho teacher who’s hunting down Everett for an overdue term paper. Rated R. 87 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95

508790X MAMA DRACULA. A female vampire must bathe in the blood of virgins in order to stay alive. The trouble is that virgins are in short supply nowdays, and in order to stay alive. The trouble is that she is running into major problems in finding one. Stars Louise Fletcher. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4666356 FUNKY MONKEY. Chimpanzee trainer Alec McCall (Mathine Modine) rescues Clems 21T (Zoology International Technology), an evil corporation that plans to turn the chimp into a weapon. On the run, the pair finds a mission much more complex—teach nedy Michael how to kick some butt and get the girl of his dreams. CC. 94 minutes. Delta Wider. $6.95

3889954 TAG. Widescreen. For one month every year, five highly competitive friends hit the ground running in a no-holds barred game of tag they’ve been playing since first grade. Each year, the game coincides with the wedding of their only undefeated player, which should finally make him an easy target. But he knows they’re coming—and he’s ready. Rated R. 100 minutes. Warner $14.95

3887064 ONE LAST THING. Widescreen. When Dylan (Michael Angarano) and his mother, Karen (Cynthia Nixon) are approached by an organization that grants last wishes to the terminally ill, Dylan surprises everyone by making a shocking request: a steamy weekend with a supermodel (Sunny Mabrey). After a disappointing meet and greet, and Dylan and his buddies decide to take matters into their own hands. Rated R. 93 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

49900X THE NIGHT IN CASABLANCA. A New York has hired film director as a director of a silver screen, the legendary Marx Brothers are in top form as they set out to bust up a Nazi spy ring. With more one-liners, jokes and puns, they’re even funnier a this movie recaptures the Marxes at their zany best. Also featured are Charles Drake, Lois Collier and Dan Seymour. In B&W. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. $17.95

389045X SKIN: The Movie. Widescreen. You’ll never look at porn the same way again! When a socially awkward Midwestern woman inherits a porn studio, she plans to turn run until her dead father and a band of misfits force her to face her fears, and learn that misfits are people too. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. Filmest. Pub. at $15.95

4661217 POLTERCATION. Fullscreen. Featuring the American Film Institute’s 100 Funniest Movies in American Cinema, this trilogy is one of the highlights of Hal Roach’s comedy legacy. Roland Young plays Cosmo Topper, a shifty, small-timer who’s life is turned upside down by fun-loving ghosts in Topper: Topper Takes a Trip, and Topper Returns. All in B&W. Over 4 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95

471976X AT WAR WITH THE ARMY. In this song-filled laughter, Alvin Korwin (Jerry Lewis) plays a hapless private who can’t seem to do anything right, while butcher Paul Castellini (Dean Martin) plays an overbearing sergeant stationed at the same platoon. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4652851 JACK AND THE BEANSTALK. Fullscreen. Abbott and Costello have contemporized a universal tale. Choosing as their adversary the most famous giant in all literature, the duo declare their intention to rescue the princess and the hen which laid the golden egg. They get captured and the fun really begins! The film begins in sepia and then changes to color. 78 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

3867643 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH THELMA TODD PATSY KELLY COMEDY COLLECTION. Fullscreen. For the first time on home video come all 21 of Hal Roach’s two-reelers starring the lovely Thelma Todd and the pugnacious Patsy Kelly. These timeless shorts from 1933-1936 showcase the incredible comedic talents of an early comedy team that wanted to make audiences laugh—and succeeded! In B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $39.95

278958X THELMA TODD & ZASU PITTS: THE ROACH COLLECTION 1931-33. Fullscreen. Covering 17 sexy, pre-code, two-reel comedies showcasing Thelma Todd’s beauty and impeccable comedic ability and the vivacious Zasu Pitts, a veteran character actress with her no-nonsense and delightful comedic gestures who proves a fine comic foil for the blond beauty. In B&W. Over five hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95

4687604 BARBIE & KEN DAVE SAVE THE TIGER KING. Widescreen. Barbie and Kendra are still trapped in their quarantine hell and have become fixated on a ludicrous show charting the early days of the Tiger King. Joe Exotic. The ditsy American beauties hatch a plan to save the flamboyant madman all the while never breaking the boundaries of the lockdown. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Full Moon. $3.96
Comedy

★ 6703878 CARRY ON COLLECTION, VOL. 1: The Rank Collection, British comedy is at its best as four of the outrageous Carry On classics: CARRY ON Follow That Camel; CARRY ON Don’t Lose Your Head; CARRY ON Up the Khyber; CARRY ON Doctor; CARRY ON Camping; CARRY ON Ar间sto; CARRY ON Your Money’s Worth and CARRY ON Jungle. Stars include Sidney James, Phil Silvers, and Kenneth Williams. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. ★★★★★ $29.95

★ 3887670 HARRY LANGDON: Hi Roach–The Talkies, 1929–30. Fullscreen. After falling from Hollywood stardom at the end of the Silent Era, quirky silent film comedian Harry Langdon made not one but two taking films, both his first screen comeback with a series of eight two-reelers. Films include: Hotter Than Hot; Sky Boy; Skirt Shy; The Head Guy; The King in B&W. Three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95. ★★★★★ $24.95

★ 5930499 BUSTER KEATON: The Shorts Collection 1917–1923. Includes all 32 of Keaton’s extant silent shorts. These 2K restorations utilize archival film elements from around the world, comprising the definitive representation of Keaton’s early career. Watching these films in succession, one witnesses the evolution of an artist–from broad knockabout comedian into a filmmaker of remarkable visual sophistication. In B&W. 738 minutes on five DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $44.95. ★★★★★ $32.95

★ 9331641 LAUREL & HARDY: The Definitive Restoration, 1930–1932. This restoration of 18 classic comedies from one of the most beloved teams in show business includes two films plus commentaries by Randy Skertich and Richard W. Bann, along with alternate sound tracks and shorts. In B&W. Over eight hours on 6 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $59.98. ★★★★★ $44.95

★ 4652665 DELIRIOUS. Widescreen. Les (Steve Buscemi) is a small-time paperpazi with dreams of getting a big break, but his scandalous photos on the front page. He betrays a clueless young homeless man and makes him his assistant. But when his assistant falls for a pop diva and becomes a reality star, Les creates a devilish scheme to take down his former assistant. Not Rated. Visual. Pub. at $14.95. ★★★★ $11.95


★ 4715580 BIRDS WITHOUT FEATHERS. Bizarre for the human race, six emotionally damaged individuals get attention and validation out of one another in toxic and possibly ineffectual ways. Over the course of a weekend, people will be punched, buried, beaten, and emotionally uplifted. The sense of worth will be challenged. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95. ★★★★ $14.95

★ 3880809 THE LITTLE HOURS. Widescreen. In the Middle Ages, a young servant flees from his master and takes refuge at a convent full of out-of-whack nuns. Stars Aubrey Plaza, Alison Brie, Dave Franco, Molly Shannon, Fred Armisen, and John C. Reilly. Rated R. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. ★★★★★ $7.95

★ 3880899 Widescreen. A fugitive American ambassador (Bill Pullman), a British plastic surgeon (Charlotte Rampling) and a French anthropologist filmmaker each get caught up in the affairs of a city’s exotic charms, leading to erotic encounters, off the wall hijinks and more than a few surprising twists along the way. Not Rated. 124 minutes. Mongrel Media. ★★★★★ $7.95

★ 3885275 TALES FROM THE THREE STOOGES. This hilarious collection from the legendary trio includes classic Stooge comedies such as Brideless Groom, Disorder in the Court; Malice in the Palace; and Sing a Song of Six Pants. Also compiles rare TV appearances, movie trailers, cartoons and Tales from the Three Stooges Volume 1 & 2. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours. Synergy. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 390556X CATFIGHT. Widescreen. Veronica (Candice Olson) and Ashley (Anne Heche) were friends in college, but now find themselves in very different walks of life. When they bump into each other at a lounge, what starts as a friendly conversation quickly erupts into a vicious, bloody fight that will change both of their lives forever. Not Rated. English. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 3997480 THE FAILURES. It all starts when Lilly embalms the school mascot, crashes her father’s car into her mother’s tombstone and ends up trying to help William kill himself. From there, things start to get a little complicated. It’s a sad little romantic comedy about a group of hopeless mess-ups. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 396096C TOTALLY BAKED. Widescreen. In the aftermath of the largest marijuana bust in history, medical marijuana activists take hostage a college debate team at their 20th reunion. Prepare to get fired up while comedians and stoners alike join forces in this insistently irreverent comedy. Their common goal is to smoke the lid off the truth about weed. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 3973867 IN THE LOOP. Widescreen. Peter Capaldi stars as a foul-mouthed British government spokesman who must act quickly when a mid-level minister (Tom Hollander) tells an interviewer that the U.S. war in the Middle East is “unforeswethable.” Both are summoned to Washington, D.C., where they become pawns of bureaucrats, spin doctors, and military advisors. Not Rated. English. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 381520X SECOND STRING. Widescreen. Gil Bellows plays the new Buffalo Bills QB with a flair for trick plays in this funny and rousing story featuring comedians and stoners alike. Not Rated. English. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 3885348 RYAN’S BABE. A young man embarks on a road trip, hoping to solve all his life’s problems along the way. Instead it was just the beginning as he barely escapes getting a car crash, gets roped into coaching the boy’s soccer team and disconn ected from his son, Wallace (Blunt). Is it possible to truly start all over again? Rated R. 93 minutes. Columbia. ★★★★★ $7.95

★ 394316X ESTHER WILLIAMS, VOLUME 2: TC’s Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection. The irresistible leading lady stars in four light-hearted tales. Williams plays a swimming teacher who finds new love in Thrill of a Romance; joins Ricardo Montalban for the mistaken-identity Charmer Fiesta; heads to Polynesia for the musical adventure Pagan Love Song; and plays real-life swimming star Annette Kellerman in Million Dollar Mermaid. English SDH. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $27.92. ★★★★★ $7.95

★ 3906375 SAILING ALONG: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Starry-eyed Kay Martin (Jessie Matthews) is sailing a barge down the River Thames when she meets the Skipper’s son, Steve. The twofall in love in a conventionless romance, but when Kay finds fame and fortune as an actress, their destiny together comes into question. Also stars Roland Young. In B&W. 101 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. ★★★★★ $3.95

★ 388963X PLANKS FOR KEEPS. Widescreen. A down on his luck former soccer star (Gerard Butler) returns home to put his life back together. Looking for a way to rebuild his relationship with his son, he gets a job as a soccer coach at the boy’s soccer team. In the process, he realizes that he still loves his ex-wife (Jessica Biel) and will do anything to get his family back. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. ★★★★★ $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
4677580 THE LOVERS. Widescreen. A refreshing, funny look at love, fidelity, and family. With their marriage on the brink of collapse, two spouses unexpectedly develop a new spark for each other. Stars Debra Winger and Tracy Letts. Rated R. 97 minutes. Mogrel Media. $5.95

3882470 BOLLYWOOD/HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. When dashing young millionaire Rahul Seth (Rahul Khanna) is forced to marry a nice Indian girl to appease his parents, he enlists the services of a fiercely independent escort, who he believes is Hispanic but looks convincingly Indian. The charade begins, emotions swap ensues and soon enough, the business agreement morphs into love. 105 minutes. Mogrel Media. $5.95

3830586 FINDING YOUR FEET. Widescreen. When Sandra discovers that her husband of forty years is having an affair with her best friend, she seeks refuge in London. In her estranged sister’s flat. The two couldn’t be more different—Sandra is a fish out of water next to her outspoken, serial-dating, free-spirited sibling. English SDH. 111 minutes. Pictures. $4.95

469904X AFTERGLOW. Widescreen. Desperate to have a baby, Marianne hires Lucky Mann to remodel a nursery. There’s just one problem: Marianne’s not pregnant and her husband isn’t interested in sex. So what does she do? Stars Nick Nolte, Julie Christie, Lara Flynn Boyle and Jonny Lee Miller.Rated R. 119 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4738036 TONY DRAWS A HORSE. Parents Howard and Clare Freming are taking about their estranged young son, Tony, draws a picture of a horse, with all necessary reproductive equipment detailed. With a difference of opinion on how to handle the situation, this mishandling grows into a major brouhaha involving split-ups, infidelity, and tearful reconciliations. In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4737342 MR. JEALOUSY. Widescreen. A writer becomes obsessed with his girlfriend’s former boyfriend, now a very successful photographer. To discover if the ex-boyfriend still has feelings for his old love, the writer joins the novelist’s group therapy meetings. Stars Eric Stoltz and Annabella Sciorra. Directed by Noah Baumbach. Rated R. 104 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95

4737575 BEWARE OF LADIES. A reporter is assigned to cover the life of a young political challenger in this 1936 film, but instead becomes too involved and part of the story as dirty politics and blackmail eventuate in this romantic comedy starring Donald Cook and Judith Allen. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3954218 PHANTOM THREAD. Widescreen. Set in the glammer of 1930s post-War London, renowned dressmaker Reynolds Woodcock (Daniel Day-Lewis) and his sister are at the center of British fashion. Women come and go through his life until he comes across a young, strong-willed woman (Vicky Krieps) who soon becomes his muse and lover and turns his life upside down. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. Universal. $9.95

3970343 ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST. Free-spirited Randle P. McMurphy (Jack Nicholson) takes insanity and moves into the state mental hospital with what he calls the raggedy sense of disorder runs up against numbing routine. This means war! On one side is McMurphy, on the other is Nurse Ratchet (Louise Fletcher), among the most coldly monstrous villains in film history. Rated R.CC. 133 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

4704576 PO PIONEERS! Fulls creen. Academy Award winning actress Jessica Lange heads an extraordinary cast in this breathtaking adaptation of Willa Cather’s turn of the century epic saga of settlers carving a home from the wilderness and finding dreams of a lifetime. Also stars David Strathairn, Tom Aldridge, and Anne Heche. 98 minutes. Fulls creen. $9.95

3971233 FRIED GREEN TOMATOES. Widescreen. When an unhappy housewife (Kathy Bates) befriends a lady in a nursing home (Jessica Tandy), she hears a remarkable tale of Laughter, devotion and a special friendship that defies all obstacles. English SDH. 137 minutes. Universal. $9.95

4686232 CROOKED HOUSE. Widescreen. In Agatha Christie’s twisted tale, the suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of patriarch Ariosto Leonides are investigated by private detective Charles Hayward (Max von Sydow) who is convinced by his former lover to catch the murderer before Scotland Yard exposes dark family secrets. English SDH. 115 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95
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**Dramas**

**LIMTED QUANTITY 4726588 BEST PICTURE COLLECTION.** Five Best Picture Academy Award winners in one exciting collection: Gentleman's Agreement starring Dorothy McGuire, The French Connection (Rated R) starring Gene Hackman, All About Eve with Bette Davis. The Sound of Music with Julie Andrews and How Green Was My Valley starring Roddy McDowall. In Color and B&W. Sold Out

Over 10 hours on five DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

Rated R. 111 minutes. Paramount. Morality are blurred. Stars Naomi Watts and Robin Wright. Rated R. $5.95

4794321 REFL ECTIONS IN A GOLDEN EYE. Widescreen. Elizabeth Taylor and Marlon Brando star in this screen adaptation of Carlos McCuller's famous novel. They play the Penderells, a husband and wife onetime intellectual with inner demons, she a caged lovelorn beauty, he a man of the world. Their off-kilter relationship plays out within the voyeuristic gaze of a soldier (Robert Forster).


4696922 BURTON AND TAYLOR. Widescreen. One of the most tempestuous relationships in Hollywood history comes to the screen in this BBC production that's "as good as it gets" (LA Times). Helena Bonham Carter and Dominic West star as reckless couple Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor, locked in an ill-fated revival of Noel Coward's play, Private Lives. Rated R. CC. 160 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4706084 AMERICAN GRAFFITI: High School Reunion Collection. Widescreen. Set in the 1960s, this Academy Award-nominated classic follows the coming of age of four teenagers on their last summer night before college. Directed by George Lucas and produced by Francis Ford Coppola, it stars Harrison Ford, Richard Dreyfuss, Ron Howard and Suzanne Sommers. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

2305609 ADAM, KAY, AND MEGHAN. Widescreen. Three hours. 20th Century Fox. Rated R. $5.95

2983680 DANCES WITH WOLVES. Fullscreen. Sent to protect a U.S. outpost on the Great Plains, Lt. John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself alone in the vast wilderness. Befriending the very people he’s sent to protect the outpost from, the Sioux becomes one of their own. Award-winning performances and riveting story of the real life space flight that gripped a nation and changed the world. Produced by Academy Award winner Brian Grazer. Directed by Oscar winner Ron Howard. Includes many extras. 140 minutes on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

4699231 AS I LAY DYING. Widescreen. James Franco directs, writes, and stars in this clashing family drama of Faulkner’s 1930 classic. It chronicles the Bundren family as they traverse the tumultuous Mississippi countryside to bring to their deceased mother to her home for burial. Also stars Tim Blake Nelson and Danny McBride. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. $5.95

4719017 VACAS. Widescreen. Set in Spain’s Basque Country, it tells of the bitter rivalry and a decades-odd feud between three generations of the Mendiluze and Irigubil families, stretching from the Third Civil War through the Spanish Civil War. In Spanish with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

7656797 IKE: Countdown to D-Day. Widescreen. This film follows the 10 terrifying days leading up to D-Day. The story of Eisenhower decides the fates of thousands of soldiers while managing complex strategic relationships with British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and General George C. Patton. Britain’s Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery and French President Charles de Gaulle. Stars Tom Selleck, C.C. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4718879 THE MEN’S CLUB. Widescreen. University student Kramer (Richard Jordan), a psychotherapist with dubious credentials, the club brings together men of various ages and backgrounds in support group-like sessions, where they share their regrets, misadventures–they are two more links in the chain. Winners of seven Best Picture Academy Awards. Rated R. $5.95

6871675 THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ELIZABETH AND ESSEX. Widescreen. 103 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

3833062 THE WOLF OF WALL STREET. Widescreen. Leonardo DiCaprio shines in this outstanding performances in two Martin Scorsese classics. In The Wolf of Wall Street he’s a young stockbroker hungry for fame and glory. Then there’s the seductive, hedonistic, openly gay, decadent, drug-fueled hedonist (DiCaprio) arrives at the asylum for the criminally insane on Shutter Island, what starts as a routine investigation suddenly takes a sinister turn. Both Rated R. CC. $6.95

4661100 ANOTHER WOMAN. Widescreen. Drifting in a loveless marriage and denying her feelings for another man (Gene Hackman), Marion (Gena Rowlands) is left to her own devices. As her doubts and fears mount, Catherine Deneuve and Anika EKberg find themselves in constant sexual misadventures—they are two more links in the chain. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

466129X THE WIFE. Widescreen. A wife questions her life choices as she travels to Stockholm to see her husband receive the Nobel Prize. The film interweaves the story of the marriage with a portrait of a royal marriage thirty plus years later, with a lifetime’s shared compromises. Stars Glen Close and Jonathan Price. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Directed by Woody Allen. 81 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

4661000 ANOTHER WOMAN. Widescreen. Drifting in a loveless marriage and denying her feelings for another man (Gene Hackman), Marion (Gena Rowlands) is left to her own devices. As her doubts and fears mount, Catherine Deneuve and Anika EKberg find themselves in constant sexual misadventures—they are two more links in the chain. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95


94 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

4663092 REFLECTIONS IN A GOLDEN EYE. Widescreen. Elizabeth Taylor and Marlon Brando star in this screen adaptation of Carlos McCuller’s famous novel. They play the Penderells, a husband and wife onetime intellectual with inner demons, she a caged lovelorn beauty, he a man of the world. Their off-kilter relationship plays out within the voyeuristic gaze of a soldier (Robert Forster).


4500609 THE SECRET GARDEN. Fullscreen. The classic novel becomes a captivating family adventure after the death of her parents, Mary Lennox is sent to live with a distant family friend in England. There she uncovered a secret garden that had been locked up for years, and sets out to restore it. Stars Gennie James. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

2986600 ESTHER WATERS: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. In this 19th-century tale of the human spirit, Esther Waters, a servant in an aristocratic household, finds hope and love, only to be imprisoned and abandoned. With the loss of her mother, Esther has only herself as a support to survive. Stars Darcey Boggard and Kathleen Ryan. In B&W. 110 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $1.95

4687051 ADMIRE. Widescreen. Two lifelong friends find themselves entangled in passionate sexual relationships with each other’s sons. As their emotions and desires, the lines between family, friendship and morality are blurred. Stars Naomi Watts and Robin Wright. Rated R. 111 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

3801128 THE SECRETS. Widescreen. Allowed to attend a women’s seminary school for one year by her rabbit-farmer’s prodigy, Naomi meets a mysterious ailin woman, Anouk (Fanny Ardant), who may be guilty of a crime of passion. Naomi decides to purge her new friend of sin, but a growing attraction brings them to an even greater crossroads. Rated R. In Hebrew and French with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/847**
### Dramas

**4709680 ICI ET AILLEURS.** Jean-Luc Godard’s startling film combines videotape and film, enabling him to superimpose more than two images simultaneously. Its original purpose was to examine life in the Palestinian camps, but following the defeat of the Palestinian army in the Six Day War, the film became a fascinating look at how cinema records history. In French and Arabic. 55 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**3808085 THE DANISH GIRL.** Widescreen. When Gerda asks her husband Einar Wegener (Karen Blixen) to fill in as a woman in a painting, Einar’s long-repressed feelings surface and she begins living her life as a woman—embarking on a groundbreaking journey that’s only made possible by the unconditional love of her wife. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**E638405 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set.** Presents three unique Grads Corp. exploitation productions. The Blue Hour, about a young woman trapped in a sexual hell in Los Angeles; One Naked Night, following a young woman in danger of falling into prostitution; and Three in a Towel, an underground oddity full of voluptuous hippie chicks. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$16.95**

**3856259 LUST, CAUTION.** Widescreen. Set against the backdrop of a transforming country, a young woman becomes swept up in a radical plot to assassinate a ruthless and secretive intelligence agent. As she intertwined herself in her role as a cosmetician seductress, she becomes entangled in a dangerous game of emotional intrigue, love and betrayal. Directed by Ang Lee. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Universal. **$8.95**

**4719816 BITTER SWEET.** A story about a young girl (Anna Neagle) who falls in love with a young music teacher (Fernand Gravey). They run off to Vienna where he struggles to make a living. They are offered jobs in a cafe where he leads the orchestra and she sings in this musical romance (1933). In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4653721 GRACIE’S CHOICE.** Gracie Thompson (Kristen Bell) and her brothers and sisters haven’t been so much brought up as dragged through life by their manipulative, drug-addled mother. Gracie makes a choice to get a job, succeed in school, and keep her children out of trouble. When Garda asks her husband Einar Wegener to fill in as a woman in a painting, Einar’s long-repressed feelings surface and she begins living her life as a woman—embarking on a groundbreaking journey that’s only made possible by the unconditional love of her wife. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**3898173 HIDEOUS KINKY.** Widescreen. The story of two sisters (seven and five years old) traveling with their hippie mother (Kate Winslet) from London to Morocco. They encounter many adventures, new experiences, and interesting cultures as they tag along on their mother’s search for freedom and love. 98 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. **$5.95**

**3858564 THE CASINO JOB.** Sexy Vegas strip-teers whip them up all aces after successfully pulling off a plan to rob a casino. But one member of the team is holding a card that no one sees coming. Rated R. 81 minutes. Maverick. **$3.95**

**4692167 FRENCH POSTCARDS.** Widescreen. The story of a group of American students attending the Institute of French Studies for a one-year stay. Laura (Blanche Baker) is the unofficial narrator of the group, documenting events via her postcard writing to a never-seen boyfriend back in the States. 95 minutes. Olive Films. **$5.95**

**3880979 BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF TERROR.** Widescreen. The first-person account of an actual event. After WWII ends, a reality show is set up to posthumously relive the death of key Nazis, including Hitler, and one host is left to decide who of the dozen contestants will be the final survivor. 118 minutes. Both Not Rated. MGM. Pub. at $15.98. **$3.95**

**3859385 THE HORSERADISH FAMILY.** Widescreen. Tom, Who Murdered Joy Morgan? Kim Basinger stars in this shocking and very convincing suspense thriller focused around a bizarre murder in Who Murdered Joy Morgan. **$5.95**

### Dr. Seuss' Theodor Seuss Geisel’s The Cat in the Hat. When a young, uninterested woman is found dead, the victim of a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Peter Stormare,) an aging small town police officer, is called to the scene of the murder. As he arrives deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins unravel threatening his relationship with Sam (Martha Plimpton) and intertwining itself within the investigation and possibly the murder. Not Rated. CC. 76 minutes. Monterey. **$7.95**

**3925633 FLORENS NIGHTINGALE.** Full screen. This stirring drama is based on the life of Florence Nightingale, a Victorian woman who helped the British military during the Crimean War. **$5.95**

**4687780 THE IMMIGRANT.** Widescreen. Based on Ester Berlin (EATTRIBUTE,) and her sister set sail from New York to their native Poland in search of the American dream. But upon their arrival, the girls are seduced by a predatory Bruno (Joaquin Phoenix), a wicked gaoler who will force her into prostitution. Can the dashing stage magician Orlando (Jeremy Renner) come to her rescue? Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. E. One. Pub. at $29.98. **$19.98**

**3942449 THE READER.** Widescreen. Kate Winslet delivers a dynamic performance in this “tale of eroticism, secrecy and guilt” (Claudia Puig, USA Today) set in turbulent post-Nazi Germany. Winslet is riveting as Hansel Schmetzer, a working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later they meet again. Also stars Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. Full screen. rated R. 124 minutes, Alibi. **$9.95**

**3942880 PRIVATE PEACEFUL.** Widescreen. Growing up in rural Devonshire would have been idyllic for the Peaceful brothers if they hadn’t both been inspired by the exploits of the German soldiers. Paul becomes a heartbreaker at home when he runs to heartbeat at war when the brothers join British troops fighting in Belgium in 1916. Based on the best-selling British novel. Widescreen. Stars Jack O’Connell, Asa Butterfield. **$9.95**

**3712583 THE SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM.** A dangerous attempt is made to rescue the survivors of a WWII British Hudson bomber, crashed at sea. On board is an Air Commodore who has secret plans that could stop enemy air raids on London. This 1945 film stars Michael Redgrave, Dirk Bogarde, and Nigel Patrick. In B&W. 91 minutes. DVD Video. **$7.95**

**3906698 A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE.** Death of a Salesman author Arthur Miller’s play is a sturdy but effective drama set near the Brooklyn waterfront. It revolves around a dock worker who no longer loves his plain, middle-aged wife but can’t dare reveal his feeling for a young niece. Directed by Sidney Lumet. In B&W. 112 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4718815 COMMENT CA VA.** The story of kindly Midwestern school teacher Ella Bishop (Martha Scott) unfolds in flashbacks as Ella recalls her early years when she was required to fill in as a portrait model. Einar’s story is called to the scene of the murder. As he arrives deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins unravel threatening his relationship with Sam (Martha Plimpton) and intertwining itself within the investigation and possibly the murder. Not Rated. CC. 76 minutes. Monterey. **$7.95**

**370287X TWO WOMEN.** Widescreen. Though dashing Mikhail couldn’t be more different from his wealthy older husband, Natalya spurns his attempts at flirtation. Instead she’s darkly drawn to her son’s young tutor, Aleksei and she’s not the only one. Her teenage stepdaughter, Vera, is smitten with as well with English subtitles. 103 minutes. BBC. **$3.95**

**4858594 DISAPPEARANCE OF FLIGHT 412.** During a radar test mission, a crash investigation witnesses the disappearance of two fighter jets scrambled to intercept a UFO but the Air Force is determined to cover up the incident. (Glenn Ford) now must get to the bottom of the disappearance while under the scrutiny of his superiors. Rated R. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

**4747747 OUR DAILY BREAD.** A couple from the city move to the country to work on a relative’s farm in this 1934 drama. They soon realize that the farm is in need of repairs and payments, and Melville, a handsome young man with below average intelligence who is often taken advantage of by fellow workers in Tim. 91 minutes, on a double-sided DVD. Legacy. **$4.95**
986051 LUTHER AND I. Widescreen. The wedding of Luther and Katharina von Bora marks the beginning of a new life for Katharina and she begins her journey as a wife, a successful businesswoman and the mother of six children. A gripping drama commemorating the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. In German with English subtitles, 105 minutes. MHR. Pub. at $24.95

468648X HUMORESQUE. Glamorous socialist Helen Wright (Joan Crawford) uses what she wants—clothes, alcohol, men—and loses them as she becomes the most brilliant young violinist Paul Boray (John Garfield). But this is one toy she can’t break. Instead, her love for Paul brings Helen to a breaking point. Not Rated. In B&W. 125 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98

3982958 INDECENT PROPOSAL. Widescreen. Diana (Demi Moore) and David (Woody Harrelson) are a financially strapped couple who are betting on a quick trip to Las Vegas to make them rich. When billionaire John Gage (Robert Redford) ups the ante to complete financial freedom for them, Diana, driven by her infatuation, puts her life on the line. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $16.97

471881X IN PASSING. An urban love story following the romance of two women in New York City. This gripping drama explores the dynamics of the relationship between Vanessa Kelly and Julia Garrison, a moving intimacy that results in their tragic parting, perhaps never to meet again. Stars Veronica Mitchenow and Lisa Toth. In Color and B&W. 74 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95


3864038 FRIEDMAN JOHN. Widescreen. Money, power, politics, drugs, scandals, fast cars—the incredible story of John D. DeLorean is the stuff of a Hollywood screenwriter’s dream. Framing John DeLorean recounts the epic tale and the life of the controversial automaker, played by Alec Baldwin, tracing his meteoric rise through the ranks of General Motors, and his shocking fall from grace. English SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

3990639 ALIGERS. Pepe Le Moko (Charles Boyer), a thief who escaped from France with a fortune in jewels, has for two years lived in the maze-like, impenetrable Casbah of Algiers. The suave Pepe regards his stronghold also as his prison, a dark and disturbing look at the battle of wits between Pepe Le Moko and the Casbah "native quarter" of Algiers. The suave Pepe Le Moko (Charles Boyer), a woman who finds herself in a dangerous bargain with a mysterious figure. Widescreen. In this beautifully photographed and exciting story of a legendary warrio rs leading a revolt to once glorious Goryeo Dynasty, three changing ways she never expected. Not Rated. In German, Swiss-German with English subtitles. Olive Films.

4658084 MEMORIES OF THE SWEEP. Widescreen. As the greed and excess of a corrupt Monarchy threatens to destroy the once glorious Goryeo Dynasty, three legendary warriors lead a revolt to overthrow the Monarchy and free their people. But when deceit and betrayal cost the lives of a master swordsman, a plot for revenge is set in motion. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 121 minutes. Well Go USA. Pub. at $9.95

9395020 VIOLA TED. A beautiful portrayal of obsessive love, the story of Zorg, an aspiring novelist who gets by as a handymen and Betty, a beautiful, unpredictable temptress who turns his life inside out. As Zorg’s dream turns dark, Zorg desperately attempts to comfort her as she spirals out of control. In French with English subtitles. 185 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio.


2947668 50 TO 1. Widescreen. A group of New Mexico cowboys embark on a close to home five years later, two women grapple with truths they never had to face before. Can Callum’s mother reconcile her marriage with the circumstances of his death? And will Di Maggie and Callum’s happy family life to continue the investigation? Stars Tamsin Greig, Greg. English SDH. 135 minutes. BBC.

4715850 CAPTIVE. Fullscreen. Thought to be lost forever, Cecilia B. DeMille’s 1915 silent film is uncovered at last! Set during the Balkan Wars, it tells the story of Sonia (Blanche Seet), a woman who finds herself overwhelmed after her brother goes off to war. But she finds help in the form of Mahmund Hassan (House Peters), a captive Turkish nobleman. In B&W. 51 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95


4692039 BORDERLESS. Widescreen. An engaging, emotional rumination on the effects of war through the eyes of a lost child. The child of the story, lives alone on an abandoned ship harbored along the stretch of an unnamed war-torn border. The boy’s solitary existence is torn apart when young refugees appear, in search of shelter, carrying an infant. In Persian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Olive Films.

3864013 FRIEDMAN JOHN. Widescreen. Money, power, politics, drugs, scandals, fast cars—the incredible story of John D. DeLorean is the stuff of a Hollywood screenwriter’s dream. Framing John DeLorean recounts the epic tale and the life of the controversial automaker, played by Alec Baldwin, tracing his meteoric rise through the ranks of General Motors, and his shocking fall from grace. English SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory.

4688679 THE STRANGER. Widescreen. In the 1949 production of The Stranger, which was adapted from the novel by Graham Greene, a beautiful woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later they meet again: Hannah now a defendant in a notorious case. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Weinstein. 4.95

4660617 THE Achy. Widescreen. When the body of Callum Reid, a missing four years, the spin town with a truths they never had to face before. Can Callum’s mother reconcile her marriage with the circumstances of his death? And will Di Maggie and Callum’s happy family life to continue the investigation? Stars Tamsin Greig, Greg. English SDH. 135 minutes. BBC.

4715850 CAPTIVE. Fullscreen. Thought to be lost forever, Cecilia B. DeMille’s 1915 silent film is uncovered at last! Set during the Balkan Wars, it tells the story of Sonia (Blanche Seet), a woman who finds herself overwhelmed after her brother goes off to war. But she finds help in the form of Mahmund Hassan (House Peters), a captive Turkish nobleman. In B&W. 51 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95


4692039 BORDERLESS. Widescreen. An engaging, emotional rumination on the effects of war through the eyes of a lost child. The child of the story, lives alone on an abandoned ship harbored along the stretch of an unnamed war-torn border. The boy’s solitary existence is torn apart when young refugees appear, in search of shelter, carrying an infant. In Persian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Olive Films.

3864038 FRAMING JOHN. Widescreen. Money, power, politics, drugs, scandals, fast cars—the incredible story of John D. DeLorean is the stuff of a Hollywood screenwriter’s dream. Framing John DeLorean recounts the epic tale and the life of the controversial automaker, played by Alec Baldwin, tracing his meteoric rise through the ranks of General Motors, and his shocking fall from grace. English SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory.

4688679 THE STORY OF O. Widescreen. The story of O is told as a series of vignettes. In each, a character is depicted in a different relationship. The story is the same, but the characters are different. In this way, the reader is forced to view the story through the eyes of the various characters. Not Rated. English SDH. 169 minutes. Merchant Ivory. Pub. at $15.95
**Dramas**


**4692632 IT WAS YOU CHARLIE.** Widescreen. A dark comedy-drama that tells the story of a lonely graveyard shift donkey named Lightfoot who is an accomplished sculptor and former college art teacher, but now a mere shadow of his former self. After meeting Zoro, a taxi driver, something magical happens to Abner as he begins a quest to seek redemption. 80 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**2951010 'TIS PITY SHE'S A WHORE.** Annabelle enters into a secret and incestuous love affair with her brother, Giovanni and becomes pregnant. Hiding her shameful passion from the world, she is finally forced by the church to wed the unrelenting Soranzo. Annabelle succumbs to the marriage bed in a searing scene of sensual splendor. Stars Charlotte Rampling. Dubbed in English. 106 minutes. Adults only. New Star. Pub. at $24.95

**3999114 IVANA TRUMP'S FOR LOVE ALONE.** Fullscreen. From Ivana Trump's own writings you can now relive the story of a young Czechoslovakian beauty and skating prodigy who rose from humble origins in communist Eastern Europe to reign as queen of the international jet set. Stars Stephen Collins and Sanina Vraa. 94 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

**3996581 THE APPOINTMENT LONDON.** A hotshot flyer, determined to make 90 bomb runs before being consigned desk duty, is grounded after his 69th by his commander. When another flyer is wounded, he goes against his commander and takes the injured man's place. Stars Dick Bogarde and Dinah Sheridan. In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3938762 STREET SURVIVORS: The True Story of a Plane Crash.** The true case of the plane crash as told through one of the survivors, drummer Artimus Pyle, who not only survived the crash but who also bravely pulled the remaining survivors from the plane wreckage before staggering towards the nearest farmhouse to seek help. Not Rated. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95

**3946231 THE CRAIGSLIST KILLER.** Widescreen. A straight but not a student with a beautiful fiancée. Philip Markoff (Jake Mcdorman) had a future others could only envy. But when a massacre is committed by a man she meets through an ad placed on Craigslist, the clues point directly to Philip, who the police accuse of leading a secret life. Not Rated. English Subtitles. Sony Pictures. SDH, 87 minutes. $5.95

**3893810 HER BEST FRIEND'S HUSBAND.** Coping with the loss of her husband, successful attorney Jane Thornton (Cheryl Ladd) visits best friends Mandy (Bess Armstrong) and Will (William Moses). When Jane learns that her friend is going to marry someone else, she begs her friend to reconsider. But the more time she spends with the couple, the more she feels she's not worthy of love. Hearst. redkinding, 91 minutes. Hearst. $5.95

**4718380 SUT-MILK: The Yusuf Trilogy.** Widescreen. In the second installment of Semih Kaplanoglu’s award-winning trilogy, high school graduate Yusuf grapples with an uncertain future. A burgeoning poet, Yusuf finds solace in words, but his mother can’t help him find his way from military service, add to the already overwhelming pressures of Yusuf’s transition into manhood. In Turkish with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**3900666 Masquerade.** Widescreen. Political intrigue, betrayal, peril and forbidden romance play out in this lavish, critically acclaimed historical drama set in the royal palace of Korea’s ancient Joseon Dynasty. A young lowly peasant is forced to masquerade as the tyrannical king, who has fallen ill. Stars Byung-hun Lee. In Korean with English subtitles. 131 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

**468754X LANDLINE.** Widescreen. Two sisters come of age in '90s New York when they discover their dad’s affair—and it turns out he’s not the only cheater in the family. Everyone still strengthens,2951010 ‘TIS PITY SHE’S A WHORE. Annnabelle enters into a secret and incestuous love affair with her brother, Giovanni and becomes pregnant. Hiding her shameful passion from the world, she is finally forced by the church to wed the unrelenting Soranzo. Annabelle succumbs to the marriage bed in a searing scene of sensual splendor. Stars Charlotte Rampling. Dubbed in English. 106 minutes. Adults only. New Star. Pub. at $24.95

**468754X LANDLINE.** Widescreen. Two sisters come of age in '90s New York when they discover their dad’s affair—and it turns out he’s not the only cheater in the family. Everyone still strengthens, 2951010 ‘TIS PITY SHE’S A WHORE. Annabelle enters into a secret and incestuous love affair with her brother, Giovanni and becomes pregnant. Hiding her shameful passion from the world, she is finally forced by the church to wed the unrelenting Soranzo. Annabelle succumbs to the marriage bed in a searing scene of sensual splendor. Stars Charlotte Rampling. Dubbed in English. 106 minutes. Adults only. New Star. Pub. at $24.95

**4698143 MAUDIE.** Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film follows the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Sally Hawkins) and reclusive fishmonger Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke). English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**3813006 THERE BE DRAGONS.** Widescreen. When journalist Robert Torres (Dougray Scott) is assigned to write a book about Josemaria Escriva (Charlie Cox), the controversial founder of Opus Dei, he hopes it will bring him closer to his father (Wes Bentley), a devout Opus Dei supporter and friend. As Torres uncovers his father’s past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world forever. Set in post WWI south Wales, *SARAH, PLAIN & TALL:* Sarah, Plain & Tall: Season 2. Chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to leave him, Mike flees his shallow past for something more meaningful. Also stars Andi MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**473596X SMASH-UP.** Angie Evans, last-minute signed to sing, interrupts her career to marry struggling songwriter Ken Conway. When Ken turns into a career as chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to get her life back on track. Angie’s friend, Torro (Bill Pullman), known for his shallow films and women, uncovers his father’s past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world forever. Set in post WWI south Wales, *SARAH, PLAIN & TALL:* Sarah, Plain & Tall: Season 2. Chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to leave him, Mike flees his shallow past for something more meaningful. Also stars Andi MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**4661281 WHEN THE GAME STANDS TALL.** Widescreen. Legendary football coach Bob Ladouceur (Jim Caviezel) took the De La Salle High School Spartans from obscurity to a 1990 national championship. Based on a true story, this 1947 drama starring Susan Hayward and Eddie Albert. In B&W. 103 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3974081 TOUCH.** Desperately seeking to save his marriage, a man who goes to work every day where Tom does more than scrub his hands clean. She also offers him advice on how to get his wife to love him again. But soon, Tim and Brenda find themselves drawn to each other. Not Rated. 109 minutes. Cinema Libre Studios. English subtitles. 87 minutes. $5.95

**3801227 THERE BE DRAGONS.** Widescreen. When journalist Robert Torres (Dougray Scott) is assigned to write a book about Josemaria Escriva (Charlie Cox), the controversial founder of Opus Dei, he hopes it will bring him closer to his father (Wes Bentley), a devout Opus Dei supporter and friend. As Torres uncovers his father’s past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world forever. Set in post WWI south Wales, *SARAH, PLAIN & TALL:* Sarah, Plain & Tall: Season 2. Chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to leave him, Mike flees his shallow past for something more meaningful. Also stars Andi MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**2937611 HARVEST OF FIRE.** Fullscreen. The Amish are a peaceable people, dedicated to the unchanging ways of their ancestors. Yet, suddenly, an anarchist brings violence to their non-violent life. The film uncovers the secrets that will change his world forever. Set in post WWI south Wales, *SARAH, PLAIN & TALL:* Sarah, Plain & Tall: Season 2. Chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to leave him, Mike flees his shallow past for something more meaningful. Also stars Andi MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**4657144 IT WAS YOU CHARLIE.** Widescreen. A hotshot flyer, determined to make 90 bomb runs before being consigned desk duty, is grounded after his 69th by his commander. When another flyer is wounded, he goes against his commander and takes the injured man’s place. Stars Dick Bogarde and Dinah Sheridan. In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**2937611 HARVEST OF FIRE.** Fullscreen. The Amish are a peaceable people, dedicated to the unchanging ways of their ancestors. Yet, suddenly, an anarchist brings violence to their non-violent life. The film uncovers the secrets that will change his world forever. Set in post WWI south Wales, *SARAH, PLAIN & TALL:* Sarah, Plain & Tall: Season 2. Chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to leave him, Mike flees his shallow past for something more meaningful. Also stars Andi MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**2937611 HARVEST OF FIRE.** Fullscreen. The Amish are a peaceable people, dedicated to the unchanging ways of their ancestors. Yet, suddenly, an anarchist brings violence to their non-violent life. The film uncovers the secrets that will change his world forever. Set in post WWI south Wales, *SARAH, PLAIN & TALL:* Sarah, Plain & Tall: Season 2. Chart-topping radio crooner, Angie is forced to leave him, Mike flees his shallow past for something more meaningful. Also stars Andi MacDowell and Gabriel Byrne. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**2937670 SARAH, PLAIN & TALL: Winter's End.** Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In this heartwarming tale of triumph of love and hope, Sarah faces challenges, learns to forgive the past, and embrace the future together. Stars Glenn Close, Christopher Walken, and Jack Palance. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $6.95

**4786265 THERE BE DRAGONS.** Widescreen. When cowboy Ron Woodroof is diagnosed with HIV-positive and given 30 days to live he takes matters in his own hands by tracking down alternative treatments from all over the world, teams with a successful buyers club and unites a band of outcasts in a struggle for dignity and acceptance. Stars Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Universal. $3.95
Dramas

**3856720** FOGLAND. Once a haven for pirates, Fog Island is now the home of George Granger, an inquisitive lighthouse keeper who has recently been released from prison. Convinced that Granger has hidden a fortune on the island, a group of people arrive to find each other and an empty mansion in this 1945 Film Noir. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3945454** HOUSE OF THE SLEEPING BEAUTIES. Widescreen. Edmond, a man in his sixties whose wife has recently passed away, is told about a secret establishment where men can spend the night in bed alongside beautiful, sleeping young women, who never awaken. Although bedazzled by their seductive tendencies, he becomes distressed about the reason for their state and delves into the mystery. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**3792024** IN DUBIOUS BATTLE. Widescreen. Set in California apple country in the 1930s, nine unemployed farmhands rise up and join forces to protest unfair wages and working conditions. As the labor strike wears on and conflict grows between the apple growers and the workers, a promising actress (Juliette Binoche)–in director Michael Haneke’s portrait of life in a fractured, lonely world. In French with English subtitles. 143 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**3811458** FINDING JOSEPHINE. Inspired by letters he reads in Eiffel Tower, a middle-aged male immigrant pens a story about a civil war soldier’s wife who cuts her hair, enlists to raise his five year old daughter, Katie–and 30 year old Katie’s life in present-day Manhattan. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**3859751** RESISTANCE. Widescreen. Before he was the world-famous mime Marcel Marceau, he was Marcel Mangel, an aspiring Jewish actor who joined the French Resistance to save the lives of thousands of children orphaned by the Nazis. In B&W. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**3912644** YOU AND I. Widescreen. A father and daughter living in New York City 25 years apart. The story moves back and forth during the 1980s where Davis, a novelist and widower, struggles with staying together. In order to raise his five year old daughter, Katie–and 30 year old Katie’s life in present-day Manhattan. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. $9.95

**3856283** MONDAYS IN THE SUN. Widescreen. This powerful story follows five unemployed shipyard workers on the coast of France. Led by the cocky Santa (Javier Bardem), they set out to pull off an elaborate Heist but still encourage each other to search for work, love, and the strength to hope for better days. In Spanish with English subtitles. Rated R. 113 minutes. Lions Gate. $9.95

**3906674** THE FACE OF LOVE. Widescreen. Five-and-a-half years after the death of her beloved husband, Nikki (Annette Bening) meets Tom (Ed Harris), a man who could pass as her late husband’s double. She can’t bring herself to leave him. As the relationship develops, it becomes not a question of if the truth will come out, but when. Also stars Robin Williams. English SDH. 92 minutes. Vertical. $6.95

**3914708** WITHERING HEIGHTS. Fullscreen. In this television adaptation of Emily Bronte’s novel, realism and gothic symbolism combine to form a romance story that’s full of social relevance. Follow the self-destruction of the Heathcliff family as he seeks revenge for losing his soul mate, Catherine to Edgar Linton. Stars Richard Burton and Patricia Duke. In B&W. 90 minutes. Vertical. $12.95

**3809122** SUFFRAGETTE. Widescreen. Galvanized by outlaw suffragette Emmeline (Meryl Streep), Maud (Carey Mulligan) joins the U.K.’s growing suffragette movement and becomes a key player in the walks of life who sacrificed their jobs, homes, children—and even their lives for the right to vote. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**3875719** EFFIE’S MARRIAGE. Widescreen. A struggling and rising art dealer and wedding planner, John Lategan, has met the one woman he really wants to marry:效ie. She is one half of a couple taking in a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**4719999** I STAND CONDEMNED. During the First World War, Russian officer Ignatoff, wounded, falls in love with his nurse, Natasha. But she is soon engaged to another soldier. His family convenience to Brioquouk, a wealthy industrialist of peasant stock (1936). Stars Laurence Olivier. In B&W. 76 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4687809** THE WALK. Widescreen. Guided by his real-life mentor, Papa Rudy (Ben Kingsley)–a former member of a band of international recruiters, Philippe Petit (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) and his gang overcome long odds, betrayals, dissension and countless obstacles to execute their mad plan–to walk the void between the World Trade Center towers. Directed by Robert Zemeckis. In 3D. English SDH. 123 minutes. Sony Pictures. Score. Rate. R. CC.$5.95

**3853144** FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS. Widescreen. A father and daughter living in New York City 25 years apart. The story moves back and forth during the 1980s where Davis, a novelist and widower, struggles with staying together. In order to raise his five year old daughter, Katie–and 30 year old Katie’s life in present-day Manhattan. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. $9.95

**4693817** ASHYBLY. Widescreen. After moving across the country with his newly single mom, a thuggish high school senior struggles to fit in and secretly desires to make the football team. He connects with only one other student, brainy Eloise and befriends his quirky new neighbor, a former CIA assassin who happens to be at a crossroads and looking to settle an old 102 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**493399X** SAME KIND OF DIFFERENT. Stars Robin Williams and his wife Debbie, seemingly have the perfect life. But when their faith and family are tested, an unlikely bond with a homeless drifter leads them on a remarkable journey that stirs up the local Tongthill tribes against the British Allies. This allows them to plant Commander Elise Bork, posing as a scientist, and her subordinate, Lang, within the Tambosa Experimental Farm. But the beautiful Jungle Queen will stop them. Includes 15 chapters of this 1945 serial. In B&W. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**3881563** MEADOWLAND. Widescreen. In the hazy aftermath of an unimaginable loss, married couple Sarah (Olivia Wilde) and Phil (Luke Wilson) come unhinged, reinventing their roles to fit circumstances. Also stars Giovanni Ribisi, Elizabeth Moss and John Leguizamo. Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**385311X** BILLIONAIRES BOYS CLUB. Widescreen. Joe Hunt and tennis pro Don Karny lead a group of their wealthy friends into a dangerous game of high-risk investing in the late 1960s. As financial fortunes rise, so do the stakes. In B&W. 103 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**3915927** IN WHICH WE SERVE. Based on the 1942 prize-winning film, the HMS Forum is attacked by German bombers during the Battle of Crete. As the ship capsizes, the surviving crew desperately hangs on for life in the hazy aftermath of an unimaginable loss, married couple Sarah (Olivia Wilde) and Phil (Luke Wilson) come unhinged, reinventing their roles to fit circumstances. Also stars Giovanni Ribisi, Elizabeth Moss and John Leguizamo. Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**3758334** AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Set in late 19th century Chicago, Robert Chiltern is a man of high status and position. As he begins to lose his way, he starts to question whether he is really the man he thought he was. Also stars Meryl Streep, Robert Redford, and Julia Roberts. In 3D. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**3752623** COME BACK, LITTLE QUEEN. Widescreen. Shirley Booth stars in an Academy Award-winning performance as Lola, housewife to Doc Delaney (Burt Lancaster), a recovering alcoholic. Their daughter, Maria, grown but still dependent, turns to her when her plans to marry take a boorish turn. Also stars William Holden, Elizabeth Montgomery and John Agar. Reel Vault. $7.95

**5475857** THE BRONX BULL. Widescreen. Based on the tumultuous real-life experiences of legendary boxing champion Jake LaMotta, the film chronicles his rise as a world-class boxer and his descent into the ring–offering an unflinchingly honest look into the heart of a champion. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Momentum. $3.95

**4709772** YUMURTA: EGG. The Yusuf Trilogy. Widescreen. In the first installment of Semih Kaplanoglu’s award-winning trilogy, emotionally distant poet Yusuf returns home to settle his late mother’s affairs. There he meets a distant relative who tells him that Yusuf has been living with his mother for the past five years. Now, Yusuf must complete his mother’s dying wish. In Turkish with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**5478220** BLACK SWAN. Widescreen. It’s the fall of 1950s New York and an enchanting ballerina, Lily, is preparing to make her Broadway debut. But as she finds herself facing incredible pressure from the demands of an impossible role, she must also confront the reality of her own identity. In B&W. 119 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

**4978771** EFFIE’S MARRIAGE. Widescreen. A struggling and rising art dealer and wedding planner, John Lategan, has met the one woman he really wants to marry:效ie. She is one half of a couple taking in a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**4799999** I STAND CONDEMNED. During the First World War, Russian officer Ignatoff, wounded, falls in love with his nurse, Natasha. But she is soon engaged to another soldier. His family convenience to Brioquouk, a wealthy industrialist of peasant stock (1936). Stars Laurence Olivier. In B&W. 76 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95


**Dramas**

3731634 **SEX WEATHER.** Widescreen. On the morning after the premier of his new film, Darrel wakes to find himself a new member Syndy. As they begin to discuss the previous evening and tepid reviews of the film, emotions give rise to a passionate and thoughtful relationship that once could have been if either had taken the chance. Stars Al Jafred McGhee and Amber Stonebraker. Not Rated. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.99

- $9.95

---

8586590 **DINNER AT THE RITZ.** In this 1937 film, beautiful Annabella stars as the grey-haired, hard-driven Parisian banker and vows to fix his killer. All the suspects happen to be her father’s colleagues. An early David Niven displays all his unique characteristics as he solves this whodunit. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Vault.

- $7.95

---

8584655 **BLACK 47.** Widescreen. In 1847, battle-hardened soldier Finney (James Frecheville) deserts the British army to return home to Ireland, where he finds his country ravaged beyond recognition by the Great Famine. When he discovers that his mother has died of starvation, something snaps, sending Finney on a relentless quest for revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

- $4.95

---

2950804 **FANTASIES.** On a small island off the Aegean Sea, from Athens, Damir (Peter Hooten) and Anastasia (Bo Derek) live under the roof of her grandfather. Although not blooded, they grow up happily together as they were brother and sister. Now, as a young woman, maturity, they realize their childhood affection has grown into deep love. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $4.97

- $17.95

---

4892055 **THE CARDINAL.** Fullscreen. The 16th-century Italian court, Cardinal Giovanni de Medici (Matheson Lang) learns that his brother, Giuliano (Eric Portman) has been wrongly accused of murder. Faced with a crisis of conscience and obligation to church doctrine, the Cardinal is torn between saving his god and saving his family. In B&W. 74 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

- $5.95

---

3928286 **BEN-HUR.** Widescreen. Judah Ben-Hur (Jack Hawkins) is enslaved by the Romans after being betrayed by his brother Messala (Toby Kebbel). Separated from his family and the woman he loves, Ben-Hur is rescued from by the mysterious idiom (Morgan Freeman) and returns to his homeland seeking revenge against his brother. CC. 124 minutes on two DVDs. Paramount.

- $5.95

---

3882590 **CALL GIRL.** Widescreen. Maria, a high-class call girl, is hired to seduce a local politician in an attempt to obtain his permission to build a luxury resort on protected land. Meanwhile two detectives come upon the case and begin investigating the politician. Rated R. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 145 minutes. Mongrel Media.

- $5.95

---

3882454 **BELLAMY.** Widescreen. Police Chief Paul Bellamy (California) and his wife are vacationing in Nimes. However, their quiet holiday is interrupted when Paul is contacted by Noel Gentil, a man on the run. Gentil is bound for murder. Trusting his intuition, Paul embarks on an investigation to help Gentil clear his name. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Mongrel Media.

- $5.95

---

3884894 **HUMAN ROAD.** Fullscreen. Mahamad Ali makes his TV-movie dramatic debut in this adaptation of a Howard Fast novel. The story follows Gideon Jackson (Ali), a former slave and Union soldier who returns home to South Carolina following the Civil War and with the help of sharecropper (Kris Kristofferson) unites former slaves and white tenant farmers under a common cause. CC. 96 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95

- $11.95

---

3881504 **GOLF IN THE KINGDOM.** En route to India in 1956, a young American philosophy student, Michael Murphy (Mason Gamble), takes a detour to the legendary link of Burningbush. Seeking to enjoy one last round, he is unexpectedly paired with the mysterious golfing legend who will change Murphy’s perception of golf and life indelibly. 87 minutes. Flarion.

- $4.95

---

3810323 **WHITNEY.** Widescreen. The film that chronicles the headline-making relationship between iconic singer, actress, and model Whitney Houston and singer-songwriter Bobby Brown, from the time they first met at the very height of their celebrity to their courtship and tumultuous marriage. English SDH. 86 minutes. Lions Gate.

- $5.95

---

4703405 **LOST RIVER.** Widescreen. Billy (Christina Hendricks), a single mother of two is led into a macabre underworld in her quest to hold her family together. Her teenage son discovers a mystery about the origins of Lost River that triggers his curiosity and sets in motion an unexpected journey that will test his limits and the limits of those he loves. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Reel Vault.

- $5.95

---

2996296 **I WAS HAPPY HERE.** Fullscreen. Cass is a wistful young Irish girl who has been living in London for five years. During this time she has acquired an English husband. Once Christmas she decides it is time to return to Limerick. While there she seeks out her first love, who is now engaged. Cass’ husband follows her and the matter reaches a head. Stars Sarah Miles. In B&W. Not Rated. 92 minutes. VC Entertainment.

- $4.95

---

9913708 **THE FOUR FEATHERS.** When British Lieutenant Faversham resigns his commission rather than fight the 1882 Sudan war, his army pals present him with the four white feathers of cowardice. Disguising himself as an Arab, Faversham makes his way to Sudan determined to perform three acts of courage that will prove his mettle.Rated R. In English with English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount.

- $4.95

---

3880122 **THE GATHERING: Part II.** Two Christmas after the loss of her husband Adam, Kate now runs Thorton Industries and is being wooed by a courtly financier (Efrem Zimbalist, Jr). Kate’s children fear he’s more interested in the business than in Kate herself. English SDH. 97 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

- $4.95

---

3882009 **HEAD-ON.** Widescreen. With the intention to break free from the strict familial restrictions, a suicidal young woman sets up a marriage of convenience with a forty year-old addict, an act that will change Murphy’s perception of golf and life indelibly. 87 minutes. Flarion.

- $4.95

---

3800012 **EMANUELLE IN AMERICA.** Widescreen. When Emmanuelle (Laure Gemser), a fearless fashion photographer and photojournalist with an insatiable libido, uncovers an international snuff film conspiracy, she is plunged into an odyssey that will test his limits and the limits of those he loves. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount.

- $4.95

---

3716147 **THE NATURAL.** Widescreen. Nothing was going to stop Roy Hobbs (Robert Redford) from fulfilling his boyhood dream of baseball superstardom. But when that dream is shattered it takes years before he gets his chance again. Overcoming physical pain, Hobbs’ will to win and full boyhood bat, gets his chance to lead the Knights to the pennant and to finally fulfill his dream. Also stars Glenn Close. 138 minutes. Columbia.

- $7.95

---

3887019 **SOUTH MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. A woman sets up a marriage of convenience with a forty year-old addict, an act that will change Murphy’s perception of golf and life indelibly. 87 minutes. Flarion.

- $4.95

---

3712496 **THE FLEMISH FARM.** Based on a true story, as Hitler’s Blitzkrieg sweeps across the Low Countries in early 1940, a squadron of Belgian pilots take temporary shelter with their aircraft on a Flemish Farm. Here, Trescha (Jane Baxter) takes care of an injured pilot (Forbidden) and the Two fall in love. In B&W. 82 minutes. DVD Video.

- $7.95

---

3882691 **MARION BRIDGE.** Widescreen. The moving story of three sisters torn apart by familial conflict of struggling to overcome her self-destructive behavior, the youngest sister, Agnes returns home determined to confront the past in a community built on avoiding it. Her quest in motion a chain of events that allows the sisters to re-connect. Stars Molly Parker. Not Rated. 90 minutes.

- $3.95

---

3880893 **JE T’AIME MOI NON PLUS.** Widescreen. Cult icon Serge Gainsbourg wrote this film, a tale of doomed love between a lonely truck stop waitress and a gay, hunky garbage truck driver whose Boyfriend becomes increasingly ill. In French with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- $14.95

---

4707613 **THE SECRET WAYS.** Widescreen. Vienna, 1956. After Soviet tanks invade Austria, a young woman with a mysterious past leaves her village to follow her dream of playing the piano. In English. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

- $11.95

---

3882092 **HERE AND NOW.** Widescreen. Vivienne (Sarah Jessica Parker) is an established singer with a successful music career. On the eve of a major performance, Vivienne receives some life-altering news that causes her to reevaluate her priorities. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount.

- $5.95

---

3813258 **THE MYSTERIOUS MR. M.** Widescreen. A mysterious man is called in by authorities to assist in solving the case of the disappearance of Dr. Kittridge, a noted submarine inventor, who was kidnapped and subsequently injected with a new drug, “Hyptreon” on orders from a maniacal murderer known only as the Mysterious Mr. M. This 1946 serial includes 13 chapters. In B&W. Not Rated. 48 minutes. Over two hours on three DVDs. Lonsdale Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- $14.95

---

3889322 **SOUTHLAND TALES.** Widescreen. An ensemble piece set in the futuristic landscape of Los Angeles, as it stands on the brink of social, economic and environmental disaster. Boxer is an action star who organizes a crew to steal from a mysterious golf pro. The wild adventure will test his limits and the limits of those he loves. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount.

- $4.95

---

3856895 **LORNA DOONE.** Based on the novel by the same name, this 1934 film tells the tale of a 17th century English farmer who has sworn revenge against the family Doone for his father’s death. But complications arise, when the farmer falls in love with the Doone’s adopted daughter. In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.

- $7.95

---

*See more titles at erhbc.com/847*
Dramas

2892901 NINA. Widescreen. She was one of the century’s most extraordinary talents, a 15-year-old violin prodigy and Grammy nominee and Grammy Hall of Fame recipient. Her mesmerizing songs and passionate politics combined to make her the unforgettable Nina Simone (Zoe Saldana). But fame and fortune came at a price. To please her loyal manager, she began a courageous comeback. English. SDH. 90 minutes. RL Entertainment. $5.95

★ 3813673 THE CASTILLAN. Widescreen. The Moors are invading medieval Spain, prompting the crown to call upon the Kingdom of Castile. A Christian nobleman, Ferran Gonzales, emerges from exile to battle the vast army, and falls in love with the Queen’s niece Sanacha along the way. Stars Cesar Romero and Franklin Avakian. 129 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

★ 3881008 SUMMER OF SAM. Widescreen. From Spike Lee, the legendary director, comes his electrifying take on the “Son of Sam” murders in New York City during the summer of 1977, centering on the residents of an Italian-American Bronx neighborhood who live in rampant distrust of one another. Stars John Leguizamo, Adrien Brody and Mira Sorvino. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

465790X REFORMATION. Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest McLeod, who shares Joe’s idealism but not his willingness to wager their future on a high-stakes dream. In B&W. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

3871665 BREATHE. Widescreen. The inspiring true story of activists Robin and Diana Cavendish (Andrew Garfield and Claire Foy), an adventurous couple who’s love and resilience in the face of daunting odds changed the world for the better. English. SDH. 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $9.95

3931870 BETTIE PAGE: Dark Angel. Widescreen. Recalls, in episodes, Bettie Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen and fallacy-ridden—they live in cahoots with the powers that be. She also explores the great dips in her career, the high-thrilling, the bizarre. In B&W. 176 minutes. Metz. Pub. at $24.95. $13.95

★ 4686691 SAGA OF THE WEST. A man picks up and heads West by train to try to find some direction in his life. He soon finds himself working for a ranch, caught in the middle of a water rights dispute. This film is also known as When a Man’s a Man. Stars George O’Brien and Dorothy Wilson. In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 4670671 APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME. Small-time jewel thief Leo Martin is deserted by his partners in crime when a robbery goes wrong. After serving a prison sentence, Leo emerges with an intricate plan for revenge. This 1946 film stars William Hattnell and Raymond Lovell. In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3856926 NURSE EDITH CAVELL. A powerful 1939 true life drama about the life of the famous WWI nurse who developed a system to smuggle escaped prisoners into Holland and who was caught by the German Army and sentenced to death. Based on the book Dawn of Capt. Reginald Berkeley. In B&W. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3945863 TO END ALL WARS. Widescreen. A true story about four Allied POWs who endure harsh treatment from their Japanese captors during a railroad through the Burmese Jungle. Ultimately they find true freedom by forgiving their enemies. Stars Robert Carlyle and Kiefer Sutherland. Rated R. DC. 121 minutes. Ocean Avenue Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

4703581 GWEN. Widescreen. Gwen is a young girl whose life seems to be collapsing around her. She struggles with her mother’s mysterious illness and her father’s absence, and must find the strength to guide her family through the darkness. But as a malevolent presence takes grip of her home, it becomes apparent there is a greater evil that may be too strong to overcome. Not Rated. RL Entertainment. $6.95

3871649 BEFORE I FALL. Widescreen. Samantha Kingston has everything—the perfect friends, the perfect guy and seemingly perfect future. But after one fateful night, she’s trapped reliving the same day over and over, and starts to question just how perfect her life really was. Stars Zoey Deutch. 96 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $6.95

468771X THAT’S MY MAN. Fullscreen. Don Amiche stars as a bookkeeper whose dreams to own a racehorse come to life with the promising stallion named Gallant Man. But his passion for racing threatens to spoil his relationship with his wife (Mary Alice McLeod), who shares Joe’s idealism but not his willingness to wager their future on a high-stakes dream. In B&W. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

★ 4718232 RAGING BULL. Widescreen. One of the most controversial figures in indie cinema, German-born director Scorsese is known not only for his outrageous low-budget action films, but also for engaging in lively exchanges with his critics. In 2006, Scorsese offered the chance to settle their differences in a head-to-head debate. Reel Vault. $7.95

4711424 AMERICAN MARTYR. Widescreen. An alt-right political thriller, is based on the novel by Ferenc Máté, this 1922 film was directed by Robert Wiene. This film is also known as Battalion Man. Rated R. Martini Entertainment. $5.95

★ 3857978 HITLER, Real of Berlin. Widescreen. A small group of Germans secretly gather to oppose the Gestapo and the Nazi regime to try to bring about change. The dangerous situation is complicated further when one of the group is a British spy. In B&W. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3771458 LA SEDUCIDA. Widescreen. While at the beginning of his Spanish town to settle his deceased father’s affairs, playboy Giuseppe Lagana (Maurizio Ambrosi) begins a mid-life romance with an old friend. Despite theastic plot line isn’t prepared for the sexual magnetism of Caterina’s teenage daughter. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3945790 SEVEN DAYS IN ADEN. Widescreen. Luke Chisholm (Lucas Black) is a talented young golfer set on making the pro tour. When his first big shot goes horribly, Luke escapes the pressures of the game and finds himself playing eccentric rancher Johnny Crawford (Robert Duval) and begins to question his past choices and his direction for the future. CC. 100 minutes. Ocean Avenue Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 3945683 NATHALIE: Escape from Hell. Widescreen. When a Russian doctor (Patricia Gort) tells fous of the Nazis, she finds herself imprisoned at Fort Stilberg, a luxury brothel for German top brass where women are overseen by sadistic SS officer Helga Hartz. Stars Vivien Leigh. Based on the book of the same name written by Contacta von Rosen. Not Rated. In English. Dubbed in Russian. 105 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 6552797 GOLDA’S BALCONY. Widescreen. It’s the start of the 1937 Yom Kippur War, in which a beleaguered Golda Meir considers using her nuclear arsenal. The film is a dramatization of events in 1973, explaining not only the prime minister’s life story but that of the state of Israel as well. Valerie Harper stars as Meir. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

3880918 ACCIDENT. Widescreen. When one of his students is killed in a car accident, an Oxford professor (Dirk Bogarde) recounts the circumstances of their mutual friendship. When these turbulent memories unfold, they reveal a series of shocking relationships betrayed by adultery, obsession and self-destruction in which nothing is what it seems. Not Rated. RL Entertainment. $14.95

3880482 BLOOD AND SAND. Widescreen. An immortal icon of brooding sexuality, Rudolph Valentino has become one of the most controversial figures in Indie cinema, and the story of one silent cinema’s most enigmatic and entrancing performers. Based on the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, this 1922 film was Valentino’s first starring vehicle, in which he portrays Juan Gallardo, a young Spaniard who becomes a sensation as he rises through the ranks of Spanish politics. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

★ 4665090 THE WAR GAME. Widescreen. The film is a dramatization of events in 1973, explaining not only the prime minister’s life story but that of the state of Israel as well. Valerie Harper stars as Meir. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

★ 4589844 GUNCRAZY. Widescreen. An Italian director (Drew Barymore) is a troubled teen who is sexually abused by his step-father and then helps get her reformed prison pen-pal released on good behavior. In the style of Bonnie and Clyde, there’s no better way to spend your time. Not Rated. In English with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

3757129 HILARY AND JACKIE. Widescreen. The incredible true story of two sisters joined by music and tom apart by love for the same man. Hilary and Jacqueline du Pre grow up as musical prodigies in England in the 1950s, and while Hilary marries and starts a family, Jackie continues to perform. Even when her career is over, Jackie reclaims her desires for Hilary’s life—and husband. CC. 120 minutes. Universal. $5.95

★ 3747107 A MOST VIOLENT YEAR. Widescreen. New York City, 1981, the most violent year in the city’s recent history. The film follows Abel (Oscar Isaac) and his wife (Jessica Chastain) during a crucial moment of their lives as they attempt to pursue the American Dream. The film is a dramatic story of the American Dream, violence, and corruption threaten to destroy their burgeoning empire. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

★ 3810758 WATCHING TV WITH THE RED CHINESE. Widescreen. A film of Chinese exchange students arrive in New York City in 1980, eager for what America has to offer. They make friends but also the movie is about to try to adjust to the New York lifestyle. The film explores the theme of disillusions with America, eventually buying a firearm for self-defense in the critically acclaimed film directed by Shimon Dutar, Not Rated. In English. 105 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
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- **3753905 MISTRESS SCROOGE TO SEE YOU!** It’s one year later and Scrooge receives another visit from a business partner, Jacob Marley. Sent on a journey 170 years into the future, Scrooge encounters a world even colder than his own, a world that includes a young cutthroat businessman named Artful Dodger VI. Will Scrooge be able to teach Cratchit the true meaning of Christmas? Stars David Ruprecht. 116 minutes. Vision Video. Pub. at $19.95. SDH. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **3887722 REQUIEM.** After leaving home and deeply religiously family to study at university, Michaela embraces her first taste of freedom. She enjoys new friendships until her epilepsy relapses and brings with it an onrush of frightening flashes and voices. She seeks help but it only reinforces her belief that she is possessed. In German with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95.

- **398833X CRUISING.** Widescreen. New York sidewalks in the grip of a sadistic serial killer who is preying on the patrons of the city’s underground bars. Captain Edelson (Paul Sorvino) tasks young rookie Steve Burns (Al Pacino) with initiating the S&M subculture to try and lure the killer out of the shadows. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95.

- **397233 GET: THE TRIAL OF VIVIANE AMSALEM.** Viviane Amsalem has been applying for divorce for three years, but her husband will not agree. His cold intransigence, her determination for freedom and the ambiguous role of the judges shape a procedure in which tragedy vies with absurdity. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 98 minutes. VSC. $19.95.

- **4172811 THE KEEPER.** Widescreen. The incredible true story of Bert Trautmann (David Kross), a German soldier and prisoner of war who, after a backdrop of British post-war prisoners and pigeons, seizes the position of Goalkeeper at Manchester City, and in doing so becomes a footballing icon. In English with German subtitles. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

- **4707494 KING OF THE MOUNTAIN.** Widescreen. Steve (Harry Hamlin) works at a Porsche repair garage by day, and by night reigns as the “King of the Mountain,” the most successful of a group that participate in races along Mulholland Drive on the hills over Los Angeles. In his highly tuned 356 Speedster, Steve races against both newcomers and veterans alike. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

- **4278762 HEARD THE OWL CALL MY NAME.** Fullscreen. A young Anglican priest is sent by his bishop to live among the proud and in doing so becomes a footballing icon. In English with German subtitles. 98 minutes. VSC. $19.95.

- **4935736 CUBBY.** Widescreen. A 26 year old oddball named Mark moves from Indiana to New York City on a lie to his mother Peggy that he landed a prestigious art job. Really, he is seeking for an elite Brooklyn family. Mark discovers hope and self-discipline through his friendship with a lonely 6 year old. CC. 85 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95.

- **4725492 THE MIRACLE WORKER.** Fullscreen. After Helen Keller is stricken with scarlet fever and loses her hearing and sight, her father hires Annie Sullivan as a teacher. Helen’s helpless family reach out to teacher, Annie Sullivan, hoping to help Helen in her present state to learn to communicate and live comfortably in a world of sight and sound. Stars Patty Duke and Melissa Gilbert. English SDH. 113 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **3881342 SHOT.** Widescreen. Mark (Derek Luke) and his friend Miguel (Don Murray) accidentally causes the death of a rodeo rider, leaves the business, and moves back to his home town where he tries to make amends with his notorious past. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

- **3970914 JEROME BIXBY’S THE MAN FROM EARTH.** Widescreen. On a cold night in an upstate New York town, a prompt-cause party for professor John Oldman becomes something extraordinary when he makes an announcement: he is an immortal who has migrated through 140 centuries of evolution and now must move on. Is Oldman truly Cro-Magnon or simply insane? Stars David Lee Smith. Unrated. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.


- **4719687 COTTER.** A hard-drinking man named Cotter (Don Murray) accidentally causes the death of a rodeo rider, leaves the business, and moves back to his home town where he tries to make amends with his notorious past. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

- **3988422 DRIVEWAYS.** Kathy (Hong Chau), a single mother travels with her eight year old son to visit her estranged family for a long time, Thomas returns to Shanghai after stealing millions from his company and gets caught up in a blackmail scheme and a new romance in this 1948 drama. Will he choose love or money, or will he have a change of heart? In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

- **3875826 THE MARK OF THE HAWK.** Sidney Potier stars as Obam, a man caught up in a colonial struggle in Africa. As the Africans struggle to win their land back from the British, Obam. a freedom fighter and politician has his motives questioned by those around him. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

- **3970981 UNMADE BEDS.** This is the story of Rico (Duncan Haan), a man who lives in New York City in 1976 but has become an avid reader of Proust during the time of “New Wave” filmmaking. When Rico falls in love, the delicate balance of the world he has made for himself is disturbed. Not Rated. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **3970957 SUBWAY RIDERS.** A psychotic street saxophonist lures victims into dark city spots with his haunting music and then kills them. Set in a place of suffering characters, including a cop with a fiancee, a widower, and a nas-tiest prostitute and other lost souls litter the landscape. Not Rated. 114 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **4738292 BACK HOME.** Estranged from his family for a long time, Thomas returns to the family farm in Southeastern France after learning his mother is terminally ill. Catching up on good old times, he quickly learns that the family’s many struggles and everything he has missed since he left. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 77 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95.

- **4735889 MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND.** A man flees to Shanghai after stealing millions from his company and gets caught up in a blackmail scheme and a new romance in this 1948 drama. Will he choose love or money, or will he have a change of heart? In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

- **3875826 THE MARK OF THE HAWK.** Sidney Potier stars as Obam, a man caught up in a colonial struggle in Africa. As the Africans struggle to win their land back from the British, Obam. a freedom fighter and politician has his motives questioned by those around him. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

- **3970981 UNMADE BEDS.** This is the story of Rico (Duncan Haan), a man who lives in New York City in 1976 but has become an avid reader of Proust during the time of “New Wave” filmmaking. When Rico falls in love, the delicate balance of the world he has made for himself is disturbed. Not Rated. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **4738292 BACK HOME.** Estranged from his family for a long time, Thomas returns to the family farm in Southeastern France after learning his mother is terminally ill. Catching up on good old times, he quickly learns that the family’s many struggles and everything he has missed since he left. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 77 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95.
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Dramas

★4710452 MARTIN EDEN. Widescr. Martin (Lucia Marzeli), a self-taught proletarian with a poetic soul, who hopes that his dreams of becoming a writer will help him rise above his station and marry a wealthy young university student (Jessica Cressey). In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 128 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $19.95 ★ $14.95

★3993159 THE BLACK EMPEROR OF BROADWAY. Based on a true story, Charles S. Gilpin is the first African-American to star in a leading role in a stage play during a time when roles of color were previously played by white men in blackface. As Gilpin rises to fame and recognition, tensions rise between he and playwright Eugene O'Neill which ultimately leads to parting ways. 98 minutes. Vision Films. At $19.95 ★ $11.95

★3956929 PILGRIMAGE. A remarkable imagining of the historic voyages of 16th Century explorer and writer Fennec Mendes Pinto, one of the first Europeans to sail to and travel the Orient–India, Japan, and in places in between. Pinto’s controversial memoirs emerge onscreen hauntingly. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Indepix. At $24.95 ★ $17.95

4742648 MIRACLE MAKER. Widescr. Woodhaven, a tiny town on the edge of the American frontier, needs a Christmas miracle and it may have arrived in the form of a ragged traveler. Stars Jake Stormoen as the doctor and the mission’s founder (Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Maron) who rob a Toronto jewelry store on the same day of their release from prison. The robbery takes a turn for the worse when a young man is killed, and the criminals split up as they make their getaway. When they meet up again, the police are closing in on their trail, not to mention the lawmen. Directed by Maurizio Lucidi. Rated R. 86 minutes. WharfeUSA. At $14.95 ★ $9.95

★3887235 TWO TIMES YOU. Two couples swap partners during a wedding just for fun and after getting decided to leave with their new partners. The fun comes to an abrupt end when the bridegroom is killed, killing both people in the car. The surviving widow and widower must try to navigate their loss and the strange position they are put in. Not Rated. In English with English subtitles. 2019. Synerget. At $19.95 ★ $14.95

388198X WONDER WHEEL. A Woody Allen film about four peoples’ lives that intertwine amid the hustle and bustle of the Coney Island amusement park in the 1950s. “There are moments that will leave you breathless” (Variety). Stars Kate Winslet, Jim Belushi, Junique Timberlake and Jeno Temple. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media. At $14.95 ★ $5.95

★3833038 THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT. A strong-willed American woman (Hera Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) and an oldest son of a sultan (Tony Chadwick) on a journey through the exotic Ottoman Empire on the brink of the First World War. However, her loyalty to both the doctor and the mission’s founder is soon tested when she falls in love with one of the soldiers. In English with English subtitles. 1967. Universal. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

3990699 DRAMA PACK: Cinema Deluxe. Includes The Big Combo starring Cornell Wilde (1954, B&W, 84 minutes); Penny Gold starring John Ericson (1965, B&W, 88 minutes); Cover Up starring Dennis O’Keefe (1949, B&W, 80 minutes); A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square starring Richard Jordan (1996, 106 minutes); Woodlawn Hour starring Raymond Burr (1949, B&W, 67 minutes) and God’s Little Acre starring Robert Ryan (1958, B&W, 118 minutes). Not Rated. Six DVDs. Geneon. At $34.95 ★ $17.95

3871703 FATHERS & DAUGHTERS. Widescr. The story moves back and forth between the 1920s and present day Manhattan where she battles demons stemming from her troubled childhood. Rated R. 115 minutes. Elevations Pictures. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

3929663 PUZZLE. Widescr. After years of concerning herself exclusively with the needs and wants of her husband and sons, Agnes has found something that she wants to do-puzzling. Each day she spends outside of her domestic bubble, Agnes is taken further along the road of self-discovery of herself. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony Pictures. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

4565598 SOMEWHERE. Widescr. Actor Johnny Marco (Stephen Dorff) is laboring at the fast-food job he called celebrity. He’s comfortably numb with his life of women and pills when his 11 year old daughter, Cleo, unexpectedly arrives at his room. Hollywood’s Marmont hotel. Their time together encourages Johnny to re-question his life in Los Angeles. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

2996197 EPICS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Widescr. Collects four epic motion pictures, featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible (Joseph and His Brethren; Saul and David; Jacob, the Man Who Fought with God; and Great Leaders of the Bible). Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VGI Entertainment. At $9.95 ★ $3.95

3763846 FIFTY SHADES 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescr. In Fifty Shades of Grey, Anastasia Steele is an inexperienced college student tasked with interviewing enigmatic billionaire Christian Grey, and eventually finding an unconventional romance. The second chapter, Fifty Shades Darker, sees a wounded Christian trying to entice a fragile Anastasia into his life. Both rated R. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. At $5.95 ★ $3.95

3948870 THE FINAL MEMBER. Widescr. Paris has the Louvre, London has the Tate Modern, and New York the Metropolitan. But Hawaii’s Iceland, a diminutive village on the fringe of the Arctic Circle–boasts the world’s only museum devoted exclusively to painstakingly preserved male genitalia–and curator Sigg only lacks one thing–a human specimen. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Cinedigm. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

3948505 THE MONK. The Monk follows the rise and fall of Ambrosio (Vincent Cassel), a Capuchin Monk in 17th century Madrid. Abandoned as a baby on the steps of a monastery and raised in strict Catholicism, Ambrosio becomes convinced of his virtue and righteousness, but eventually falls into depravity and sin. In French with English subtitles. Rated R. English SDH. 2016. Cinedigm. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

3919366 THE MISSEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST. In 1993, a teenage girl is forced into a gay conversion therapy center by her conservative guardians. At the facility Cameron is subjected to dubious “de-gaying” methods and experimentation on a group of teens and they bond together as they fight to survive. Stars Chloe Grace Moretz. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. At $2.95 ★ $1.95

4693999 AT LAND; FILL THE VOID. Widescr. Inspired by a true story, Meg Ryan stars as Kahlen, a sassy, brassy boxing manager in the making determined to change “Lethal” Luther Shaw (Omar Epps). Kahlen turns out to be a world-class prizefighter. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

3881857 MARJORIE PRIME. In a near future, Marjorie has a new A.I. companion (Jon Hamm), a real life hologram of her deceased husband who is programmed to feed the story of her life back to her. Also stars Tim Robbins, Geena Davis and Lois Smith. In English SDH. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

3889974 THE OSCAR. Widescr. Frankie Fanci (Stephen Boyd) has clawed his way up the Hollywood heap. Now, as he’s preparing to win his first Oscar, his friend Hymie Kelly (Tony Bennett) reminisces about their life together, his ruthless struggle to the top, and whether she can be trusted. Not Rated. ★ $3.95

3948884 A FIELD IN ENGLAND. Widescr. England. 1648 AD. A small group of deserters flee from a raging battle through an overgrown field. They are captured by two men: O’Neil and Cuttler. O’Neil, an alchemist forces the group to aid him in his search to find a hidden treasure which is buried in the field. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

2950995 STATERLINE MOTEL. Fabio Testi and Eli Wallach star as a pair of thieves who plan to break-in a Western Hotel. Their getaway. When they meet up again, the police are closing in on their trail, not to mention the lawmen. Directed by Maurizio Lucidi. Rated R. 86 minutes. Cinedigm. At $3.95 ★ $2.95

4657284 CASANOVA VARIATIONS. Widescr. At the end of his life, Casanova (Giancarlo Giannini) is driven to write his memoirs. This is where he received Elisa von der Recke’s visit, who is very interested in his manuscript. For the famous libertine, the arrival is stimulating and threatening, as he questions her motivations and whether she can be trusted. Not Rated. 1993. 119 minutes. MVD Visual. At $14.95 ★ $9.95

3880958 THE MAYA DEREN COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Maya Deren is one of the important and experimental filmmakers of all time. This essential collection includes her most famous films, Meshes of the Afternoon and At Land; four 1940s dance films A Study in Choreography for Camera; Ritual in Transfigured Time; Meditation on Violence; and The Very Eye of Night, and whether she can be trusted. Not Rated. 1943. 5 DVD box set. At $9.95 ★ $3.95

3638678 PONTIAC MOON. Widescr. An absent-minded professor father and his son bond during a symbolic road trip through the Western United States while his wife tries to overcome her neuroses to save the family. Stars Ted Danson, Mary Steenburgen and Cathy Moran. 106 minutes. Not Rated. MVD Visual. At $2.95 ★ $1.95

4640146 THE LATE WHISTLE. Widescr. High school football coach Victor Trenton is beloved by his town and is a father figure to his team. When an all-star player collapses during an intense practice, instead of mourning the loss of his star player, Trenton pushes his team to continue their winning streak. Now the player’s mother is pressing charges, and Trenton has to decide if his career is worth his pride. English SDH. 87 minutes. Vertical. At $3.95 ★ $2.95
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Dramas

- IT'S ONLY A FEAST. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95
- STUDIO 54. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95
- GEORGE CLOONEY: Silver Screen. Widescreen. $7.95
- ERNIE. Widescreen. Olive Films. $9.95
- CITY SLICKERS. Widescreen. $4.95
- THE GODFATHER PART II. Widescreen. $5.95
- THE GODFATHER. Widescreen. $5.95
- WOODY ALLEN: Silver Screen. $7.95
- THE GODFATHER PART III. Widescreen. $7.95
- GODFATHER: The Complete Saga. Widescreen. $19.95
- BADANKEE. Widescreen. Paramount. $3.95
- \(\text{**SOLD OUT**} \)

Thrillers

- \(\text{**SOLD OUT**} \)
- \(\text{**SOLD OUT**} \)
- \(\text{**SOLD OUT**} \)
- \(\text{**SOLD OUT**} \)
- \(\text{**SOLD OUT**} \)

LIMITED QUANTITY: \(\text{4720210 BLOOD AND MONEY} \)

A retired veteran (Tom Berenger) hunting in the Allagash backcountry of Northern Maine discovers a dead body and a duffle bag containing a large sum of money. Things spiral out of control when he encounters a group of criminals in search of the money. It leads to a test of will and survival where the hunter becomes the hunted. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Spine 4951. $3.95

- LOST IN THE CANDY STORE. Widescreen. $4.95
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Thrillers

4718410 TRACK THE MAN DOWN. Widescreen. After a robbery goes awry, a hoodlum (George Roscoe) avoids the police and a gang of criminals. His fate ends up with his girlfriend (Ursula Howells), but even as she escapes on a long bus trip, her troubles are far from over. She’ll meet an aging anchor, a henchman, and a snail-mail reporter—a group of characters that could ruin everything. In B&W. 75 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

3929434 THE USUAL SUSPECTS. Widescreen. A $91 million cocaine heist. A boat explosion. Two survivors. A Customs special agent David Kuan (Chaz Palminteri) is determined to find out who and what’s behind the melee. As he pieces the clues together, Kuan soon finds out that this story involves five criminal minds and one intangible mastermind. Also stars Kevin Spacey. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4703804 KILL FOR ME. Widescreen. On the run from an abusive ex-boyfriend, Amanda (Katie Cassidy) moves in with Haley (Tracy Spiridakos), who also has a dark history to escape. The two become fast friends, but when Amanda’s ex catches up with her, the events that follow reveal that Haley may not be the victim she claims to be. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $4.95. $5.95

4718240 THE RED MENACE. Fullscreen. Taken seriously by only a few, this work of anti-Communist propaganda was an incendiary sensation in its time, and the first full-length film concerning Communist infiltration by the upper echelons of society. The story of ex-soldier (Robert Rockwell) gets no help from the Veteran’s Bureau, the allure of Communism leads him down the party line. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

2995966 ACROSS THE BRIDGE. Widescreen. Rod Steiger plays unscrupulous financier Carl Schaffner, who flees to Mexico with his company’s money. A genius at improvisation, Schaffner manages to evade the authorities by murdering a man and assuming his identity. However, Schaffner soon learns that his new victim is a favorite of justice in VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $3.95

3803201 THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNETS’ NEST. Widescreen. Under police guard in the hospital, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace), the uncanny dark world of brutality, deception, and paranoia, like a mirage, illusion and truth blur together. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95

4714324 AMITYVILLE: MT. MURRAY ROAD. Widescreen. Charlie and Burt are ghost enthusiasts fascinated by the legend of the scariest road in America. MT. Murray Road. The couple continues their adventure into the unknown, but even as they have trapped themselves in a whirlpool of paranormal activity, Not Rated. 75 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

2959623 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO. Widescreen. Face-off for slander, discredited journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a reclusive industrialist for one last job: to solve a long unresolved family disappearance. Adapted from Stieg Larsson’s beloved Millennium Series. Patricia Hulse stars as sailant changes Michele’s life forever. Tracking the man down, they are assigned to track down the killer of a fellow cop. But Davis Morgan (Richard Basehart) is a slick customer, and quick with his gun. A территории hero who turned to crime in 1946. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $4.95

4690190 APARTMENT WITH A CRIME. Widescreen. Injured during a failed robbery and left to shoulder the blame by the crime boss who employed him, Leo Martin (William Hartnell) vows revenge in this stylish British thriller. After a break-in, a psycho therapist tries to stop the impending catastrophe. In B&W. 53 minutes. Reel Vault. $4.95

4670701 CANDLES AT NINE. Britain’s “Dancing Divinity,” Jessie Matthews, has her final leading role in this 1944 wartime thriller. She plays a dance-hall girl left a fortune by her dead uncle. Cut off from all communication with the outside world, she must rely on journalist and former lover Mikael Blomkvist (Mikael Persbrandt) to prove her innocence. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. $3.95

1394466 PHANTOMS OF DEATH: Triple Feature. A triple dose of ‘40s noir mystery! A theater critic has to play detective in Phantom of 42nd Street (Dave O’Brien and Kay Aldridge). A noted philanthropist is framed for murder in Phantom Killer (Dick Powell). A paintbrush strikes during a lemonade stand and the discovery of a lost tomb in Phantom of Chinatown. Three hours. Retromedia. Pub. at $9.98. $2.95

2724189 THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES/ THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES/ WITHOUT A CLUE. Celebrated actor—the man who made two of the most indelible detectives in film: The Hound of Baskervilles features Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee as Holmes and his companion Dr. John Watson. The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes, starring Billy Wilder’s The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes. Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, comical take on the master sleuth Without a Clue. 5 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. MGM. $7.95

4660765 LAST RAMPAGE. Widescreen. Based on the true story of convicted murderer Gary Tison (Robert Patrick) and his cellmate Randy Greenwall (Chris Browning) who staged a daring escape from prison and embarked on an unforgettable crime spree. Also stars Heather Graham. Rated R. 92 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4692126 DESPAIR. Widescreen. Against the backdrop of the Nazis’ rise to power, Henri (Dirk Bogarde), a Russian-born and successful chocolate magnate, starts experiencing mental breakdowns. Upon meeting Felix, an unemployed laborer he believes is his doppelganger, Henri hatchets off a few of his own. Rated Not. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

3940136 THE ADJUSTMENT BUREAU. Widescreen. Matt Damon stars in this romantic thriller about a man who glimpses the future Fate has planned for him—and chooses to fight for his own destiny. Battling the powerful Adjustment Bureau across, until he has fought his way through the streets of New York, he risks his destined greatness to be with the only woman he’s ever loved. Also Universal. $5.95

3929434 THE USUAL SUSPECTS. Widescreen. A $91 million cocaine heist. A boat explosion. Two survivors. A Customs special agent David Kuan (Chaz Palminteri) is determined to find out who and what’s behind the melee. As he pieces the clues together, Kuan soon finds out that this story involves five criminal minds and one intangible mastermind. Also stars Kevin Spacey. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

3994315 ELLE. Widescreen. M Invite seems indestructible. Head of a leading video game company, she brings the same ruthless attitude to her love life as to business. But even in her high-powered career, unknown assailants change Michele’s life forever. Tracking the man down, they are both drawn into a curious—indeed, at any moment could spiral out of control. Rated R. English SDH. 131 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

4565001 THE RUSSIAN BRIDE. Widescreen. A beautiful woman and her daughter make the mistake of inviting billionaires (Corbin Bernsen), but he turns out to be a madman with sinister plans, and the two women find themselves fighting for their survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

3596818 ECSTASY. Widescreen. Frank Hunter, an ex-boxer who went to the desert in search of a lost love after a recently published book triggers memories from twenty years past. Wandering a land paralysed by heat and lost in paranoia and delirium, like a mirage, illusion and truth blur together. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Strand Releasing. $2.95

4682106 LINENWATCH. Widescreen. Cuba Gooding Jr. is a border Patrol Officer in the New Mexico desert. But the past that is about to catch up with him. When his old gang leader tracks him down and forces him to smuggle drugs across the border, he must choose between
to leave behind and saving his family at any cost. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4690264 HELL’S FIVE HOURS. Widescreen. When bitter ex-employee Nicolai, a rocket-fuel manufacturing plant, he sets in motion a series of events that could bring down the entire community. Mike Brand (Stephen McNally), Nash’s former supervisor, is the only one that can stop the impending catastrophe. In B&W. 81 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

2994748 FADE TO BLACK. Widescreen. Arriving in post-WWII Rome to rekindle his failing career, a psychopathic screenwriter is immediately captivated by a ravishing young actress. But when her stepfather is killed by an unknown assassin, Welles and his streetwise Italian bodyguard are plunged into Rome’s chaotic criminal underworld, where nothing is what it seems. Stars Danny Huston and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

3900422 VENUS IN FURS. Widescreen. James Darren stars as a traumatized trumpeter sucked into a whirpool of psycho sexual horror along with his sultry girlfriend (Barbara McNair) in this lurid tale of a depraved playwright (Klaus Kinski), and the mysterious, insatiable beauty (Maria Rohm) who may lead them all straight to Hell. Directed by Jess Franco, Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. 3rd Rock Entertainment. $4.95

3302948 DIAGNOSIS MURDER. Fullscreen. A wealthy, high-powered psychiatrist becomes a pawn in his own diabolical game when his wife disappears before he can exact his plan to have her killed. Stars Christopher Lee, Judy Geeson, and Jon Finch. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

4711946 COMA. Widescreen. Dr. Susan Wheeler (Lauren Ambrose) grows concerned over the increase in seemingly healthy patients falling into comas while getting routine surgeries. Tracking victims to a futuristic recovery facility, the doctor and her colleagues are shocked by the high-tech medical experiments and unspeakable horrors. Also stars Geena Davis. Not Rated. English SDH. 160 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

3919338 HOME INVASION. Widescreen. When a wealthy woman and her stepson are targeted by a bunch of thieves in their remote mansion, her only form of help comes from a call with a security systems specialist. But as the intruders become increasingly desperate, she must use her own wits to navigate her way to safety? Stars Natasha Henstridge and Jason Patric. English SDH. 88 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

4645501 THE RUSSIAN BRIDE. Widescreen. A beautiful woman and her daughter make the mistake of inviting billionaires (Corbin Bernsen), but he turns out to be a madman with sinister plans, and the two women find themselves fighting for their survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vertical. $5.95
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4693574 LYING AND STEALING. Widescreen. Ivan, a successful art thief, inherited his father's life of crime, but unlike most thieves, Ivan loves the art as much as the art of the steal. When he meets Elysse, a beautiful con-woman with her own debts to pay, they team up to pull off the ultimate heist. With both in the FBI's sights and a mob on their trail, they'll either get rich, or die trying. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

39720X THE VALENCIA CODE. Widescreen. Join symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) and cryptologist Sophie Neveu (Audrey Tautou) in their heart-racing quest to solve a bizarre murder mystery that will take them from France to England—and behind the veil of a mysterious ancient society, where they discover a secret protected since the time of Christ. CC. 149 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3943062 WALL STREET: MONEY NEVER SLEEPS. Widescreen. Following a lengthy prison term, Gordon Gekko (Michael Douglas) finds himself on the outside looking in at a world he once commanded. Hoping to repair his relationship with his daughter (Christine Lahti), Gekko forges an alliance with her fiancé (Shia LaBeouf), setting in motion his ruthless plot to regain his throne. Directed by Oliver Stone. CC. 133 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95


3806728 WOMAN IN THE DARK. Widescreen. When Billie falls into a coma after a near fatal accident, she appears to be possessed by the soul of a woman who was unfinished business with the living. Stars Nicolas Cage and Penelope Mitchell. Rated R. 94 minutes. VHS Films. $5.95

4709357 BETWEEN WORLDS. Widescreen. When Billie falls into a coma after a near fatal accident, she appears to be possessed by the soul of a woman who was unfinished business with the living. Stars Nicolas Cage and Penelope Mitchell. Rated R. 94 minutes. VHS Films. $5.95

370659 SNAPDRAGON/NIGHT EYES...FATAL PASSION. Fullscreen. In Snapdragon, a police psychologist’s (Steven Bauer) obsession with a beautiful attorney (Betsy Russell) draws him into a web of mystery, ecstasy and terror. When a beautiful, renowned psychiatrist (Paul Barbieri) is stalked by a former patient obsessed with obtaining her love, his protector becomes the stalked and a pawn in a murderous scheme in Night Eyes...Fatal Passion. Both Rated R. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

3998469 CIRCLE OF DANGER. An American naval officer (Nick Ryan/Ben Affleck) follows a dangerous trail to a shocking conclusion: terrorists plan to provoke a war between the U.S. and Russia, by detonating a nuclear bomb at a championship football game. Also starring Virginia Madsen and Anne Archer. Rated R. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3961508 AWAKE. Widescreen. A man wakes in a hospital bed with no recollection of who he is, and teams that he’s wanted by the police for committing a murder he can’t remember, until he manages to escape with the help of his nurse, who is convinced of his innocence. Together, the fugitives settle off on a desperate pursuit to clear his name. Stars Jonathan Rhys Meyers. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

4660277 THE BARN. Widescreen. A serial killer strikes Sugar Grove, Virginia. A rising journalist comes to town to cover the story and her investigation will win her the scoop of the year and a brand new vantage point on her darkest secret, at her own risks. Stars Guillaume Faure and Piper Lincoln. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Gavitas Ventures. $5.95

4720032 MURDER IN THE MUSIC HALL. Ice-skating star Vera Raiston (Rita Hayworth) falls in love with her show’s male dancer, William Marshall. When Raiston’s co-stars are considered suspects in the murder of a steaky producer, Marshall steps into clear his name and exposes the real culprit (1946). In B&W. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4661230 TOXIN. Widescreen. Danny Glover and Vinnie Jones star in the apocalyptic blend of horror and action. A pharmaceutical company recruits a well-known scientist to help develop a vaccine against a deadly virus with the power to eliminate the human race. Not Rated. 80 minutes. WFS Films. $5.95

4735749 BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS. A new reporter digging for a scoop happens to be at a police station when the body of a private investigator is found. Outside. As they investigate, a blackmail plot is uncovered, though the question of who did it lingers in this 1946 film noir starring Carole Landis and Ray Milland. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4735811 THE FRONT PAGE. Hildy Johnson, newspaper reporter, is engaged to Peggy Grant and planning to move to New York for a higher paying advertising job. The court press room is full of lame reporters who invent stories as much as write them, and everyone is looking for the next big scoop in this 1931 thriller starring Pat O’Brien. In B&W. 101 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

3946282 THE STEPFATHER. Widescreen. When Michael Harding (Penny Badgley) returns home from military school, he finds his mom is madly in love with her charming new neighbor, Dave (Steven Bauer). But when Michael and his girlfriend start delving into Dave’s past, they begin to discover a dark and dangerous side to Michael’s new “dad.” Starring James Wilby, Tim Roth and Linda Fiorentino. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

481572X THE KENNEL MURDER CASE. Directed by the master of the true crime mystery genre, Robert Aldrich. Starring James Mason, John Ireland, William Powell and Mary Astor. In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3956245 THE TRIALS OF CATE MCCALL. Widescreen. Hotshot lawyer Cate McCall is on trial for murder in this tense noir thriller, filled with a web of deceit and corruption that extends to the most powerful echelons of the police department. Stars Nick Nolte. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $8.95

3876531 THE SHADOW STRIKES. Lamont Cranston assumes his secret identity as “The Shadow," to break up an attempted robbery at an attorney’s office. When the police search the scene, Cranston must assume the identity of the attorney and he soon finds himself caught in a new mystery. The 1937 film stars Rod La Rocque and Agnes Anderson. In B&W. 61 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4686896 WENT THE DAY WELL? An English village is occupied by disguised German paratroopers who plan to use the village as an advanced post for a planned invasion. When the plan is uncovered a vicious Nazi officer holds the village captive. Stars Leslie Banks. In B&W. 52 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4622286 THE PURGE: 3-Movie Collection. Widescreen. This inventive trilogy of films dares you to survive the most dangerous night in America, The Purge. Then celebrate your annual right to Purge in The Purge: Anarchy. The next day Leon Barnes and his family must protect a presidential hopeful on the one night when no help is available in The Purge: Election Year. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on one Blu-ray Disc. $17.95

4735781 THE CRIME SMASHER. Cosmo Jones is enlisted by the authorities to find a kidnapped heiress and bust up a gang war. This 1943 film was based on the forties mystery radio program and stars Frank Graham, Edgar Kennedy, and Gale Storm. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4736087 WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS. A tale of greed and murder set on Wall Street. A newspaper reporter and a photographer investigate a string of killings in the financial district and work to save an endangered showgirl in this 1938 thriller starring Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers, Chick Chandler and Robert Kelardi. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4656030 I WAKE UP SCREAMING. Fullscreen. In this tense noir thriller, Victor Mature and Vivien Leigh take on the role of a sports promoter who’s being grilled by a detective after the murder of a fashion model (Carole Landis) he made famous—and whose sister (Bebe Daniels, not the only suspect: his partner, a gossip columnist, and a hotel night clerk take all their turn in the hot seat. CC. In B&W. 82 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4686823 TOO LATE FOR TEARS. After driving off the road, a couple turns on their hazard lights, but another car interprets this as a prearranged signal and a bag containing $60,000 is tossed into their car, leading to a series of tragic, greed-induced events. Stars James Cagney and Jeanne Crain in a film noir. Stars Lizabeth Scott and Don DeFore. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4693564 THE STRANGE ONES. Widescreen. Mysterious events surround two brothers, as they make their way across a remote American landscape. On the surface all seems normal, but what appears to be a simple vacation soon evolves to a dark and complex web of secrets and lies. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Vertical. $5.95
Thrillers

★ 3879402  GREEN FOR DANGER. In a rural hospital during WWII, a postman dies on the operating table and the nurse states she knows the murderer is dead too. Inspector Cockrill suspects one of the five doctors and nurses who were in the operating theater to be the assassin. But four poisonous pills have disappeared. Stars Sally Gray. In B&W. 81 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4660609  GHOST HUNTER. Widescreen. A daughter who is a psychic tells her father the house is really haunted. The father then discovers the house owner is trying to sell the house. Stars D. J. Caruso, Mark McDaniel. In Wide Screen. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $6.95

5651217  THE BACKPACKER. Widescreen. On the outbound roads of Australia, a deadly secret awaits soldier Sergeant Ben Cross upon his return from the War in Afghanistan. Vincent Vino and Adrian Hoven star in this pair of ghostly encounters who find themselves up to their pasties in stiffs, Satanists and Sapphic vampires. Unfortunately for him, his new employer is a murderous gangster, and the chauffeur has fallen for the mobster’s wife. The two lovers hightail it to Cuba and soon after, the chase is on. Stars Jack O’Connell and Sheridan. In B&W. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3954671  COLDITZ, Escape of the World's Most Notorious POW. Widescreen. Dr. Robert Russell is sent to Colditz to track down a count who is working for the Nazis. Stars Ian McShane, Tony Steedman. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. $6.95

★ 3990474  DEADLY STRANGERS. After she misses her flight, the beautiful and well-dressed woman is forced to hitch a ride back to town. After managing to get away from a lecherous trucker, she is given a ride by a good-looking but mysterious young man, who she comes to suspect may be the escapee of a mental asylum. Stars Hayley Mills. Rated R. 88 minutes. $9.95

★ 3998864  WHO KILLED Bambi Ackers? Widescreen. A dark and thrilling tale of a young nurse, Isabelle who works in the surgical unit of a large hospital and who is being pursued by an ominous Dr. Philip. Young beautiful women are disappearing from the hospital. Could Dr. Philip be responsible and can Isabelle uncover the dark secrets of this haunting hospital? Not Rated. In French. 92 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $4.95

★ 4560870  SHOT CALLER. Widescreen. When a D.U.I. turns deadly, an unsuspecting father must go to extreme lengths to survive in a maximum security prison. Stars Nikolaj Coster-Waldau and Jon Bernthal. Rated R. 120 minutes. WS Films. $9.95

★ 4635582  THE OPERATIVE. Widescreen. Rachel, a young Western woman, is recruited by the Mossad to go undercover in Tehran where she is at the center of an international espionage conspiracy. There she meets a young business scion who becomes the target of her missions. When Rachel begins to fall in love, she is forced to navigate the complex triangle between her love and her loyalty to her country. Stars Ruper t Evans and Michael Smiley. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3879623  SEND FOR PAUL TEMPLE. Widescreen. The first film featuring the lead character of Paul Temple who was one of the most popular private detectives of all time based upon the stories and radio scripts of Frances Durbridge. In this 1946 film, Temple and a newspaper woman investigate a gang of diamond thieves. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4861808  THE WORDS. Widescreen. Rory Jansen has achieved his every goal: a loving wife, critical success, and a best selling novel. The only problem, he’s risked everything he values because his success is not entirely his own. Stars Bradley Cooper, Zoe Saldana, and Olivia Wilde. English SDH. 97 minutes. Alliance. $5.95

★ 3906574  THE SPECKLED BAND. Widescreen. In one of the first Sherlock Holmes talking films, the duo of Holmes and Watson work to stop a deadly young woman from stealing access to his stepdaughters’ inheritance. When one of the daughters dies under mysterious circumstances, Holmes and Watson must piece together the puzzle to find the not so good doctor, Stars Raymond Massey. In B&W. 50 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3990401  TWO UNDERCOVER ANGELS/KISS ME MONSTER. Widescreen. Jack Reitman, Sam Yarm and Adrian Hoven star in this pair of psychosexual acid jazz wig-out thrillers featuring the detective duo The Red Lips. In Two Undercover Angels, the girls stumble upon a slew of murdered models, actresses and exotic dancers. In Kiss Me Monster, they find themselves up to their pasties in stiffs, Satans and Sapphic sadists, all after a secret formula for human clones! Not Rated. 156 minutes on two DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98 Ships at $11.95

638822X  RAGE AND GLORY. Widescreen. An avowed anarchist and Stern Gang hitman is sent to Jerusalem to assassinate an important British officer creating much tension within the already troubled cell and almost brings its collapse, as the British operatives are closing in. Heralded as one of the best films in 50 years of Israeli cinema. In Hebrew with English subtitles. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

★ 3999476  DEADLY ANGELS. After she misses her plane, the woman begins to taunt the authorities. But four poison pills have already been dropped, and unless the lady stops playing dangerous games, she will be killed. Stars Shawn Lock. Rated R. 90 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

★ 4568565  THE CHASE. In this 1946 film noir an unemployed veteran gets a job at a factory where he is soon only trying to escape being killed by a mysterious sniper. Pitted against not only the sniper’s deadly traps, but each other, the residents must figure out a way to escape their own building or die trying. Stars Jack O’Connell and Sheridan. Shout Factory. $3.95

3882446  THE BACKYARD. Widescreen. Blanca Bravo is a tough, idealistic cop assigned to investigate thousands of involved female murders in Juarez, Mexico. Determined to bring an end to the bloodshed, Blanca fights through corruption and incompetence to uncover a shocking truth about her own life in jeopardy. Stars Ana de la Reguera and Jimmy Smits. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Spanish with English Subtitles. 122 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

★ 4566578  THE CLUTCHING HAND. Widescreen. Craig Kennedy, a private detective, is out to get the “Clutching Hand,” a friend who has stolen a formula that will turn metal into gold. This 15 chapter serial was released in 1939 and brings Jack Mulhall and Rex Lease in B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $9.95

4738503  THE FIRE-TRAP. An insurance arson investigator has a run-in with a private eye that eventually becomes a romantic encounter in this 1935 thriller. Adding gas to the fire is the woman’s uncle, who has been squandering family money, everyone’s least likely suspect. The film is also known as Rendezvous. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4729332  13: Game of Death. Widescreen. A down on his luck saloonist has lost his job, his car and his girlfriend. So when a mysterious cell phone caller offers him $100 million to play a “game show” featuring 13 secret challenges, he is in. The catch? The tests grow increasingly intense and dangerous as the monster is in ever more danger. The film is also known as Rendezvous. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3854825  TANK 432. Widescreen. Seeking refuge from combat, a band of soldiers lead a group of hostages into an abandoned military tank. But when their sanctuary reveals itself to be a steel-walled prison, the group soon must face not only the increasingly disturbing delusions. Stars Rupert Evans and Michael Smiley. Not SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. $4.95

★ 3975534  MURDER ON APPROVAL. Widescreen. A private detective Tom Martin is hired to investigate the authenticity of a rare stamp purchased by an affluent client. He soon becomes aware of the world of counterfeiting and finds himself entangled in a web of lies, and a murder is committed, which Martin feels a duty to investigate and see the case to its end. Stars Tom Conway. In B&W. 70 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
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- **4707710** THE WHISTLE BLOWER. Widescreen. English narrator and army vet Frank Jones. (Michael Caine) is only mildly concerned when his son Bob, who works for the British Secret Service says dirty dealings are all at the agency. But then Bob is murdered under mysterious circumstances. And Frank’s inquiries thrust him into a maze of a nest of government deceit that reaches up the ranks of power. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **4686624** THE GREEN GLOVE. Veterans seek a stolen treasure and get involved in a murder while doing so. Set in Southern France, we find the character of Mike Blake revisiting a religious relic left behind by a Nazi art thief during the war. This film is also known as The White Road. Stars Glenn Ford. In B&W. 89 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **4720091** QUICKSAND! A young mechanic wants to impress a woman on a date, and steals money from his employer’s register to fund his night out. This begins a chain of events that slowly draws him into a world of increasing levels of crime. Starring Mickey Rooney, this 1950 movie was directed by Irving Pichel. In B&W. 79 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **3854817** SWEET VIRGINIA. Widescreen. Tightly wound drifter Edwood (Christopher Abbott) checks into a motel run by Sam (Jon Bernthal), a former rodeo champion, whose imposing physical presence conceals a troubled soul. Bound together by their outsider status, their uneasy friendship triggers a wave of violence, unshocking Sweet Virginia’s darkest demons. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $4.95

- **3860256** INHUMANITY. Narrowly escaping death at the hands of a notorious serial killer, Jessa Dixon awakens from a coma to learn her husband is being held prisoner by a Japanese spy, and information is needed to save him. A deranged, rifle-toting vigilante plans to get the job done. Stars Morgan. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

- **3895720** UNFORGETTABLE. Tessa is still barely coping with the end of her marriage when her ex-husband, David becomes happily engaged to Julia. Having found the man of her dreams and now a stepmother to Tessa and David’s daughter, Julia believes she may finally be able to leave her own troubled past behind. But Tessa’s jealousy takes a pathological turn. Rated R. English SDH. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

- **3897205** ROBOWOMAN. After a savage physical attack by a group of men, a woman undergoes experimental cybernetic surgery and is fashioned with robotic parts and vision. However, surgery causes more to her brain and before long, she’s on a dead rampage of revenge. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95

- **4693418** DRAWN IN BLOOD. Widescreen. When her brother brings Marian (Anna Finn) to Berlin, she is unaware of the terror that awaits her in this psychological 2006 send-up of Hitchcock and Argento. Horrific murders grip the region, each mirroring the storyline of a popular comic book. When Marian learns that the comic book’s artist lives next door, her suspicion—and fear—begin to grow. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

- **4693647** ACTS OF DESPERATION. Widescreen. A desperate cop on the edge is obsessed over it all. His desperate wife is having an affair. At the same time, he tracks a desperately shrewd bank robber who is falling in love with a desperately unwanted woman whom he just saved from suicide. CC. 114 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

- **3881776** DESIERTO. A deranged, rifle-toting vigilante chases a group of illegal immigrants through the treacherous U.S.-Mexican border. Stars Dan and Jon Morgan. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

- **4686510** PIONEER. Widescreen. A thriller set at the beginning of the 1980s Norwegian oil boom and centered on a diver whose life is turned upside down when he is trapped at the bottom of the Norwegian Sea leading to tragedy as he realizes he’s in way over his head. Stars Aksel Hennie and Stephen Lang. Rated R. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Gaumont. $6.95

- **3817673** COME AND FIND ME. Widescreen. David (Aaron Paul) and Claire’s (Annabelle Wallis) idyllic relationship comes to an abrupt and mysterious end. Claire disappears without a trace. Devastated and incapable of letting go, David follows her trail down an increasingly dangerous path. Soon he’s forced to face the size of the game he owes. R. 114 minutes. Elevate Pictures. $5.95

- **4738810** RUNNING TIME. Fullscreen. Carl is released from jail after serving a five year term and immediately sets about executing his plans to get back at those who wronged him. Carl is relatively simple but time is critical. However, he doesn’t factor in bad luck or the incompetence of his accomplices. Stars Bruce Campbell. Not Rated. In B&W. 70 minutes. Sympathy Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

- **490671X** WHISTLE STOP. When Mary (Ava Gardner) returns to her “whistle stop” of a tiny hometown, after being in the big city for many years, she causes quite a stir. Two of the towns’ oldest secrets are an ages-old feud. The animosity between them and the desire to win Mary’s heart leads to robbery and murder. In B&W. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **471777S** BEYOND REMEDY. Widescreen. When a group of medical students are invited to participate in an alternative therapy study on phobias—each student must face their fear head on in order to cure it—many find themselves facing a terror they never imagined. A killer, targeting the students, is tailoring his attacks to their phobias. Stars Marie Zielcke, Anna Maria Eichler, Uwe Kockel. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

- **3853179** IN DARKNESS. Widescreen. Blind pianist Sofia overhears a struggle in the apartment above hers that leads to the death of her neighbor Veronique. It is the start of a journey that pulls Sofia out of her seemingly upward trajectory and brings her into contact with Veronique’s father, a Serbian businessman accused of being a war criminal. Eastern European film. 101 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **4970970** STRAY. Widescreen. An orphaned teenager forms an unlikely friendship with a detective. Together they investigate her stepfather’s murder, and uncover the supernatural force that proves to be a threat to her family. Stars Karen Fukuhara and Christine Woods. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $6.95

- **4686705** THE SECOND WOMAN. Visiting her aunt in California, Ellen Foster meets off-duty cop, a neighbor afflicted with depression and paranoia in this captivating thriller. Jeff reveals that his fiancé was killed the night before their wedding and he believes himself to be her reincarnation. Jeff worries he might be losing his mind. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **3880931** THE MAN WHO WAS SHERLOCK HOLMES. Fullscreen. In this 1932 mystery-thriller, Hans Albers stars as a pipe-smoking super-sleuth who may—or may not—be Arthur Conan Doyle’s legendary fictional detective. Albers’ light tenor on the surface, the film subtly reflects the troubled era it was made—1937 Germany under the Third Reich. In German with English subtitles. In B&W. 111 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
377661 DEVIL'S PATH. Widescreen. In the early 1990s, two strangers meet in a wilderness park whose sex. What seems like an innocent and random meeting quickly descends into a horrific nightmare. With recent disappearances and attacks, the two men soon find themselves in the terrifying position of being the victims in a deadly game of cat and mouse. Not Rated. Glass. 98 minutes. Breaking Glass.

★ 4715845 CONSTRAINT. Widescreen. While searching for a missing six year old boy, a woman discovers a dangerous underworld of crime as she crosses paths with a gang of ruthless human traffickers. Stars Brooklyn Sabino Smith. Rated. In DVD. 113 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 397932 WITCHES IN THE WOODS. Widescreen. Jill, a college freshman, abandons her studies for a off the grid snowboarding trip with her friends. But after the sun has dipped below the horizon, their SUV mysteriously becomes lost in the mountains, eventually running out of gas. As the temperatures fall, the tension ratchets up, and a metaphorical and then all too literal witch hunt ensues. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98

3974492 THE CLINIC. Widescreen. Lily and Michael move to a luxurious and cult-like community, where Lily becomes unsettled by the transformation she observes in her older husband and in her own physiology, leading her to wonder if there's something more sinister at play. This film is also known as The Amberanth. Not Rated. 89 minutes in Distribution. $5.95

★ 4719980 HOLLOW TRUTH. John Muller (Paul Heeneis), a school ex-medical student is on the run after stealing from the casino. Identified by his former gang members, Muller takes on the identity of a psychiatrist named Dr. Bartok. His twisted scheme to take the doctor's place has ironic unforeseen consequences (1948). In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 689155X MR. WONG, DETECTIVE: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Master of horror Boris Karloff takes a different direction in this mystery series in the vein of Charlie Chan and Mr. Moto. Karloff plays the genteelmanly and dignified sleuth Mr. Wong in six classic mystery episodes. With Grant Withers and Marjorie Reynolds. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3885739 CRUSADER. Widescreen. A journalist (Andrew McCarthy) at a small television station, using less than ethical methods, manages to get an informant to divulge information that could potentially alter the world of the communications and the internet. Also stars Michael York and Bo Derek. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

★ 470729X THE FACE AT THE WINDOW. Fullscreen. The tale of Paris in 1880, under the curse of ‘le LOUP’ (The Wolf), a creeping murderer that allows its victims a glimpse of its deranged, drooling face, just before plunging a dagger into their hearts. The investigation of this intrigue are two loves who are threatened by The Wolf, and the lecherous Chevalier Lucioel Duc de Gardo who plans to ensure the beautiful minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3878456 THE BABY. Widescreen. Caroleen Comer stars as an idealistic L.A. county social worker who investigates the case of Mrs. Wadsworth (Ruth Roman), her two buxom daughters, and son “Baby,” a mentally disabled man who sleeps in a crib, eats in a high-chair, crawls, bawls, and wears diapers. With Mariana Hill and Michael Pataki. Not Rated. 84 minutes.

★ 3880990 QUAI DES ORFEVRES. Fullscreen. Come see the fabulous Jenny Lamour, the singer with stars in her eyes! Ignoring the protest of her covetous husband Maurice, Jenny pursues a meeting with a lecherous movie financier. When Maurice attempts to stop her, it’s murder! A classic 1940s film noir. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. In DVD. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4772245 SLAM DANCE. Widescreen. Unhinged ex-L.A. cop (Tom Hulce) courts danger and excitement when he begins an illicit affair with a high-class call girl. But he gets more than he bargained for when she is found dead in his home, and he’s being framed for murder. Also stars Virginia Madsen and Henry Dean Stanton. Rated R. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.50

★ 4716000 MURDEROUS TRANCE. Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, the film follows the detective Anders Olsen (Pilou Asbaek) as he investigates a case in which a bank robber shoots two bank clerks before fleeing with the money. Will he catch the killer? Olsen discovers a sinister mystery involving mind control and the charismatic Bjorn Schow Nielsen (Josh Lucas). Not Rated. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

9864317 REVEILLE. Widescreen. In 1990s Mexico City—a chaotic universe of extremes, where criminals go unpunished and policeman are as lawless as criminals—a heroine becomes the avenger of ranch workers whose work is to kill an ambush to uncover her true identity, her only salvation is the emancipation of another woman. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 115 minutes in Distribution. $11.95

★ 4701938 VIGILANT. Widescreen. A young stripper working her way through law school becomes the murderous object of a dangerous stalker. She slowly descends into a world of deep despair, deciding to fight back when police and the justice system fail to help. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3945693 NO BLOOD OF MINE. Victoria, a businesswoman from Duluth, Minnesota, accepts a loan from a gangster to keep her business afloat. When the business crumbles, she attempts to get out of it, but tries to break him up kidnapped by the gangster. She must choose between joining the gangster or being linked to her wealthy father’s murderer. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $16.00


★ 4771786 THE ALL THING WAY. Fullscreen. Dim-witted thug Nick Robey (John Garfield in his final performance) aims for the big time in this 1951 film when he and his accomplice plot a payroll robbery. But when he leaves Nick alone and on the run, he has no choice but to make a hostage of the young and lonely Peggy Dobbs (Shelley Winters). In DVD. 79 minutes. Kingsmills Entertainment. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3932052 ONE CHURCH. Widescreen. When a national tragedy turns into a personal vendetta for aspiring politician Cornelius Barlow, religion comes to the forefront of the political. Easy to follow, this film will appeal to both religious and non-religious viewers. With Anthony Quinn and Marlon Brando. Rated R. 84 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

★ 470108X SUICIDE CLUE. Widescreen. A recluse young woman discovers an online “cyber suicide” community that promises to kill anyone who asks, but soon learns that the one who asks will be killed. With everyone around her is in danger. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3869970 UNKNOWN. Widescreen. Liam Neeson plays Dr. Martin Harris, who wakes after a car accident in Berlin to discover that his wife (January Jones) suddenly doesn’t recognize him and another man (Aiden Quinn) has assumed her identity. Alarmed by his double, Harris plunges into a deadly and mind-bending English SDH. 113 minutes. 

Price cut to $3.95

4674278 I AM FEAR. Widescreen. A family is abducted by an extremist terrorist group led by the conflicted and enigmatic Asad. The cell plans to execute Sara before the entire world on July 4th, a telling act of terror that can’t be ignored. This riveting thriller is a twisting and jolting journey into ever deepening levels of fear. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $2.95

3880248 HOUSE OF FEAR. Widescreen. On November 26, 2008, an extremist terrorist group from Pakistan carried out an aggressive series of coordinated shootings and bombings across Mumbai, India. The iconic Taj Mahal Palace Hotel was the key target and under siege for four horrific days, as guests struggled to survive. Based on true events. Stars Joseph Mahler Taylor. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

3932877 CIRCLE OF EIGHT. Widescreen. When Jessica moves into The Dane, a historic and eerie downtown in Los Angeles, she finds an eclectic mix of new neighbors eager to welcome her into their bohemian world. But then strange and sinister events begin to unravel the mystery behind a chain of horrifying deaths, she'll come face to face with the chilling truth behind her connection to The Dane. Not Rated. CC. 83 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98 $2.95

3938085 EDGE OF WINTER. Widescreen. Recently divorced, Elliot Baker (Joel Kinnaman) is desperate to spend more time with his son. What starts as a simple mountain adventure turns into an unforseen nightmare as they become stranded. Elliot’s fear of losing his sons pushes him to the edge. The brothers soon realize the man responsible for what has now become their biggest threat. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. Price cut to $3.95

3958393 ANGEL OF MINE. Widescreen. Lizzie (Noomi Rapace) becomes convinced that the child of a stranger (Yvonne Strahoviski) is actually her daughter, heading her into a dangerous spiral of obsession, where truth and sanity will collide. Rated R. 98 minutes. VFS Films. Price cut to $3.95

3948420 BORGAMAN. Widescreen. A dark suburban fable exploring the nature of evil in unexpected places, Borgaman follows an enigmatic vagrant who endeavors to quietly unravel their carefully curated lifestyle. Not Rated. CC. In Dutch with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Cinedig. Price cut to $3.95

3932990 MAN IN THE VAULT. Widescreen. Tommy Dancer (William Campbell) is an ordinary man thrust into an extraordinary situation. Forced involuntarily into a heist by ruthless mobster Willis Trent (Berry Kroeger) and Trent’s two-arming, double-dealing mob moll Madeline Abercrombie (Joan Collins) in B&W. 72 minutes. Paramount. Price cut to $3.95

3882527 CITADEL. Widescreen. Fear dominates the life of Tommy Cowley, a young father struggling to cope with the murder of his wife by a pack of twisted feral children. When a the same gang returns for his baby daughter, Tommy is forced to enter their breeding ground, known as Citadel, and there he must confront his worst nightmares. Rated R. 84 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

387172X GOOD TIME. Widescreen. In a career-defining role, Robert Pattinson stars as Connie Nikas, who embarks on a twisted one-night odyssey through the city’s underbelly. A desperate—and dangerous—attempt to get his brother Nick out of jail. Directed by Josh and Benny Safdie. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Elevations Picture. Price cut to $3.95
Thrillers

- **387518** THE MAN ON THE EIFFEL TOWER. In Paris, a down and out medical student, Lohana, is hired by Radek to murder his wealthy aunt. Radek keeps taunting the police until he realizes he’s the killer. The police are led on chases through the streets and rooftops of Paris and finally under the Eiffel Tower. Stars Charles Laughton. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

- **3851966** NOCTURNAL ANIMALS. Widescreen. Susan is living through an unfulfilling marriage when a package containing a novel manuscript from her ex-husband, Edward. The novel is dedicated to her but its content is violent and devasting, forcing her to re-evaluate the choices she has made. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $3.95

- **3906264** DIANA. Diana is a deluxe escort who goes by the name of Sofia. She prides herself on her abilities, not just in the bedroom, but also in the face of danger. When a new client becomes obsessed with her, a crafty cat and mouse game ensues where it’s not clear who is the cat and who, the mouse. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Adults only. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $11.95

- **4674235** AMBITION. Widescreen. Jude is an intense, driven musician preparing for the biggest performance of her life—but in her competitive world, her ambition could end up literally killing her. As her competitors begin to disappear, she begins to see a pattern. Stars Nicole Bloom and Fabianne Therese. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. MPAA. PRICE CUT to $2.95

- **3839052** TEENAGE COCKTAIL. Widescreen. Feeling confined by their small-town and overbearing parents, Annie and Jules hatch a scheme of running away. But as the girls soon find out, consequences can blindside you. Sometimes violently. Stars Zell Williams and Robby Dyro. PRICE CUT to $1.95

- **3886808** HAVEN. Widescreen. On the shores of the Cayman Islands, the lives of several different people, U.S. money launderer and his daughter, a lawyer, a young fisherman, high school students, and a crime gang intersect. A chain reaction of violence is set in motion that will determine whether love can survive the fall of paradise. Stars Orlando Bloom and Agnes Bruckner. Rated R. 115 minutes. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **385825** HOLLOW IN THE LAND. Widescreen. Vertical. $5.95

- **379445U** JIGSAW. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **4735986** SUBMARINE ALERT. Reel Vault. $7.95


- **486772** THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **388079** THE DEADLY TRAP. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95

- **3880923** LINE OF DEMARCATION. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

- **496449** LA BELLE CAPTIVE. Adults only. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95

- **3953908** THE BEST OF SHERLOCK HOLMES COLLECTION. Various. Elevation Pictures. Pub. at $39.98. $7.95

- **465499** GIRL IN CAPTIVITY 2: Hit woman in Chains. Widescreen. Widescreen. Widescreen. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **3880877** SHE BECOMES. Widescreen. Vertical. $5.95

- **398142** CRIME WAVE: 50 MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. TCEN. Pub. at $29.98. $5.95

- **3905335** THE CANADIAN. Widescreen. Aurora Releasing. Pub. at $17.95. $14.95

- **381618** THE THIRD LOVER. Widescreen. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

- **4653033** NEW BLOOD. Widescreen. Widescreen. MPAA. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

- **4867305** UNION BRIDGE. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $7.95

- **3965899** MIND RAGE. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

- **3870973** TRAUMA THERAPY. Widescreen. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

Horror

- **4709470** WINCHESTER. Widescreen. On an isolated stretch of land outside of San Francisco sits the world’s most haunted house. Constructed by Heires Sarah Winchester (Helen Mirren) to break her family’s curse, the massive house was designed to imprison the spectral spirits who fell victim to the rifle designed by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. Based on actual events. 99 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

- **2940329** PREDATOR WORLD. Widescreen. The Titan 1C space cruiser, a most the luxurious star-liner ever built, is damaged during a meteor shower, with several survivors fleeing in an escape pod. But their nightmare has just begun, as they land on a planet inhabited by a race of bloodthirsty aliens who methodically hunt them down one by one. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $2.95

- **4729978** TONIGHT SHE COMES. Widescreen. After a girl goes missing, two of her friends and a mysterious set of strangers will find themselves drawn to the cabin in the woods where she disappeared. They will laugh, they will drink, they will kiss, they will enjoy each other’s bodies, and they must all die. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $3.95

- **4703480** APPETITES. Widescreen. For years Daisy has been living out in the desert, hunting young men for sport and dinner. When she meets the very handsome John Dadey, they fall madly in love. But John has eccentric hobbies of his own. Will Daisy be his partner in crime or his next victim? Stars Brett Roberts and Lauren Parkinson. Rated R. 106 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
4729996 TRENCH 11. Widescreen. In the final days of WWII, an allied army unit led by a shell-shocked soldier is forced into a horrifying gauntlet where they must survive a barrage of ever deadlier species of shark. Stars Yancy Butler and Patrick Bergin. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.

4697517 BLOOD MONKEY/MANEATER/IN THE SPIDER'S WEB. Widescreen. Small town fry cook Odd Thomas is an everyday Joe whose paranormal secret he sees dead people, everywhere. When a creepy stranger shows up with an entourage of ghostly predators who feed on his town, it is serious trouble. Stars Anton Yelchin and Willem Dafoe. English SDH. 96 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $9.95.


3911622 THE PEOPLE VS. ALIEN KINGDOM. Widescreen. When two professors (Jessica Morris and Ariana Madix) buy the air rights to a luxury condo in San Diego, they discover that the building is haunted by the ghosts of a long time ago, the girls quickly find that they have been cast in a nightmare that will never end. Also stars Eric Roberts. 83 minutes. Full Moon. $3.96.
**Horror**

**4711467 CLOWN MOTEL.** Widescreen. A group of ghost hunters coming back from a trip and a bachelor party returning home from Las Vegas, stumble across the “Clown Motel” located in the middle of nowhere. When they awake they find their vehicles sabotaged, leaving them stranded and wondering if they will ever leave. Not Rated. 96 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

**4729331 PROM NIGHT.** Widescreen. Four Hamilton High School seniors have been hiding the truth of what happened to ten year old Bobbie six long years. But someone saw what they did and is preparing for revenge: a prom night killing spree. Hooded, masked, and wielding an axe they'll stalk his prey in the dark, empty halls. Stars Jamie Lee Curtis. Rated R. 89 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95

**4677577 PARANORMAL ACTIVITY THREE MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. After a young, middle-class couple moves into a small town, signaling the attack of deviant, red-nosed, killers from out of this world. A spaceship lands in a field near a small town, signaling the attack of deviant, red-nosed, killers from out of this world. A spaceship lands in a field near a

**4660870 THE MIDNIGHT MAN.** Widescreen. In a snowy night her grandmother’s sprawling mansion, teenager Alex (Gabrielle Haugh) and her best friend Miles discover a mysterious box hidden away in the attic. Inside are instructions for the Midnight Game, an ancient pagan ritual said to summon the player’s greatest fears. It all seems innocent until they unleash the spirit of the Midnight Man. English SDH. 93 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $16.95

**4915877 THE WOODS.** Widescreen. Fallburn Academy is a prestigious girls boarding school nestled deep within the forest. Its newest student, Heather was left by her parents under the menacing watch of headmistress Ms. Traverse and her eerie staff. When her classmates begin mysteriously disappearing into the forest, Heather uncovers a horrifying secret. Stars Agnes Bruckner and Burt Reynolds. Rated R. CC. 85 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**4703510 THE CLEANING LADY.** Widescreen. As a means to distract herself from an illicit affair, Alice befriends her cleaning lady, Shelly. As their friendship grows so does Shelly’s obsession with her new employer. It soon becomes clear that Shelly has motives that reach much further than a normal cleaning lady. Patricia Clarkson. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**3800725 COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES.** Widescreen. A wild horror comedy in the vein of Shaun of the Dead. When some old-timers are at risk of losing their home to developers, a group of young, inebriated criminals decide to take matters into their own hands. The only thing standing in their way? A zombie outbreak in London! Stars Michelle Ryan and Harry Treadaway. Not Rated. CC. 88 minutes. Adults only. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $13.97

**2942291 ISLAND MONSTER SUMMER OF FEAR.** A double header of forgotten Boris Karloff chillers. The Italian mystery Island Monster is one of the rarest films in his oeuvre, placing the King of Horror on an island paranoiac car crash. Chamber of Fear from the closing years of Karloff’s career, pitting him against living rocks that thrive on human terror. In Color and B&W. Over 2 hours. Adults only. $3.95

**5811279 BEAST COLLECTION.** Terrors. Four chillingly catastrophic come together in one monster-filled pack! Includes Mariju, Monster of Terror; Return of the Giant Man; Zotz! Thing from Venus; The Eve Creature; Skorup; The Legend of Bigfoot; Strick of the Multilated; The Capture of Bigfoot; Sasquatch: The Legend of Bigfoot; Snow Beast; Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. Retromedia. $3.95

**3860299 THE SNARLING.** Widescreen. In a rural village, the cast and crew of a horror film find themselves accused of a rash of savage murders when the “cursed” movie they are making is connected by police to several gruesome slayings, seemingly committed by some sort of monstrous and unstoppable beast that remains on the loose. Not Rated. 83 minutes. WildEye. $2.95

**380111X SCREAMING SKULL COLLECTION.** Collects eight camp class classics. The Screaming Skull; The Mad Monster; The Vampire Bat; The Monster Maker; Tormented; Scared to Death; Atom Age Vampire; and Dead Men Walk. Includes Julie hudson, George Zucco, Richard Carlson, Fay Wray, Bela Lugosi, Julie Reding, and others. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on 2 DVDs. PopFlix. $3.95


**3865324 THE LOVED ONES.** Widescreen. Brent (Graham Rogers) rejected Lola’s prom invitation— and it may be the biggest mistake of his life. Now he’s the only guest at Lola’s own twisted prom festivities, one full of drills, nails, glitter, and syringes. An August Dillinger, Rolfe Stone calls brutal, bloody, and black as hell.” Rated R. CC. 83 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**4946975 MAN-EATER.** Burt Reynolds gives the most amazing performance of his already brilliant career. He is looking for a better job than the sleazy movie Nats. July 2002. Pub. at $12.95

**4682090 FLYING MONKEYS.** Widescreen. When high school grad Joan receives a pet monkey from her dad after the sun goes down, her funny friend turns into a giant, man-eating flying monkey. It’s a good thing her pet likes her but soon he’s eating her enemies and local farmers alike. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**4660862 MERMAID: Lake of the Dead.** Widescreen. For years, she has lurked in the depths, waiting. Cursed to swim through the nightmare waters of a forgotten lake, the mermaid has risen once again—and this unspeakable wrathlike creature hungeres for love and has set her sights for Manasquan, New Jersey. Directed and in Russian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $16.97

**3926664 THE SQUAD.** Widescreen. Contact with a military base high in the desolate mountains of the Andes may have been lost. The authorities, believing the base has fallen under attack, send a nine-man squad to investigate. When they arrive, the men discover a shocking scene of carnage and only one survivor: a mute woman in chains. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97

**3929248 KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE.** Widescreen. Finally the truth about clowns is out! Beneath their clown outfits electrically-charged, insectoid creatures slaughter hundreds on the frontier, it’s up to four Hamilton High School seniors to stop them and in Russian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $2.95

**3859545 CREATURE.** Widescreen. Six friends head out on a road trip to New Orleans. At a tourist trap along Louisiana’s back roads, they are introduced to the legend of Lokjaw, who is part man and part alligator. The group ventures into the woods to investigate only to face a nightmarish fight for their lives. Directed by James Cameron. ABC Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

**3860167 BONEJANGLES.** While transporting the legendary serial killer Boneyangles to an asylum, a group of police officers make the worst mistake of their careers. In the rugged badlands, they may have unleashed. English SDH. 88 minutes. Columbia Pictures. $3.95

**3925439 CARRIE.** Widescreen. All hell breaks loose when a tortured, misfit teenager (Sissy Spaceck) unleashes her secret telekinetic powers against her psychotic mother ( Piper Laurie) and sadistic classmates. Based on the best-selling Stephen King novel, this ultimate revenge fantasy is one of the all-time great horror classics. MGM. $6.95

**3944354 CLAY.** Widescreen. Fourteen year old Dave’s life is changed forever by a mysterious outsider, Stephen Rose. In a bizarre ritual, the boys raise a “golem” from clay capable of dealing with anyone, even the town bully. When the bully falls on Dave’s head, Dave has to deal with the awful power they may have unleashed. English SDH. 88 minutes. BBC. $4.95

**6694430 BLACKWOODS.** Widescreen. Tormented by memories of having caused a dangerous act decades earlier, Matt Sullivan (Patrick Muldoon) struggles to rebuild his life with his girlfriend Dawn (Keegan Connor Tracy). But his tentative happiness is cruelly snatched away when his former tormentors are killed by an axe-wielding maniac in a secluded motel. Plunging into the forest to save Dawn, he is captured by a deranged family. Rated R. 95 minutes. Martín Entertainment. $5.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
4709683 SHANKS. Widescreen. The final film by horror master William Castle, this classic, classique stars the world-renowned mimo Marcel Marceau in a dual role as a mute puppeteer and an eccentric inventor. After the death of the inventor, the downtrodden puppeteer realizes that he can reanimate the dead with electrodes and manipulate them like marionettes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

4740122 THE EYES OF MY MOTHER. In their new house, newlyweds, also one of their new friends going missing, they find themselves led down a dark path into Thai folklore and magic long forgotten. An eight year-old girl has been murdered and sacrificed, and now she wants nothing more than revenge. Unrated. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

4718137 RED SUMMER. Widescreen. A group of friends travel to Mallorca to enjoy their idyllic holiday. Unfortunately, their search for sun, beaches and fun only leads them to the most inhospitable place of the island. This will be the beginning of their nightmare. Not Rated. DUBBED in English. 30 minutes. Distribution. $5.95

5429050 EVIL COME, EVIL GO/OH YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE! Five exploitation filmmakers were as bold, daring, and bizarre as Walt Davis, the auteur behind some of the wildest X-rated films to come out of Hollywood. This collection presents three of his most twisted creations: Evil Come, Evil Go (1973), Oh! You Beautiful Doll (1974), and Widow Blue (1970). Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. $16.95

3808326 GREEN RIVER KILLER. Widescreen. Gary Ridgway was arrested in 2003 just after he had killed 48 women he killed between 1981 and 2001. In exchange for his life, Ridgway gave the District Attorney a detailed description of his deadly rampage. Discover five terrorists of death near the mind of a madman. Stars George Ksilef and Shannon Leade. Rated. R. C.C. $3.95

380920X DIACURA: The Impaler. Widescreen. Over 500 years ago, Vlad the Impaler sold his soul to the devil, damning himself to Hell. Today, a party of seven friends set off on a graduation trip to stay in a Romanian castle. But they aren’t the only ones who have begun to realize something is amiss. Is it a true story or just a bad dream? The groundkeeper is too scared, and she’s determined to bring Vlad back from Hell. Midnight Releasing. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Distribution. $3.95

2983969 HALLOWEEN. Widescreen. The most terrifying, iconic trick-or-treat accessory ever. Written and directed by John Carpenter and starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Fifteen years ago, Michael Myers brutally massacred his sister, Nancy, after a nightmarish encounter with a disturbed young boy at a hospital, he’s back to relive his grisly crime again, and again—and again. Rated R. 92 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

395398X HALLOWEEN II/HALLOWEEN III. Season of the Witch. Widescreen. Halloween. Play the classic. Where does the classic go to after its predecessor left off, and follows the same ill-fated characters as they encounter the knife-wielding maniac they left for dead. In Halloween II, the single police officer报表被神秘地攻击并带到医院，他被发现时已经死亡。In Halloween III, the single police officer报表被神秘地攻击并带到医院，他被发现时已经死亡。
46983X INDIGENOUS. Widescreen. A group of friends travel to exotic Panama for a week of paradise. What begins as a dream vacation quickly turns deadly when they realize they are being hunted by bloodthirsty, flesh-eating crocodiles. Rated R. 85 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

3932818 AREA 51. Widescreen. Three young conspiracy theorists attempt to uncover the mysterious secrets behind Area 51, the government's top-secret location rumored to have hosted encounters with alien beings. What they find at this hidden facility exposes horrifying secrets. Stars Reid Warthin. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

3817407 BLACK MAGIC. Widescreen. After his father commits suicide, Randy and his family travel to his Indonesian home to look after his mother. When Randy's mother attacks her husband and children unexpectedly, he starts to realize the truth: an evil is seeping through his home and his mother is haunted by a terrifying dark magic. No 4Digital Media. $2.95

3803449 KEYHOLE. Widescreen. After a prolonged absence, gangster and father Ulysses Pick (Jason Patric) arrives home carrying the body of a teenage girl and a bound and gagged young man. As his gang waits outside, he searches the house for his wife (Isabella Rossellini)—a simple task that quickly becomes a journey in this surreal globe Maddin tale. Rated R. CC. In B&W. 94 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

3855988 THE DAISY CHAIN. Martha and Tomos, a grieving couple, move to a remote city in the wake of their baby daughter's death. Touching by a traumatized, autistic girl whose entire family has perished in tragic accidents, they open their home to young Daisy. But then a disturbing series of strange occurrences lead Martha to believe Daisy is not as innocent as she seems. Rated R. 87 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

4711505 THE DEVIL'S FAIRGROUND. Widescreen. The stars of two competing paranormal television shows compete on an abandoned amusement park which ends up being the epicenter to hell. Trapped, with no way to escape, they find themselves in an all-out war against pure evil. Rated Not R. 97 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

4692454 THE SENDER. Widescreen. Zeljko Ivanek stars as John Doe #83, a patient admitted to a psychiatric hospital after a suicide attempt. When Dr. Gail Farmer (Kathryn Harrold), the psychiatrist assigned to his case, begins experiencing vivid hallucinations, she suspects that her patient is actually connected to her new patient, envisioning what he is experiencing in real time. Rated R. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

4711491 DEATHDAY. Widescreen. When Morgan Wallinwright's father dies after breaking a deal with the Devil, it unknowingly passes his debt onto her. Soon she finds herself in a never ending cycle of terror, as she is repeatedly tormented by an ancient evil. Rated R. 85 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

2948644 SHOCKER. Widescreen. About to be electrocuted for a host of heinous crimes, Horace Pinker transforms into a terrifying energy source. Only Jonathan Parker with an uncanny connection to Pinker through his family can stop him from becoming a powerful demon. The two dive in and out of TV programs, chasing each other through stunning scenes of disaster. Directed by Wes Craven. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3929469 AFFLICTED. Widescreen. This terrifying horror thriller follows two best friends who set out on the trip of a lifetime around the world. Their journey, documented every step of the way, soon takes a dark and unexpected turn after an encounter with a beautiful, yet menacing woman who mysteriously afflicted. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4693981 THE RUINS. Widescreen. It was just another stop on the ultimate pleasure trip for a group of eight friends; but one of them becomes infected with an alien parasite. A Grippey, alien being begins to consider [466938X - 3801535]

4714175 DEAD DON'T DIE IN DALLAS. Widescreen. A miracle pill that supposedly will cure all viral infectious diseases turns most of humanity into zombies. The few survivors in a small Texas town barricade themselves into an abandoned building. It soon becomes clear that the survivors can be split into two groups—bible-thumpers and queer folk. Not Rated. 91 minutes. La Luna Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98. $5.95

4656502 ORGIE OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. A zombie movie set in a small 1919th century Scottish town, where a stranger’s arrival to claim an inheritance is met with apocalyptic visions and other evil omens. The town unearths a crypt full of horrors, including strange horror tales about the living dead. Also known as The Hangwoman. Rated R. Dubbed in English. 94 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

3841138 HOME VIDEOS: The Complete Body Count. The horror truly lives next door—your neighbor might be the serial killer on the loose who has never been caught, or you could be living next door to a rapist or even worse a cannibal. Either way, death could be just a doorbell ring away. Includes Home Videos #1, #2 and #3. Not Rated. Five hours. Adults only. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

3856064 EVIL ALIENS. Widescreen. Astronauts are reporting alien abductions. Rated R. 87 minutes. Luna Entertainment. Pub. at $5.95. $5.95

3801233 THE STRANGER’S WIFE. Widescreen. The woman has the perfect husband. Until she finds out about his other women. But now she suspects an even more horrible truth. He isn’t cheating with his other women—he’s killing them. Stars Sarah Hadland and Ciaran Crawford. CC. Rated R. 85 minutes. New Concorde. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

3801403 THE VAULT: Lunar Edition. A newly widowed high school teacher and five young students must arcade to a space station and there is no way to escape. Rated R. Three hours. KOCH Vision. $3.95

3925536 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS/HANNIBAL/MANHUNTER. Widescreen. The screenwriter of one of the most influential films of all time, The Silence of the Lambs stars Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins and Scott Glenn. Hopkins returns as Dr. Lecter in the acclaimed sequel Hannibal, picking up 10 years after Parker’s demise and the distinguished killer’s re-merges in Florence, Italy. Manhunter stars William Peterson in the first adaptation of the psychological thriller. All Rated R. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $9.95

3801535 WYVERN: Maneater Series. Widescreen. The Asian town of Shantyville enters a summer season of no night. But fun transforms into fear when the “Wyvern” – a prehistoric winged reptile–escapes from its ocean grave and begins gorging on human flesh. Stars Nick Chinlund, Erin Karplik, and Barry Corbin. 89 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $3.95
377001 | LITTLE DEAD ROTTING HOOD. Widescreen. The residents of a small town discover that something more sinister than killer wolves is lurking in the backwoods—the first victims start turning up dead, then people. Stars Bianca A. Santos and Eric Balfour. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum. $4.95

468738 | THE DEVIL’S CANDY. Widescreen. A struggling artist moves with his family to a rural Texas town, unaware that the house they bought at an unbelievable price comes with a grisly history. Their dream home turns into a nightmare as damaging demonic occurrences culminate with the appearance of a young, former resident of the house who is destined to do the devil’s bidding. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

390158 | 4 FILM FAVORITES: King of Horror. Widescreen. Terrifying, weird, disturbing. As only Stephen King knows how, here are four films to keep you up nights including: Dreamcatcher, Dolores Claiborne; Cat’s Eye; and Creepshow. Stars include Morgan Freeman, Tom Sizemore, Kathy Bates, Jennifer Jason Leigh, and more. Most Rated. CC. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Entertainment. $24.95

4711681 | THE SCIENTIST. Widescreen. A leading-edge scientist risks all legal and moral ramifications when he discovers his dying wife. He embarks on a journey to madness, continuing the development of a cure to save his wife’s life, not realizing that what he creates could lead to the extinction of all humanity. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Int. Distribution. $5.95

3881350 | TORTURE CHAMBER. Widescreen. Ominous chiller about an unholy bond between a mother and her two sons. A Cash family patriarch, who has set himself, his family, tries to cure his deranged younger brother, but 13-year-old Jimmy is possessed by an evil too powerful to be exorcised by any religion. Rated R. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

3879593 | RATTLERS. A rumba of rattlesnakes attack multiple human victims in this desert-based horror film. A herpetologist from Los Angeles finds that his help is requested by a sheriff’s department in the Mojave Desert. The inquiry leads them to a derelict house they bought at an unbelievable price. Underground. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3900371 | SUCCUBUS. Widescreen. At the chic nightclub for jaded jetsetters, a simulated snuff performance is the main attraction, and the Gorilla Club snuff enters their lives, taking control. Rated R. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

3965937 | MERIDIAN. Widescreen. Two American girls in Italy are drugged and raped by an evil magician and his twin brother who suffer from a curse that turns them into beasts each day. One of the girls falls for the good twin and decides to help him break the curse. Stars Shelyn Ferri. Rated R. 86 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

3975835 | THE BLACKOUT: Invasion Earth. Widescreen. An unexplained phenomenon has struck the Earth. Contact between most towns on Earth has been severed and the eastern United States is the only location that still has electricity. When military forces venture outside, they discover a shocking truth—corpses are eating en masse. Stars include Kathy Bates, Morgan Freeman, Tom Sizemore, and Ashley Judd. Not Rated. 128 minutes. English SDH. $11.95

3853160 | THE HOLLOW CHILD. Widescreen. Highly intelligent and malicious creatures known as The Hollow Ones live in the Woods and entice children with their hypnotic charm. A eastern European boy is the only location that still has electricity. As killer wolves is lurking in the backwoods—the first victims start turning up dead, then people. Stars Bianca A. Santos and Eric Balfour. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum. $4.95

3860183 | CHILD EATER. Babysitting can be a real nightmare—especially for Helen, who’s stuck looking after Lucas, a frightened boy who says he hears noises coming from his bedroom closet. But then Lucas disappears, possibly at the hands of an infamous supernatural entity who, as legend has it, eats children’s eyes to keep from going blind. Not Rated. 82 minutes. MVD. $2.95

3765431 | FANGBONER. Meet Dick and Suzy. Dick becomes infected with an unknown virus, and in turn, infects Suzy. They soon discover that they have a new found taste for blood. The only problem with this new mutation is that they only seem to be able to suck out blood of their victims genitals. Unrated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

4685899 | CALL OF THE WOLF. Widescreen. A young couple’s first day together is violently interrupted by a poisonous spider and killed. Forced to seek the help of Dr. Lecorpus (Lance Henriksen), an American physician living in a local village, the group discovers a horrifying local ritual in which crawling spiders feast on corpses. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $3.95

3929566 | KEEP WATCHING. Widescreen. A family imprisoned by intruders is forced to play a tantalizing game. As the night unfolds, the game’s mysterious rules become clear, and the family realizes the nightmare is being streamed live to invited viewers all over the world, who are compelled to play with the Karas family. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mya. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4709756 | YOU MIGHT BE THE KILLER. Widescreen. A camp counselor who resists falling prey to a wolfman from blackouts finds himself surrounded by murder victims. He turns to his horror movie enthusiast friend for advice, and to contend with the idea that he may be the killer. Stars Fran Kranz and Alyson Hannigan. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

3965937 | MERIDIAN. Widescreen. Two American girls in Italy are drugged and raped by an evil magician and his twin brother who suffer from a curse that turns them into beasts each day. One of the girls falls for the good twin and decides to help him break the curse. Stars Shelyn Ferri. Rated R. 86 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

3860205 | DEATH HOUSE. Widescreen. A power breakdown inside a prison known as the Maximum Security Unit forces agents fighting their way through a labyrinth of horrors while being pursued by a ruthless army of inmates. As they fight to escape, the agents push toward the prison walls where they learn a supernatural group of evil beings is their only chance for survival. Stars Cody Longo, Unrated. 96 minutes. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95

3869946 | STEPHEN KING’S IT. Widescreen. A malvolent force in a small New England town takes the shape of a clown (Tim Curry), and terrifies and kills the town’s youngsters until a wily group of kids fight back. Thirty years later, the evil resurfaces as a clown, and with revenge on its mind. The friends who vividly remember their youthful terrors reunite to battle it. Not Rated. CC. Three hours. Warner Home Video. $6.95

3860175 | CELL COUNT. Widescreen. Russell Carpenter reluctantly admits his wife Sadie into an experimental treatment facility for her life-threatening disease. But in this prison-like home, she and six other patients will learn that a cure just might be worse than the disease itself. Not Rated. 95 minutes. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95

3878666 | WRITERS RETREAT. Widescreen. An acclaimed author hosts a writers retreat on an isolated island. Gradually the writers assembled open up with personal secrets and it becomes clear that each of them has something to get away from. As they attempt to escape their current life. It isn’t long before the entire weekend begins to unravel and turns into a terrifying fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Synkronized. $2.95
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469998 GHOST FROM THE KNOWN. Widescreen. Dr. Frederick Clevenger is joined by scientific researcher Wayne Brooks in the pursuit of ancient artifacts from Vargas, a giant 500 year old Spanish conquistador. But then a lightning storm begins to drag Clevenger to life with a murderous rage and an axe to grind in this 1958 horror flick. In B&W. 77 minutes. $14.95

265105 BOX OF MONSTERS 11-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects 11 monstrous films to horror fans. Includes Bats; The Blob; Chupacabra Terror; The Dark; Death Tunnel; Decoy; The Devil's Chair; Frankenstein; Lake Placid; The Final Chapter; Loch Ness and Aliens: The Living Dead. Most Rated R. CC. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. $11.95

670400 SATAN'S CHEERLEADERS. Widescreen. In the high school locker room, cheerleaders shower and undress, unaware of evil eyes that are watching them. Even more disturbing, a curse has been put on their clothes, marking them for a dark ritual of sexual sacrifice! Stars Yvonne De Carlo, John Carradine and John Ireland. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Adults only. VCI. $14.95

2005 remake starring Ryan Reynolds. Finally, Margot Kidder and Rod Steiger fall prey to the TRIPLE FEATURE. Not Rated. CC. In Spanish with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Universa Film Detective. Pub. at $19.95

265106 CURSE OF THE UNDEAD. Widescreen. Vampire gunfighter Drake Robey (Michael Pate) goes West and terrorizes a small town. When the bandits set their sights on beautiful rancher Dolores (Kathleen Crowley) it’s up to Preacher Dan (Eric Fleming) to destroy the gun-slinging bloodsucker with a bullet mounted with a cross. In B&W. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

385637 OUTPOST: Rise of the Spetsnaz. Widescreen. In the third installment of the Nazi zombie series, discover the horrifying origins of these supernatural soldiers as they battle the most ruthless and numerous of all military special forces—the Russian Spetsnaz—in their quest for absolute power. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. X-Box Entertainment Media. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

395030 NECROPOLIS: Legion. Widescreen. The tale of the malevolent vampire sorceress Eva, whose midnight rituals are interrupted when her distant relative executes her, sending her soul to the netherworld. Years later, when occult writer Lisa moves into the haunted house, she begins having strange dreams. A spirit begins to use Lisa's mind and body for revenge. Not Rated. 62 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

465744 THE SINS OF DRACULA. Widescreen. Billy is a young man of faith who has just left school. But he will discover that the theater is actually a front for a satanic cult intent on raising Dracula from the grave! Stars Michael Thurber, Jamie Dufault, and Sarah Nicklin. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

391424 OUTCAST. Widescreen. Mary harbors a dark history, but contrives her past when a hunter powers is assigned to capture and kill her son. As they fighting off and mouse game continues, locals begin to die at the hands of an unknown man and a deadly female take hold. Stars Katie Dickie and James Nesbit. Rated R. English. 98 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

468688 VOODOO BLACK EXORCIST. The mummy of a disgraced Caribbean prince stalks and terrifies the passengers of a South Seas ocean liner. Filmed in such exotic locations as Jamaica and Haiti, this supernatural tale stars Aldo linha and also features Eva Leon as a passenger who reminds the mummy of an old love. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 88 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

466042 CRONE WOOD. A young couple who just decide to go camping after a wonderful first encounter, a decision they will soon regret. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

398589 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. James Bond, Margot Kidder and Rod Steiger fall prey to the powers of darkness in the 1979 classic The Amityville Horror. Then, hold on tight for the 2005 remake sallow. Finally, the chilling prequel, Amityville II: The Possession starring James Olson. All Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $9.95

4742834 THE DAY OF THE BEAST. Widescreen. Mikey (Brendan Fraser) and his family (Mexico Angulo) discovers the exact date The Antichrist will be born, he’ll enlist a Death Metal record store clerk (Santiago Segura) and a cheery TV psychic (Sandra) for an uppe spree of “gore, struggle and twisted humor” (San Francisco Chronicle). Not Rated. CC. In Spanish with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Adults only. Seinur. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

467762 PULSE. Widescreen. This original horror film takes fear into new territory: the very people you meet through the day. When the dead discover a means to contact the living through electronic devices, cell phones and computers become open gates to terror and destruction. Stars Kristen Bell and Christina Milian. CC. 88 minutes. Genius Products. $5.95

3900274 Q: The Winged Serpent. Widescreen. It’s another monstrous day in New York City when window washers have their heads bitten off, topless sunbathers are plucked from rooftops, bloody body parts rain into the streets and small time cook Jimmy Quinn (Michael Moriarty) discovers a nest in the spine of a woman. Directed by Candy Clark, David Carradine and Richard Roundtree. Rated R. 90 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

465177 THE HILLS HAVE EYES/ THE HILLS HAVE EYES, PART 2. Widescreen. When the Carter family’s camper breaks down, leaving them stranded, the family finds themselves up against a group of monstrous cannibals in The Hills Have Eyes. In The Hills Have Eyes, Part 2 a monster gang drive into the group of the cannibal clan for another fight. Directed by Wes Craven. Both Not Rated. $11.95

4726488 THE HIDEOUS BOG MONSTER. An escaped lunatic named Herbie, turned security mental hospital to begin a killing spree through the peaceful town of Fouke, Arkansas. Herbie has summoned a demon so powerful that it’s very existence can threaten the world. Hold on tight for a wild ride. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

4716035 OH! THE HORROR! Explore our fascination with horror and all things creepy and macabre as we dissect some of the best cult horror films ever made in this bone chilling documentary. Features six filmmakers and horror writers from across the globe. Not Rated. 140 minutes. FilmLandia. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95

4652703 DR. JEKKYL VS. THE WEREWOLF. Paul Naschy returns as El Hombre Lobo as he searches for a cure to the horrifying condition of the infamous Dr. Jekyll. What ensues next is a love’s triangle and a savage, sadistic Mr. Hyde who roams modern London and transforms into a werewolf. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

380019 DARKNESS REIGNS. Widescreen. A group of filmmakers shooting a behind the scenes documentary in a reportedly haunted hotel are faced with an demonic force that possesses and attacks both the crew and the film’s star. Casper Van Dien. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. $2.95

3972372 CASTLE FREAK. Widescreen. A family travels to Italy to move into a castle they have inherited. They soon discover it is haunted by a relentless bloodthirsty creature. When mutilated bodies start appearing, the family must uncover a dark secret to save themselves from the sadistic being. Stars Jeffrey Combs. Rated R. 94 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

4649619 4 MILFS VS. ZOMBIES. A group of moms enjoying a lady’s night out are forced to fight for their lives when their quiet town is overrun by a ravenous hord of flesh eating corpses. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

4657217 TWO THOUSAND MANIACS/MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN. In two classic films of the 70s, a group of young tourists take a detour and wind up in a small Southern town celebrating their centennial. Little do they know that the festivities include ohne they are the cause of the “hills have eyes” saga, the film’s star, Casper Van Dien. Not Rated. 168 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
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**4562738 THE EDGAR ALLAN POE HEART-QUAKING DOUBLE FEATURE.** A terrifying double feature! Edgar's best friend in a jealous rage after catching him with his girlfriend. He hides the corpse under the floor but when night comes Edgar hears strange sounds from under the floor in the full-light of his heart. This is the legend of Horror: two men escape from prison and one starts a murder spree. Not Rated. In B&W. English SDH. 153 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3844024 ILSA DOUBLE FEATURE.** In Ilsa: She Wolf of the S.S. the Warrior Ilsa runs a mental hospital for young women. A girl deliberately "checks" in to the hospital to find out what has happened to her sister. In Ilsa, Harem Keeper of the Qil'eh Ilsa works for an Arab sheik who enjoys importing females to use as sex slaves. Not Rated. 175 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3845736 FERAL.** Widescreen. Your best friend has just been infected with a horrifying virus that will soon turn her into a rampaging cannibal zombie. Do you: a) try to save her? or b) kill her before she kills you? That's the nightmarish scenario six students find themselves in when their camping trip goes terribly wrong. Stars Scout Taylor-Compton. Unrated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Dream Factory. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4665800 DARK ANGEL: The Ascent.** Widescreen. Maitland Ward manages to escape Hell. When she arrives from the sewers of Earth, she decides to punish Sinners. But the last thing she expected to find was love. Stars Angela Featherstone and Nicholas Worth. Rated R. 84 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**3860272 THE PURGING HOUR.** Widescreen. The Diaz family left the harsh city for the mountains of California. The first day in their new home would go down as one of the most violent 24 hours any family has ever experienced. Seven years later and the family's home movie footage was released and the family's horrific experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

**3794369 ABDUCTION 101.** Widescreen. While hiking, three women discover a house hidden deep in the forest. One of them, the leader of the group, learns that the house is a meat factory and that the family of the house is a meat factory and that the family of the meat factory is a meat factory. Eight years later and the family's home movie footage was released and the family's horrific experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

**3900665 THE PRIESTS: Exorcism.** Widescreen. After a night that begins with a nightmare, a girl named Young Shing is in a coma and possessed by one of the 12 manifestations of evil. Father Kim and a young seminarian named Choi conduct one last exorcism to free her from the demon's powerful reach. Choi must battle with his dark inner self to save the girl. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 106 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $2.95

**379928X JUAN OF THE DEAD.** Widescreen. It's game, set, laughter in this doomsday romp with a decidedly Cuban touch. When Havana begins to fill with bloodthirsty, brain-eating, cadaver-dead, high-class cadavers, the only left with no choice but to become a hero, save his country, and protect his family. Stars Alexis Dias De Villegas and Jorge Molina. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 85 minutes. E One. $3.95

**3794415 THE BIG F.** Widescreen. Bigfoot is on the loose in the suburbs and looking for a mate. Jenny is house sitting when her cousin convinces her to have a party. It's on! The party shows the cul de sac, leaving the neighborhood residents to defend their street from this beast in heat. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**4736572 GHOST CAGE.** A small town sheriff (C. Thomas HowelI) moves his family into a house that contains an abandoned jailhouse. When a group of prisoners are forced to be held there, supernatural forces from the past are awakened, seeking revenge and revealing the dark history behind the prison walls. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4728378 GARDEN TOOL MASSACRE.** Seven years after murdering his adorulous wife. Scavolini escapes from the mental institution and returns to his home. Now occupied by a gang of partying teens, Scavolini (J.R. Miron) returns with a bloodlust. Not Rated. 70 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3794431 CHANNEL 13.** A horror anthology film that harkens back to the mid 70s and 80s, inspired by Amicus productions and Creepshow. The film features three horror tales, told by a hooded monk, on the titular Channel 13. This slice of SOV history has to be seen to be believed. Watch if you don't believe us. Adults only. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**3972070 BY DAYS END.** Widescreen. Carla and Rina, a lesbian couple on the verge of breaking up, make one last try at mending their relationship. However, the plan is hold on put when a pandemic disease that causes insatiable hunger ravages the world around them. Fighting off hordes of sickeningly hungry zombies, the pair is forced to band together like never before. Breaking Glass. Not Rated. 74 minutes. $9.95

**398818X ALICE, SWEET ALICE.** Widescreen. On the day of her first communion, young Karen (Brooke Shields) is savagely attacked by an unknown assailant in a yellow raincoat and creepy translucent mask. But as the knife-wielding maniac strikes again and again, Karen’s parents are forced to confront the nightmarish reality that Karen’s wayward sister Alice might be the one behind the mask. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**388144X FIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD.** A competition series with horror overtones, this film is an unprecedented mash-up of productions and Creepshow. The film features three hot-blooded female celebrities pitted against each other in a battle of the sexes. This double exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. Ensconced in his castle laboratory, the Third Reich’s foremost genetic engineer continues his experiments on the female species in response. Along with his sexually ambiguous sidekick Fritz, the doctor conducts a series of experiments on three hot-blooded female celebrities pitted against each other in a battle of the sexes. This double exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. This double exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. This double exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. Premier. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**3853233 SLUMBER.** Widescreen. Alice is a rational-minded sleep doctor, haunted by the mysterious nocturnal death of her husband during a routine examination on a traumatized family with sleeping problems, Alice is forced to abandon scientific rationale and accept that the family is being terrorized by a parasitic demon who feeds on the weak while they sleep. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**3854089 PYEWACKET.** Widescreen. In this unsettling occult nightmare, Leah finds solace from the recent death of her father by dabbling in the dark arts. It seems like harmless fun—until an argument leads her to do the unthinkable: put a death curse on her mother. Stars Nicole Munoz and Laurie Holden. Not Rated. A hot-blooded female celebrity pitted against each other in a battle of the sexes. This double exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. Premier. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95
8397488 FOX FORCE. Widescreen. This suspenseful horror film tells the tragic story of a woman who was raped and sexually assaulted. Having been failed by a corrupt system, she takes the law into her own hands. As events unfold, the situation quickly spirals out of control. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

47711483 DEAR DIARY. Widescreen. When a psychiatrist researches a young girl's diary to find out why she murdered her entire family, he begins to unravel the same state of insomnia and confusion that led her to lose her mind. Not Rated. 78 minutes. In Distribution.

$4.95

48778970 RESOLUTION. Widescreen. In a cabin on the edge of an Indian reservation, Mike stages a risky intervention to to free his friend Chris off meth and into rehab. But what begins as an attempt to save his friend's life takes an unexpected turn when ominous threats start appearing around the house. Chris's addictions are the least of their worries. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Cinedigm.

$5.95

9065902 NECROLOGIES. A young horror-movie fan is caught sneaking into a graveyard and The Keeper doesn't admire his story of Kal a ai' pine. Instead, reading to him from "The Book of Tombs," what follows are six macabre stories, filled with evil creatures and unexplained events. Not Rated. CC. 75 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4835470 JACKALS. Widescreen. When Justin Powell (Ben Sullivan) is captured by two ski-masked men and dragged back to a secluded cabin, it's anything but a standard kidnapping. Waiting at the cabin is Justin's family, dedicated to freeing him from the sinister brainwashing he has undergone at the hands of a vicious cult. Also stars Apple Petruzzi and Adi Saporta. English SDH. 87 minutes. Vertical.

$2.95

4835319 INSIDE. Widescreen. Sarah, a young mother-to-be, is recently widowed in a shattering car crash that left her partially deaf and forced the premature birth of her newborn baby. Having just moved back home and in unfamiliar surroundings, she is forced to face a cold-hearted and predatory woman who will stop at nothing to get her baby. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vertical.

$2.95

4867656 THE SACRAMENT. Widescreen. Two journalists set out to document their friend's journey with his estranged sister and a man who has a blood lust for the locale, the remote world of "Eden Parish," a self-sustained rural utopia overseen by a mysterious leader. It quickly becomes evident that the place is not what it seems. Rated R English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia.

$5.95

4687303 LYCANIMATOR. Widescreen. A group of friends break into a house for a party of partying only to discover a mad scientist in hiding—who just happens to be a mad scientist. Rated R English SDH 86 minutes. Vertical.

$2.95


$9.95

3914666 WEIRD FICTION. Widescreen. The Collector's Midnight Halloween Special airs once a year, with four tales of terror, each moored to a real-life legend, a group of teens in search of a missing body, a babysitter's horrifying night, a vampire adult star, and two girls as they uncover what may be the end of the world as we know it. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

$14.95

3913732 GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE BLOOD. Widescreen. When social outcast Jessica is accepted into a trio of teenage vampires, she finds herself thrust into a nocturnal world of murder, drugs and all-night parties as they stalk the patens of local bars and clubs. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

$14.95

4835722 BANSHEE CHAPTER. Widescreen. On the trail of a missing friend (Michael McMillian) who had been experimenting with mind-altering drugs, a young journalist (Katie Winter), aided by a rogue journal editor (Mark Metcalf, who he is interested in) finds herself drawn into the dangerous world of top-secret government chemical research and the mystery of a disturbing radio signal of unknown origin. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. Xlrator Media.

$4.95

4855974 AMERICAN SCARECROW. Widescreen. While investigating a secluded farmhouse, a young couple unearth a decades-old secret connected to recent murders at the haunted old scarecrow. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

4772327 THE SKULL. Widescreen. When Dr. Christopher Maitland (Peter Cushing), a collector of the occult, is given the opportunity to purchase the skull of the infamous Marquis de Sade, he leaps at the chance. What he doesn't know is that his friend, Matthew (Christopher Lee) is the former owner of the skull—and quite happy to be rid of it. Rated R. Spectrum.

$5.95

4737288 EDEN BURNING. Widescreen. A recently released convoluted revenge on the prison's cruel warden by terrorizing his youngest daughter while she goes camping with friends. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

4719387 DEMON MOTHER. Widescreen. Ben has always been plagued by nightmares, and the visions are becoming more intense. He looks for an explanation and finds Nina, a woman with a dark secret. She can transform from a sultry temptress to a terrifying demon in the blink of an eye. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

$11.95

3961078 VAMPIRE WAR. Widescreen. After a series of mysterious killings in the German countryside, it is discovered that vampires with origins in the Middle Ages are to blame for the attacks. The condemned vampire clan leader and his followers created a new master to replace him, one to rule over the present day, unless he and his minions can be stopped by a group of modern vampire killers. 121 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

3937035 CONJURING THE DEVIL. Widescreen. Kate, a young woman of faith, visits a new priest at her church when he tries to drive out members of the congregation. In retaliation, the priest calls upon the spirit of an evil nun. Kate must unravel the secret of this vengeful demon before it destroys her and everyone she knows. 92 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

3958965 DERANGED KILLERS. Three junior high school girls become infatuated with a woman with an insatiable sexual appetite who seeks the aid of a shrink to help her understand her visions of death and torture. In The Video he makes her the subject of one of his”tortures” and the sight of the young girl's face is never seen again. 92 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

$14.95

3959081 MR. MAFIA MASAE. This 1980s-styled horror anthology finds a police detective investigating several bloody, mysterious deaths, which all took place on Halloween night. His search leads him to the house of a man named Masae, who reveals to him the bizarre and gore-soaked backstories of three of the victims, each tale more gruesome than the next. Unrated. 83 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95

$14.95
| Horror | **4719379** | COLLEGE PRANKS. Widescreen. College students are invited to play a live-action game sponsored by a website. When the game starts in the mountains of Colorado, the students discover the stakes are higher than they thought—they are playing with their lives to create the ultimate viral video. Not Rated. 100 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **4712676** | BLOOD DEMON RISING. Widescreen. Two couples go to a Haunted House where two girls are taken by a Demon that has been risen from hell along with his henchmen. The boys break in and try to rescue them but are caught in the attempt. A Jesut Priest is then sent by the church, and he will be the one to deal with the demon. SGL Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 | $14.95 |
| **3999381** | THE STONE: No Soul Unturned. A group of travelers arrive at the UK’s most haunted location in hopes of attaining occult enlightenment of the ancients. Uncovering a centuries old artifact, they attempt to invoke the spirits of the dead. Instead, they manifest a dark mirror upon their own souls, trapping them forever in another realm. Stars Jeremy Renner, Sarah Dunn, and Wes Dolan. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. | $14.95 |
| **4716086** | SACRIFICE. Widescreen. From a hidden enclave deep in the Florida Everglades, a Voodoo cult hunts down an investigative journalist who was witness to a human sacrifice ritual. Not Rated. 88 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **4712285** | SLOPPY THE PSYCHOTIC. A man whose main purpose in life is to make kids happy suddenly loses that privilege and decides to take revenge on all in a way so horrific it might even make the 4th Reich. Stars Andr ew Gough, Sarah O’Shea (Richard Coyl e) is tasked with capturing the daughter of one of the detectives involved in the case. Erin Island, an idyllic fishing village off the coast of Ireland, is where the hunt begins. Not Rated. 72 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.95 | $14.95 |
| **4393215** | BACCHANALIA. What seems like the ultimate wine party on the Riviera quickly turns from an innocent tasting weekend into a bizarre, wicked, sensuoulsly overheated debauchery, culminating in a murderous evening and lethal morning after. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Seasonic. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95 |
| **3893510** | DEAD WALKERS: Rise of the 4th Reich. When the British secret service send their best men to investigate a terrorist threat in Romania, the soldiers make a terrifying discovery: a bizarre, anciently, and occult training ground of Neo-Nazis. Over the years they have been amassing an army of men and women who can’t know—or because they are already dead. Not Rated. 75 minutes, Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95 |
| **3755045** | DEADTIME STORIES, Volume 1. Widescreen. Horror master George A. Romero presents three horror stories. One of the Shadow follows a young woman with a search and rescue team deep in the African jungle, where they make a grisly discovery; in Wet a lonely man struggles with the consequences of a mysterious box; and in House Call a doctor called to treat a little boy unleashes undying horrors. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. Millenium. Pub. at $24.99 | $4.95 |
| **3889297** | THE NIGHT EVELYN CAME OUT OF THE GRAVE. Widescreen. Alan Cunningham (Anthony Steffen), haunted by the death of his wife Evelyn, tries to move on by marrying the seductive Gladys. Marital bliss is short-lived, however, as various revelations meet the mystery of a legendary evil spirit that has been risen from the grave. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 | $14.95 |
| **3893537** | MUCKMAN. Widescreen. A TV host goes missing and his family hires a private investigator who uncovers the mystery of a legendary swap creature called the Muckman. She, her crew and their local guides get much more than they bargained for as night falls and they find themselves invading Muckman territory. Stars Anju McIntyre and Alison Whitney. 85 minutes. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95 |
| **4737326** | LETHAL NIGHTMARE. Three brothers encounter a series demonic creatures and killers after having bad dreams, and search their house to find the cause of the evil. Not Rated. 73 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **4700007** | GODFORSAKEN. Widescreen. Every year on the night of Halloween, demons are set upon the earth by Satan to collect more souls. A man in a spiritual crisis, is the only one who can stop earth’s descent into hell. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **6699004** | DARK SHOW. Widescreen. The extreme sports reality TV series X-Treme Limit turns into a nightmare for its contestants as they are ordered into catacombs and come face to face with an evil force. 79 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **4734434** | AXECALIBUR. A journalist investigates an infamous urban legend about a madman wielding a magical and deadly axe to kill unsuspecting campers as a new series of murders begin. Not Rated. 72 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.95 | $14.95 |
| **387266** | STRANGE NATURE. Widescreen. hideously deformed frogs have turned up in the waters of Minnesota. Seen through the eyes of a single mother and her 11 year-old son, a small town struggles with the unknown when the deadly mutations move beyond the ponds. Stars Lisa Sheridan. Not Rated. CC. 100 minutes. Checkmate. | $2.95 |
| **4657306** | DEVILS’ DOMAIN. After becoming the victim of vicious cyber bullies, Lisa makes a deal with the devil to exact revenge on her tormentors. Stars Madl Vodane, Linda Bella and Michael Madsen. Unrated. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. | $2.95 |
| **3860213** | DEMON HUNTER. After she is captured by police for questioning in the slaying of a man she claimed was a demon, Taryn Barker must prove her innocence, and the existence of demons. But when a demonic cult captures a lightkeeper, one of the detectives on the case, the police must trust and unleash this warrior on the Satanic gang. Unrated. 85 minutes. WildEye. | $2.95 |
| **3860159** | BONEHILL ROAD. Emily and Eden Stevens escape a violent domestic situation only to enter into another more dangerous one. Terrified and alone, they are stranded in the woods, hunted by a werewolf. Things only get worse when they stumble upon a psychotic killer and his hostages. Unrated. 87 minutes. WildEye. | $2.95 |
| **386016X** | THE FAMILY. Widescreen. Fullscreen. This film is so bad it’s good—and being one of Stephen King’s favorite horror flicks, it may be better than you think! Released in 1959 with a budget of roughly $700k, the film is forced to face a niche with cult horror fans of B-level releases. Stars Ingrid Goude, James Best and Ken Curtis. Not Rated. In B&W. 69 minutes. Film Ched. | $2.95 |
398639X BLOOD FEAST. Widescreen. Fuad Ramases and his family have moved from the United States to France, where they run an American diner. Since business is not going too well, Fuad also works nights in a museum of ancient Egyptian culture. When Fuad succumbs to the allure of the ancient goddess ISHTAR, he begins a new life in which murder and cannibalism become his daily bread. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Hannover House. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3897507 10/31, PART II. Widescreen. Creatures of the night awaken for this years Halloween Monster Marathon hosted by Malvolia: The Queen of Screams. Strap in for more freaky flix with a batch of indie directors. 80 minutes. Screan Team. Releasing. 

3987094 FACES OF FEAR. Widescreen. A chilling omnibus of terror tales from the cutting edge of the horror underground, featuring short but devilishly sweet tales of blood and terror and unexplained phenomena. Features the work of Kim Sonderholm, Luc Bernier, Jason Figgis, and Martin Sonntag. 89 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3988228 AND THEN YOU DIE! Widescreen. After 30 years, the infamous “Death Farm” murders in rural Pennsylvania, serial killing is in season once more. A young woman and her friends descend upon the farm to party after discovering that she has inherited the land. But soon after, the strange occurrences and brutal murders begin again. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $11.95

3899758 CAMP COLD BROOK. Widescreen. Reality host Jack Wilson (Chad Michael Murray) finds himself in a tough spot when his show Haunt Squad is about to be canceled. In a last-ditch effort to spark ratings, he and his producer choose to film their next episode at the infamous Camp Cold Brook. But the TV crew will find that they got more than they bargained for. ENGLISH. 89 minutes. Sundance. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3989863 CLOWNTOWN. Widescreen. Three high school seniors from a seemingly abandoned town and find themselves stranded in a seemingly abandoned town and find themselves just inherited their late aunt's new home. On their first night in the house, numerous strange fates force them into a night for ancient English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical.

3891265 CLOZETTE. Widescreen. After an accident during her baby shower, Allison, a dedicated nurse, is rushed to the hospital. After the birth of her son, strange events emerge: vivid dreams and unexplained killing. Stars Eric Roberts and Kacey Clarke. CC. 96 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3469395 THE CONJURING 2: ANNABELLE. Widescreen. A creepy four horror flix from this popular horror universe: The Conjuring; The Conjuring 2; Annabelle; and Annabelle: Creation. Stars include Vera Farmiga, Patrick Wilson and Stephanie Sigman. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. 

3988358 THE BLACK CAT. Widescreen. A modern, disturbing retelling of Edgar Allen Poe’s seminal terror tale, as told through the eyes of three of underground horror’s most precious and celebrated international directors: Dominizano Cristophero, Braco Belfetemo, and Chris Milwek. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3891263 CLOWNTOWN: REBORN. Widescreen. In a seedy Los Angeles hospital a stillborn girl is brought back to life by an electrical storm and abducted by a morgue attendant. On her way back to life, she escapes her captor and sets out to find her birth mother, leaving a bloody trail of destruction behind her. Unrated. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. 

3999347 THE FOREST. Widescreen. When her troubled twin sister mysteriously disappears, Sara Price (Natalie Dormer) discovers she vanished in Japan’s infamous Suicide Forest. Searching its eerie dark woods, Sara plunges into a tormented world where angry spirits lie in wait for those who dare not stray from the path. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vertical.

3468768 THE NIGHT VISITOR. Widescreen. The Night Visitor chronicles around a man who hires a new age spiritualist to help with their troubled marriage. The Night Visitor 2: Heather’s Story runs parallel to the original, telling the story of Heather, a special young girl, who must protect herself and the planet from the same other-earthly being. 

3999863 CLOWNTOWN. Widescreen. A gruesome retelling of the legendary Brothers Grimm after the Korean War, a father and a son are wandering through the country and make a stop in a remote village, where strange and twisted happenings occur. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 118 minutes. CJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3890665 THE PIGEON. Widescreen. A young man with a fresh memory is minced by his own father and the vicious gang he belonged to–the Red Gang. But what he doesn't know is that it has something sinister going down in the town of Angeles inspires dozens of teens to flock wandering through the country and make a stop in a remote village, where strange and twisted happenings occur. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 118 minutes. CJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3890065 DARKROOM. Widescreen. Michelle kills three of her friends in a horrific car accident while driving under the influence. After rehab, Michelle takes a job recommended by her counselor that lands her trapped in a mansion with three psychic siblings hell-bent on physical torture of her sins. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Phase 4 Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3865318 INCIDENT IN A GHOSTLAND. Widescreen. In the remote countryside, Colleen and her daughter’s, Beth and Vera, have just inherited their late aunt’s new home. On their first night in the house, numerous strange fates force them into a night for ancient English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical.

394008X GHOULIES I/ HOWLING IV: THE ORIGINAL NIGHTMARE. In Ghoulies I the Ghoulies find their way into an open portal and onto the streets of Los Angeles, creating madness and mayhem. In Howling IV: The Original Nightmare Marie knows that her ex-husband’s demented family. And in Return to Splatter Classics, Vol. 1 the haunted Castle is locked in a mansion of gore and mayhem. Widescreen. Three DVDs. Film Chest. 

394008X GHOULIES I/ HOWLING IV: THE ORIGINAL NIGHTMARE. In Ghoulies I the Ghoulies find their way into an open portal and onto the streets of Los Angeles, creating madness and mayhem. In Howling IV: The Original Nightmare Marie knows that her ex-husband’s demented family. And in Return to Splatter Classics, Vol. 1 the haunted Castle is locked in a mansion of gore and mayhem. Widescreen. Three DVDs. Film Chest. 

394008X GHOULIES I/ HOWLING IV: THE ORIGINAL NIGHTMARE. In Ghoulies I the Ghoulies find their way into an open portal and onto the streets of Los Angeles, creating madness and mayhem. In Howling IV: The Original Nightmare Marie knows that her ex-husband’s demented family. And in Return to Splatter Classics, Vol. 1 the haunted Castle is locked in a mansion of gore and mayhem. Widescreen. Three DVDs. Film Chest.

3945307 THE REINCARNATION OF PETER PRUD. Widescreen. Peter Proud (Michael Sarrazin) is suffering from recurring nightmares of a place he has never seen, a woman he has never met, and a death so brutal and horrifying he must seek an end to the torment. His research has led to the conclusion that he’s lived and died before. The occult comes to life in a terror. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. 

3945307 THE REINCARNATION OF PETER PRUD. Widescreen. Peter Proud (Michael Sarrazin) is suffering from recurring nightmares of a place he has never seen, a woman he has never met, and a death so brutal and horrifying he must seek an end to the torment. His research has led to the conclusion that he’s lived and died before. The occult comes to life in a terror. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. 

3946285 DEMONS. Widescreen. A documentary straight from hell! Demons frequently appear in comics, television and of course, movies. What are these frighteningly captivating creatures and what is not ready to suffer nightmares and frightful gales, as we descend into the true heart of darkness to confront the world’s most horrifying demons? In their quest for survival and understanding, the laws of nature are turned upside down.

388287X V/H/S VIRAL. Widescreen. A police chase through the streets of Los Angeles inspired by master of grindhouse horror, Lucio Fulci. Back to the streets with video cameras hell-bent on capturing the next viral video. Soon these teens will realize they themselves are the main attraction in this next viral video—one in which they face their own deaths. Rated R. 81 minutes. M.O. Pictures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3862963 CLOWNTOWN. Widescreen. A group of friends get stranded in a seemingly abandoned town and find themselves trapped in a Bangkok hell. FACE THE BLACK CAT. Widescreen. A modern, disturbing retelling of Edgar Allen Poe’s seminal terror tale, as told through the eyes of three of underground horror’s most precious and celebrated international directors: Dominizano Cristophero, Braco Belfetemo, and Chris Milwek. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3946285 DEMONS. Widescreen. A documentary straight from hell! Demons frequently appear in comics, television and of course, movies. What are these frighteningly captivating creatures and what is not ready to suffer nightmares and frightful gales, as we descend into the true heart of darkness to confront the world’s most horrifying demons? In their quest for survival and understanding, the laws of nature are turned upside down.

3899825 BAD MAGIC. After Renny’s brother Amos is killed in a robbery gone bad, the only thing he does to seek revenge on the vicious gang he belonged to–the Red Claws–except this isn’t going to be an ordinary vigilante score. Renny will use the aid of a renowned doctor with doctor from the West Indies. 85 minutes. SRS Home Video. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3919853 UNGUTTERED. Widescreen. A brutally savage maniac sets about to series of bizarre gory murders during a midnight disco bowl a rama at a popular bowling alley. One by one, players of two teams of night shift employees are targeted and killed in an attack on the bowling alley, as the killer strikes again. 95 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $11.95

3988358 THE BLACK CAT. Widescreen. A modern, disturbing retelling of Edgar Allen Poe’s seminal terror tale, as told through the eyes of three of underground horror’s most precious and celebrated international directors: Dominizano Cristophero, Braco Belfetemo, and Chris Milwek. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $11.95
Horror

**3886956** Lycanimator. Widescreen. A group of friends break into an abandoned house for a weekend partying only to discover a mad scientist in hiding—just who happens to need subjects to try out his new monster-making formula. When some of that serum turns one of the group into a murderous beast, all hell breaks loose in mayhem.

**3915034** Daughters of Darkness. Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95


**3628844** Possessed by Evil: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

**3915735** From Asia With Love: Volume 1: Camp/Hitch-Hike. Widescreen. Adults only. Ibero Team. Pub. at $14.95

**4693833** Case 39. Widescreen. Paramount. Pub. at $12.97

**3915801** Terror Pack: Cinema Deluxe. Geneon. Pub. at $24.95

**4741262** Anna and the Apocalypse. Widescreen. Cinema Pub. $5.95

**3709786** The Pyramid. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $9.95

**3840532** I Saw What You Did*. Universal. Pub. at $16.97

**3770028** Midnight Fright Show: The Collection. Widescreen. Cinemagic. Pub. at $4.95


**3895302** Vampires. Fullscreen. Adults only. Film Church. Pub. at $17.98

**3898830** Effects. Widescreen. Synapse. Pub. at $3.95

**3966690** Hypothemia. Widescreen. Dark Sky. Pub. at $5.95

**4867491** I'll Take Your Dead. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

**3728213** Inoperable. Widescreen. Cinemagic. Pub. at $4.95

**3856003** Dead Sea. Origin Releasing. Pub. at $4.95

**3855821** The Boneyard Collection. Widescreen. Green Apple. Pub. at $4.95

**3817458** Killers Within. Widescreen. Digital Media. Pub. at $2.95

**3089890** The Mummy: Complete Legacy Collection. Universal. Pub. at $14.95

**3821250** Unhinged. Widescreen. E-One. Pub. at $3.95

**3881687** 31. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. Pub. at $3.95

**3871584** Happy Death Day. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $3.95


**3854699** The Devil's Dolls. Widescreen. Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93

**3808831** Curve. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $5.95

**3810437** American Conjuring. Widescreen. Raven Banner. Pub. at $19.95

**3887280** Resurrection County. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures.


**3023836** Panzer. Widescreen. SP Releasing.

**3854481** Zombie Fight Club. Widescreen. Adults only. Screamin Factory. Pub. at $14.93

**3737225** From a House on Willow Street. Widescreen. Unobstructed View.

**3862380** Escape Room. Widescreen. VSF Films.

**3817474** Red Island. Widescreen. Star Dust Pictures.

**3755096** Halloween/Partyl ine. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Genius Products. Pub. at $3.95


**3853092** Astral. Widescreen. Vertical.

**469340X** Cinco De Mayo. Widescreen. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**3810585** The Strangers: Prey at Night. Widescreen. Entertainment Pub. at $5.95


**3771008** The Documentary. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**3881664** Hallucinations. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95

**393151X** Bundy Reborn. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

**3784231** 60 Seconds to Die 2. WWM. Pub. at $19.99

**3923754** Creeps: A Tale of Murder and Mayhem. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95

Sci-Fi

**289825X** Age of Dinosaurs. Widescreen. Using breakthrough flesh-regeneration technology, a bio-tech firm creates a set of labs in Hong Kong, kids discover the severed hands of a fresh victim. Suspicion falls on Hong Chi, the new owner of a restaurant famous for its delicious pork buns. Wong is arrested and the police try to torture him into a confession. Can they make him talk? And was it all in those eyes? In Cantonese with English subtitles. Pub. at $12.95

**3886902** Terror in Woods Creek. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

**3965880** Live Feed. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95

**3901378** Home Videos. WWM. Pub. at $19.95

**3893545** Scarlet Fry's Junkfood Horrorfest. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99

**396101X** Skin Walker. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**3880702** Scaping the Dead. WWM. Pub. at $19.95

**3770125** Alien Psychoysis. Alchemy. Pub. at $3.95

**3914682** What the Waters Left Behind. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95


**3932079** 666 Seance Hour. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

**3868850** Evil River. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95

**3914380** Church of the Damned, SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95

**3914542** Jekyll and Hyde. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95

**3840972** Spirits in the Dark. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95


**3937534** The Last Five Days. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95


**4698952** The Hex. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**388080X** Witch Hunters. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99

**3880672** Bloodline. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99

**3935002** Chill. Widescreen. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

**3872998** Hanukkah. Invincible Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**4690052** Say You Love the Devil. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

**3960943** Max Reload and the Nether Blasters. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**3941914** Changing of Ben Moore. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

**3835292** The Experiment. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99


**3840808** Get Gone. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95
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**Sci-Fi**

**394302X TOTAL RECALL.** Widescreen. Earth, 2018. Douglas Quaid is haunted by recurring dreams of another life and decides to track down the source of his dreams. He is drawn to a travel service specializing in implanting artificial memories in the minds of those who wish to turn their dreams into reality. But the procedure has unexpected consequences and Quaid is drawn into a fight for his life. Rated R. 112 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**3895911 READY PLAYER ONE.** Widescreen. Salvation lies in the OASIS in the collapse of the world of 2045, a fantastical virtual reality universe created by the brilliant and eccentric James Halliday. When Halliday dies, his immense fortune is left to the first person who can find a digital Easter egg hidden in the OASIS. English SDH. Includes second DVD of extras. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95


**4687273 AUTOMATA.** Widescreen. In a future where Earth’s ecosystem verges on collapse, man-made robots roam the city to protect dwindling human life. When a robot overrides its kill protocol, it becomes the protector of the human race. Rated R. 89 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**3856437 SHERLOCK HOLMES.**Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous detective faces the ultimate challenge when enormous monsters attack London. Stars Dominic Keating and Cary Elwes. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**★3759415 CREATURE.** Widescreen. A space exploration mission lands a team of scientists on Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. Cold and unforgiving, the moon yields a surprise when the researchers stumble across a massive fossilized creature that turns out to be an abandoned alien lab. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**487147X PROJECT X.** Widescreen. Christopher George is a secret agent brought back from cryogenic suspension after surviving a plane crash during a mission. Through a complex scientific charade, he is convinced that he’s a gangster living in 1966,June. But a secret behind a secret gem formula. Directed by William Castle. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Olive. Put at $24.95

**4656364 GODZILLA AGAINST MECHAGODZILLA.** Widescreen. After four years of scupltural preparation under the prime minister, a new invincible robot, Mechagodzilla, has now reached completion. But as soon as Mechagodzilla starts on its test run, New Godzilla begins to rise from the depths of the ocean. The battle of the century is about to begin! Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Columbia. Put at $14.99

**4669978 PACIFIC RIM.** Widescreen. When legions of monstrous alien creatures are rising from the sea, a deadly war began. To combat them, humans have devised massive robots as weapons. But even these humans-controlled robots are no match for the monsters. On the verge of defeat, mankind has but one hope: a washed-up former pilot and an untrained steersman. Stars Ids Elba. English SDH. 131 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $5.95

**4693612 BEYOND WHITE SPACE.** Widescreen. When a deep space fishing vessel is robbed by a gang of pirates, the Captain makes a daring decision to go after a rare and nearly extinct species. On the hunt, his obsession propels them further into space and danger as the ship plows into a downward spiral of malady and betrayal. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**3800490 BEYOND.** Widescreen. A near-apocalyptic asteroid strike has brought with it an unknown LPD that are appearing all over the globe. As a new threat brings the world even closer to extinction, a young couple must risk it all to reach an evacuation center. It’s their only chance at survival. Screen Media. Pub. at $24.98

**4661125 THE SPACE BETWEEN US.** Widescreen. Gardner (Asa Butterfield) is the first person who doesn’t call Earth home. Born and raised on Mars, he strikes up a relationship online with an Earthling (Britt Robertson). As Gardner searches for information on his mysterious past, he will cross the universe to uncover his true identity while attempting to find a digital Easter egg hidden in the OASIS. English SDH. Includes second DVD of extras. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

**★900657 VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE.** A prehistoric monster known as Ohaki has been hiding at the bottom of a lake and is woken by a water purifying experiment. In an effort to desalinate water, a joint command of Japanese and American researchers. But now a distress signal turns out to be their newly awakened god. Stars Byron Healy. In Reel Vault. $7.95

**★390558 THE LAST BOY.** Widescreen. Following a catastrophic event that has eliminated a majority of the Earth’s population, a young boy must navigate the barren landscape on a dangerous journey to bring a new ice core to a scientific colony where wishes are granted. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**3800504 BEYOND THE EDGE.** Widescreen. A decade into their mission to reach the end of the universe. Dr. Abe Anderson and pilot Harold Reynolds (Casper Van Dien) begin to unravel as mysterious occurrences happen on board. When something goes wrong, Abe realizes this is the first time. As the past and future collide, Abe must figure out what is real before they reach the edge of space. 119 minutes. Scorpion Films. $7.95

**3779304 MARTIAN LAND.** Widescreen. In the future, mankind lives on Mars, in Earth-like cities protected by force fields. But when a massive sandstorm breaks through a force field, a sand devil called the Dust Beast takes the storm before it wipes them out next. Stars Lane Townsend. CC. 86 minutes. $3.95

**★3790695 QUARTAMASS.** The mysterious enemies of space return to ravage Earth once more. Only Professor Quatarmass can lead the fight against alien forces who have conspired deep within the orbiting Roche planet. Find out what happens in this exciting 1957 sequel in the Quartamass series. In B&W. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**★3919439 ALIEN CODE.** Widescreen. After deciphering a message found in a satellite, brilliant cryptographer Alex Jacobs finds himself being watched by agents and otherworldly beings. Stars Kyle Gallner and Azura Skye. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**2933012 TREK III & IV.** Widescreen. In Star Trek III: The Search for Spock the crew returns to Earth and Kirk (William Shatner) learns Spock may have another chance at life if it can survive Klingon interference. Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home Kirk and his crew return to save Earth. Also stars Leonard Nimoy. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**3800792 CRYSTAL SKULLS.** Widescreen. In the year 2020, a radio transmission straight for the sun plunges the Earth into darkness. Archaeologists discover a solution to Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Mayan runus. 12 ancient skulls that can stop the destruction. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One. $3.95

**466115X SUPERCOLLIDER.** Widescreen. When the world’s largest particle collider suffers a catastrophic malfunction, it opens an alternate dimension that unleashes disaster on a global scale. Now Dr. Victor Susskind, one of the scientists working on the collider, is the only person capable of stopping the ultimate destruction of all humanity. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Origin. Releasing. $5.95

**★3906795 SCREAMERS: THE HUNTING.** Widescreen. Its been thirteen years since the robotic killing machines known as Screamers first attacked Earth. After they land on Earth, they find that it’s not all that difficult persuading Earth men to help them in their quest. Rated R. 73 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95

**4686667 THE PROJECTED MAN.** A scientist experimenting with matter transmission from place to place by means of laser beam suddenly decides to use himself as the test subject. But the process goes awry and he converts himself into a murderous monster. Stars Mary Peach and Bryant Haliday. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3988616 SHARK ATTACK PACK.** Widescreen. The most dangerous beast of the ocean is about to attack in a massive, relentless assault on civilization. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. GT Media. $4.95

**454440X ROBOCOP/ROBOCOP 2/DNA COLLECTION.** Widescreen. The ultimate action trilogy, the future of law enforcement does more than fight crime, it delivers nonstop action and pulse-pounding excitement at every turn! Includes RoboCop, RoboCop 2 and RoboCop 3. Includes bonus RoboCop DVD. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $14.95

**★3887719 THE TITANIC.** Widescreen. In the exciting new 3D presentation, a grand voyage aboard the Titanic brings back memories of one of the world’s greatest disasters. But for some, it will be their last chance to survive! Not Rated. Releasing. $3.95

**★456445X BEYOND THE BLACK RAVEN.** Widescreen. In an alternate dimension that unleashes disaster on a global scale. Now Dr. Victor Susskind, one of the scientists working on the collider, is the only person capable of stopping the ultimate destruction of all humanity. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Origin. Releasing. $5.95

**★3995649 THE KING OF KINGS.** Widescreen. In the exciting new 3D presentation, a grand voyage aboard the Titanic brings back memories of one of the world’s greatest disasters. But for some, it will be their last chance to survive! Not Rated. Releasing. $3.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/847**
Sci-Fi

★ 4689534 THE DAY TIME ENDED. Widescreen. Dark in the desert, a rural American family is forced to endure a night of inter-dimensional, extra terrestrial terror when an UFO appears over their home. Suddenly the clan is besieged by a warping race of reptile monsters, a fleet of lethals, laser-shooting minions and a rift in the very fabric of time and space itself. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

★ 473579X THE DAY THE SKY EXPLODED. After an American astronaut on an international mission launches from Earth, there is a malfunction and his rocket heads towards the sun triggering an explosion. The force of the explosion redirects asteroids into the Earth's atmosphere and lands Europe. Italian dubbed in English. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3391676 NEMESIS 2/3/4. Widescreen. NEBULA: 73 years after the events in NEMESIS, humans have lost the Cyborg Wars and they are now closer to the humans in NEMESIS 2. Time Lapse: Alex finds that she has 20 half-sisters who are waiting for her to return to the year 2077 in NEMESIS 3. City of Angels: There exists a bond between the humans and the cyborgs in NEMESIS 4. Over 4 hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 395031X LASERBLAST. Widescreen. Happy-go-lucky teen Billy Duncan discovers an otherworldly laser gun in the southern California desert, making him the target of a pair of aliens who had recently executed its previous owner. As Billy revels in the power of his camera, he attempts to share his discovery with the world. English SDH. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. $14.93

★ 3901268 TAKING EARTH. Widescreen. The human race is thrown into chaos as an alien invasion takes control of the planet in an effort to find one boy who holds the power to destroy them. Stars Ronan Quamby. 88 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

★ 3976300 PROXIMITY. Widescreen. Isaac, a young NASA scientist, is investigating a meteor crash site. When he encounters and rescues a group of extraterrestrials, he begins to change into an alien. Stars Roddy McDowall and Keenan Wynn. Rated R. 83 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

★ 3861761 PHASE 7. Widescreen. Argentina has been hit by a fatal epidemic. Inside a quarantined apartment building, a group of roommates escape the threat of pending infection by attempting to contact the entire world. English SDH. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.94 $11.95

★ 4689992 MONSTER FORCE ZERO. After their comic book dreams are crushed, a group of sci-fi cosplayers are granted superpowers by ancient aliens and are transported into the multiverse to do battle against evil forces. Stars Adam Singer. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4643332 RADIOFLASH. Widescreen. Reese has a love for virtual reality role-playing and wants to win fame even the toughest survival games. But when a nuclear strike causes an electromagnetic pulse that cuts off all power, water, and communication, the players attempt to use their virtual reality skills to survive. English SDH. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. $12.95

★ 3860124 2047: Virtual Revolution. The year is 2047. Most of the world's population live inside corporate-controlled virtual worlds and drift further out of touch with reality. A private investigator/mercenary is hired to track down a group of hackers who are disrupting and terrorizing the virtual space in a bid to free humans from online prisons. Unrated. English SDH. Widescreen. Price Cut to $2.95

★ 3919560 XENOPHOBIA. Widescreen. Six complete strangers meet for the first time to recall details of their individual experiences with alien forces. As they share terrifying stories of their abductions and possessions, they realize the fight is not over and the whole world is in danger. 82 minutes. Vision Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 3940039 ANDREA PERRON INTERVIEW: House of Darkness, House of Light. Widescreen. Growing up in the paranormal family farmstead investigated by Ed and Lorraine Warren in the blockbuster hit The Conjuring, Perron’s past has inspired her to write a tell-all book. Now, with footage and reenactments to support her stories, Perron delves into the haunting tales of her upbringing. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Echo Bridge. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 382535 CREATIVE CONTROL. Widescreen. In the near future, a young man uses a pair of cutting-edge virtual-reality glasses to find the perfect girlfriend—saw with his best friend. Stars Benjamin Dickinson and Nora Zehetner. Rated R. 97 minutes. Mongrel Media. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 3995631 LOGAN’S RUN. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 4693744 STARSHIP TROOPERS. Widescreen. Tri-Star. $14.95

★ 392646X ALIEN OUTPOST. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $8.95

★ 3829942 THE ZERO THEOREM. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. Pricing. $5.95

★ 3996682 HANGAR 10. Widescreen. IFC. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

★ 397293 IRON SKY. Widescreen. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ 288276 STAR TREK II, III, IV: Motion Picture Trilogy. Widescreen. Paramount. $9.95

★ 3958289 VAMPIRAH. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★ 3916556 HELLACIOUS ACRES. Widescreen. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

★ 381768 CELL. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

★ 392646X ALIEN OUTPOST. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $8.95

★ 3982998 THE CURE. Widescreen. Pub. at $2.95 $1.95

★ 366817 REVOLT. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

★ 382543 DANTE 01. Mongrel Media. $3.95

Family & Kids

★ 399216X WOODY WOODPECKER AND FRIENDS. Columbia. This year marks the 75th anniversary of the beloved classic cartoon character Woody Woodpecker. Now Woody is back in an all new feature film with all new songs. The movie is packed with laughs and thrills for the whole family. Widescreen. Price Cut to $2.95

★ 3977865 PARENTHOOD/THE GREAT OUTDOORS/HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS. Widescreen. It’s three times the fun with this trio of family comedies. Steve Martin and Rick Moranis become entangled in the terrors of a natural disaster. Bette Midler and John Candy contend with the wrath of The Great Outdoors; and John Lithgow welcomes a hulking (and lovable) beast into his family in Harry and the Hendersons. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

★ 4647785 OUTDOORS/HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS. Widescreen. It’s three times the fun with this trio of family comedies. Steve Martin and Rick Moranis become entangled in the terrors of a natural disaster. Bette Midler and John Candy contend with the wrath of The Great Outdoors; and John Lithgow welcomes a hulking (and lovable) beast into his family in Harry and the Hendersons. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95
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**Family & Kids**

465961 **A WRINKLE IN TIME.** Fullscreen. When astrophysicist Dr. Jack Mury disappears, his children, Meg and Charles Wallace, and neighbor Calvin embark on a cosmic quest to find him. They must trust themselves and each other if they are to rescue Dr. Mury and return home safely. 128 minutes. Lionsgate. $6.95

468772 **TOM AND JERRY MEET SHERLOCK HOLMES.** Widescreen. Jewel twists around the city of London before Scotland Yard, and the bumbling, witty Red is framed for the crook. Only the legendary Sherlock Holmes can find the real thief with the help of his assistant Dr. Watson—and of course, Tom and Jerry. English SDH, 50 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

4712370 **DESICAPABLE ME 1 & 2.** Widescreen. When Guam along with his crew of mischievous Minions plots to steal the moon, three little girls see Guam as the perfect dad in Despicable Me. 95 minutes. In Despicable Me 2, Guam along with the Minions must track down a criminal mastermind and save the world and while still being a dad. 98 minutes. English SDH. Two DVDs. Includes 2 Minion toys. Universal. $9.95

391329 **RICHIE RICH’S CHRISTMAS WISH.** Come see Richie (David Gallagher), his pals Gloria, Freckles and Pee-Wee, and his lovable dog Dollar for excitement, fun and a thrilling ride in a family film sure to make all your holiday dreams true! Also stars Martin Mull and Eugene Levy. CC. 84 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

3829030 **ESCAPE TO GRIZZLY MOUNTAIN.** Fullscreen. When Jimm Dodson is shocked to see a bear cub being treated cruelly, he finds himself inadvertently filling his old man’s shoes. Also stars W.C. Fields. In his final film. In B&W. 85 minutes. DVD Video. $6.95

3986861 **ONCE UPON A BROTHER’S GRIMM/PINOCCHIO.** Fullscreen. An enchanted forest provides the setting for the meeting between the creators of literature’s most cherished fairy tales, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, and their creations in a fantasy adventure starring Dean Jones, Paul Sand, Terri Garr and others. Also includes a 1976 live action adaptation of The Pinocchio. Spindel Valley. $7.95

4653616 **BENJI: 4 Movie Collection.** Fullscreen. Enjoy the tales of the most loyal floppy-eared hero with this collection that’s fun for the whole family! Movies include: Benji; Benji: On the lam!; Benji and theholiday spirit; For the Love of Benji; Benji: Off the Leash!; and Benji’s Very Own Christmas Story. English SDH. Nearly five hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

3948633 **NOAH’S ARK.** Widescreen. Noah is instructed by an angel to build an ark to save his family and the faithful from a devastating flood. Noah’s seemingly impossible quest tests his faith in God and everything he believes. This obsession also leads to the fragmentation of his family, as their faith in their father is questioned. CC. 92 minutes. Cinedigm. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4685004 **LIGHTNING, THE WHITE STALLION.** Fullscreen. Mickey Rooney plays Barney Ingram a down on his luck gambler who has just discovered his prized white stallion has been stolen. When the horse escapes his captors, a local, Stephanie Ward, takes it home. When the thieves recapitulate Lightning, Stephanie and Barney team up to get him back in time for the World Championships. 92 minutes. Timeless Media Group. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

3885267 **SING-A-LONG: Beatlesongs.** Enjoy this collection of Beatles songs with your children or friends with visually compelling classic animation and music written by the Beatles that will capture the imagination of every viewer. A great learning tool while being entertained! Does not include actual Beatles performances. In Color and B&W. 60 minutes. Synergy. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

3928287 **TIMELESS FAMILY CLASSICS: 50 Movies.** Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

1837036 **RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN’S CINDERELLA.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97 $14.95

4712341 **THE GRINCH.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

**Musicals**

3869776 **CABARET.** Widescreen. Inside the Kit Kat Club of 1931 Berlin, starry-eyed singer Sally Bowles (Liza Minnelli) and an impish emcee (Joel Grey) sound the call to decadent fun, while a certain political party grows into a brutal force. Winner of eight Oscars, including awards for Minnelli, Grey, and director Bob Fosse. English SDH. 124 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

3995003 **5 FILM COLLECTION: Music Movies.** Widescreen. Tap to the tunes in these five great musical films including: Rocky Horror Picture Show, Rated R, Joyful Noise; Little Shop of Horrors and Hair Spray. Stars include Queen Latifah, Dolly Parton, Jeremy Jordan, John Travolta, Michelle Pfeiffer, Christopher Walken and more. English SDH. Down the Yellow Brick Road. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

3943458 **THE WIZ.** Widescreen. Ease on down the yellow brick road with Diana Ross and Michael Jackson and relive all of the magic of this beloved musical when Dorothy is whisked away to the enchanting wonderland of Oz. There she encounters the Scarecrow, the Tinman and the Cowardly Lion as they try to help her get home, back to New York. English SDH. 135 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4694449 **BRAZIL.** Fullscreen. Virginia Bruce and Latin singing sensation Tito Guizar star in this light musical comedy concoction. Set in Rio de Janeiro, it tells a story of a fish out of water actor, cupid’s wayward arrows, dual identities, and of course, plenty of dancing fools. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4856747 **GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL.** A 1929 Pre-Code musical comedy about a department store woman who dreams of being part of the Ziegfeld Follies, and in her search for fame, turns to the Broadway stage. Includes performances by Chuck Berry. In Color. 3913961 minutes. Streamliners Collection, Volume 4: The Musicals. Fullscreen. Collects three films. In All-American Co-ed a fraternity sets out to embarrass the local all-girl school by having one of their members participate in the show. In Peeping Joe’s plan to marry his childhood sweetheart are dashed when she returns from a trip with a new beau. In Flying With Music a young sociable gambler who has never met. In B&W. 139 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3810372 **KANARIE.** Widescreen. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**Time Life**

**308499X** **THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Crack Ups.** Collects three uncut episodes from Burnett’s Emmy Award-winning variety show, featuring her trademark blend of comedy, song and dance. Includes acclaimed and beloved moments like hilarious renditions of “Skeezix” and “The Story of a Star,” comedy sketches like “World’s Oldest Orphan,” and guest stars from Andy Griffith to Dick Van Dyke. CC. Over 3 hours. StarVista. $19.95

3865084 **THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 3: Kornfeld Klassics.** Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Conway Twitty, Jerry Lee Lewis, Lynn Anderson, Buck Owens and Ray Charles. 110 minutes. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95**

3865996 **THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: Kornfeld Klassics.** Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Conway Twitty, Jerry Lee Lewis, Lynn Anderson, Buck Owens and Ray Charles. 110 minutes. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95**

**4719883 **DANCING PIRATE.** The 1939 movie follows the comical adventures of Jonathan Pride (Charles Collins), a dance instructor who falls in with a gang of zany pirates, and ends up being mistaken for a chieftain. Frank Morgan cosstars with Rita Hayworth making a brief appearance. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3913961 **CAMELOT.** Presented by HBO Theatrical, this taping of the 1960 Broadway stage revival of Lerner & Loewe’s musical features Richard Harris as King Arthur and M. Gussert as his wife Guinevere in a gripping tale of illicit love, enchantment and the threat of civil war. 150 minutes. S’More Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3813873 **SENSATIONS OF 1945.** Glamorous Eleanor Powell is the main talent in this fine collection of capable performances by Chuck Berry, Joe Jackson, B.B. King, English SDH. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4738799 **ROCK, ROCK, ROCK! Widescreen.** A young teenage girl (Tuesday Weld) desperately tries to earn enough money to buy a dress for a school rock and roll dance. This early rock and roll feature, the third in a series of five starring rock star Joey Allen, is packed with great performances by Chuck Berry, Joe Jackson, B.B. King, English SDH. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3906914 **STEP LIVELY.** Fullscreen. In B&W. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

3865982 **COMPLETE HAL ROACH STREAMLINERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 4: The Musicals.** Fullscreen. Collects three films. In All-American Co-ed a fraternity sets out to embarrass the local all-girl school by having one of their members participate in the show. In Peeping Joe’s plan to marry his childhood sweetheart are dashed when she returns from a trip with a new beau. In Flying With Music a young sociable gambler who has never met. In B&W. 139 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3810372 **KANARIE.** Widescreen. Breaking Glass. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**See more titles at erhbc.com/847**

**THE SNOW QUEEN.** The Snow Queen is a Hans Christian Andersen favorite. Includes a young orphan who joins the adventures—outside. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter.

**THE JETSONS & WWE ROBO-WRESTLEMANIA.** Widescreen. Inspired by the classic show, this animated feature where our favorite space-age family, the Jetsons, fight against a new threat. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**THE BEST OF SUPERMAN.** Widescreen. The various adventures of Superman, featuring classic episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**THE RETURN OF THE KING.** Widescreen. Frodo's quest to destroy the Silmaril continues. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**THE JETSONS & WWE ROBO-WRESTLEMANIA.** Widescreen. Inspired by the classic show, this animated feature where our favorite space-age family, the Jetsons, fight against a new threat. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**THE BEST OF SUPERMAN.** Widescreen. The various adventures of Superman, featuring classic episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.
**3815056** THE FLINTSTONES: The Complete First Season. The lovable temperaments of Fred, Barney, the always mysterious Wilma, the hilarious jabs of neighbor Barney Rubble. They’re all present and (pre)hysterically accounted for in these 26 episodes of the original 1960-1966 cartoon classic. $9.95

**3457740** TROLLS. Widescreen. When their village is invaded by the grumpy Bergans, two mismatched friends must work together in perfect harmony to save the day. Featuring hit songs performed by Justin Timberlake, Anna Kendrick and more, this film is a musical adventure for the whole family. English SDH. 92 minutes. $9.95

**4382996** TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES III: Turtles in Time. Widescreen. When a magic scepter accidentally transports April through time to 17th century Japan, the boys take off in hot pursuit, cowabunga their way out of the sewers right into Samurai-O-Rama! Now they must battle the evil Lord Ninogara to reclaim the magic scepter that will bring them back home. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**4681771** HELLO KITTY 5-DVD COLLECTION. An adventure—everywhere—and so is Hello Kitty! This set includes 25 magical episodes. Join Kitty as she and her friends find themselves in some hilarious and fun-tastic adventures! Over 4 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $9.95

**3849159** POPEYE THE SAILOR: 24 Classic Cartoons. Includes Popeye’s golfing days as well as his boxing matches. Over 24 cartoons in all! In B&W. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

**3934800** WONDER WOMAN: Commemorative Edition. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**3783812** ALL-STAR SUPERMAN. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $3.95

**4967210** THE FAKE. Widescreen. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4628130** WOLVERINE: Marvel Animated Series. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**3849112** DEMON LORD DANTE: Limited Edition Collector’s Box. Widescreen. Geneon. $2.95

**3849147** KIZUNA: Kazuma Kodaka Signature Edition. Adults only. Be-Brave Entertainment. $4.95

**3893480** BEST OF CASPER, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. $5.95

**3783811** BEST OF CASPER, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. $5.95

**3849107** ALL-STAR SUPERMAN. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**397619** THE TRANSFORMERS: The Complete Original Series. Four million years after crash-landing on an unfamiliar planet, sentient robots with the ability to disguise themselves as common vehicles awaken on present-day Earth. Engaged in a crucial race to find a new energy source for their home, they must defend the innocent people of Earth against their arch nemesis. Includes all 85 episodes from all four Seasons. Thirty-Seven hours on 15 DVDs. Slipcased. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.97. $49.95

**4670655** ALICE OF WONDERLAND IN PARIS. In this Czech-American animated film, Alice is now a celebrity in Wonderland, but seeks her magic adventures there. she interacts with various characters from children’s literature. Also known as Alice in Paris. Stars the voice talents of Bonnie_bmiller, Howard Morris and Carl Reiner. 52 minutes. Peal Vault. $7.95

**4729846** WONDER WOMAN: Commemorative Edition, Widescreen. On the mystical island of Themyscira, a proud warrior race of Amazon women thrive, shielded from the corrupt world of man. But a betrayal leads to the escape of Ares, the God of War, and Amazon Princess Diana must capture him before he unleashes global  chaos and destruction. Diana must capture him before he unleashes global  chaos and destruction. Over 3 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $9.95

**4993003** THE JOLLY HOLIDAY COLLECTION. Deck the halls with these Jolly Holiday favorites. The Year Without Santa Claus, A Miser Brothers’ Christmas, and Elf: Buddy’s Musical Christmas. English SDH. Over three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95


**4689263** SUPERMAN VS. THE ELITE. Widescreen. Superman once again rushos into action, but this time he gets some unexpected help from a new squad calling themselves The Elite. Their mission: replace the old bored mentality to the battle. With public support of The Elite’s vicious methods, Superman is feeling outnumbered and outwitted. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**3940047** BETTY BOOP: 42 Classic Cartoons. With a figure modeled after Marie West, Betty Boop is the voice of Helen Kane. It wasn’t long before the cartoon beauty jump-started her way into the hearts of millions. See some of her first and most famous cartoons such as Honey’s Honeymoon; Poor Cinderella, and You’re Not Built That Way—42 cartoons in all! In B&W. Nearly 5 hours on 12 DVDs. Echo Bridge. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3940048** POPEYE THE SAILOR: 24 Classic Cartoons. For over 50 years, Popeye has entertained audiences everywhere, and he remains one of the most beloved and best-loved cartoon characters in history. This DVD collection 24 classics you’re sure to enjoy. In B&W and Color. Over three hours. Echo Bridge. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3940049** CAP’N CRUNCH AND FRIENDS. Set sail with Captain Horatio Magellan Crunch on a voyage to a nostalgic commercial haven! This DVD contains dozens of funny commercials from the 1960s and 1970s produced for the Quaker Oats Company. Includes them in color and in black and white. Animators Jay Ward. 59 minutes. Televista. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4693150** DENNIS THE MENACE: The Complete Series. Your favorite neighborhood pest unleashes animated mischief with this beloved ’60s series based on Hank Ketcham’s classic comic strip. Every side-splitting misadventure is here across 78 episodes, each fighting for the favor of the Shadyidge family. Nearly 30 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $21.95

**4693185** HEATHCLIFF: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Featuring the legendary voice talents of Mel Banyo, this beloved animated series follows Heacffoch, the cunning kitty who thrives on mischief. From his undying love for fancy leline Sofia to his fur-flying confrontations with bulldog Spike and his regular raids of the local fish market, every classic Heathcliff moment is brought together for this 86-episode set. Over 32 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $21.95

**3940111** TOM AND JERRY KIDS SHOWTIME: The Complete Series. Enjoy the delightful adventures follow the kitten and baby mouse as they taunt each other and create mayhem only young ones can. Joined by their pals Droopy, Dripple, Spike and Tom and Jerry bring on the giggles and good times in 13 fun-filled episodes. English SDH. Nearly 5 hours on nine DVDs. $5.95

**3976219** THE TRANSFORMERS: The Complete Original Series. Four million years after crash-landing on an unfamiliar planet, sentient robots with the ability to disguise themselves as common vehicles awaken on present-day Earth. Engaged in a crucial race to find a new energy source for their home, they must defend the innocent people of Earth against their arch nemesis. Includes all 85 episodes from all four Seasons. Thirty-Seven hours on 15 DVDs. Slipcased. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.97. $49.95

**4872910** THE JOLLY HOLIDAY COLLECTION. Deck the halls with these Jolly Holiday favorites. The Year Without Santa Claus, A Miser Brothers’ Christmas, and Elf: Buddy’s Musical Christmas. English SDH. Over three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**3947608** ANCIENT EVIDENCE: Mysteries of Jesus. Fullscreen. Using stirring dramatic re-enactments and CGI graphics supported by fresh insights and expert analysis, this program offers a comprehensive exploration into the Bible’s most intriguing figures and stories. Over three hours. BBC. $3.95

**3732057** BIBLE MYSTERIES. Widescreen. Historical documents and dramatic re-enactments return viewers to the dusty world of first-century Judea and the ancient times of Jesus, Mary, and the Apostles in this exploration of the origins of Christianity. Three hour program tells the stories of Mary Magdalene, Peter, and the Crucifixion. English SDH. 147 minutes. $3.95

**385550X** WHO were the “RIVALS of JESUS”? Who were these “Rivals of Jesus”? Why did the Mediterranean world of 1 AD seem to create so many Messiahs, and why did the faith of Jesus win out over similar sects? This documentary examines the New Testament and the historic rivals of Jesus to learn what makes a Messiah, and how a religion is born. 45 minutes. Total Content. $3.95

**3913999** COULD IT BE A MIRACLE? Stories featuring angelic interventions and amazing rescues come alive with dramatic recreations and the real-life accounts of how these miracles work. Hosted by Robert Culp with explanations by miracle experts like Joan Wester Anderson, Karen Goldman, and other writers in the field of miracles. Six hours on 2 DVDs. Questar. $3.95

**3986645** MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHROUD. Fullscreen. This fascinating documentary explores the mysteries behind the Shroud of Turin, believed by millions of Christians to be the burial cloth of Jesus. The program features interviews with scientists, scholars, religious leaders and theologians who have examined and tested the Shroud. Narrated by Richard Burton. 85 minutes. VCI Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**3808699** DA VINCI’S DARKEST SECRET. The Holy Grail is inexorably linked with the mysterious family known to the ruling elite as the Merovingian Dynasty. Prepare to discover the real secret of the Da Vinci Code and the true ruling powers on Earth. 60 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.15
Religion and Spirituality

★ 388064 BIBLE REVELATIONS: The Sacred Codes. For people the world over, the Bible reveals the unequivocal word of God. And yet, it is claimed that a hidden message lies within—a message that man has been attempting to unlock for centuries.  With today’s computer technology, that code may finally be unraveled in the message truly divine in nature? 60 minutes. [PriceCut to $9.95]

★ 394543X DALAI LAMA: Spiritual Icons Collection. Widescreen. Few figures in the history of our world are as revered or have commanded as much respect as the Dalai Lama. So who is this man? What does it take to become a Dalai Lama? This film takes an in-depth look back into the rich history of the men behind this prestigious title. 54 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. [PriceCut to $9.95]

★ 391497 GOD’S MIRACLES. Questar. $5.95

★ 395877 SECRET TEACHINGS OF THE UNIVERSE, VOL. TWO. Sector 5. Pub at $19.99 [PriceCut to $11.95]

Documentaries

LIMITED QUANTITY 4741870 RAILWAYS: The Ultimate Railroad Experience. Take the railway journey of a lifetime with two expansive sets full of exciting train footage. From the Texas State Railroad to the vivid landscapes of New Zealand, experience the sights and sounds of The World’s Greatest Railroads. Then, ride through the sprawling history of steam trains in footage contemporary and vintage, presented in Railway Journeys: The Vanishing Age of Steam. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. RL Entertainment. Pub at $39.98 $5.95

3986837 JAMES DEAN: The First American Teenager. Fullscreen. In this documentary narrated by actor Stacy Keach, the tragic screen-icon James Dean is remembered. Footage from early TV appearances, stills from his life, and clips from his three Warner Brothers films are interwoven with interviews with his co-workers. Includes a bonus documentary, 159 minutes. Sprocket Vault. $3.95

472948X EXPLORING ALASKA. Explore Alaska in these six programs: Alaska’s Wild Denali (60 minutes); Alaska’s White Gold (55 minutes); Alaskan Oil & Yukon (40 minutes); Alaska’s Gold (26 minutes); Alaska’s Wild Bears (30 minutes); and The Continuum (60 minutes). Spectacular scenery and amazing animals in the “land of the Midnight Sun.” Six DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub at $19.99 SOLD OUT

3857255 GD WESTERN FRONTIER. Three expansive documentary collections. American History of the Wild West, with 12 documentaries exploring the life of the frontier; Outlaws & Gunsmingers, with 5 documentaries exploring the lives of the most notorious outlaws and gunfighters; and Railroad Tracks Across America, with 36 documentaries exploring America’s storied railroad legacy. 10 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub at $24.95 [PriceCut to $15.95]

Over 26 hours on five DVDs.

4677684 YOSEMITE: NATURE. Widescreen. Join scientists and adventurers as they explore the past, present and future of the Sierra Nevada’s most precious resource, Yosemite National Park. The park is littered with ancient sequoia trees as tall as buildings, and see how critters both great and small survive through drought, wildfires and mountains of snow. 60 minutes. [PriceCut to $5.95]

4677695 MAXED OUT. Takes viewers on a journey deep inside the American style of debt, where things seem fine as long as the minimum monthly payment arrives on time. The film shows how the modern finance system has replaced hardship with the true definition of “preferred customer” and tells us why the poor are getting poorer while the rich keep getting richer. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

4660215 THE ADVENTURES OF ERROL FLYNN. This documentary traces Errol Flynn’s entire journey from his Tasmanian childhood to the heights of Hollywood celebrity. Features film clips, home movies, interviews, and commentary. A must for fans and scholars fromOlivia de Havilland. In Color and B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

3833151 AFTER PEOPLE. Fullscreen. This collection presents three of History’s finest programs on the fate of humans and our planet, offering an intelligent and provocative look at some of the grim realities we face. Programs include After Armageddon; Mega Drought; and Mega Freeway. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. 79 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3716023 THE HISTORY OF FORD TRUCKS. The Ford F-150 is the best-selling truck on the planet. Why? To find the answer we go back to Ford’s first truck produced in the Ford factory, the Model T one-ton; to its factory-built pickup in 1925. Also covers Ford’s first V8 in 1932; the Streamline Era of the 1930s; WWII; and 13 generations of the legendary F-Series. 70 minutes. MGM. $7.95

3893260 HELL’S KITCHEN: A New York Neighborhood. Go on a time capsule visit to one of Big Apple’s most notorious parts, made famous in movies for decades. Through stories told by colorful characters who lived there, we get the picture of a vibrant multi-ethnic neighborhood where people struggled to survive. Featuring a number of known celebrities as themselves. 82 minutes. Vanguard $3.95

3709906 THE WOBBLEYS. The Wobblies took working and worker into one big union and changing the course of history. Along the way to winning an eight-hour workday and fair wages in the early 20th century, the Wobblies were one of the few unions to be racially and sexually integrated. This film airing a provocative look at this mostly forgotten radical union. 90 minutes. Docurama. $7.95

4648803 HELL AND BACK AGAIN. In 2009, U.S. Marines launched a major offensive against the Taliban stronghold in southern Afghanistan. Within hours of being dropped deep behind enemy lines, 25 year old Sergeant Nathan Harris’ unit is attacked from all sides. This documentary is an unprecedented exploration of the true cost of war. 88 minutes, Docurama.

3801349 TURKEY: Ruday Maxa’s World. Explore the festive Grand Bazar, where more than 4,000 shops and two mosques are spread across sixty streets in Istanbul. Then take a Blue Cruise along the dazzling turquoise Coast to discover the enchanting Greek and Roman ruins. 56 minutes. Questar Pub. at $14.95 [PriceCut to $3.95]

4660447 CUT: Exposing FGM Worldwide. Widescreen. Taking more than six years to complete, this film conclusively proves that female genital mutilation or cutting (FGM) can and does cause harm and can result in death or permanent disability. The film is a call to action and features interviews with midwives, UNICEF doctors, and notaries. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

★ 691619X UNDERBELLY: Beneath the World of Porn. A feature documentary that explores the current state of the adult film business, exploring the transnational industry and its female performers in the industry as they share their stories of success, failure and stardom. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub at $14.95 [PriceCut to $11.95]

3972505 RUSSIA/UKRAINE: A Musical Journey. Fullscreen. Our visit begins in St. Petersburg, with its palaces and gardens. It continues with scenes of life in Moscow, Red Square, the Kremlin, and the Bolshoy Theater. There is a final homage to Pushkin, with portraits and memorabilia from Pushkin. Selections from Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony and Marche Slave, accompanied by a tour. Over 56 minutes. NaXos. $6.95

2821117 CHASING BIGFOOT: The Quest for the Bigfoot Legend through the eyes of true believers. In five episodes, courageous explorers devote their lives to discovering the hidden truth and bringing home the evidence to prove it. Includes The Legend of Bigfoot; Bigfoot: Bigfoot Encounters; The Bigfoot Phenomenon; The Bigfoot Adventure Weekend; and Bigfoot Adventure. 120 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95

3972224 FRANCE: From Marseille to Fullmont Musical Journey. Fullscreen. Accompanied by music from French composers, the places visited are on the coast of Southern France, from Frejus and Cannes to Marseille. They include the Chateau de Chillon in Geneva, and the famous island Chateau d’If. There is particular attention given to the flat marshland of the Camargue and the scenic countryside in Arles. Over 55 minutes. NaXos. $5.95

3966431 WOODY ALLEN: A Documentary. The iconic writer, director, actor, comedian and musician allows his life and creative process to be documented on film for the first time. With unprecedented access, filmmaker Robert Weide follows the notoriously private film legend over a year and a half to create the ultimate film biography. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. New Video. $5.95

3803767 OPUS DEI AND THE DA VINCI CODE. Exclusive look at Opus Dei, with unprecedented access, British journalist and former friar Mark Dowd goes inside Opus Dei to untangle fact from fiction. Tackling popular perceptions of strange and disturbing ideas, Dowd follows the work investigates both the religious organization and the bestseller that ignited a firestorm of controversy. 120 minutes. American Home Pictures. $3.95

8871730 AUSTRIA: Brizen/Innsbruck—A Musical Journey. Fullscreen. The tour starts at Brizen in Southern Tyrol and followed by a visit to Innsbruck, the capital of the Tyrol. The music of Verdi, Wagner, and Mozart is performed. Innsbruck is Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 and Symphony No. 28. Also features some other works by Mozart. Over 57 minutes. EMI. $6.95

3956602 FALLEN IDOL: The Yuri Gagarin Conspiracy. On April 12th, 1961, the Soviet Union reports the successful launch, reentry of the first man in space, Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, pushing the Cold War into a new phase. Over 56 minutes. NaXos. $3.95

4651703 FIRST POSITION. Widescreen. Our tour ends with a visit to Nervi, a Music Center located in the flat marshland of the Camargue and the scenic countryside in Arles. There is a final homage to Pushkin, with portraits and memorabilia from Pushkin. Selections from Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony and Marche Slave, accompanied by a tour. Over 56 minutes. NaXos. $6.95

3972185 SYRIA/IRAQ: Before the War. Syrian and Iraqi musicians and bands are highlighted as they perform and talk about how the war is affecting them. Including: The Syrian avant-garde ensemble Interlude; the rock band Qasaba; the Egyptian pop star, Amr Diab. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. New Video. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
**3712613 A VIDEO TOUR OF THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER MFG. COMPANY.** This rare documentary was made in the mid-1920s and focuses on the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company in North Tonawanda, New York. Witness a mighty night organ, the Wurlitzer Grandfather Piano, provided by popular performer Ray Brubacher. Includes a bonus documentary with host Gene Kelly, in a tribute to movie theaters of the 1920s and 30s. In Color and B&W. 50 minutes. History Channel.

$5.95

**3972291 POTS DAM, GERMANY: A MUSICAL JOURNEY.** Fullscreen. Accompanied with Bach’s first three Brandenburg Concertos and a Siciliano, we journey through Potsdam and visit Sanssouci with its park and palace, summer residence of Frederick the Great, and Beethoven’s final home in Leipzig at the Bach Museum. Over 53 minutes. Naxos.

$5.95

**3855953 CRUISE MEXICO.** This program takes you on a cruise with a dozen locales and a thousand memories. Your itinerary includes Acapulco, Cabo San Lucas, Cancun, Cozumel, Hualtaco, La Paz, Loreto, Manzanillo, Mazatlan, Santa Rosalia, Zihuatanejo, and Puerto Vallarta. 62 minutes. Guestar. Pub. At $14.99

$3.95

**5861829 THE DA VINCI CODE: Where It All Began.** Taking us from the present to antiquity, this program reveals a real-life story so controversial it could change all of history. Using old maps, codified parchments, ancient mystery buried deep within Flanders-Le-Chatel, a seemingly innocuous French village. 124 minutes. American Home Treasures.

$5.95

**3803759 MODERN MARVELS: WOMEN OF INVENTION.** Beyond the Prophetic, Nostradamus’ writings share the frame with dramatic archival footage of the very events that have made the man so fascinating. The literature is held great relevance today, especially in light of current events such as the war on terror, 52 minutes. Quality Special Products.

$4.95

**4651138 THE SHEIK.** Widescreen. Chronicles the electrifying career of one of wrestling’s most hated and celebrated villains, Khosrow Ali Vaziri, a.k.a. “The Iron Sheikh.” Featuring candid interviews with Vaziri’s family, historians, and over 25 wrestling superstars, this pop culture documentary captures every critical moment in the story of this Arabian bodyguard turned WWE legend. 94 minutes. DVD Video.

$4.95

**3972348 SWITZERLAND: A MUSICAL VISIT TO THE ABBEY OF EINSIEDELN.** Fullscreen. We visit the Benedictine Abbey and Church at Einsiedeln in the Swiss canton of Schwyz, which has long been an important center of pilgrimage to the shrine of the Black Madonna. The tour is accompanied by Bach’s third and fourth Orchestral Suites and Vivaldi’s Winter and Spring concertos. Over 49 minutes. Naxos.

$5.95

**380366X MODERN MARVELS: MOTORCYCLES.** This installment of Modern Marvels documents the history and development of motorcycles, including specialized bikes, racing motorcycles, and heavily-customized choppers. In Color and B&W. 50 minutes. History Channel.

$3.95

**5718992 SLAVOJ ZIZEK: The Reality of the Virtual.** This filmed lecture offers a cinematic experience of the realist thinker’s groundbreaking interpretations of reality and desire. In it he examines the concept of belief, addressing a range of subjects from Father Christmas to democracy. 74 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. At $29.95

$5.95

**3986500 LONDON: The Modern Babylon.** From musicians, writers and artists to dangerous thinkers, political radicals and above all, ordinary people, this is the story of London’s immigrants, its bohemians and how they changed the city forever. 125 minutes. Docurama.

$5.95
PARKLAND: Inside Building 12. Acclaimed director Charlie Mien brings attention to the victims of the infamous massacre that occurred on February 14th, 2012 at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. The true heroes of that day have come together to tell their stories and to bring words to those who are no longer here to offer 120 minutes. Dreamscape Media. $5.95

3948684 PARADISE LOST 2: Revelations. Filmmakers Joe Berlinger and Bruce Sinofsky return to West Memphis, Arkansas to reexamine the controversial story of the most notorious murder case in the state’s history, revealing startling new evidence and raising new and ambiguous of a mystery that refuses to go away. 130 minutes. Docurama. $5.95

299044X APOLLO 13: Houston—We’ve Had a Problem. Fullscreen. April 14, 1970, 14:13 hours, when astronauts Jim Lovell, Fred Haise and Jack Swigert lifted off from the Kennedy Space Center in Apollo 13. This is the story of the heroic action told by the astronauts and with live-on-board cameras recording the suspense of this real-life thrilling drama as it unfolded. 110 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

3789968 ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. This Academy Award nominated film delves into the gripping life and career of the most influential and flamboyant civil rights leader in America in the 50s, 60s and 70s. From his emergence as a pastor to his improbable, riotous political climb and eventual ruin, this must watch film captures a man who was truly larger than life. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes. Dreamscape Media. $5.95

1380254 I AM BRUCE LEE. Widescreen. Tells the amazing story of one of the greatest icons to ever enter the public consciousness. The Bruce Lee’s story in his own words and actions, it features original interviews with those whose lives he touched, as well as conversations with his daughter Shannon and wife Linda. 94 minutes. Shout Factory. $5.95

4541999 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 1-5. Compiled from German newssheets plundered by Russian troops in 1945, these propaganda films allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and after World War II. In one of the most infamous pseudo-historical documentaries of all, host Boris Karloff guides you through a world “throb...
★ 3635706 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6–10. This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops in 1945. Compiled as it is from German newsreels, these are by no means accurate histories but allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and during World War II was perceived by the German people. In B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 399564X LOOK, UP IN THE SKY! The Amazing Story of Superman. This definitive biography of the world's greatest comic book character tells the story of the character's humble beginnings all the way up to his emergence as the world's mightiest pop culture icon. Includes rare photos, interviews, and exclusive interviews. Also includes a behind the scenes look at Superman Returns. CC. 110 minutes. Cargo. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 4206021 LOOKING AND LIKE I LIVE HERE AND I DON’T. Widescreen. This affectingly observational documentary challenges preconceptions of illness and aging and is a total immersion into the fragmented daily life to day experience of dementia. It’s the first documentary ever filmed entirely in an Alzheimer’s care unit and the first told from the perspective of someone with the disease. Indepi. CC. 54 minutes. Pub. at $17.95

LIMITER QUANTITY ★ 957926 BLOOD & FLESH: The Real Life & Ghastly Death of Al Adamson. Widescreen. Told through over 40 first-person recollections from friends, family, interviewees, Al Adamson’s wild life and grisly death reveals perhaps the most bizarre career in Hollywood history. This is the award-winning chronicle of biker, go-go dancer, porn stars, aging actors, and much much more. Not Rated. CC. 101 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 SOLD OUT

★ 388288 A VERY BRITISH GANGSTER. A documentary about one of Britain’s most dangerous crime families that introduces us to its magnetic, larger than life leader, Dominic Norcien (aka Lattay Foolboy). The film shows a close-up view of a life embowed in kidnapping, torture, narcotics and murder. 97 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

★ 3931730 ROLLING STONE: Life and Death of Brian Jones. Widescreen. The first ever authorized film about the founder and original leader of The Rolling Stones. During the last 50 years many theories have emerged about Jones’ death, claiming that Brian was murdered and it was covered up at high level, as this film discovers the evidence for this is extremely compelling, 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4664574 HOLLYWOOD. Hollywood, city of dreams and home to countless lost angels has a dark and strange side you won’t find on the $5 dollar tour. Throughout history, it has been home to many of America’s most notorious serial killers like Richard Ramirez and Charles Manson, and much more. Experience the weird side of Hollywood. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Locomotive. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

★ 3982895 CASSETTES GO HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. The cassette tape, as we know it, was originally released in 1968, and was the perfect combination of versatility, high quality and small size. Surprisingly cassette tape sales have been making a comeback. This is the story of the compact audio cassette tape, its past, present and remarkable future. 38 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3986691 WOODY ALLEN: A Documentary. Beginning with Allen’s childhood, filmmaker Robert Weide chronicles the trajectory and longevity of Allen’s career. The film is laced with stand-up comedian and frequent TV talk show guest, to a writer-director averaging one film per year for more than 40 years. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Docurama. $3.95

★ 6657162 AN INFLAMMATORY APPROACH. Widescreen. What if you were a medical doctor and made a discovery that could help cure millions of people of a myriad of inflammatory diseases? The discovery is an inexpensive and proven treatment for hundreds of diseases, and the low cost is not in the interest of the major drug companies. This documentary raises some important healthcare questions that need to be addressed. CC. 51 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.95

★ 5965856 THE FIRST VCR. Widescreen. The release of this spectacular device spanned years of improvements in video technology and has led up to the video revolution of today, with the success of downloading content on sites like YouTube, Vimeo, Netflix, Hulu, iTunes, Amazon and countless others. It wasn’t for the VCR, the world could have been a much different place. 64 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3887243 U-BOATS: The Wolfpack/B–17: The Flying Fortress. U-Boats: The Wolfpack is an award-winning film that tells the story of the Nazi submarine attack force that sank hundreds of ships and invaded U.S. waters. B–17: The Flying Fortress is the story of the B–17, the plane used most often in the war, and the devastating raids that struck at German War Machine. 60 minutes. BSX. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 7985986 CHATEAUX OF THE LOIRE: Royal Visit. Widescreen. The Loire Valley has played host to kings and noblemen for three centuries, spurring the construction of countless castles, each more opulent than the last. The result is a collection of architectural treasures spread across a beautiful natural setting. 77 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3913686 EPSM: Behind the Facade. Widescreen. During his lifetime Jeffrey Epstein was an adored professional businessman and a despicable monster. This film takes the viewer deep into Epstein’s life, hobnobbing with some of the most well respected social and political figures such as Bill and Hillary Clinton, Bill Gates and Donald Trump. Not Rated. 50 minutes, Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3754928 WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND: Lost Odyssey of Trek- Deep Space Nine. Widescreen. Often described as dark and edgy, Deep Space Nine was maligned by many fans and critics at the time as a show that did not fit into Gene Roddenberry’s vision of the future. But now, two decades after it left the airwaves, it’s being rediscovered by new, younger fans. This full-length documentary delves into the new-found resurrection of this overlooked sci-fi classic. English SDH. 116 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3916235 DANGER CLOSE. Widescreen. The third film in the “Heroes of Valor” collection, is a powerful story about a fallen soldier, Sergeant Roger Kay, who sacrificed his life on deployment in Iraq, and a female war reporter, Alex Quade, who, through highly-classified combat missions was able to get close to a deep Bench Team to help provide his family with closure. Not Rated. 87 minutes, Gravitas Ventures. $3.95

★ 4700678 ULTIMATE OFFICER SURVIVAL: shows you how to develop the defensive and survival techniques plus cutting edge police special tactics. LOTI Group. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4635422 BIBLE HUNTERS: Bold Explorers Who Risked It All to Reveal the Secrets of the Writings. A group of intrepid explorers set out to discover the historical roots of the Bible and what they would find rock the foundations of Christianity. Join archaeologist and historian Dr. Jeff Rose as he follows the trail of those who unearthed ancient texts and forever changed how we see this most sacred volume. English SDH. 90 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95


★ 4700651 SPECIAL OPERATIONS POLICE TACTICS. Designed to educate teams about proper procedures and advanced techniques, with battle tested principles plus cutting edge police special operations tactics. LOTI Group. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 4663594 BECOMING EVIL: Cult of Personality. This ten-part series explores several noteworthy murderers, serial killers, and cult leaders, and what in their upbringing can warn humanity about what can turn a man into a monster. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3987113 PIZZA: A Love Story. Marinara sauces run red through the streets of New Haven in this surprising,.delectable documentary which profiles three pizza restaurants—Pepe’s, Sally’s & Morelli’s—standing as the cornerstone of the town’s Italian-American heritage and connoisseurs of the tastiest incarnations of America’s favorite comfort food. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4689976 MEXICO: Experience Mexico Like Never Before. Using text from Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes and ancient Aztec and Mayan poetry, this documentary leads viewers on a visual journey through this country’s rich and varied past and present. A vivid and insightful portrait of the Mexican people and their culture. 42 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4716927 MYSTIC INDIA. For millennia, many have left their homes and set off across the spiritual land of India in search of its secrets to share the meaning of life that would elevate the rest of humanity. If you had the opportunity to witness the true story of an eleven year old child yogi, Neelkanth, who left his home on June 29, 1792, on a journey of awakening, 45 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentary</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5964318 HELLO BELOW.</strong> Widescreen. Charts some of the most dramatic and influential submarine patrols of WWII, told from the perspectives of the naval mastermind who plotted the strategies and the tenacious commanders who carried them out. Follow the ongoing challenges the U-boat and Allies faced to keep the limits of their vessels. English SDH. 5 hrs. 27 mins. $29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4652525 3D SUN.</strong> Widescreen. This documentary gives audiences a chance to see the exquisite Sun in ways never possible before. Media Circle and witness the most brilliant auroras on Earth, take a ride on a solar blast from the Sun’s surface to Earth’s magnetosphere and come to understand this vast system that means life on Earth. 23 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4715995 MARGARET ATWOOD: A Word After a Word After a Word Is Power.</strong> The film charts Atwood’s early days in the Canadian wilderness and as a shining star of the Canadian lit scene. Atwood’s novels are explored, including her latest, The Testaments, the highly anticipated sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Stories are shared by family, friends, colleagues and the author herself. 93 minutes. WhiteFire. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4703103 MYSTERY OF THE NILE.</strong> Widescreen. On Christmas Day 2013, Pascale Scaruturo and a team of explorers set out on an epic quest to become the first to complete a full descent of the world’s greatest river, the Blue Nile and the Nile, from source to sea. On April 28, Pascale and his expedition partner, Gordon Brown, reached the mouth of the Nile, becoming the first on history. CC. 48 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4653608 BECOMING EVIL: Rampage.</strong> This ten-part series explores the motives and events leading up to the most horrifying rage-murder cases in recent history. Profiles include Timothy McVeigh, Jack Gilbert Graham, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, Timothy McVeigh, Jack Gilbert Graham, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, Seung-Hui Cho, and many more. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3900304 RUDYARD KIPLING: A Secret Life.</strong> Many people know of the death of Rudyard Kipling’s son but few know of the earlier death of his much loved daughter. This film reveals the secrets of these deaths, creating an evocation of a man who had remarkable gifts—and had to bear great personal tragedy. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4701029 MYSTERIES OF CHINA.</strong> Widescreen. This film captures one of the most archaeological events in modern times by telling the story of ancient China, the First Emperor, and the literal foundation of the China we know today, using beautiful aerial photography and cutting-edge time-lapse techniques. 39 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3984865 GREAT MYSTERIES OF THE SPHINX.</strong> Great mysteries of the Sphinx takes a look into the mysteries of one of the oldest monuments on Earth. 72 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9945731 QUAKERS: That of God in Everyone.</strong> Led by what they refer to as their “inner light,” Quakers participated in many of the most transformative moments of society during the last four centuries. This documentary will introduce you to the dramatic untold stories of those who helped change the course of American history by seeing that of God in everyone. CC. 68 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4703146 VIKINGS: Journey to New Worlds.</strong> Widescreen. They came from the North, and soon the legend would say that they didn’t know fear–for hundreds of years they were another name for “terror.” They were warriors, slavers, traders, and explorers—but above all, loyal family members and skilled craftsmen. This is the Vikings’ story. CC. 40 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4701111 RIDE AROUND THE WORLD.</strong> Widescreen. Dreamscape presents a treasure that has helped shape Western civilization for a thousand years. Horses have always been an integral part of our history and culture. Their presence on screen begins with the design of the Colosseum, revealing how they became our companions. Experience Morocco, Spain, Mexico, Argentina, Patagonia, Texas and Canada as you ride with exotic peoples. CC. 39 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9345529 GREECE: Secrets of the Past.</strong> Widescreen. Take a deep dive into ancient Greece in this documentary that makes accessible place of democracy—alive through an exciting archaeological adventure! Follow along and witness the Parthenon brought back to its original glory through amazing leading-edge computer generated images. 46 minutes. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>987043 COWBOY &amp; PREACHER.</strong> Widescreen. Join Christian pastor, cowboy and environmentalist Tri Robinson on a journey to discuss how they have abdicated their duty to God’s stewards of this earth to the progressive left. Far from being contradictory, Tri shows how the environment is intrinsically linked to God. See how this Christian cowboy is taking responsibility for Evangelical his faith. 92 minutes. Capital Christian Music. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4759676 SEE WHAT I’M SAYING.</strong> Focuses on four noted performers–actor Robert DeMayo, singer T.L. Forsberg, drummer Bob Hilleman, and comic C.J. Jones—over the course of one year as they endeavor to cross over into mainstream culture. Together, their fascinating and interwining stories showcase the talent and the universal human appeal of their craft. Widescreen. 47 minutes. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9358892 10 MOST EVIL SERIAL KILLERS.</strong> This horrifying expose explores ten serial killers, including cannibal Mark Jeffries; the bizarre case of Romansanta, the man many believed was a werewolf; English prostitute Sarah Thew; and killer her own family members; the infamous Jack the Ripper; and more. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9358892 10 MOST EVIL SERIAL KILLERS.</strong> This horrifying expose explores ten serial killers, including cannibal Mark Jeffries; the bizarre case of Romansanta, the man many believed was a werewolf; English prostitute Sarah Thew; and killer her own family members; the infamous Jack the Ripper; and more. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4707188 BORN TO BE.</strong> Widescreen. Whatever your faith, this feature-length documentary takes an intimate look at how one doctor’s work impacts the lives of his patients as well as how his journey from renowned plastic surgeon to pioneering gender-affirming surgeon has led to his own transformation. English SDH. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4576319 TARGET: St. Louis/TARGET: Philadelphia.</strong> Fullscreen. These two films investigate how African-Americans in low income neighborhoods are unwitting subjects of testing by the U.S. government, and the rise of police militarization within the contexts of Black nationalism. 123 minutes. Indiepix. Pub. at $34.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4707122 ASSASSINS.</strong> Widescreen. The audacious murder of Kim Jong-un’s brother in 2017 sparked a worldwide media frenzy. At the center of the investigation are two young women who are either cold-blooded killers or unknowingly drawn into a political assassination. This film goes beyond the headlines to question every angle of this case. CC. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4707214 THE CHANGING TIMES OF IKE WHITE.</strong> Widescreen. With never before seen archival footage, this film charts Ike White’s journey from prison to hero. A former inmate and frequent victim of himself as a perpetrator for hire called David Maestro. English SDH. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3757544 DOODS.</strong> Evolutionary biologist and filmmaker Dr. Randy Olson rides along with jargon—impaired scientists and using common language to engage in the comic theatrics that erupt wherever science and religion clash over the origins of life. This enlightened, fun film is a must—see for anyone who cares about the issues of our time. 85 minutes. Docurama.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**
**Documentaries**

3932664 A CAM LIFE. widescreen. Pulls back the curtain and delves further into the webcam business, as this other documentary has done before. Filmmakers Billy Sorrentino and Any Weiss give you full access to the industry's top studio owners, cam sites and cam houses, tracing their financial success from edge, Colombia, Romania and all over the U.S. Not Rated. CC: 78 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3974065 SPEAKING FREELY, VOLUME 3: Ray McGovern on the Corruption of U.S. Intelligence. McCann's lack of integrity exhibited by members of the intelligence community and U.S. government, Ray McGovern—a CIA analyst for 27 years—created WPS. (Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity) dedicated to exposing the mishandling of important intelligence, with regard to the war on Iraq. 52 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3979018 AN ORDINARY HERO. widescreen. By the time John Mannix was 19 years old, growing up in the South, she had already participated in over three dozen sit-ins and protests when she was put on death row in Mississippi's notorious Parchman Penitentiary after joining the Freedom Rides. But that was just the beginning of an incredible true story that has captivated millions. CC: 82 minutes. Bridgestone. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3948749 TUPAC UNCENSORED & UNCURTAIN THE FIRST PRISON TAPES. Uncovering and never before seen interview at the Clinton Correctional Facility, this film presents a raw look into Tupac's world, as the rapper riffs on topics ranging from his involvement with gang life to dreams of America. 44 minutes. Flatiron. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

3848140 A WALK THROUGH THE BRONX. With unbridled enthusiasm and extensive knowledge of their subject matter, David Hartman and historian Barry Lewis take a walk through the Bronx's various grassroots efforts, the borough's residents have reclaimed their home, cleaning up the Bronx River, creating community gardens, preserving old buildings neighborhoods. 90 minutes, Thirteen. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

3914828 MUSTANG: The First 50 Years. Covers the fascinating 50 year history of the Mustang, from its conception in the early 1960s to the introduction of the 2015 Mustang GT. The story of the eyes of collectors, enthusiasts, journalists and former Ford employees including Mustang designer Gale Haldeman. 75 minutes. TM Books & Video. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

4657314 ELSTREE 1976. Get a look behind the masks and beneath the helmets of the North American and British actors who starred the galaxy in the original Star Wars. Few of them understood what the film even was, let alone the global impact it would go on to have—a unique and fascinating perspective for fans of this iconic film. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

375772 NOAM CHOMSKY ON THE WORLD: The Chomsky Sessions. One of the most respected intellectuals of the 20th century, Chomsky has been a linguist, philosopher, and political activist. Undoubtedly, though he is best known as the quintessential American dissident, he is also known as the critical thinking of a man who has spent his life trying to educate, empower and ultimately, to liberate. 70 minutes. Docurama. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

3973921 DEFEATING THE ELEPHANT. Features George Lakoff, a professor of cognitive linguistics at the University of California, Berkeley, who dissects the conservative dialogue and provides explanations and examples on how they have subtly but successfully molded our ideas and their language. An invaluable learning tool for anyone who wants to learn how to recognize the real meaning behind framed messaging. 124 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3948412 A BOND UNBROKEN. widescreen. In the deadly jungles of Vietnam, the Navy SEALs forge a friendship with their Vietnamese combat interpreter, who fought as a member of the SEAL platoons and helped keep them alive. This film captures these five-year says in the making. 65 minutes, Cinedigm. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3739694 O.J.: Made in America. It is the defining cultural tale of modern America—a saga of race, celebrity, media, violence, and the criminal justice system. And two decades after its unforgettable climax, it continues to fascinate, polarize, and even, yes, develop new chapters. From award-winning director Ezra Edelman. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Also includes Blu-ray version. ESPN. Pub. at $39.98 **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

3932672 A CENTURY OF WAR. widescreen. Featuring interviews with John Perkins, Nomi Prins, Catherine Austin Fitts, and many more, Sean Stone presents a story of America's expansion abroad through military interventions, at the Navy SEAL's frog's residence. CC: 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3919382 SCARY STORIES. widescreen. Explore the history of one of the most controversial works of modern children's literature, telling the terrifying classic, Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, which scared a generation of young readers and became one of most banned books of all time. The truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

2953277 AMERICAN METAL: Classic Car Commercials. Presents an incredible collection of commercials from the 1950s and 1960s featuring Chevy, Ford, and Chrysler models, reflecting the culture's style, technology, economic health, fears and desires. In B&W and Color. 60 minutes. More Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98 **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

3961680 JACK SMITH AND THE DESTRUCTION OF ATLANTIS. widescreen. Jack Smith is hailed as the visionary man that takes us to the heart of the zeitgeist of popular culture. 89 minutes. Libera Studio. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3968579 THE LOOK OF SILENCE. widescreen. Through Joshua Oppenheimer's powerful footage of perpetrators of the 1965 Indonesian genocide, a family of survivors discovers how their son was murdered, as well as the identities of the killers. This unprecedented film integrates and bears witness to the collapse of fifty years of silence. In Indonesian/Javanese with English subtitles. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

3882438 ART & COPY. widescreen. Director Doug Pray reveals the work and advertising and brings to light the profound truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

3882282 SCARED SACRED. Award-winning filmmaker Velcrow Ripper sets out on a unique pilgrimage. Visiting the “Ground Zeros” of the global recession, he is possible to find hope in the darkest moments of human history. His travels include the minefields of Cambodia, war torn Afghanistan, Bosnia, Hiroshima, Palestine and many others. 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

3974110 WAR & TRUTH. Chronicles the history of embedded journalists from WWII to today. When the U.S. went to war with Iraq, more than two thousand journalists charged across the Iraqi desert, covering the war and sending the story home. This film details the courage and frustrations of journalists who risk their lives on the front lines. 74 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
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**UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

- **3891448** THE UFO CONCLUSION. Wide. What is the alien agenda? Why and how government leaders across the globe gave up to allow the UFO phenomenon to proceed and what otherworldly creatures exist? Dive into the truth behind this massive cover-up with some of the world’s leading authorities on extraterrestrial activity, supported by numerous eyewitness accounts. 47 minutes. Vision Films. $5.95

- **4574847** A FALSE REALITY. From the very moment we are born, the powers and institutions of the planet own us. From television, to music, to politics, even our religion. Are we living a true or a false reality? Get ready to delve straight into the unmentioned world. A world where little only shines where it wants to and where things may or may not be what you think. 60 minutes. Ruthless. Widescreen. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

- **4570381** ALIEN GODS. The film provides evidence of mankind’s legacy that differs from the doctrine we’ve been told for millennia and that the truth is stranger than fiction. Our pantheon of gods may themselves have been descendants from alien beings and it’s clear now that our history goes back thousands of years more than previously thought. 70 minutes. Widescreen. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE CUT to $14.95

- **3880798** UFO’S OVER AMERICA. This comprehensive two-DVD set features several top UFO researchers and UFO phenomenon revealing information about the alien agenda that the masses were never to know. Revealed in this collection is suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in recent history. Five hours. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

- **3891402** E.T. CONTACT: They Are Here. Wide. This stunning film documents the jaw-dropping stories of unrelated individuals from around the world who share similar accounts of extraterrestrial and otherworldly encounters. Through a series of true stories and actual extraterrestrial experiments on human DNA, viewers will find themselves pondering the nature of their own reality and the true origin of the human species. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vision Films. $7.95

- **3891458** A FALSE REALITY. From the very moment we are born, the powers and institutions of the planet own us. From television, to music, to politics, even our religion. Are we living a true or a false reality? Get ready to delve straight into the unmentioned world. A world where little only shines where it wants to and where things may or may not be what you think. 60 minutes. Ruthless. Widescreen. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**Featured Titles**

- **3880975** ANYBODY LISTENING? Wide. What is the alien agenda? Why and how government leaders across the globe gave up to allow the UFO phenomenon to proceed and what otherworldly creatures exist? Dive into the truth behind this massive cover-up with some of the world’s leading authorities on extraterrestrial activity, supported by numerous eyewitness accounts. 47 minutes. Vision Films. $5.95

- **3881183** ALIEN GODS. The film provides evidence of mankind’s legacy that differs from the doctrine we’ve been told for millennia and that the truth is stranger than fiction. Our pantheon of gods may themselves have been descendants from alien beings and it’s clear now that our history goes back thousands of years more than previously thought. 70 minutes. Widescreen. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE CUT to $14.95

- **3891402** E.T. CONTACT: They Are Here. Wide. This stunning film documents the jaw-dropping stories of unrelated individuals from around the world who share similar accounts of extraterrestrial and otherworldly encounters. Through a series of true stories and actual extraterrestrial experiments on human DNA, viewers will find themselves pondering the nature of their own reality and the true origin of the human species. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vision Films. $7.95

- **3891448** THE UFO CONCLUSION. Wide. What is the alien agenda? Why and how government leaders across the globe gave up to allow the UFO phenomenon to proceed and what otherworldly creatures exist? Dive into the truth behind this massive cover-up with some of the world’s leading authorities on extraterrestrial activity, supported by numerous eyewitness accounts. 47 minutes. Vision Films. $5.95

- **3880798** UFO’S OVER AMERICA. This comprehensive two-DVD set features several top UFO researchers and UFO phenomenon revealing information about the alien agenda that the masses were never to know. Revealed in this collection is suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in recent history. Five hours. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

- **3891402** E.T. CONTACT: They Are Here. Wide. This stunning film documents the jaw-dropping stories of unrelated individuals from around the world who share similar accounts of extraterrestrial and otherworldly encounters. Through a series of true stories and actual extraterrestrial experiments on human DNA, viewers will find themselves pondering the nature of their own reality and the true origin of the human species. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vision Films. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries

**473692 ALIEN AGENDA PLANET EARTH: Rulers of Time and Space.** In this definitive documentation of the alien presence on Earth you will see amazing UFO photos and footage as well as hear firsthand contactees, experiencers, and abductees as they share their amazing and riveting testimony that lead to only one conclusion—we are not alone. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**2910126 THE DA VINCI CODE EXPOSED: What They Don’t Want You to Know.** Finally, you can see for yourself the truth about the bloodline of Jesus Christ and Christianity has been suppressed by the ruling powers because it would be a major blow to the institution around the world that has long been bunkerized by The Da Vinci Code. This program will overwhelm you with new insights. Over 4 Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3932176 TESLA: Born in Light.** This remarkable man, Nicola Tesla, who claimed to have communicated with alien intelligence, was ultimately prevented from pursuing his greatest inventions by a ruling elite who feared his sinister knowledge of mass control systems that our current political and corporate masters will not relinquish easily. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3999957 ANGEL, ALIEN AND UFO ENCOUNTERS FROM ANOTHER DIMENSION.** The deep recesses of our intangible universe are explored in striking and unforgettable video evidence of extraterrestrial sightings and actual visual proof changed the lives and perceptions of those who filed it and will certainly do the same for you. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4712269 EMPIRE: Rise & Fall.** From Babylonia to Rome, the greatest empires in the world once thought unanswerable had one thing in common—their demise. This well-researched work will show what can be learned from history and how we can change as a collective, or be doomed to repeat the cycle again and again. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4670388 ALIENS AND UFOs: Legend of Planet X.** Astronomers have been searching the cosmos for a large unknown body to explain how a huge force seems to be at the root of the planets and probes we send to space. See the latest evidence in the search for Planet X, with new data about our binary solar system having two suns and moons. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**2874431 TOP 20 MINDBLOWNING UFO CASES.** Explore suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents, learn about the deception and cover-up of the UFO phenomenon. Everything you’ve been told about aliens and UFOs is a lie. Learn the facts they don’t want you to know. Over 3 hours. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**3880745 A RACE OF GIANTS: Our Forbidden History.** Legends throughout the world testify that giants once walked the Earth. This fact is confirmed in accounts of such discoveries, including over 1,500 newspaper reports. Explore the history, the mounting evidence, and the theories about this amazing chapter in our forbidden history. 65 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**467040X ANCIENT WORLD ALIENS.** Aliens may have been on Earth since the dawn of time and the truth about their visitations over the eons is far more profound than we realize. This is the true story of the aliens in the ancient world. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**4674839 ALIEN DOMINION: Majestic 12.** An anonymous package with no return address reveals the most mind-blowing contents about true alien encounters systematically covered up by the government. If true, it would be the greatest revelation in the history of the world. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4674820 ALIEN CHRONICLES: Top UFO Encounters.** Aliens and UFOs are more real than ever before. Thousands of sightings by highly credible witnesses worldwide cannot be denied. The Big question is not whether the aliens are here among us, but why is the government and military still denying the fact that we are not alone? Included here are the sightings that defy description. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4670396 ALIENS IN LA.** Los Angeles has had the most alien and UFO sightings in the entire world. This is a unique documentary that takes an unparalleled look at the famous encounters over the years with shocking, previously unseen eyewitness interviews, evidence and re-enactments. 75 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4712242 BIBLE CONSPIRIS 2.** The Holy Bible is the most popular book of all time. It has been debated and fought over for centuries. The truth about Jesus and Mary and the shocking origins of the human race are revealed in the Bible’s secret codes. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4998201 ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS.** Search for humanities hidden ancestors, ancient sky gods, that took place thousands of years ago. The stones, carved for ages now revealed, and unexplained depictions in ancient manuscripts. 62 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4670469 PROJECT BLUE BOOK EXPOSED.** Project Blue Book was the catalyst to modern day UFO cover-up that still exists today. It appears nothing has changed. This riveting program exposes the truths behind its great hidden agenda that has had the most alien and UFO sightings in history. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4883499 ATLANTIS: The Lost World.** From great sea power of ancient times to idealistic utopia, from Nazi propaganda fad to home of the ancient aliens, the lost city of Atlantis has fascinated and inspired mankind since the time of Plato. This program examines the city’s mystery in a captivating underwater exploration. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3880755 A SECRET HISTORY: The Making of America.** Is America truly the Is America truly the home of the free and the home of the brave? This eye-opening documentary uncovers the true history of the United States, exposing the occult origins of its signs and symbols, and revealing how Freemasons and Illuminati secret societies are responsible for this. 65 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3880753 A SECRET HISTORY: Masters of Deception.** Reveals insights into the UFO enigma and the alien presence on Earth and explores the role of global organizations and projects and the movement and how it influences the cover-up of the UFO phenomenon today. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3882330 ALIEN CONTACT.** Actual UFO encounters between Alien spacecraft and military pilots could be declassified by government and military officials as a possible means of preparing the public for impending disclosure of the ET presence on Earth. This is your inescapable curiosity about these visitors in this fascinating documentary. 75 minutes. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3880558 ALIEN CONTACT.** The Pilots’ Encounter. Calvin Parker and Charles Hickson were abducted by aliens in 1973. New eyewitness have emerged to tell the story of their encounter on that October night in Pascagoula, Mississippi. This is the alien abduction case that will change your mind about the alien presence on Earth. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**3959814 ALIEN ENCOUNTERS IN AMERICA.** Americans are becoming more and more aware of strange happenings related to the UFO phenomenon. From the late 40’s to today, hear fascinating accounts of very real and often terrifying events with aliens and UFOs right here in America. 150 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**2910179 UFO CHRONICLES: Pilot Encounters and Underground Bases.** An unprecedented and uncensored film featuring the top authorities on the UFO evidence. National and government officials, military officials, medical experts, scientists and more reveal in never before seen interviews the ramifications of the alien presence on planet Earth. 75 minutes. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**2874432 SECRETS OF THE FREEMASONS: Inside the Sacred Order.** Exposes the revered sect called the Freemasons, right into their origins, their evolution, and the reality of Freemasons in our modern world. Gain insights into their mysterious and fascinating craft with a plethora of extensive research and insider knowledge. Over 3 hours. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

**3932117 ANCIENT ALIENS AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER 2.** Recent documentation reveals that an advanced race of nonhuman beings did indeed come to Earth in our ancient past, but the most shocking realization is that we are not alone. It is time to understand ourselves and may have a sinister agenda beyond our wildest imaginations. 61 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**3859996 ABducted by ALIENS: UFO Encounters of the 4th Kind.** For centuries, individuals have been attacked with their will by alien entities, many of them subjected to complex physical and psychological procedures. Their tragic tales and evidence of what if our own government is aware of abductions and are powerless to prevent it? Such questions are gripping program. 60 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**3882357 ANCIENT WORLD EXPOSED.** From ancient Greece, to the remote Pacific Ocean, from holy relics, to Neolithic monuments, much of what is known, what has been written, is now found to be in legend and myth. This film will unravel the secrets of ancient stone circles and much more. 67 minutes, Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**3893553 UFO CHRONICLES: Masters of Deception.** Reveals insights into the UFO enigma and the alien presence on Earth and explores the role of global organizations and projects and the movement and how it influences the cover-up of the UFO phenomenon today. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99**

**Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99**
American History

3715728 THE 40S: The Decade You Were Born. Discover what life was really like in the 1940s, from the price of gas to the minimum wage to the U.S. population. This chronicle provides a fun and fascinating look at pop culture highlights of the era. Includes the complete feature film Till the Clouds Roll By with Judy Garland, and a complete TV episode of The Lone Ranger starring Clayton Moore. In Color and B&W. Over four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

4660560 FLASHBACK: Events That Shaped America. This premium collection pays tribute to the men and women who shaped the course of American history. Takes a journey back through time with the film Flashback: 50 Events That Shaped America, charting milestones both glorious and tragic. The excitement continues with a 28-page book highlighting the event, plus a commemorative poster and memorabilia postcards. In Color and B&W. 100 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.99

4669399 GUNSLINGERS: Season 1. Widescreen. The Wild West legend on this series, mixing historical authenticity with the captivating appeal of cinematic storytelling. Wrangled together are the stories of all your favorite real-life legends from the O.K. Corral—Billy the Kid, Jesse James, Wild Bill and other history-making heroes and villains. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

384109X CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy. Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shocked the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words informed Oliver Stone's hit film JFK takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy's untimely death with never before seen photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more, irrefutably disproving the lone assassin hypothesis. 75 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

3848078 MI PUERTO RICO. A personal journey through Puerto Rico's rich history by the film's writer, revealing the remarkable stories of its revolutionaries and abolitionists, poets and politicians, whose struggle for national identity unfolded within the dramatic history of relations between Puerto Rico and the U.S. Maray. 2.95

3911899 THE BABY BOOM YEARS, 1960. Presents a definitive collection of music, news, fashion, fads, and kitsh from the year 1960. Includes musical, sporting and cultural moments such as the Beatles debut in Hamburg, Germany, Bill Mazerossi becoming the first person to end a World Series with a home run, and the short bouffant hairdos. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

4715709 BLACK GOLD RUSH. Widescreen. Painting an epic and compassionate picture, this film plunges viewers into the heart of the North Dakota oil rush and follows the lives of the people who came from all over the United States. They are mere tourists, just here to pay off their debts and earn enough money to return home. 52 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4664582 HURRICANE ON THE BAYOU. Widescreen. This beautiful documentary takes viewers on a breathtaking tour of one of the most vibrant places in America: the Louisiana bayou and the city of New Orleans. 42 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT TO $13.95

3761177 MARCH TO FREEDOM. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $25.99

4667356 THE HISTORY OF THE OLD WEST. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95

4706558 MY LIFE WITH ROSIE. Widescreen. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95

3819507 BIG FOOT GIRL. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99


8251483 100 YEARS OF KINORAMA. Widescreen. The first documentary to capture the lives of the British Royal Princes: Phillip, Charles, William, Harry and the young Prince George, who have served and supported Queen Elizabeth II as she reigned side by side with her husband. 153 minutes, Widescreen. LRJ Entertainment. Price Cut to $9.95

3891445 PRINCES OF THE PALACE. Widescreen. The first documentary to capture the lives of the British Royal Princes: Phillip, Charles, William, Harry and the young Prince George, who have served and supported Queen Elizabeth II as she reigned side by side with her husband. 153 minutes, Widescreen. LRJ Entertainment. Price Cut to $9.95

4707138 VAN GOGH: Brush with Genius. Widescreen. Told from the perspectives of three main characters, this film follows in the artist's footsteps, traveling from the Netherlands to Auvres sur Dis and passing through Arles, Saint-Remy, and Paris. From the dazzling yellow of the artist's famous Sunflowers to the deep blue of his famous night sky, audiences will rediscover the source of some of the most important works in art history. CC. 39 minutes. DreamscapeMedia. Pub. at $19.99


4696478 MAKE THE DREAM. Learn about Hakeem Olajuwon’s unique journey to the NBA, from his first exposure to basketball in Nigeria, all the way to America where he has turned virtual anonymity into the University of Houston at age 18. This film offers fans the opportunity to get an intimate look at the life of one of the NBA’s most fascinating superstars and his unreal rise to stardom. 49 minutes. WideScreen. PRICE CUT to $5.95

3862798 JFK: A New World Order. Widescreen. Fifty years after his death, President John F. Kennedy's life and legacy continues to capture the hearts and minds of an entire nation. Insightful and concise, this eight-part documentary series covers the life of JFK, from his perilous birth to his dramatic story at the Cuban Missile Crisis. Color and B&W. Over six hours. Mill Creek. $4.95

3797457 LEGEND OF BRUCE LEE: Volume One. Widescreen. Young Bruce Lee (Danny Chan) has no interest in studying martial arts. After losing astreet fight, he resolves to master kung fu under the tutelage of Master Ye Wen (Chenghui Yu). An extraordinary performance at the national kung fu championship launches Bruce, his film career, and his kung fu school on a path to fame. Includes 10 episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Well Go USA. $5.95

3945448 DAVE EVANS: Beyond the Happy Trails. John Evans who grew up in the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s, Roy Rogers and Dale Evans were an every Saturday afternoon attraction on the movie screen or television. This documentary includes interviews with family and friends who celebrate the life of this incredible couple and their influence on American culture. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. Shout! $17.95

4713222 KINGDOM OF BRUNEL. His architectural projects would serve as testament to the ingenuity of mankind and would stamp his legacy upon the landscape. But his legacy endures in more than his construction and inventions. Here is the life and times of Isambard Kingdom Brunel. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

470299 HARRY CHAPIN: When in Doubt, Do Something. Widescreen. The inspiring story of Grammy Award-winning singer/songwriter Harry Chapin. Chapin sold over 16 million albums and was one of his generation's most beloved artists and activists who spent his fortune and fame to end world hunger before his tragic passing. English SDH. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4707443 JIMMY CARTER: Rock & Roll President. Widescreen. Jimmy Carter became the longest serving US president to have not ascended to the White House from any other branch of government. He rose from humble beginnings in Plains, Georgia to the White House, and his story is one of the most fascinating supers, and his unusual rise to stardom. 59 minutes. Widescreen. PRICE CUT to $9.95

398559X QUEEN ELIZABETH II: End of a Reign. Ever wonder what it would be like to be royalty? One of the longest reigning members of the royal family is given the chance to end her life as she nears the end of her period of reign. 60 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3913854 WHAT SHE SAID: The Art of Pauline Ka. This film, directed by Bob Garver wanted to take the excitement he felt while reading The New Yorker film critic Pauline Kael’s work and bring her alive on screen. The story is told largely through Kael’s own words, which are collected from interviews, private letters, and published writings. Sarah Jessica Parker voices Kael. 88 minutes, Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $17.95

4703001 MEANIAN: The Story of Chris Holmes. The story of an iconic guitar player who has lived a life of extreme highs and lows. After losing the publishing rights to his own personal story and succumbing dangerous addictions, the legendary W.A.S.P guitarist is shown starting over from scratch while living in Cannes, France as he puts together a brand new musical. English SDH. 80 minutes, Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3891445 PRINCES OF THE PALACE. Widescreen. The first documentary to capture the lives of the British Royal Princes: Phillip, Charles, William, Harry and the young Prince George, who have served and supported Queen Elizabeth II as she reigned side by side with her husband. 153 minutes, Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3948781 WILLIAM KUNSTLER: Disturbing the Universe. Filmmakers Emily Kunstler and Sarah Kunstler explore the life and legal battles of radical civil rights lawyer. In the 1960s and ’70s, William Kunstler fought for civil rights with Martin Luther King Jr. and represented the famous Chicago 8 Theatricals who protested the Vietnam War. In Color and B&W. 86 minutes. New Video. $9.95

2904764 THE GREATS. Fullscreen. This incredible flash-biography collection covers the entire spectrum of entertainment. It’s a who’s who of the music business from the likes of John F. Kennedy, Babe Ruth, Princess Diana, Nelson Mandela, Elizabeth Taylor and many more, includes 25 inspirational quote cards. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $7.95
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**Biography**

394865X OBSCENE: A Portrait of Barney Rossel & Grove Press. The definitive film biography of Barney Rossel, the influential publisher of Grove Press and the Evergreen Review. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes. New Video. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

★399257 GEORGE W. BUSH: American Experience. Widescreen. A two-part look at the life and presidency of George W. Bush, from his nomination to the presidency through the contested election of 2000, when a Supreme Court ruling resulted in his becoming the 43rd President. English and Spanish. Four hours. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

379749X ELVIS PRESLEY: The Searcher. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **$12.95**

★3653012 CLINT EWASTOOD: The Man Behind the Gaze of Steel. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $17.95 **$13.95**

---

**Sports**

4677876 WASHINGTON REDSKINS: Super Bowl Champions. Relive the most memorable moments from Washington’s three Super Bowl victories: their fourth quarter heroics against the Dolphins in Super Bowl XVII; Doug Williams’ record-tying four touchdown passes in Super Bowl XXVI; and the Redskins’ victory in Super Bowl XXVII over the Bills. Over three Vivendi Entertainment. **$5.95**

LIMITED QUANTITY 4741714 EDGE: A Decade of Decadence. Love him or hate him, you cannot deny the impact EDGE has had on WWE. He is responsible for some of the most infamous moments in sports entertainment history. Utilizing his incredible athleticism and ferocious determination, he has risen through the ranks. This set is packed with more than two dozen Edge moments. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. **$5.95**

3757864 NFL GREATEST GAMES: 1987 AFC Championship. Fullscreen. One year after John Elway and the Denver Broncos shocked the Cleveland Browns with “the drive,” here is the classic AFC Championship game, Cleveland and Denver cooked up another thriller. Now, the original network broadcast is yours to own. Relive this one of a kind performance and trust for any Broncos fan! **$4.95**

4877498 PACERS GREATEST GAMES, VOLUME ONE. Go back in time with all your favorite Pacers—relive Reggie Miller’s phenomenal 25-point fourth quarter against the Knicks in ’94, the amazing eight points in 8.9 seconds against the Knicks in 1995; the classic 1996 playoff battle with Chicago; and the Pacers’ first-ever Eastern Conference championship victory. All four their entirety. Over 7 hours on 4 DVDs. **$7.95**

4680005 A FOOTBALL LIFE. Walter Payton: Widescreen. Relive Walter Payton’s storied career with thrilling footage, interviews with teammates and family, as well as reflections from the NFL stars of today who describe Payton’s impact on their careers. 66 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. **$4.95**

2969416 THE CHICAGO BEARS: A Tradition of Defense. The Emmy Award-winning story of NFL Films’ greatest defensive players in Chicago Bears history, from “Galloping Ghost” Red Grange and Hall of Famer Doug Atkins, to Dick Butkus and Mike Singletary. With fascinating insights into the greatest plays, it also uncovers the all-time starting 11 Bears defensive leaders. 150 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$7.95**

3892937 RICKY THE DRAGON STEAMBOAT: The Life Story of the Dragon. Ricky Steamboat is one of the most legendary performers in the history of sports entertainment. This three-DVD set has a biographical documentary feature on Steamboat’s life, packed with brand new interviews from the Dragon, as well as Arn Anderson, Dean Malenko, Edge, Christian, and more. Also includes a dozen of the biggest matches of his career. Nine hours. **$19.95**

394829X BOBBY “THE BRAIN” HEENAN. Bobby “The Brain” Heenan revolutionized sports entertainment with impression skills as a manager, a wrestler and as a color commentator. He is recognized as the greatest manager of all time. Now, for the first time fans can relive the Brain’s magnificent career. Six hours on 2 DVDs. **$9.95**

3998864 HISTORY OF THE SAN DIEGO CHARGERS. Fullscreen. Drawing upon dozens of interviews, sideline sound, players’ and coaches’ archives and vintage radio accounts, this complete history gives you a 50-year look at the Chargers as well as heartbreaks along with hours of bonus features highlighting the best players and games from the men in blue and gold. **$7.95**

4877467 NFL FILMS—LEGENDS OF AUTUMN, VOLUMES I–III. Fullscreen. Hosted by Steve Sabol, this three-volume set takes us through the history of NFL Films—from their launch as a small group called Blair Motion Pictures to becoming the present-day keepers of the Flame. It allows us to relive the moments and savors the history of the greatest filmmakers in sports. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. **$16.95**

3973913 CARD SUBJECT TO CHANGE. Takes you deep inside the world of professional wrestling. This compelling film follows several wrestlers as they make their way through the local VFW halls, high school gyms and Elks’ lodges grinding it out on the independent circuit where the payouts can range from $5 to $20 per match. 87 minutes. **$5.95**

3988959 PRO FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME: 85 Years of Greatness. Fullscreen. For the first time ever, experience an up close and personal look at the immortal stars of NFL history. In this landmark set, discover the players, coaches and owners as they share first-hand accounts of the most glorious moments in the game. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. **$16.95**

3757560 A FOOTBALL LIFE: Season 1. Widescreen. NFL Films Showcase the lives and careers of NFL legends in the first season of this hit NFL Network series. Starting with part I and culled from thirty hours of rare master tapes—the mind of New England Patriots’ head coach Bill Belichick and continuing through with features on Kurt Warner, Walter Payton, Tom Landry, Al Davis, Mike Ditka and more. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $26.97 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

3916001 THE ULTIMATE WARRIOR YEARBOOK. Superstar Billy Graham Story. Superstar Billy Graham helped usher in a new era of sports entertainment, with his bodybuilder’s physique, colorful costumes and banter on the mike. Relive his Easter show at the Spectrum, spectacular fall-through-to Superstar’s 2004 induction into the World Wrestling Entertainment’s Hall of Fame. 90 minutes and an additional 90 minutes of extras. **$7.95**

3842982 THE HISTORY OF WWE: 50 Years of Sports Entertainment. With this documentary, trace the WWE’s full incredible journey, from smoke-filled arenas to sell-out stadiums, with the legendary Superstars and Legends who blazed the trail. Here you’ll find all the classic matches and moments from Bruno Sammartino to Hulk Hogan to Stone Cold Steve Austin to John Cena. Includes full bonus matches. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. **$17.95**

3891496 WRIGLEY FIELD: 1914-2014 Historic Moments. Built in 1914, Wrigley Field is the last of the “jewel box designed” ballparks left in the early part of the 20th century. It is now the only pro-ballpark with a hand turned scoreboard and ivy covered walls. Join Pat Hughes, the “voice” of the Cubs as he introduces you to Wrigley’s historic moments from the past 100 years that will be cherished by all Cubs fans! 75 minutes. Questar. **$5.95**

3785467 TWO MINUTES TO GLORY. Widescreen. With exclusive sideline sound and images inside some of the most miraculous comebacks and goal-line stands in NFL history. You’ll see the crowning glory of championship-winning drives, and meet the legends who’ve made the incredible seem commonplace. CC. 142 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. **$4.95**

398842X DENVER BRONCOS: Greatest Moments. Widescreen. Go back in time to the back Super Bowl championships and Terrell Davis’ unforgettable rushing season. With classic bonus features and award-winning NFL Films footage, this kind of sports entertainment fan will want to add this to their collection. CC. 89 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. **$5.95**

4877447 THE ESSENTIALS: 5 All-Time Great Games of the New York Knicks. Collect five complete games from the storied franchise. The decisive fifth game of the 1984 first round matchup with the Pistons; game seven of the 1994 Eastern Conference Finals versus the Pacers; the game that saved the franchise in 1999 battle with the Heat; game three against the Pacers in the 1999 Conference Finals; and an April 8, 2012 victory over the Bulls. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. **$14.95**

3999001 A FOOTBALL LIFE. Tom Landry/Jimmy Johnson. Widescreen. Watch as former Cowboys recount their time under Landry’s regime. Relive Johnson’s unique collaboration with owner Jerry Jones in his last NFL Bowl greatness. This film reveals the tremendous lives of two of the most brilliant, and sometimes misunderstood, men in football history. **$11.95**

★6938785 HOUSTON’S WRESTLING SPECTACULAR. Fullscreen. A compilation of the best of Paul Boesch’s Houston wrestling culled from thirty hours of rare master tapes from the archives of George Biddles, Dusty Rhodes, Jimmy Snuka, Johnny Valentine, Ken Patera, Nick Bockwinkel, and many others. Over four hours. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**
**Sports**

**389173** THE DICK CAVETT SHOW: Baseball’s Greatest Hits-Pitchers. In this six-episode collection, Cavett selects legendary pitchers from baseball’s Golden Age, including Satchel Paige, Dizzy Dean, Bob Feller, Whitey Ford, Danny McMillan, Vida Blue and Tommy John with special guests including Mickey Mantle, Monte Irvin, Salvador Dalí and Robert Altman. Nearly 5 hours on three DVDs. $21.95

**374034** BATISTA: The Animal Unleashed. In 2010, a wounded animal walked away from the WWE. Now, Batista is back to reclaim his status at the top of the food chain, whether you like it or not! In this revealing documentary, walk his path from recovery to redemption and discover the real Dave Bautista who’s spent over five hours of matches spanning Batista’s career. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. $7.95

**472854** BEST OF CONTINENTAL WRESTLING, VOL. 1. Collects 13 action-packed matches, including a cage match and Battle Royal. Wrestlers include Dutch Mantel, Brickhouse Brown, Ron Fuller, Jimmy Golden, Jerry Stubbs, Kevin Sullivan, and many more. 112 minutes. MVD Visual. $9.95

**398411** BREIT “HITMAN” HART: The Dungeon Collection. Features the greatest matches from Bret Hart, hand-picked by the Hit Man himself, and featured on rare matches from Bret’s personal Stampede Wrestling library, along with forgotten classics against legends like Andre the Giant, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Sting, and Ric Flair. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. $24.95

**380228** GREATEST SUPER BOWL MOMENTS I-XXL. Relive all the great moments that have made the Super Bowl an American obsession. Join NFL Films as you go from Joe Namath’s Jets, through the Chiefs’ dynasty, to the Steelers’ triumph. This is a must-see! Widescrreen. $19.95

**375783** TOP 100 NFL’S GREATEST PLAYERS. Widescrreen. Based on the polling of a blue-ribbon panel of league experts, the top 100 NFL legends of all time are counted down, until the greatest player in league history is finally revealed. Collects every episode from the exciting NFL Network series, plus a collectible 40-page booklet with player information and never before seen footage and outtakes. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $44.99

**465741** THE PRICE OF FAME. The story of professional wrestling legend ’The Million Dollar Man’ Ted DiBiase. In the 1980s sport entertainment was becoming what the world was watching on Saturdays. DiBiase knew that everybody has a price, but behind the scenes DiBiase was having a wrestling match with himself. $9.95

**465429** ERIC BISCHOFF: Sports Entertainment’s Most Controversial Figure. This explosive set includes Eric Bischoff’s top ten most controversial moments; JBL Show with guest Eric Bischoff; Raw December 5, 2005; the trial of Eric Bischoff; and more. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. $29.95

**299046** THE LOST TERRITORY: Continental Championship Wrestling. Collects nearly 15 hours of action with the likes of the Bullet, the Flame, Tommy Rich, Johnny Rich, the Armstrongs, the Fullers, Stevevedore and all the rest of the Nightmares, Adrian Street and many more! Over 60 matches, interviews, bonus footage and a special interview with Ron Fuller. Five DVDs. Donrock Films. $39.95

**390121** FRANKIE & JOHNNIE WERE LOVERS/THE MISS LAYEN GEDY. Widecreen. Rene Bond was one of the most popular sex-desiring starlets of the hardcore era. Presented here are two rare rarities from 1973: Frankie and Johhnie Were Lovers and The Mislayened. Also stars Ric Litte, Ann Ali, and Con Covent. Not Rated. 169 minutes. Adults only. Peekarama. $24.99

**395913** TOKYO CALIGULA. Widecreen. When Saori learns of her husband’s infidelity in an eye-opening way, she leaves him and catches up with her old school girlfriend, Shuran. Taken aback by Shuran’s sexually explicit life, Saori runs off, only to encounter several men that take advantage of her—for each satisfying their own specific desires. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 66 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. $19.95

**39337X** MAID IN SWEDEN. Fullscreen. Young Inga (Christina Lindberg), a country milk maid, longs for a better life. Full of dreams, she leaves for a weekend in the big city, Inga soon discovers her beauty and other assets get her into a bit of trouble. An erotic coming of age story. Rated R. 71 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. $19.95

**5785189** SEX IN THE COMICS. Take a visual journey through the history of X-rated cartoons in this live action oddly featuring Cyndee Summers, Rick Cassidy, Nina Faze, and many others. Then, check out the bonus Sexotrons, collecting over an hour of erotic animation from the 1920s through the 1970s. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vaccine Syndrome. $21.95

**395667** 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #42. Fullscreen. A new, continuing series of salacious 8mm shorts, re-mastered from original film prints. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like Strip Poker; Stud Service; Desirée’s Rub Down; Full Moon and more. $24.95

**276268** MARSHA THE EROTIC HOUSEWIFE/FOR SINGLE SWINGERS ONLY/Her Odd Tastes. Collects three singles, three odd tastes, from late-’60s and early-’70s erotica. Meet Marsha the Erotic Housewife, out to stick it to her cheating husband by taking up some sexcapades of her own — steam, include a hotel appointment with a fellow designer For Single Switchers Only, and get to know just how exotic Her Odd Tastes can truly get. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**668159** AMOROUS SISTERS. Widecreen. Sisters Penny and Julia are a duo of exotic temptresses. Under the guise of Miami Hilton, they attempt to seduce a married baseball player and make love in a hotel room. But their plans go awry when a night in paradise turns into a nightmare. $19.95

**651062** THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT, SWEET YOUNG FOKES. Widecreen. The beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars in an erotic double feature from 1963. In The Young Like It Hot, a small town help line uses their talent for steamy conversation. In Sweet Young Fokes, a college freshman spends the summer on a journey of sexual education lessons and enjoy putting their saucy teacher’s carnal knowledge to the test. $17.95

**827298** CALENDAR GIRLS. Widecreen. Swiss sexploitation film legend Erwin C. Dietrich returns once more to the world of photographic sex in his latest film. The Young Seducers feature the last girl standing at the end of a rigorous training regimen headed by the gorgeous— and tough—Coach Olga (Jamie Lynn)? Also stars Cindy Cupec, Brooke Fitzgerald, Melissa, Susan, Pamela, Holly Ferox, Mollie Green and Frankie Dashwood. 60 minutes. Adults only. Peach. $14.99

**390121** FRANKIE & JOHNNIE WERE LOVERS/THE MISS LAYEN GEDY. Widecreen. Rene Bond was one of the most popular sex-desiring starlets of the hardcore era. Presented here are two rare rarities from 1973: Frankie and Johhnie Were Lovers and The Mislayened. Also stars Ric Litte, Ann Ali, and Con Covent. Not Rated. 169 minutes. Adults only. Peekarama. $24.99

**884427** ROLLS ROYCE BABY. Widecreen. Lina Romay at her most sexually uninhibited stars as Lisa, a curvy nymphomaniac who provos the countryside by seducing a small town’s most popular girl-driver. Rolls Royce, picking up any man she can find and engaging in all manner of explicit sexual acts. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $17.95
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In an apartment complex in the exclusive Los Angeles community, Marina Del Rey, are the two young women who toil away, rising at dawn and sleeping in the evening, as well as the occasional afternoon nap. They are the owners of the complex, and their lives revolve around the apartment building and its residents. They are also the source of much frustration for their tenants, who are constantly complaining about the noise and the mess and the lack of attention to the building's needs.

The women are both in their late thirties, and they have been together for over ten years. They are both married to men who work long hours and often have to stay late at the office, and they rely on their female partners to take care of the children and the household. They are both accomplished lawyers, and they are both well-respected in their professional circles. But they are also both struggling to maintain their careers and their personal lives, and they are always on the lookout for new clients and new cases.

The apartment complex is located in a beautiful part of the city, with views of the ocean and the mountains. The women are both well-versed in the local real estate market, and they are always on the lookout for new opportunities to invest in the property. They are both active members of the community, and they are always looking for ways to give back to the people who live there.

The apartment complex is also home to a number of interesting and unusual tenants, who add to the complexity of their lives. There is the eccentric old man who collects antique china, and the young couple who are always fighting and breaking up, and the young artist who paints surrealistic murals on the walls of their apartment. There is also the retired professor who teaches a class in ancient art, and the schoolteacher who is always struggling to keep her students interested in their studies.

The women are both passionate about their work, and they are always looking for new ways to improve the lives of their clients. They are both well-known for their dedication and their persistence, and they are always willing to go the extra mile to get the job done. They are both loved by their colleagues and their clients, and they are both respected for their intelligence and their integrity.

The apartment complex is also home to a number of interesting and unusual tenants, who add to the complexity of their lives. There is the eccentric old man who collects antique china, and the young couple who are always fighting and breaking up, and the young artist who paints surrealistic murals on the walls of their apartment. There is also the retired professor who teaches a class in ancient art, and the schoolteacher who is always struggling to keep her students interested in their studies.

The women are both passionate about their work, and they are always looking for new ways to improve the lives of their clients. They are both well-known for their dedication and their persistence, and they are always willing to go the extra mile to get the job done. They are both loved by their colleagues and their clients, and they are both respected for their intelligence and their integrity.

The apartment complex is also home to a number of interesting and unusual tenants, who add to the complexity of their lives. There is the eccentric old man who collects antique china, and the young couple who are always fighting and breaking up, and the young artist who paints surrealistic murals on the walls of their apartment. There is also the retired professor who teaches a class in ancient art, and the schoolteacher who is always struggling to keep her students interested in their studies.

The women are both passionate about their work, and they are always looking for new ways to improve the lives of their clients. They are both well-known for their dedication and their persistence, and they are always willing to go the extra mile to get the job done. They are both loved by their colleagues and their clients, and they are both respected for their intelligence and their integrity.

The apartment complex is also home to a number of interesting and unusual tenants, who add to the complexity of their lives. There is the eccentric old man who collects antique china, and the young couple who are always fighting and breaking up, and the young artist who paints surrealistic murals on the walls of their apartment. There is also the retired professor who teaches a class in ancient art, and the schoolteacher who is always struggling to keep her students interested in their studies.
**Adult DVD**

- [682455] SEX SCHOOL: Dorms of Desire. Fullscreen. Your favorite sluty study buddies are back for another sexyl season. Bouncing up for the first time, the girls of CSU are on the brink of graduation, but first they impress their naughty professors. Not Rated. 69 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- [205936] CALENDAR GIRLS 2. Widescreen. Also known as The Bed Hostess and Hostess in Heat, this film stars the comely Karin Wihelms. A group of young women in a typically tauty tapestry of titillating vignettes, this tale held together by the tale of a sex-crazed window washer who regales a sleazy photographer with hot stories, the mogul will make into movies. 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- [6616003] DEEP ROOTS/STARLET NIGHTS. Widescreen. Director Lisa Barr takes us back to 1978 with a perky pair of porn classics. In Deep Roots, an American Indian journeys to the lust capital of Hollywood in Deep Roots (featuring Andy Warhol superstar Liz Renay). Starlet Nights is a sexy retelling of Snow White starring Leslie Bovee. 157 minutes. Adults only. $14.95

- [395963] 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #28. Fullscreen. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like Two on a Big Stick; Fab Foursome; Not Like Love and more. Stars the adult film stars like Linda Shaw, Loni Sanders, Samantha Fox, and Kistara Barrington. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- [395965] 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #33. Fullscreen. A collection of valuable 8mm shorts, re-mastered from original film prints. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like Dressing Room; Two in a Tub; Young and Hot and more. Stars include Loni Sanders, Linda Shaw and Mai Lin. 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- [6698352] THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST. Fullscreen. Three adult films from '70s erotica director Charles De Santis. A sex cult prows the streets of San Francisco in The Sinful Pleasures of Reverend Star, a young hooker pays her rent with some Kinky Tricks; and the erotic powers of a strange phallic object imbue its owners with China Lust. Over 3 hours. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

- [6743781] DIXIE RAY HOLLYWOOD STAR. Widescreen. Private investigator Nick Popodopolis (John Leslie) has a problem: there’s a corpse of a beautiful woman (Juliet Anderson) on the floor of his office. As he explains the case to an alcoholic lieutenant (Cameron Mitchell), a strange story of blackmail unfolds, centered around movie star Dixie Ray (Lisa Deleeuw). Rated R and Rated X versions. 101 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

- [6612177] SERENA: An Adult Fairy Tale. Sold into prostitution by her stepfather, Serena is forced to cook, clean and perform sex whenever her stepfather pleases. There’s a party for the “Prince” happening soon and everyone will be having fun except her. Perhaps Chinese Leigh can help with her powers of nude teleportation 6 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- [3959703] NURSE GIRLS’ DORM: Shamed Angel. Widescreen. Yukari is so excited to move into the female dorm at Shirayuki General Hospital and is even more exhilarated when the handsome Dr. Fujiyama shows up. The girls are swooning over an interest in her. She pursues a relationship even as his behaviors become increasingly frightening. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Adults only. In Japanese with English subtitles. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- [3942562] PASSIONS OF THE LOST IDOL 2. Fullscreen. It’s another round of fertility lusts and lust in the dust as our model students unremittingly passions and succumb to the passions of the lost idol? 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- [3765046] DIAMOND DOLLS. Fullscreen. When a young co-ed mines her uncle’s strip club, she must turn to surround herself and discover her own “stripster spirit.” Stars Myla Leigh and Akira Lane. Unrated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- [2937557] DEVIANT DUNGEON PACK. You will be transported back in time with these three erotic films, full of beautiful women and pent-up passion—medieval style. Films include Dungeon of Desire; Land Tales; The Castle Queen; and Hidden Beauties. Over three hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

- [675832X] PURELY PHYSICAL/CATHOUSE FEVER. A double feature of two classics in one. In Purely Physical, a young woman accepts a job as the night clerk of a seedy motel—a motel that caters almost exclusively to sexual deviants. Cathouse Fever follows college coeds who turn to prostitution to pay their tuition. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

- [5712621] WHEN WOMEN HAD TAILS. After a fire ravages all the vegetation on the island where a small tribe of seven caymen live, they must compete to bed the girls they dance to the music of a cosmic cove. Do they in English. Rated R 98 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

- [3785440] DIRTY ANGELS, CHAPTER 2: GET WET. High in the Hollywood Hills, Ariel (Juliana Kincaid) is learning the ropes of the glamour modeling industry. She dreams of frolicking poolside with the gorgeous sunset of summer vacation. Not Rated. 140 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

- [6891577] ROAD ON PASSION PLANET. Fullscreen. In the depths of sexy space, orbiting the hottest star in the galaxy, a planet of space babes and astro nymphs who crave a close encounter with the cosmic cutes have nothing to do all but frolic in the company of the other nubile natives of the passion Planet. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- [687356] LITTLE SHOWOFFS. Fullscreen. From the surreal to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of erotic desire through six vignettes framed by and starring the active people who conceived them. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95

- [6456983] UNVEILED. Widescreen. Join the ravishing Erica Boyer, along with Taija Rae, Francois Papillon and Mike Horner, for a lascivious look inside a lusty fashion show, a kinky office rendezvous, and an exotic competition to see who can bed the most gorgeous pinup of all. This soccer is a raucous romp of lust, love and more. Stars Nicole Black, Laurie Smith, Loni Sanders, Mike Ranger, Kevin James and more. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

- [3993361] HONEY BUNS. Fullscreen. Harry works at the "Internally Yours" feminine hygiene company. Afraid he will die alone, Harry meets "The Magician," a man who knows how to get what he wants. He gives Harry a red pill—and mysteriously, women suddenly appear to do his bidding! But there’s a catch as soon as Harry gets around the woman, finishes. Uses Ushi Digarden and Bone Bond, 74 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


- [6853371] DRACULA DUKES. Widescreen. At an exclusive sanitarium, patients are acting differently and being found with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it's the work of Dracula and his vampires. When Count Dracula (Jamie Gillis) sets his eyes on the beautiful Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated 70s classic really shows its teeth. 95 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847


**Adult DVD**

**Vinegar Syndrome.** Pub. at $22.48

- **The Ultimate Pleasure/I Am Always Ready.** A double feature of sin-filling exploitation cinema from the deft hand of director John Poole creates a unique cinematic vision of any others in his diverse filmography. Using two erotic classics from one of the maverick filmmakers of NYC’s sexualploitation scene, John Christopher’s Two Old Widows, Morris explores the reality of escape from the law in the lusty Pussycat Ranch. In Here Comes the Bride, a virgin bride-to-be finds her purity challenged in a world of three dark, erotic stories. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. 
- **Vinegar Syndrome.** Pub. at $19.95

- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95.
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95.
- **Debbie Truelove Strikes Back.** Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: rare, explicit and shocking movies from Golden Age of Porn. Collects three hardcore films from the height of her career: Fantasy World, Fantasy World: The Ultimate Pleasure, and Two Hours on a Sunday. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95.
Pub. at $29.95

3931927

Pub. at $7.95

3885097

The BARBARA McNAIR SHOW. In 1969 Barbara McNair made history as the first African-American woman to host her own TV variety show, featuring an all-star guest cast of some of the best singers and performers of the time, including B.B. King, Johnny Mathis, the Pointer Sisters, Harry Belafonte, Debbie Reynolds. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98

$4.95

3996497

LOCKUP: RAW. Season One. America’s maximum security prisons are a world in a realm of chaos and danger where long stretches of monotony are interrupted by explosions of sheer terror. This groundbreaking series goes inside the gates to get shockingly candid interviews. Includes all 16 episodes of Season One. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. New Video.

$5.95

4542959

JERRY LEWIS: LEAST. Greatest Live Performances of the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s. In 1957, Jerry Lewis made his first TV variety show called The Steve Allen Show, and rock and roll was never the same again. This collection includes that performance as well as appearances on Dinah Shore’s Piano, The Dick Clark Show, and Pop Goes the Country. Color and B&W. 71 minutes. Time-Life. Pub. at $19.98

$6.95

4542878

CAPTAIN & TENNILLE: The Ultimate Collection. Captain & Tennille “do that to you one more time” with this Look at their 1977 TV variety show filled with rare and incredible music performances, laughs, guest stars, and yes, hot jokes! Some of the guests include Ron Howard, John Denver, Farrah Fawcett, Bob Hope, Reedd Fox, Tony Randall, Natalie Cole, Dionne Warwick, Engelbert Humperdink, Heart, Chaka Khan, Bread, and many others. 9 hours on three DVDs. R2 Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95

$11.95

3991297

SCORE. Widescreen. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $29.95

$14.95

2904624

Television

SPOOKY PLATINUM. Fullscreen. After enduring times of political trouble and personal pain, King Francis and Queen Mary. France’s reigning power couple, reunite to save their realm. But Francis’ health shows signs of weakening, and Queen Elizabeth of England, to mount a devious campaign to ensure her own place in court. Collects all 18 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

3722899

REIGN: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. French king Louis XIV and his queen Marie Antoinette find themselves in a volatile love triangle at the dawn of World War I. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

3722898

REIGN: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Ruthless and cunning, congressman Francis Drake (Iain De Caestecker) and his wife Mary (Jameela Jamil) scheme to stop at nothing to conquer everything. This wicked political drama penetrates the shadowy world of greed, sex and corruption in modern-day London. Collects all 18 Season One episodes. Stars Kevin Spacey, Robin Wright and Kate Mara. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Sony Pictures. $7.95

3929949

GENTLE BEN: Season One. Fullscreen. He’s a lovable 600-pound American black bear—and a member of the Wedlock family. He’s Gentle Ben, and according to Ben, he thrives in the beautiful but unforgiving wilderness of the Florida Everglades. Collects all eight episodes. Color and B&W. 47 minutes. Time-Life. Pub. at $19.98

$14.95

70–
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– 70 –
TV Drama

4672739 FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS: The First Season. Widescreen. In the small town of Dillon, Texas, everyone comes together on Friday nights to watch the Dillon High Panthers play. But life is not a game; and the charismatic players, new coach Eric Taylor (Kyle Chandler), the Panthers’ biggest challenges and obstacles come off the field in their tight-knit community. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Nearly 16 hours on four DVDs.

$14.95

4579296 THE SPIDER. Widescreen. Following the Nazi occupation of Denmark, city gangsters and black marketers are having the time of their lives. Against the backdrop of scheming and fraud, Bjørn Madsen has a reputation among his readers with some hard evidence of the corruption. Bjørn follows his leads among the crooks and politicians. In Danish with English subtitles. Nearly six hours on 3 DVDs. Mfh.

$9.95

4713028 COBRA: Season One. Widescreen. In times of national emergency a team comprised of the “Reuniting” with Peter’s most senior politicians and assembling under the name COBRA to form the committee to protect the people. In the set of the government during a major crisis COBRA forwards both us into the corridors of power in Westminster and the center of the crisis zone. Includes all 6 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.95

$31.95

4680900 MY BROTHER JONATHAN. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Daniel Day-Lewis stars as Jonathan, the eldest son of the Dakers family from England’s industrial Black Country. Jonathan is ungainly and neglected by his family, but his brother Harold is everything Jonathan is not. Despite the favoritism shown to Harold, the boys build a lasting friendship—one that will end in tragedy. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.94

$16.95

4681614 ANIMAL KINGDOM: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When his mom dies suddenly, 17-year-old Junior “J” Cody moves in with his hyperactive, cop-killing brother on the fringe of the petty crime dynasty that is J’s manipulative grandmother, Janine “Smurf” Cody (Ellen Barkin), who rules with an iron fist from her luxury suite in the hotel. He finds more excitement and danger than he’s ever known. Collects all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$7.95

3885674 BATES Motel: Season Two. Widescreen. In the aftermath of Miss Watson’s murder, Norman’s (Freddie Highmore) innocence is buried under blackouts, suspicious characters, and his strange behavior. Meanwhile Norma (Vera Farmiga) faces dark truths of her own when family secrets begin to unravel. Collects all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal.

$5.95

3929876 THE TUDORS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This deliciously dark and daring tale of the early years of the man who forever changed the course of history. Passionate, vibrant and scandalous—this is the life of Henry VIII. Heading up our read about in your history books. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Stars Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Callum Blue. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Miramax.

$13.95

4657853 MAFIOSA: Season 1. Widescreen. As Sandra Paoli’s murdered uncle lies dying in her arms, the young lawyer feels something for the first time: the craving to kill. Appointed by her uncle as successor, she agrees to head up the Corsican Mafia, transforming from a comfortable subsistence to a fearless matriarch ready to wreak vengeance. In French with English subtitles.

Price cut to $3.95

PRICE CUT to $19.95

4713044 JEKYL AND HYDE. Widescreen. Opportunity fills the air in 1930s London, but for the young, sensitive, and gifted Robert Jekyll (Tom Bateman) a dark past lurks in the shadows. Jekyll has inherited his grandfather’s curse and in extreme moments becomes Hyde. Meant to capture Jekyll’s struggle to balance the light and dark side of himself. Includes all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

$31.95

4689561 TWIN. Widescreen. Kristoffer Kloster gives up the平凡 life of a Scandinavian drifter in this Scandi-Noir thriller. The identical twin brothers are living lives that couldn’t look more different. During a fight between Adam and Erik, Erik accidentally kills her husband trying to break it up. Erik assumes Adam’s identity to save herself from getting arrested. This taut 8-part thriller is in Norwegian with English subtitles. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

3952797 BATES MOTEL: Season One. Widescreen. After finding his father dead, teenager Norman Bates (Freddie Highmore) and his mother Norma (Vera Farmiga) purchase a motel and move to White Pine Bay in search of a new life, but they soon discover it is inhabited by some dark family secrets. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal.

PRICE CUT to $3.95

PRICE CUT to $19.95

3761098 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. An angel who feels as he is divine; Jonathan Smith has only one goal: to help others reach higher ground. Backed by “The Boss” and blessed with otherworldly powers, he travels across America to save others from despair. Includes all 22 Season Three episodes. Stars Michael Landon and Victor French. Collects all 25 Season Three episodes. Nearly 20 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

$3.95

4691393 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Jonathan Smith has proved to your average helpful handyman—he’s an angel on a mission from God, traveling the country with ex-cop Mark Gordon (Victor French) to guide the lost and reach the path to Heaven. Full of everyday miracles and remarkable transformations, this set includes all 111 episodes of the celebrated series. Over 87 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98

$52.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TV Drama</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4691466 PARTY OF FIVE: The Complete Series.</strong> Widescreen. After the sudden loss of their parents, the Salinger children band together to keep their own lives on track, discovering first loves, last calls and themselves along the way to growing up. This series firmly found its place as a pop culture phenomenon for all ages. Stars Scott Wolf. Collects all 124 episodes. Over 105 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98</td>
<td><strong>$2.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3910075 ACQUITTED: Season One.</strong> Widescreen. The story follows Aksel Borgen, a Norwegian who has worked his way to the top during his 20 years in Asia, having left his native town after being acquitted of the murder of his high school sweetheart and then returning to save his hometown’s cornerstone business. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>469894X VELVET: Complete Series.</strong> Widespread out in the shadow of his successful silk, sensuality and seduction flourish in a clothing emporium, Velvet Galleries. What shoppers don’t see is the tender love unfolding in the Galleries between Axa and Alberto, the owner’s son. As family conflicts simmer the lovers fight for their destiny and pursue their forbidden love. Includes all 55 episodes of the complete series. Sixty-eight hours on 18 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $159.95</td>
<td><strong>$119.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3831590 MISS FRIMAN’S WAR.</strong> Widescreen. Meet the courageous group of women brave enough to take on both the male ruling classes of the day and a corrupt food industry. In the midst of a depression, a grocery cooperative that sells unsold food even workers can afford, and the all-male association fights back any dirty way they can. Includes Seasons One and Two of the 18 episodes of the complete series. Widescreen. Over 19 hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$24.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6951104 INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Pilot and Complete 1st Series.</strong> Widescreen. Inspector Robert Lewis (Kevin Whately) steps out of the shadow of his more famous and inimitable Inspector Morse (John Thaw) -- in this series of four mysteries, including the series pilot. Together with his cool, celestial partner, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox), Lewis is bent on proving himself to his dubious new boss. Over five hours on 4 DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT TO $7.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2950707 THE YOUNG POPE.</strong> Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrentino and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story of pontiff Pius XIII, Lenny Belardo, the first American Pope in history. Includes all ten episodes. During Mac Iarnain’s relentless pursuit of the young woman he loves, the battle of the sexes is used by the Catholic Church to control Ireland’s Catholics. Includes all six-episodes of this Emmy-nominated series. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $52.95</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6848478 TURN--WASHINGTON’S SPIES: The Complete Third Season.</strong> Widescreen. Behind enemy lines on Long Island, Abe Woodhull (James Marsden) is a master of disguise, reporting directly to George Washington (Ian Kahn). Embedded within the Continental Army, Arnold (Owain Yeoman) is seduced to become a spy as he becomes a patsy for the British. The fate for treason is blood, and not all of our heroes will survive. Includes all Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Anchor Bay.</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3910148 A FRENCH VILLAGE: Season 1.</strong> Widescreen. This blockbuster French drama chronicles the events of World War II on a small village in central France. The series follows the lives of the villagers during the war as their lives become intertwined by the German occupation and its aftermath. Includes all 12 Season One episodes. In French with English subtitles. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT TO $2.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3910220 THE WEISSENSEE SAGA: Season 1.</strong> A sweeping family saga of complex personalities, betrayal, ambition and hope, set in 1890s East Berlin. Martin, the youngest son of Stasi officer Uwe Kockisch, falls in love with the daughter of a dissident singer -- her father tries to immunise himself more deeply into the characters they create as they go after drug lords, arms dealers, and corrupt cops. Collects all 13 episodes from the acclaimed series. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3910121 CORP + ANNALES: Seasons 1 + 2.</strong> Widescreen. Set in contemporary Ireland, this gritty Celtic Noir chronicles the difficult and intense personal life of TV crime correspondent Cathal Mac Liamain. During Mac Liamain’s relentless pursuit of cases involving corporate greed, and police corruption his marriage and family life is put in jeopardy. Includes all 6 Season One and Two episodes. In German with English subtitles. Four hours on 3 DVDs. Orion Pictures. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT TO $19.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3930017 PENNY DREADFUL: The Complete Second Season.</strong> Widescreen. From the Executives of Hellboy. The story follows the courageous group of investigators turned to forensic science to solve crimes that elude the police. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4689135 LETHAL WEAPON: The Complete First Season.</strong> Widescreen. Combining high-octane action with humor, Lethal Weapon reboots the hit film franchise for the cop duo. Estebancredentials as a Miami cop to investigate a murder case in the LAPD after a heart attack. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3855879 THE KILLING: The Complete First Season.</strong> On the day she plans to move to California to get married, Seattle detective Sarah Linden (Mireille Enos) is instead paired with renegade cop Stephen Holder (Joel Kinnaman) to investigate the horrific murder of a local teen. The lives of the police, the victim’s family and the suspects are intricately intertwined in this Emmy-nominated season. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>722856 LUCIFER: The Complete First Season.</strong> Widescreen. Bold and unhappy with his life as the Lord of Hell, Lucifer Morningstar has relocated to the City of Angels, where he continues to do the same work. His new partner, Detective Dan Espinoza, is a hard-nosed, no-nonsense cop who’s not afraid to bend the rules. Includes all 13 episodes of the popular TV series, including a Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Will and Testament; and A Woman Scorned. Over 9 hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3859062 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.</strong> A classic character to American television. This was a more lighthearted version of Sherlock Holmes, with a smart sense of humor and a twinkle in his eye. Collects 39 complete episodes from the First Season. Stars Ronald Howard. Over 16 hours on ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment.</td>
<td><strong>$7.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3803139 FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Season One.</strong> When people go missing but no one knows what happened, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular TV series, including A Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Will and Testament; and A Woman Scorned. Over 6 hours on 2 DVDs. TGC. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4657774 AGENT HAMILTON.</strong> Widescreen. Meet former CIA agent Carl Hamilton in a pair of hard-hitting action thrillers based on the classic espionage novels by Jan Karon. Former CIA agent Carl Hamilton is thrust in the middle of the Cold War, from Berlin to Afghanistan to Africa and beyond. Includes all 13 episodes. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Columbia. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3857595 FOREVER KNIGHT, PART ONE.</strong> Widescreen. The undead are unleashed for the second season of the sexy and stylish vampire horror series, starring Gerard Way and Muse’s Matthew Bellamy. Follows a 13th-century vampire working as a police detective in modern-day Toronto. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TV Crime Solvers**

| **3885216 BARBARA BRITTON: Mr. & Mrs. North.** Long before Jonathan and Jennifer Hart in Hart to Hart, there was Jerry and Pamela North, a married couple with a chic apartment in Greenwich Village who just happened to find themselves mixed up in a murder every week. This four-DVD set features the best 29 episodes from all three seasons. Two stars, Barbara Britton and Richard Denning. In over 12 hours. Topics Entertainment. | **$9.95** |
| **4681622 C.B. STRIKE: The Series.** Widescreen. Strike (Tom Burke) is a war veteran turned private detective operating out of a tiny office on London’s Denmark Street. Strike’s unique insight and his background as an SiB investigator prove crucial in solving complex cases that elude the police. Collects Series One through Three. The Queerest of the Queerest, The Silkworm, and Career of Evil. Over 22 hours. Pub. at $24.98 | **$3.95** |
| **4594414 SECOND SIGHT: Season 1.** Widescreen. Ross Tanner (Clive Owen) is a hotshot private detective operating out of his own shop on London’s Denmark Street. Strike’s unique insight and his background as an SiB investigator prove crucial in solving complex cases that elude the police. Collects Series One through Three. The Queerest of the Queerest, The Silkworm, and Career of Evil. Over 22 hours. Pub. at $24.98 | **$9.95** |
| **4657802 THE BASTARDS OF PIZZAFALCO: The Series.** In the bestselling series of mystery novels by Maurizio de Giovanni this series introduces a ragtag team of detectives who take over the small Pizzafalco precinct police station in the aftermath of a scanda.led by Inspector Giuseppe Lojacano, a brilliant investigator with a checkered past. Includes Six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 | **$9.95** |
| **4669268 THE BEAST: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Patrick Swayze stars as Charles Barker, an unholy but effective FBI agent whose specialty is undercover work. Barker pushes his new partner, Ellis Jones (Travis Fine), to immerse himself more deeply into the characters they create as they go after drug lords, arms dealers, and corrupt cops. Collects all 13 episodes from the acclaimed series. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $39.95 | **$9.95** |
2834545 A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 1. Presents three episodes from the first season of the UK’s number one rated detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble. The episodes: Care and Protection, Not with Kindness, and Detective. Extraordinary: Five hours on 2 DVDs. MPH. $29.95

2722910 SUPERGIRL: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. The Girl of Steel has got it going on in all 22 powerful Season Two episodes. After leaving her day job as Cat Grant’s assistant at CatCo Worldwide Media to take stock of her life and plan her future, Kara has an appraiser to continue to work with Hank Henshaw and her sister, Alex, at the Department of Extraordinary Operations. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. $49.98

6584349 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Eligible Bachelor. Jeremy Brett, “the definitive Holmes” (Chicago Sun-Times), joins his faithful cohort Dr. Watson in this spellbinding feature-length mystery. The most eligible bachelor some have ever known marries a wealthy American woman. Their marital bliss is short lived, however, when she vanishes shortly after the ceremony. $15.95

3915628 TV’S COPS & PRIVATE EYES: television Classics. In the Golden Age of Television, almost every night offered shows featuring cops and private detectives, from the wide range of styles and mood, from the jazz detective Peter Gunn to the gritty drama of Highway Patrol. Stars Broderick Crawford, Charles Bronson, Cesar Romero, Jack Webb, and many others. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $9.98

3880318 CRACKED: The Darkness Within. Widescreen. Detective Aiden Black (David Sutcliffe) and psychiatrist Dr. Daniella Ridley (Stephanie von Pfetten) as the mismatched pair combine skills to solve bizarre and compelling cases of emotionally unstable criminals and victims. Collects the first seven episodes from Season One. English SDH. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $10.95

3996211 SECRETS AND LIES: Season One. Widescreen. Ben Garner (Ryan Phillippe) goes from good Samaritan to murder suspect when he discovers the body of his neighbor’s son in the woods. As Detective Andrea Cornell (Juliette Lewis) digs for the truth, town secrets and lies come to life and murder, it will not go above suspicion. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $4.95

3943320 MAJOR CRIMES: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This crime solving series picks up where The Closer left off. The new leader is an old nemesis, Captain Sharon Raydor (Mary McDonnell), bringing with her to Major Crimes a new approach in solving crime of the assisted by the street-smart Sister Stephanie “Steve” Osowski (Tracy Nelson). Includes all eight Season One episodes. In English with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. MPH. $39.95

4567810 THE EAGLE—A CRIME ODYSSEY. Season 1. Widescreen. Nicknamed “The Eagle” for his unerring intuition, detective Halligrim Hallgrimsson exudes competence and self-assurance. Together with his team of experts they take on the infiltration of organized crime into the state institutions, banks and social aid agencies of Iceland. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In Icelandic with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. MHZ. Pub. at $39.95

3808815 COLUMBO: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite cigar-chomping, trench-coat-wearing Police Lieutenant as he solves L.A.’s most audacious cases. The episodes: “A Touch of Frost” (ep. 3); “Five Hours on a Glass of quests” (ep. 4); “A Fine and Private Place” (ep. 5). Including all 8 Season Two episodes. Over ten hours on four DVDs. Universal. $9.95

4666062 AGATHA CHRISTIE—MARPLE: Series 5. Widescreen. Eyes sparkling and tweets impeccable, Julie McKenzie returns as Miss Marple in three of the new mysteries set in 1950s England. Mysteries include The Mirror Crack’d from Side to Side; The Secret of Chimneys; and The Blue Geranium. Also includes documentary about Agatha Christie’s personal retreat. English SDH. Over 4 hours on four DVDs. Acorn. $25.95

3839021 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION: Double Feature 8. Fullscreen. This double feature includes The Case of the Silent Singer; Shortly after a wealthy heiress, Monte Cristo, returns to take on another caseload of bizarre crimes and cleaning up the streets of Chicago. The episodes: “Frankling” (ep. 2); “No Refuge.” Includes all 8 Season One episodes. Over ten hours on four DVDs. Universal. $9.95

2969629 A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 3. Presents four episodes from the third season of the UK’s number one rated detective show and David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble. Includes the episodes: Appropriate Adults; Quarry; Dead Like One and No Second Chance. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. MPH. $49.98

3725251 THE FOLLOWING: The Third and Final Season. Widescreen. After a harrowing game of cat and mouse that led to the capture of serial killer Joe Carroll, the third season of The Following, Season Two, Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has finally moved on. But his happiness is quickly shattered when his team must unravel a twisted web of murder before it destroys them all. $7.95

3968448 MURDER ONE: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. From the creator of NYPD Blue comes a series that charts a single murder case, from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting and cleverly plotted full of subtle deceptions, outright lies and murder, it will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, others. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.95 $5.95

3854531 FATHER DOWLING: SEASONS 1-7. Widescreen. Jakob Eklund stars as tough Gothenburg cop Johan Falk in the three hit feature films that introduced the character to audiences around the world. Based on true stories this is a fast-paced trilogy depicting a society under constant threat from a new kind of criminality. Includes Tolerance; Executive Protection; and Vindication. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. MPH. $29.95

3793842 DONNA DETECTIVE: Season 1. Widescreen. When Senior Detective Lisa Milani requested a desk job at the Valley of Love, she didn’t expect to end up in charge of an investigative unit. Now she must solve cases involving serial killers and other deadly criminals, while juggling her amorous episode and her casework. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. MHZ. Pub. at $39.95

3831504 MURDERS AT BARLUME. Widescreen. Set in an idyllic beach resort on the beautiful Tuscan coast, this colorful new series of quirky mysteries is based on the novels by Marco Malvaldi. Massimo Viviani, the divorced owner of the local newsstand, and his sharp mind comes in handy moonlighting as an amateur detective. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. MPH. $29.95

3795798 FALLOUT BAKERS MURDERS: Season One. Widescreen. From the fictional world created by Camilla Lackberg, Sweden’s wildly popular crime novelist, comes these three murder mysteries. With surgical skill she behind hidden doors and behind not so hidden crimes taking place in Fallback, episodes include The Hidden Child; The Eye of the Beholder; and Friends for Life. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. MPH. $29.95

4654447 MEDIUM: Seasons 1-4. Widescreen. Patricia Arquette stars as Allison DuBois, whose uncanny abilities enable her to contact the dead. Assisting her in her investigations is Manolo Devalero (Miquel Sandoval), and detective Lee Scanlon (David Cubitt). Allison uses her psychic powers to solve crimes. Includes all 75 hours in twenty-one DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

3831513 INSECT REX, SEASON 1: Vienna. Widescreen. There’s a new crime fighter in Vienna: Inspector Rex. This amazing German Shepherd in disguise is convinced that his phenomenal intelligence have made him one of TV’s top dogs. He may have four legs but he puts them all to use sniffing out criminals. The episodes are: Four episodes in CC. Over 43 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

3831515 INSECT REX, SEASON 1: Vienna. Widescreen. There’s a new crime fighter in Vienna: Inspector Rex. This amazing German Shepherd in disguise is convinced that his phenomenal intelligence have made him one of TV’s top dogs. He may have four legs but he puts them all to use sniffing out criminals. The episodes are: Four episodes in CC. Over 43 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

3831517 INSECT REX, SEASON 1: Vienna. Widescreen. There’s a new crime fighter in Vienna: Inspector Rex. This amazing German Shepherd in disguise is convinced that his phenomenal intelligence have made him one of TV’s top dogs. He may have four legs but he puts them all to use sniffing out criminals. The episodes are: Four episodes in CC. Over 43 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Paramount. $24.95
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★4698577 AGATHA CHRISTIE’S CRIMINAL GAMES: Season 4. Widescreen. The sixth and final season of the hit series. It features some of the most fascinating criminal cases ever presented on television, and includes over nine hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★3793915 MARIE’S MIND FOR MURDER: Set One. Widescreen. Inspector Marie Brand’s nondescript looks belie phenomenal abilities. Her savant thinking is out of this world. Includes all five episodes of Season 4 in French with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

695558X MCLOUD: Season One. Fullscreen. Emmy Award winner Dennis Weaver stars as Deputy Marshal Sam McCloud, a brilliant policeman who solves crimes in the mean streets of New York. Despite the demands of his strict supervisor, he finds himself in an endless showdown with some of the more criminally minded folk of Mississippi. Includes all 4 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★3831493 CAMILLA LARCH: The Preacher, the Stonecutter, the Jinx. Widescreen. Camilla Larch’s wildly popular television series includes episodes from a series of TV movies starring Niklas Hjulstrom and Elisabet Carlsson as Detective Patrik Hedstrom and his fiancee, the novelist Erica Falck. Includes Three episodes: The Preacher; The Stonecutter; and The Jinx. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★4701157 CAPTAIN MARLEAU, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. Captain Marleau (Corinne Masiero) has a hunter’s instinct, disguised under a deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says herself, she doesn’t skim over cases, she plunges into them. Always on the prowl, she lies in wait for clues and takes them by surprise. Includes Six episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

3808807 COLUMBO: The Complete Fourth Season. Fullscreen. From a spoiled kidnap victim to murder in New Orleans to military academy, join Columbo as he takes all the right questions in some of the most deceptive and deadly cases. A brilliant line-up of guest stars includes Dick Van Dyke, Larry Storch, George Hamilton, Robert Conrad and more. Includes all 6 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

★3910113 CAPTAIN MARLEAU, VOLUME 3. Widescreen. Captain Marleau has a hunter’s instinct, disguised under a deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says herself, she doesn’t skim over cases, she plunges into them. Always on the prowl, she lies in wait for clues and takes them by surprise. She’s a refreshing blast of crime-solving brilliance! Includes Episodes 7-12. In French with English subtitles. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★3831812 NERO WOLFE. Widescreen. He’s an anti-social, unashamed misogynist, grumpy, maniacal, unpleasant—and brilliant. Event the FBI had to admit that his detective skills are at the highest levels. If’s 1950’s America, and Detective Nero Wolfe has moved to Rome in this suspenseful series! Includes Eight episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Nearly 13 hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★392985X NUMBERS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Rob Morrow is DS Marty Cade, a mathematical genius who takes the lead in solving some of the FBI’s most baffling cases. Includes 13 Season One Episodes. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $4.95.

★383165X INSPECTOR WINTER. Widescreen. Follow the adventures of Detective Sergeant Maluta Stone and her three crime-wrangling aunts as they solve murders in the picturesque English region of Wildermarsh. Even though she is the only one who finds them, her aunts can’t help but offer their expertise. Includes all 6 episodes of Series One. Stars Olivia Vinall. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $39.95.

★3768775 QUEENS OF MYSTERY: VOLUME 1. Widescreen. From land disputes and property cases to girl murders and celebrity protection, Michael Mann’s scintillating series exposes the underbelly of the shimmering desert oasis in Nevada. Includes all three episodes. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★3929892 VEGAS: The First Season, Volume 1. Fullscreen. From land disputes and business battles to call-girl murders and celebrity protection, Michael Mann’s scintillating series exposes the underbelly of the shimmering desert oasis in Nevada. Includes all three episodes. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

CRIMINAL MINDS: Season 5. Widescreen. The team members–Hotchner, Rossi, Garcia, Prentiss, Reid, Morgan and Jareau–are handling their most challenging case yet. Stars Mark Harmon, Shemar Moore, Prentiss, Emily Prentiss, Matthew Gray Gubler, Joe Mantegna and Paget Brewster. Over 14 Paramount. $4.95.

★3954161 MONK: Season One. Widescreen. He’s ingenious, he’s phobic, he’s obsessive-compulsive. Monk’s (Tony Shalhoub) hilarious, offbeat antics have made him one of the most beloved characters on television. Stars Tony Shalhoub, Sunny Nef, Ismael Cruz, Jerry Hardin, Joe Mantegna, Corbin Bernsen and More. Includes all 12 episodes of Season One. English SDH. Over nine hours on four DVDs. Universal. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

★3873767 SEVE: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. He’s got style, no flash and he’s middle-aged. But Swedish detective Martin Beck is good at one thing: methodically catching criminals so that they can’t escape. Stars George Uhl, Erik Gustafsson and more. Includes all three episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

★3910105 SEINE SEASONS 1-3. 1954-1957. Widescreen. From land disputes and property cases to criminal cases, the FBI is the Bureau only the police can call when they’ve exhausted their resources. Stars Jack Webb; four episodes of Racket Squad starring Reed Hadley; six episodes of Follow That Man starring Ralph Bellamy; and four episodes of Dragnet starring Walter Cronkite. Widescreen. Four hours of Reel Squad; six of Follow That Man; ten of Dragnet. In B&W. Over eight hours on 2 DVDs. Pop Flix. $3.95.

★3856577 BOSTON BLACKIE, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. Blackie—the homely but sharp detective created by Tony Bill—is back with his usual antics and nifty tricks. Includes all 14 episodes of the last season. Includes B&W. Over eight hours on 2 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $44.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

★396079X DONAL MACKINLEY–UNSOLED, VOLUME 1: Season One. Widescreen. In this intriguing true-crime series, investigative journalist Donal MacIntyre examines some of the most notorious unsolved cases in the UK and Ireland. Includes all 8 episodes of Season One. Widescreen. Includes 11 episodes on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

★396079X DONAL MACKINLEY–UNSOLED, VOLUME 2: Season Two. Widescreen. In this intriguing true-crime series, investigative journalist Donal MacIntyre examines some of the most notorious unsolved cases in the UK and Ireland. Includes all 11 episodes of Season Two. Widescreen. Includes 11 episodes on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

★3763900 RIPPER STREET: Season Three. Widescreen. It’s been over three years since the split of the dynamic crime-fighting team of DI Edmund Reid, Sgt. Bennet Drake, and Captain Homer Jackson. In this gripping mini-series, the Leman Street locomotive disaster, when DI Whitey–solving cases before the police are able to reach the scene, causes a major investigation. Includes all three episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Price at $49.98. PRICE CUT to $39.95.

QUEENS OF MYSTERY: VOLUME 1. Widescreen. From land disputes and property cases to girl murders and celebrity protection, Michael Mann’s scintillating series exposes the underbelly of the shimmering desert oasis in Nevada. Includes all three episodes. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

Olivia Vinall. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.
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DONALD MACINTYRE—UNSOLVED, VOLUME 2: Season 1. Widescreen. Continue the journey with investigative journalist Donald Macintyre and his team as they take a deep dive into some of the most notorious unsolved cases in the UK and Ireland. This volume contains episodes 6-10 of Season One. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Pub. at $24.95

PRICE CUT to $13.95

3960803

THE MAGICIAN: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Bill Bixby stars as master stage magician Tony Blair, a playboy philanthropist who uses his talents as an illusionist to solve crimes and help others in need. After being falsely imprisoned, Blake escapes and uses his young immortal powers to help the innocent. Includes all 21 episodes and the TV movie pilot. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. CBS

PRICE CUT to $24.95

2928418

AGATHA CHRISTIE’S CRIMINAL GAMES. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of highly stylized French TV episodes and definitely addictive. Set in the 1960s, these iconic stories introduce new investigators in classic Christie style. Includes 6 episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over six hours. Pub. at $39.95

PRICE CUT to $24.95

3831469

THE SANDHAMS MURDERS, VOLUME 1: Widescreen. Based on the bestselling mystery novels by Viveca Sten, murder investigation has never looked so good. Sparkling sea, sunny beaches, ferryboat commuting—it’s idyllic except for the bodies that keep cropping up. Volume One includes Seasons 1-4, all twelve episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Pub. at $39.95

PRICE CUT to $24.95

4660899


$5.95

2925353


$4.95

3716260


$9.95

3982173

SALAMANDER. Widescreen. MZtv. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

4657918


$9.95

3808421

MURDER, SHE WROTE: Season One. Fullscreen.

$7.95

298038X

FORENSIC FILES: Crimes of Passion. TGG. Pub. at $12.95

$14.95

3856089

INSPECTOR MANARA: Season One. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

3793877


PRICE CUT to $24.95

3784878


$29.95

3879424

TV Action & Adventure

LIMITED QUANTITY 3772805: ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series. Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz Island Federal Penitentiary. Or so we were told. Now America’s worst criminals—known as the S-3s—are returning to the streets of San Francisco to repeat their grisly crimes. It’s up to detective Rebecca Madison and Diego Soto to root out why they’re back and uncover a larger, more sinister threat. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.98

$6.95

3914346

RINGS OF FIRE. Widescreen. When a sinister corporation causes an oilrig accident in a small town, a desperate chain of events is set into action. As a group of deadly volcanoes ignites, the world careers toward destruction in this end of the world sci-fi tale. Stars Michael Vartan, Lauren Lee Smith and Terry O’Quinn. CC. 176 minutes. Gaia.

$4.95

3943100

ATLANTIS: Season One. Widescreen. Widescreen. Washed up on the shores of Atlantis, Jason (Jack Donnelly) stumbles into deadly rituals while searching for his missing father. Amid battles with Minotaurs, snake-headed goddesses and more, he finds companionship and laughter with two close friends, the studious Pythagoras (Robert Emms) and the portly Hercules (Mark Addy), in 13 episodes. Over eight hours on three DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

3943240

THE INVISIBLE MAN: Season One. Widescreen. Con man turned covert specialist Daniel Fawkes (Vincent Ventresca) undergoes a top-secret experiment that gives him the ability to disappear—literally. As he takes on new assignments and assassinations, he faces a host of unexpected side effects that come with his new abilities. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Universal.

PRICE CUT to $5.95

3759768

ARROW: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Starling City has been torn apart by the Undertaking, so the need for dead, the members of the Hooded Vigilante Arch–known as The Arrow—is more urgent than ever. Based on the DC comic series. Collects all 23 Season Two episodes. Stars Stephen Amell and Katie Cassidy. English SDH. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.95

$5.95

4698291

TOM AND JERRY DOUBLE FEATURE: Shiver Me Whiskers/Whiskers Away. It’s a swashbuckling pirate adventure when Tom and Jerry must work together to thwart monkeys and outsmart the pirates to find a buried treasure in Shiver Me Whiskers. Then, in Whiskers Away, catch your favorite cat and mouse team as they race from one exciting adventure to another in a collection of 10 action-packed cartoons. 127 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

598100X

TRANSPORTER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. воды. TGG. Pub. at $49.98

$7.95

4657942

LIFE: Season One. Widescreen. Starling City has been torn apart by the Undertaking, so the need for heroic freedom fighters and families struggling to survive the Dark Ages. With her lover, she builds a community in Kingsbridge that stands up to the Church and the Crown. Together, they unleash a dangerous secret hope to reach the town from ruling Minotaurs, s nake-headed goddess es and more, he finds companionship and laughter with two close friends, the studious Pythagoras (Robert Emms) and the portly Hercules (Mark Addy), in 13 episodes. Over eight hours on three DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

2929111

FUGITIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season One. Widescreen. This hit TV series stars David Jansen as Dr. Richard Kimble, a physician unjustly accused of murdering his wife. When his train crashes en route to Death Row, Kimble escapes, fleeing from town to town, in search of the one-armed man he believes to be the man responsible for the crime. Also stars Barry Morse. Includes the first 15 episodes of Season One. In B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98

PRICE CUT to $5.95

4689038

CHIPS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Set in the sun-drenched sprawl of Los Angeles, this TV classic combines action, heroics and fun in 22 Season One episodes whose event-packed storylines range from freeway firefight to wild robberies. Stars Erik Estrada, Larry Wilcox and Robert Pine. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$9.95

3759006

CHIPS: The Sixth and Final Season. Fullscreen. It’s a 160 mph adrenaline-fueled ride as Ponch (Erik Estrada) and new partner Officer Bobby “Hot Dog” Nelson (Tom Reilly) take on all favorite cops. It’s a swashbuckling pirate adventure when Tom and Jerry must work together to thwart monkeys and outsmart the pirates to find a buried treasure in Shiver Me Whiskers. Then, in Whiskers Away, catch your favorite cat and mouse team as they race from one exciting adventure to another in a collection of 10 action-packed cartoons. 127 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

3664936

TOM AND JERRY DOUBLE FEATURE: Shiver Me Whiskers/Whiskers Away. It’s a swashbuckling pirate adventure when Tom and Jerry must work together to thwart monkeys and outsmart the pirates to find a buried treasure in Shiver Me Whiskers. Then, in Whiskers Away, catch your favorite cat and mouse team as they race from one exciting adventure to another in a collection of 10 action-packed cartoons. 127 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

3759849

REVOLUTION: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Imagine a world where all technology—computers, planes, cars, phones, even lights—has mysteriously blacked out. What’s left is a post-apocalyptic landscape inhabited by paramilitary groups, heroic freedom fighters and families struggling to survive in this epic thriller. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$9.95

3630777

WORLD WITHOUT END: The Epic Eight-Part Mini-Series. Widescreen. This epic eight-part miniseries follows Caris, a visionary young woman struggling to survive the Dark Ages. With her lover, she builds a community in Kingsbridge that stands up to the Church and the Crown. Together, they unleash a dangerous secret hope to reach the town from ruling Minotaurs, snake-headed goddesses and more, he finds companionship and laughter with two close friends, the studious Pythagoras (Robert Emms) and the portly Hercules (Mark Addy), in 13 episodes. Over eight hours on three DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

2929111

DREAMSCAPE MEDIA...
3859098 MACGYVER: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Angus MacGyver (Richard Dean Anderson) is a secret agent whose wits are his deadliest weapon. He's part Boy Scout, part genius. Armed with only a knapsack filled with everyday items he picks up along the way, he improvises out of the ordinary to save the day. But bad guys throw at him. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $4.95

21 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98

3959112 CROSSBONES: Season One. Widescreen. Barbarous pirate Blackbeard (John Malkovich) reigns over a rogue nation of outlaws. When English spy Tom Lowe (Richard Coyle) thwarts his plan to steal a groundbreaking invention, Lowe is kidnapped on Blackbeard's island. There, the real danger will come into full view. Collects all 9 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $5.95

3851152 IP MAN: Season 1. Widescreen. After fleeing to Hong Kong, IP Man deliberately keeps a low profile, but inevitably faces a life and death struggle, which brings out the righteous and fearless martial artist hidden inside of him. Collects all ten Season One episodes. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English Subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Cinédigm. $4.95

★ 3760236 HONEY WEST: Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Season Two. Honey inherited her spying business from her late partner in the deal, rough and handsome Sam Bolt (John Ericson). Gallers all 30 episodes. In B&W. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

3959144 BLINDSPOT: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Season Two. Two platoons open with shocking revelations about Jane Doe's true identity and her connections with the shadowy terror organization Sandstrom. All 14 episodes (+1 bonus episode toward deciphering the treasure map of tattoos inked on Jane's body–before more lives are lost! Stars Jaimie Alexander and Sullivan Stapleton. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

3757746 ARROW: The Complete Fifth Season. Widescreen. Newly appointed Mayor Oliver Queen finds himself challenged on two fronts as he fights to protect Star City's future, both as Mayor and as the Green Arrow. The Emerald Archer fights alongside a new team of recruits in all 23 Season Five episodes. Stars Stephen Amell, English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

3941860 EMERALD CITY: Season One. Wide. In this 10-episode epic, Kansas, 20-year-old Dorothy Gale (Adria Arjona) is transported to another world—a mystical land where an all-powerful ruler (Vincent D’Onofrio) governs over one kingdom, has outlawed magic, and favors not only the wish of a growing crocodile of witches but a looming disaster. Includes all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.95

3759792 CHIPS: The Complete Fifth Season. Fullscreen. Believed to be long retired, bank robbers, a hit and run investigation and an epic Battle of the Bands, Ponch (Erik Estrada) and Jon (Larry Wilcox) are busy! It’s a wild ride jammed with chases, shootouts, and confrontations, karate fights, and hilarious highway hijinks that you can't imagine. Collects all 27 Season Five episodes. English SDH. Over 21 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

3855659 BLUE THUNDER: The Complete Sixth Season. Fullscreen. Set in the action-packed blockbuster film of the same name, this series stars James Farentino, Dana Carvey, Dick Butkus and Bubba Smith, dishing out their own brand of正义 and justice. Based on actual weapons in the war on crime. Blue Thunder can see through walls, record a whisper and level a city in seconds. Includes all Eleven episodes. CC. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

3885299 SHEENA: Queen of the Jungle. Sheena (played by luscious model Irish Mooney) along with her pet monkey Chim square off against venal big game hunters and angry natives in Kenya. This syndicated TV show can from time to time capture more of the mood of the episodes on two DVDs over five hours. $2.95

672586X STEVEN SEAGAL LAWMAN: The Complete Season One. For almost 20 years, Seagal has been working as a deputy with the Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office in Louisiana where, in addition to going out on patrol, he also works with the SWAT team and in hostage negotiations. After a fateful hand-to-hand combat, this series chronicles Seagal’s life in law enforcement. Over 4 hours. $5.95

★ 3919159 TALES OF THE GOLDEN CHILD: The Complete Series. Movie. A backwater corner of the South Pacific, a young American adventurer and his ragtag group of friends become involved in delivering high-flying people to the rich of a warring South Pacifist seaplane. Set in 1938, this series captures the ambiance and character of a mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeff Mackay, Caitlin O’Heaney, and Patti Deutsch. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.97 $39.95

3763927 SHARPE: Complete Season Two. Widescreen. Sean Bean stars as the daring outlaw and marksman, Richard Sharpe, during the Napoleonic Wars, breaching fortresses, rescuing captives and fighting a new kind of guerrilla war. Includes three feature length episodes in this complete Second Season on DVD. English SDH. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. BBC Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

★ 6533639 ROUTE 66: Route 66. The Complete Series. Season. Starring Martin Milner, George Maharis and later Glenn Corbett, this 1960s series presented the exciting adventures shared by a pair of good-natured friends as they drove their Corvette convertible across the country. Guest stars included such names as Lon Chaney Jr., Buster Keaton, Robert Duvall, James Caan, Robert Redford, Martin Sheen, Burt Reynolds, and many others. Set contains all 116 episodes. In B&W. 100 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.95 $5.95

3855054 THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD. Relive the adventures of Robin Hood, Little John, Maid Marian and the Merry Men as they defend the villagers from their evil neighbors. Includes all 24 episodes on three DVDs. Over 20 hours. $14.98

468168X THE FLASH: The First Season. Widescreen. Central City forensic investigator Barry Allen (Grant Gustin) is smart, charming and–as a result of a scientific experiment gone wrong–teleports himself into the future. Now, to protect the innocent, Barry and his close friends who know his secret race to stop the final evil of the Rogues. Includes all 15 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

2928477 THE PERSUASERS! The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. The glamour- soaked escapades of Lord Brett Sinclair (Roger Moore) and Danny Wilde (Tony Curtis) proved universally popular. Their sidekick, ace secret agent Simon Templar, was the epitome of cool. The personality of each character and the vaunting side projects in each of the three seasons are well done. Much of the show’s charisma and the pacing plots ensure viewers never have to wait for the next punch, pun, or romantic clinch. Includes all 24 episodes on three DVDs. Over 20 hours. ITA. Studios. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

3722872 NIKITA: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Nikita’s protege, Alex, may become her most lethal foe. Teamed with Michael and Birkhoff, Nikita is still on the outside, determined to destroy the black ops agency Division. But this time, Alex is on the inside, using the agency to seek revenge on Father’s killers. All 23 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $99.98 $79.95

3831523 THE HEAVY WATER WAR. Widescreen. This series depicts the harrowing and true-life story from the 1940s to the 1950s of the Nazis’ efforts to develop an atom bomb and the Allies’ desperate struggle to keep it from happening. Featuring leading English, French and Canadian actors, this is the actual story of an epic struggle, the outcome of which will determine the future of Europe. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over four hours on six DVDs. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

* 2974729 DISNEY: Season One. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95


3759776 ARROW: Complete Third Season. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

2969440 FLASHPOINT: Complete Series. Paramount. $79.95

TV Westerns


674308 MY FRIEND FLICKA: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse, Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with danger, thrills–and friendship. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
TV Westerns

3716589 THE LONE RANGER: Who Was That Masked Man? Disguised behind his mask, The Lone Ranger leads the fight for law and order in the early West. Relive the journey of the resourceful rider in The Masked Rider; The Hooded Men; Wanted, The Lone Ranger; and five additional episodes. Over three hours. Classic Media. $4.95

3915654 TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: The Complete First Season. Sherriff Clay Hollister (Pa Convey) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as cunning bank robbers, and criminals of all kind ride through town. Newspaper editor Harris Claibourn (Richard Easham) acts as the show's narrator, adding an extra layer of realism. Includes all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $9.95

2858215 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. One of the longest-running Westerns in broadcast history, the captivating anthology series is revived for a thrilling Season Two collection, bringing together all 19 thrilling episodes. Stanley Andrews is "The Old Ranger," introducing adventures full of valiant heroes, heart-bitten outlaws, trusty steeds and expansive vistas. In B&W. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $7.95

3716572 THE LONE RANGER: Hi-Yo Silver Away! A rollicking adventure of eight episodes from the original TV series. Armed with a chamber of silver bullets and mounted atop the fiery white steed The Lone Ranger rides in Outlaws of the Plains; The Old Cowboy; The Midnight Rider; plus five other episodes. Over three hours. Classic Media. $9.95

3940217 THE LONE RANGER: Season 1. Fullscreen. A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud of dust and a hearty "Hi-Yo Silver," one of the most iconic heroes of our time returns with the complete Season One. Tonto. Collects all 52 classic Season One episodes. Stars Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. Over 20 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $9.95

5911877 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. Inspired by John Ford’s film Wagonmaster, this well-crafted western follows major Seth Andrews (Ward Bond), Head Scout Finn McCullough (Robert Horton), cook Charlie Wooster (Frank McGrath), and Assistant Wagon Master Bill Hawks (Terry Wilson) as they endure the perilous journey by Conestoga wagon from the Pacific Northwest to the banks of the Mississippi. Includes all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $23.95

3940225 THE LONE RANGER: Season 2. Fullscreen. Return with us now to those thrilling days of yesteryear. From out of the past comes the thundering hoof beats of the great horse, Silver. The Lone Ranger rides again. Collects all 26 episodes from Season Two. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $9.95

8804942 DANIEL BOONE: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Roam the frontier one last time with Fess Parker as Daniel Boone in the sixth and final season of the popular series that entertained millions of viewers for wholesome family entertainment. Stars Patricia Blair and Darby Hinton. Also features notable guest appearances such as Roger Miller, Cesar Romero, Kurt Russell and more. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

2858185 DANIEL BOONE: Season Three. Fullscreen. The story of Daniel Boone continues as he finds himself in the middle of Indian country—\“the great whirlwind,\" where many a brave died fighting the red skins. All 26 episodes. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.97 $6.95

3998829 CISCO KID: Western Collection. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. $5.95


3862739 ESSENTIAL TV WESTERNs: 150 Episodes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

Sci-Fi and Horror TV

2802414 FLASH GORDON COLLECTION. Get ready for an otherworldly adventure to the stars with the hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the interstellar adventurer in Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. Then, Steve Holland takes the lead in 13 episodes of the Flash Gordon TV series, combing Commander Paul Richards and the ever-present forces of evil. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. $3.95

667199 UNSOLVED MYSTERIES: 12 Unseen Episodes. Fullscreen. Unseen Mysteries episodes centering around UFOs; Men in Black; Canadian UFO; Wheatfields Visitation; Life on Mars; Aliens; The Gobob; UFO Odyssey; Australian UFO; Missing Time; Sorocco Close Encounter; Kecksburg UFO; Texas UFO; Face on Mars; Roswell; and more. On six DVDs. Hosted by Robert Holmes. Look Pub. at $25.98 $19.95

6891160 STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE: Season 1. Fullscreen. At Deep Space Nine, a space station located next to a wormhole, Commander Sisko (Avery Brooks), becomes the station's new leader. Includes all 26 episodes. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. First Run. $14.95

3797848 BUILDING STAR TREK: A New Documentary About a Series Ahead of Its Time. widescreen. Against the relentless pressure of its producers—rebuilding the bridge and restoring the original USS Enterprise model—a who’s who of engineers, architects, writers, and series stars come together to explore the visionary universe of Star Trek, revealing how the show has truly, boldly gone where no show has gone before. English SDH. 92 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

3990376 CONTINUUM: Season One. Widescreen. In the year 2077, the ruthless leaders of the terrorist group Liber8 execute escape by time traveling to 2012, taking tough as nails cop Kiera Cameron (Rachel Nichols) with them. As Wilder begins to heed the ship's domes are sealed. Years later, young Devon (Keir Dullea) uncovers the Ark's fate, and learns that his world is much larger than he ever thought. All 16 episodes. Over 13 hours on two DVDs. Frogman. $17.95

2943903 ODYSSEY 5: The Complete Series. widescreen. Taking the crew of Odyssey, a space shuttle orbiting above the Earth's surface, barely escapes the planet's demise, they encounter a mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years in time to try to save Earth. Stars Peter Weller, Christopher Plummer, Leslie Silva, and Tamara Craig all 19 episodes. Over 12 hours. Universal. Pub. at $26.98 $5.95

1983710 THE RED SKELTON SHOW: The Best of the Early Years 1955-1956. Fullscreen. America’s favorite clown returns to American living rooms with this new episode collection. Taking viewers on a nostalgic journey back to the Golden Age of Television, it includes rare bits including classics like Phantom of the Ballet, The Atomic Sailor, Freddie Finds a Headlight and more. In full screen. At Deep Valley. $4.95

4922487 STEVE MARTIN: The Best of the Bestest Bestest Best. widescreen. From one of the most beloved talents in American Laugh-A-Longs come two rare specials. Star in "A Wild and Crazy Guy" (1978) is Martin’s first network special for NBC—half concert footage and half sketches. Homage to Steve (1984) brings together his roles in The Jerk, Planes, Trains, and Automobiles, "The Thin Orange Line," and more. $29.95

1980487 THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES. Fullscreen. Earth is on the verge of extinction and to survive, mankind must find another place to live. And when three expeditions to Mars, headed by Col. John Wilder (Rock Hudson) find suitable conditions for relocations, humans pour in by the shipload. As Wilder begins to heed the lessons of the dying Martian civilization, can he save humanity from doomed itself? Over four hours on DVDs. Kino Lorber. $17.95

6760503 THE STARLORDS: Complete Series. widescreen. Threatened by a cataclysmic event, mankind seeks respite aboard a gigantic spacecraft, the Ark, An S more Entertainment. $9.95

2928485 POLTERGEIST—THE COMPLETE SERIES. Fullscreen. A handsome psychic, Dr. Derek Rayne (Derek De Lint) leads the San Francisco sect of the Legions on the front lines of the war against humanity's supernatural enemies. Along with a Navy S.E.A.L., a priest, a college grad and a psychiatrist, he must solve the mystery of the unknown. This boxed set includes all nine seasons. Over 65 hours on sixteen DVDs. MGM. $34.95


4877838 THE PRISONER. widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

2982293 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME 10. Shout Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $27.95

TV Comedy

3928177 MORK & MINDY: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Actor-comedian Robin Williams zoned to star with co-star Pam Dawber in this laugh-filled comedy series. Disguised his egg-shaped spacecraft, the lovable Mork hurtles to Earth and befriends a college student Mindy. It's an out of this world series of laughs and escapades. Includes 13 Season One episodes. Over 10 hours. Paramount. $4.95

2992487 STEVE MARTIN: The Best of the Bestest Bestest Best. widescreen. From one of the most beloved talents in American Laugh-A-Longs come two rare specials. Star in "A Wild and Crazy Guy" (1978) is Martin’s first network special for NBC—half concert footage and half sketches. Homage to Steve (1984) brings together his roles in The Jerk, Planes, Trains, and Automobiles, "The Thin Orange Line," and more. $29.95

4689216 THE RED SKELTON SHOW: The Best of the Early Years 1955-1956. Fullscreen. America’s favorite clown returns to American living rooms with this new episode collection. Taking viewers on a nostalgic journey back to the Golden Age of Television, it includes rare bits including classics like Phantom of the Ballet, The Atomic Sailor, Freddie Finds a Headlight and more. In full screen. At Deep Valley. $4.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/847

TV Comedy

3735138 2 BROKE GIRLS: The Complete First Season. widescreen. One’s street-smart and working class born; the other’s book smart and nouveau bankrupt, together, unlikely roommates and unlikely friends Max (Kat Dennings) and Caroline (Beth Behrs) are two broke girls in a Brooklyn diner. While trying to save $250,000 to start a cupcake business, 24 episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Price: $24.95 $5.95

3808741 COMEDY CENTRAL’S TV FUNHOUSE. When you were a kid, cartoons were on Saturday mornings, TV show hosts were beloved, and puppets were friendly. Well, you’re not a kid anymore. That’s why Comedy Central’s TV Funhouse featuring host Doug and his Anipals, is packed with enough twisted cartoons, crass puppets, live animals and guest stars to send you to bed weeping over your lost youth. CC. 130 minutes on two DVDs. Paramount. Price: $7.95

2994508 GOMER PYLE, U.S.M.C.: The First Season. Fullscreen. From the bookends to the barracks, Jim Nabors’ standout portrayal of sweet as pie, goofy local mechanic Gomer Pyle on The Andy Griffith Show helped him own his series. Here are 30 time-honored half-hour episodes, including the unforgettable final show, in B&W. Over twelve hours on 5 DVDs. Paramount. Price: $11.95

3929826 MORK & MINDY: The Second Season. Fullscreen. Mork (Robin Williams), a mischievous alien of the planet Zockor, was sent to study Earthlings, whose “crazy” customs the “Oricks” had never been able to understand. Mork lands near Boulder, Colorado, and is befriended by Mindy McConnell (Pam Dawber), who tries to help him adjust to Earth’s “strange” ways. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. Price: $4.95

8235637 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: VOL. 9: JOE M. Mike, Tom Servo, Crow and the lovable Tyrants who hold them captive in space do other hilarious orbit around four full movies—Women of the Prehistoric Planet; Wild Rebels: The Sinister Urge; and The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies Over on Four DVDs. Factory. Price: $27.95

3921177 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME NINE: JOE M. Mike, Tom Servo, Crow and the lovable Tyrants who hold them captive in space do other hilarious orbit around four full movies—Women of the Prehistoric Planet; Wild Rebels: The Sinister Urge; and The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies Over on Four DVDs. Factory. Price: $27.95

8185204 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME TWELVE. Laugh, groan, writhe, and laugh again with Joel, Mike, Tom Servo and Crow as they deliver jokes and judgments on cinema’s difficult children. This four DVD set includes The Beloved Secret; Secret Agent Super Dragon; The Starfighters; and The Lonely Ghost. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Nearly seven hours. Shout! Factory. Price: $32.95

3664863 FULLER HOUSE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The adventures that began with Full House continue, with veteran D.J. Tanner-Fuller (Candace Cameron Bure) recently widowed and living in San Francisco. With surprise visits from all 5.1.2.3.4.5 of her ex’s exes—her friends set the premise for the series that followed. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Price: $4.99

4658454 LULU: THE BANKROBBER’S WIFE. Widescreen. Lulu owns her own beauty salon. Leon is a habitual bank robber with a heart of gold and a knack for pulling off almost flawless heists. Their life together comes to a screeching halt when Leon is arrested and sent to jail. Lulu has to assume control of his criminal enterprises and her life is turned completely inside out. Danish. English subtitles. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Mtv. Price: $9.95

3854787 THE MARX BROTHERS TV COLLECTION. The first of its kind set—featuring one material from the Marx Brothers’ 80+ rare collections—presents a broad and genuinely timeless collection of the legendary comedians. This DVD features the comedy routines of Billy Crystal, George Carlin, Freddie Prinze, Flip Wilson, Richard Pryor, Andy Kaufman, and more. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Price: $29.95

3935701 THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: Comedy. In the ’70s, this show was synonymous with great live music, but it was also a showcase for the era’s funniest comedians. This DVD features the comedy routines of Billy Crystal, George Carlin, Freddie Prinze, Flip Wilson, Richard Pryor, Andy Kaufman, and more. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Price: $29.95

2905639 GEORGE CARLIN: Playin’ with Your Head. Presents one of the legendary comedian’s most hysterical stand-up comedy performances, recorded at the Beverly Theater in Los Angeles. Routines include “Losing Things,” “Charities,” “Sports,” “Hello and Goodbye,” “Battered Plants,” and more. Features a short film co-starring Vic Tayback. 58 minutes. Adults only. MPI. Price: $19.98

3725278 GILLIGAN’S ISLAND: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. It’s year three on the island, and the fun and chaos continues. Gilligan’s, headlines are back as the funniest highlights with stars and those unpredictable moments when Johnny meets the animal kingdom. 130 minutes on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Price: $5.95

726955X BURNS AND ALLEN 1951: Collector’s Box Set. This hysterical collection of the classic duo’s TV show includes twenty episodes featuring George Burns, Gracie Allen, and Jack Benny. Titles include The Bank President; Breaking Up the Fourth of July; The Wonderful World of Wilt; Pope starring Scott McKay as Wilbur, and Sandra White as his wife. Carla. This pilot set the premise for the series that followed in 1950-58. A rare promo set of cartoons, two bonus episodes, and a very rare episode of the Alan Young Show. In B&W. Price: $11.95

3865809 MISTER ED RARITIES. Collects the original un-aird pilot for Mr. Ed entitled The World of Wilbur, a pilot where Mr. Ed, starring Scott McKay as Wilbur, and Sandra White as his wife. Carla. This pilot set the premise for the series that followed in 1950-58. A rare promo set of cartoons, two bonus episodes, and a very rare episode of the Alan Young Show. In B&W. Price: $11.95

3867014 MISTRESS PEEPERS: Season 1. Journey back to Jefferson Junior High with Mr. Peepers (Wally Cox), that shy, quiet slow-moving science teacher whose efforts to do the right thing always seemed to backfire. This first 26 episodes of this Emmy Award nominated series are compiled in this classic collection. Also stars Tony Randall. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. S’more Entertainment. Price: $29.95

4666321 FAMILY AFFAIR. Fullscreen. Brian Keith stars as bachelor Bill Davis who lives in a posh Manhattan apartment with his proper English manservant (Sebastian Cabot). His existence is turned upside down when he becomes an instant father to his two nieces and nephew. Collects all Season Two episodes. Over twelve hours on 5 DVDs. MPI. Price: $7.95

4691222 DANE COOK’S TOURGASM. Widescreen. From the mind of Dane Cook and three of the hottest fellow comedians around as they perform 20 hilarious shows in just 30 days across 28 states. Jay Davis, Robert Kelly and Gary Gulman share a tricked-out bus with Dane for their wildly unpredictable, always outrageous sold out tour. Packaged in a Steelcase book. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. HBO. Price: $5.95

699202X THE PAUL NYLDE HALLOWEEN SPECIAL. Wherever Paul Nyland appeared, the audience knew they would witness comedic brilliance and rapid fire wit. This Halloween special featured a who’s who of 20th century pop culture. Guests include Tim Conway, Billy Barty, Billy Hayes, Florence Henderson and the first prime-time television appearance by KSS, 50 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Price: $14.95

3867178 IT’S ABOUT TIME: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Created and produced by Carroll O’Connor (All in the Family) and the Brady Bunch, this limited travel comedy stars Frank Aletter as Mac and Jack Mullaney as Hec, two astronauts who find themselves in prehistoric times after being stranded. Includes all 26 episodes. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. S’more Entertainment. Price: $29.95

3898238 THE GREAT AMERICAN DREAM MACHINE. Broadcast on public television from 1971 to 1973, this series was one of the most highly successful series of the era. Unlike anything seen on public television before, the often controversial show made its mark across two highly successful seasons. The first season was hosted by gifted comedians, comedy writers, and producers. Mrs. Chet, Albert Brooks, Henry Winkler, Andy Rooney and many more. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. S’more Entertainment. Price: $39.95

3887022 MISTER PEEPERS: Season 2. Wally Cox stars as Mister Peepers, a shy science teacher on the only high school in town. At first Peepers is heavy on line but after the show hit paydirt, audience, including the two Peepers kids, and a variety of guest stars appeared, including Chevy Chase, Albert Brooks, Henry Winkler, Andy Rooney and many more. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. S’more Entertainment. Price: $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
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TV Comedy

**3976289 THE GOOD PLACE: The Final Season. Fullscreen.** The fourth and final season of this hilarious comedy about the afterlife. Eleanor (Kristen Bell), Chidi (William Jackson Harper), Tahani (Jameela Jamil), and Jason (Manny Jacinto) are four cosmically bound friends who find themselves in the afterlife. Also stars Ted Danson. Includes all Season Four episodes. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99


**3929752 BOSOM BUDDIES: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Best friends Kip (Tom Hanks) and Henry (Peter Scolari) work at an advertising agency with their friend Amy. After their apartment is condemned, they stay at Amy’s place, a hotel for women. After discovering how charming their rooms are, they disguise themselves as “Buffy” and “Hildago” and move in. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount

**3837289 THE MINDY PROJECT: The Complete Series.** Mindy Lahiri (Mindy Kaling) is a talented obstetrician navigating the tricky waters of her chaotic personal life as she pursues her dreams of becoming the perfect woman, finding happiness, and getting her perfect romantic comedy ending. Includes all 117 episodes. Also stars Chris Messina and Ed Weeks. English SDH. Over 43 hours on ten DVDs. Paramount

**3858324 THE MUNSTERS: Season One.** Fullscreen. In this timeless, one of a kind comedy series, America’s first family of fright calls a hilarious spell that will keep you laughing through all 38 episodes of Season One. Stars Fred Gwynne and Yvonne De Carlo. In B&W. English SDH. Over 16 hours on 5 DVDs. Universal

**1831704 WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite radio DJs—the rockin’ Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the soulful Dr. Robert Ellis (Gary David Calder) as they weave through the inner-office antics and feuding clans used both muscle and strategy to plot, maneuver, and murder their way to riches. Includes all 98 episodes from all six seasons. Having this complete set that includes all 170 episodes, a week of shows from March 1976 and more! Appearing as guests are: Muhammad Ali, Jack Benny, Sean Connery, Bing Crosby, Paul McCartney, and many more. In B&W. English SDH. Over 9 hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory

**6734766 GREEN ACRES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Revisit your favorite friends from Hooterville with this complete set that includes all 170 episodes from all six seasons. Having said goodbye to the city (Eddie Albert and Eva Gabor) must contend with their new rural surroundings and zany neighbors. CC. Over 70 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99

**3781165 MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: Season Two.** Fullscreen. There goes the neighborhood all over again, as Al (Ed O’Neill), Peg (Katey Sagal), Kelly (Christina Applegate), Bud (David Faustino) and nosy neighbors. Marcy and Steve discover the flipside of small business politics. “For richer or poorer” was never supposed to be like this! Collects all 22 hilarious episodes from hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek

**3803600 MAIL CALL: S.N.A.F.U.** This DVD loaded with hours of uncomradely, blunders, and mishaps from the Mail Call set. You are NEVER going to see this stuff on television, so get ready to lock and load for the “Xtra Salty” version. There is a delightful “mail buddy” version to experience Gunny with the rough language bleeped out. 53 minutes. Adults only.

**3930041 PETTICOAT JUNCTION: The Official First Season.** Fullscreen. It’s time to hitch a ride on the Hooterville Cannonball. As Shady Rest Hotel owner Kate Bradley (Bea Benaderet) works hard to keep her guests happy, she has to work even harder to keep her Uncle Joe (Edgar Buchanan) in line. But it’s Kate’s three beautiful daughters who are the hotel’s main attraction. Collects all 38 Season One episodes. In B&W. Season One Highly Anticipated. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98

**2676724 THE AWFUL TRUTH: Seasons 1 & 2.** From acclaimed filmmaker and author Michael Moore comes one of the most daring documentary shows to hit the American public. Currently airing in April and 2000, each of the 24 episodes collected here is filled with scathingly funny observations and humorous rants that provide valuable commentary on the political climate of four years on four DVDs. Docurama

**3858283 THAT SHOW WITH JOAN RIVERS 1968.** The late, great Joan Rivers hosts this forgotten talk show gem. She invites 35 fellow celebrities and friends to tell their most hilarious, most revealing and one most important story. Includes an unexpected appearance by Joan’s closers, Florence Henderson, and others. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $24.98

**3926613 NATHAN FOR YOU: Seasons One & Two.** Fullscreen. In this docu-reality series, Nathan Fielder helps real small businesses turn a profit with strategies that no traditional business consultant would dare to attempt. While Nathan’s efforts may not always succeed, they always have big results. Includes all 16 episodes from the first two hilarious seasons. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory

**3926648 SGT. BILKO–THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW: The Third Season.** Fullscreen. The crafty and lovable Sgt. Bilko works a seemingly never ending string of get rich quick schemes out of the Fort Burgundy budget under the nose of his beleaguered superior, Colonel Hall. Thirty-seven episodes. Stars Phil Silvers and Paul Ford. In B&W. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Paramount

**3929760 THE BRADY BUNCH: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Here’s the story—of America’s grooviest TV sitcom family! When Mike and Carol decide to marry, the corners of the Brady family crumble, only to be put back together with the help of their willful, intelligent, witty and charming, yet beleaguered superior, Colonel Hall. Thirty-seven episodes. Stars Phil Silvers and Paul Ford. In B&W. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Paramount

**2797623 SID CAESAR: The Works.** Fullscreen. A comprehensive collection of the best work of Caesar and his teams, beginning with The Admiral Broadway Revue, a late night comedy show in the 1950s through Shows and Caesars’s Hour, and features many interviews and extras. Over 14 hours on live DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.97

**4762860 WATCH AROUND THE CLOCK IN COLOR.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

**281001X STACKED: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98

**4762852 WATCH AROUND THE CLOCK.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95

**3990666 NIGHT COURT: The Complete First Season.** Warner Home Video. Pub. at $27.98

**3395000 COME ON, COME IN.** Greatest...and the Latest. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

**3748635 THE WONDER YEARS: Season One.** StarVista. Pub. at $4.95

**3826755 GREG THE BUNNY: Best of the Film Parodies.** Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

**3909681 THE THREE STOOGES CARTOONS.** Westlake Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95

**3856965 UNBREAKABLE KIMMY SCHMIDT: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $54.98

British TV

**3720799 OUTLAWS.** Widescreen. This two-part BBC series brings the great British outlaw vividly to life. Before Billy the Kid and Jesse James, the golden age of the outlaw blossomed in Great Britain, where real-life Robin Hoodsprovided the open roads and urban alleys of the 17th and 18th centuries. English SDH. 118 minutes. BBC

**3916537 THE OFFICE: The Complete First Series.** Widescreen. Welcome to Wernham Hogg, a paper company stuck in dreary old Slough, where life is stationary. Critics and fans alike found hilarity, and Kate found her true love inside the cubicle walls as a cult classic. “The funniest British export since Monty Python” Variety. Stars Ricky Gervais and Martin Freeman. Over 6 DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $39.95

**3720721 DOCTOR WHO: Deep Breath.** Widescreen. Clara is alone in Victorian London with a man she doesn’t know, a dinosaur in the Thames, and a spike of dead hair. As the Doctor’s conclusion to the ninth series approaches, the Doctor has changed. It’s time you knew him. English SDH. 80 minutes. BBC

**2901846 THE QUEEN’S SISTER.** Widescreen. Princess Margaret was the original wild child of the modern British monarchy, a Royal characterized by its own idiosyncrasies and heartbreak. Britain’s first celebrity Princess, she was willful, intelligent, witty and charming, yet her whirlwind life was undermined by scandal, overindulgence, family politics, and their relationships. Stars Lucy Cohu. 95 minutes. BBC

**2901664 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two.** Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic as a partnership of equals, they’re re-living the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes propel them on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. BBC

**3948729 RISE OF THE CLANS.** Widescreen. Their fierce warriors were legendary and their deeds of honor and valiantly shaped the destinies of Scotland’s most iconic characters—from Robert the Bruce to Mary Queen of Scots. Reenactments brings to life the story of the 18th centuries. English SDH. 118 minutes. BBC

**3885985 LADY VANITIES.** Iris Carr is traveling across Europe and when she unwittingly becomes embroiled in a sinister Balkan plot. When an elderly English woman vanishes without a trace, Iris faces danger and uncertainty as she fights to uncover the truth: did something happen to Miss Fry, or is Iris going mad? This adaptation of the 1930s classic stars Tupper
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**3975762 VICTORIA: The Complete Seasons 1, 2 & 3. Widescreen. Discover the story of the global hit drama starring Jenna Coleman as Queen Victoria, a nineteenth-century heroine for our times. This landmark account of the life of one of history's greatest monarchs begins as Victoria takes her first faltering steps from capricious teenager to respected monarch. Includes all 24 episodes of Seasons One through Three. Slipped case. English SDH. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $47.95 **$31.95

**4653564 VAN DER VALK. Widescreen. Commissioner Piet Van der Valk (Marc Warren) is an engaging, unapologetic, street smart detective. With gutsy and fiercely competent right-hand woman Inspector Lucienne Vanderspek, the battle-ax Seagull and his sidekick, the watchful Mr Quack Veld, and others, the team must solve a raft of mysterious crimes in Amsterdam using astute human observation and inspired detection. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. English SDH. Over four hours. **$31.95

This reboot includes the full series. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 **$45.95

**3941426 AMAZON EMPIRE. Widescreen. Amazon's Jeff Bezos built a business empire that is unprecedented in the history of capitalism, delivering endless goods to customers with just a click of a button. But what is the cost of Amazon's convenience? Frontline examines Amazon and Jeff Bezos' impact on peoples and places on both sides of the multi-billion dollar machine. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95

**396759X THE MAN WHO TRIED TO FEED THE WORLD. Widescreen. The film recounts the story of Norman Borlaug who would not only save India's famine problem, but would go on to lead a ‘Green Revolution’ of worldwide agriculture programs, saving countless lives. He was awarded the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize for his work but spent the rest of his life watching his methods and achievements come under increasing fire. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95

**5839869 MARGARET: The Rebel Princess. Widescreen. With sumptuous archival materials and revealing interviews, the series follows Margaret’s life as she redefined our image of the modern princess. This deeply personal account reveals how Margaret’s character combined the rebellious force of modernity with a respect for tradition. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95

**396142X DOWNTON ABBEY: Seasons 1, 2 & 3. Widescreen. The award-winning series is adapted from Julian Fellowes’ original screenplay written by Julian Fellowes, following the Crawleys through the storms of World War I and into the social upheaval of England in the 1920s as the inhabitants of the house are shaped by desire and heartbreak, romance and rivalry, ambition and betrayal. Stars Hugh Bonneville, Elizabeth McGovern, Joanne Froggatt, James Norton and Eleanore Tomlinson. English SDH. Over 23 hours on 13 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99 **$69.95

**3839834 DECODING THE GREAT PYRAMID: NOVA. Widescreen. Presents the latest evidence from groundbreaking archaeological research that has transformed our understanding of the ancient world’s most ambitious engineering project, revealing a ‘lost city’ and intimate details of the lives of the laborers who worked on the vast construction. English SDH. 60 minutes. **$19.95

**3722627 ENDEAVOUR: The Complete Sixth Season. Widescreen. It’s 1969, and things are changing fast for the world famous Oxford CID, with Chief Superintendent Endeavour and his colleagues are entering a new decade and era of change. Opening on New Year’s Eve 1969, normal order has been reversed and the team reunited at Castle Gate CID, with Chief Superintendent Bright back in charge. However, the events of the past year have left their mark. Far from wallowing in Armageddon, Endeavour and his colleagues are entering a new decade. **$19.95

**6950906 ABRAHAM AND MARY LINCOLN: A House Divided. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 **$9.95

**3839915 VICTORIA: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 **$29.95


**3811344 ZERO TOLERANCE: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95

**3967581 THE GREATEST BOND. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95

**3843789 JAMESTOWN: The Complete Collection. In this story of the first English settlers in America, we arrive in 1619 at the first settlement on the edge of the breathtaking but untamed Virginian wilderness. For 12 years, Jamestown has been beleagured by men, but that settlement is thrown into disarray when the first women arrive in this land of hope and opportunity. Includes all the complete series. English SDH. Eighteen hours on 6 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $54.95 **$31.95

**3869101 SECRETS OF BRITAIN’S GREAT CATHEDRALS. Widescreen. This stunning film explores 20 cathedrals and abbeys throughout England and Wales, revealing breathtaking 4K and incredibly intimate drone footage, capturing their legendary facades and soaring interior spaces. Get incredible insight into the most influential cathedrals, abbeys, and bishops’ palaces in the country. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 **$31.95

**3811247 THE FEUD: American Experience. Widescreen. This is the story of a region and people forced into sudden change by Eastern capitalists, who transformed Appalachia from an agrarian mountain community into a coal and timber producing region, primarily by outside interests. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$14.95

**3862570 THE QUEEN AT WAR. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 **$19.95

**3941493 EXPEDITION WITH STEVE BACKSHALL: Season One. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 **$19.95

**3843750 DECODING DA VINCI: NOVA. Widescreen. NOVA goes to Italy to uncover the da Vinci’s real work. Th em, in the basement of the Louvre, scientists and art restoration experts deploy cutting-edge technology to digitally peel back the layers of da Vinci’s works to reveal the impact of his science on his art and his art on science. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$14.95

**6950906 ABRAHAM AND MARY LINCOLN: A House Divided. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 **$9.95

**3839915 VICTORIA: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 **$29.95


**3811344 ZERO TOLERANCE: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95

**3967581 THE GREATEST BOND. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95

**3843789 JAMESTOWN: The Complete Collection. In this story of the first English settlers in America, we arrive in 1619 at the first settlement on the edge of the breathtaking but untamed Virginian wilderness. For 12 years, Jamestown has been beleagured by men, but that settlement is thrown into disarray when the first women arrive in this land of hope and opportunity. Includes all the complete series. English SDH. Eighteen hours on 6 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $54.95 **$31.95

**3869101 SECRETS OF BRITAIN’S GREAT CATHEDRALS. Widescreen. This stunning film explores 20 cathedrals and abbeys throughout England and Wales, revealing breathtaking 4K and incredibly intimate drone footage, capturing their legendary facades and soaring interior spaces. Get incredible insight into the most influential cathedrals, abbeys, and bishops’ palaces in the country. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 **$31.95

**3811247 THE FEUD: American Experience. Widescreen. This is the story of a region and people forced into sudden change by Eastern capitalists, who transformed Appalachia from an agrarian mountain community into a coal and timber producing region, primarily by outside interests. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$14.95

**3843750 DECODING DA VINCI: NOVA. Widescreen. NOVA goes to Italy to uncover the da Vinci’s real work. Th em, in the basement of the Louvre, scientists and art restoration experts deploy cutting-edge technology to digitally peel back the layers of da Vinci’s works to reveal the impact of his science on his art and his art on science. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$14.95

**3941493 EXPEDITION WITH STEVE BACKSHALL: Season One. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 **$19.95

**3843750 DECODING DA VINCI: NOVA. Widescreen. NOVA goes to Italy to uncover the da Vinci’s real work. Th em, in the basement of the Louvre, scientists and art restoration experts deploy cutting-edge technology to digitally peel back the layers of da Vinci’s works to reveal the impact of his science on his art and his art on science. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$14.95

**3941493 EXPEDITION WITH STEVE BACKSHALL: Season One. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 **$19.95

**3839915 VICTORIA: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 **$29.95


**3811344 ZERO TOLERANCE: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95

**3967581 THE GREATEST BOND. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95
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3926621 RABID DOGS. Widescreen. A chilling remake of the 1974 Mario Bava cult classic. A German gas depot. The four surviving soldiers manage to escape into the deadly desert and are soon lost. Exhausted and dehydrated, they spot a German armored car and attack. They kill all but one. A long adventure where they discover the real meaning of solidarity. In B&W. 92 minutes. Rated R. $7.95

4687245 WIDENET BY STANDARDS. Widescreen. John Craig (Stanley Baker) is a James Bond-like British secret agent who’s given one last chance to redeem himself after a failed mission. When the head of the organization gets killed, two younger and more ruthless agents are forced to finish the job. Craig joins forces with Israeli spy Miriam Loman (Geraldine Chaplin) to decide if the targeted scientist is eliminated. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

4692225 GREED IN THE SUN. Widescreen. Rocco and his female accomplice, Angèle, hijack a truck from a trucking company in the Saharan desert. The head of the trucking company, Castiglione hires Rocco’s friend, Herve and a newly employed German, Hans, to go after him and bring back the valuable goods. In B&W. 125 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4687329 THE BRAIN. Widescreen. When NATO transfers some of its funds from Paris to Brussels by train, a criminal mastermind posing as a British colonel plans to steal it but two petty French thieves also have the same idea. Stars Jean-Paul Belmondo and David Niven. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Sold out.

3966542 UNTAMED. Widescreen. This 1955 epic tells the story of Irish emigrant Katie (Susan Hayward) and her bovver commander Paul van Riebeck (Tyrone Power); their romance begins in Ireland and faces trials and adventures in a roiled South Africa.

3994147 BRONSON TRIPLE THREAT COLLECTION. Widescreen. Legendary tough guy Charles Bronson ignites a firestorm of action as urban avenger Paul Kersey in these three pulse-pounding, Death Wish 2; Death Wish 3, and Death Wish 4: The Crackdown. All English SDH. Over four hours on 3 Blu-rays. MGM. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4718158 WILD THING. Widescreen. In this update of the Tarzan story, 30-year-old German heiress (Ann bathers’ As Jane, a social worker whose attraction to Wild Thing (Robert Knepper), a modern-day hero who does out生存 threat with splendid unbreakable steel. Will place them both in grave peril. 92 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

471864X CRASHOUT. Widescreen. Sixworthless convicts break out of prison and frantically try to avoid an extensive manhunt. After barely surviving two brutal incidents, the men take refuge in a farm house. But even in the thick of all this danger, they slowly begin to realize that it’s not the law they need to worry about–but each other. Stars Arthur Bendix. In B&W. 89 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

3994309 THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E. Widescreen. At the height of the Cold War in the early 1960s, CIA agent Napoleon Solo (Henry Cavill) and KGB agent Illya Kuryakin (Armie Hammer) must put aside longstanding hostilities to stop a mysterious international criminal organization bent on destabilizing the fragile balance of world power. English SDH. $7.95

4692608 GET CARTER. Widescreen. Ask Las Vegas resident Jack Carter what he does for a living and he’ll explain he’s a “financial adjuster.” Pay what you owe, or Carter will adjust your arm, nose or spleen. Plenty of adjusting awakes when Silvestre Calzone plays hard-edged Carter in this sleek action thriller. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 468211X THE DEADliest PREY. Widescreen. Kidnapped from in front of his home while emptying trash, Mike Danton (Ted Prior) finds himself back in familiar territory as a cop. This time Colonel Hogan’s (David Campbell) twisted game of cat and mouse. The action and kills are ample in this sequel to Deadly Prey. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4689900 WIDENET DEATH WISH. Widescreen. Lieutenant Brando (Robert Ryan) and Sergeant Montana (Aldo Ray) are two soldiers trying to deal with the shock and devastation of the Korean War. Montana has been ordered to escort a colonel (Robert Keith) on an extreme battle fatigue to a field hospital while Brando remains with the platoon. In French with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4691862 MEN IN WAR. Widescreen. Lieutenants Benson (Robert Ryan) and Sargent Montana (Aldo Ray) are two soldiers trying to deal with the shock and devastation of the Korean War. Montana has been ordered to escort a colonel (Robert Keith) on an extreme battle fatigue to a field hospital while Brando remains with the platoon. In French with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4691862 MEN IN WAR. Widescreen. Lieutenants Benson (Robert Ryan) and Sargent Montana (Aldo Ray) are two soldiers trying to deal with the shock and devastation of the Korean War. Montana has been ordered to escort a colonel (Robert Keith) on an extreme battle fatigue to a field hospital while Brando remains with the platoon. In French with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4691862 MEN IN WAR. Widescreen. Lieutenants Benson (Robert Ryan) and Sargent Montana (Aldo Ray) are two soldiers trying to deal with the shock and devastation of the Korean War. Montana has been ordered to escort a colonel (Robert Keith) on an extreme battle fatigue to a field hospital while Brando remains with the platoon. In French with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

3994163 EARTHQUAKE. Widescreen. Charlton Heston leads an all-star cast in this epic film about ordinary citizens who must band together in the face of an unstoppable natural disaster. The most catastrophic earthquake in history rips through Southern California. English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. $4.95

3994362 CODE OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Eddie Casacch (Chuck Norris) is a Chicago detective who plays by his own rules–a dangerous habit, especially when he breaks the force’s code of silence to blow the lid off a deadly police cover-up. Now Hal Jordan, the FBI’s man in Chicago, receives little help from his embittered fellow officers while fighting against rival mobsters. English SDH. Rated R. 101 minutes. MGM. $4.95

3950204 PIRANHA DD. Widescreen. This former special school of bloodthirsty piranhas are back, and this time no one is safe from the flesh-eating fish as they sink their razor sharp teeth into the visitors of summer’s best attraction, The Big Water Water Park. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Alliance. $5.95

3994368 TORQUE. Widescreen. Motorcycle Cop Ford lives to ride. Now he’s riding to live. The Reapers biker gang wants him for a murder he did not commit. The leader of the Hellions wants to get his hands on his neck and on the contraband he thinks Ford ripped off. And the FBI wants to have a little chat. Nice to be wanted–right? English SDH. Olive Films. $5.95

4726928 WORLD WAR Z. Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane (Brad Pitt) must back sanctioned attempt to save both his family and the world from a pandemic that is toppling governments and threatening to destroy humanity itself. Also shown. Packaging in an embossed metal case. Not Rated. English SDH. 122 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4654382 HARSH TIMES. Widescreen. The creator of Training Day brings us a tale of a film with powerhouse performances by Christian Bale, Freddy Rodriguez, and Eva Longoria. Bale is a returning Middle East veteran unable to get a job with the LAPD, driffs into a life of petty crime, drugs, and violence. Rated R. Olive Films. $4.95

3984516 GREEN LANTERN/WATCHMEN. Widescreen. When a new enemy called PARALLAX threatens to destroy the universe, the fate of Earth lies in the hands of the Green Lantern Corps’ newest recruit, the first human, Hal Jordan, in Watchmen, (Rated R) the year is 1985 and super heroes have banded together to respond to the murder of one of their own. English SDH. Five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. $19.98

3990761 THE HORSE SOLDIERS. Widescreen. John Wayne team up with William Holden and eminent Western director John Ford for this frontier action film based on one of the most daring cavalry operations. Also stars Constance Towers and Althea Gibson. English SDH. 120 minutes. MGM. $7.95

3984220 BATMAN. Widescreen. Tim Burton directs. Michael Keaton stars as Batman, and Jack Nicholson stars as his arch foe, The Joker. As the Dark Knight, defender of law and order in Gotham City, Batman must decide where the zone between right and wrong. Packaging in a Blu-ray book. English SDH. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

4726579 JACKIE CHAN’S FIRST STRIKE. Widescreen. A hard-hitting gang of hoodlums and weapons on its side. Jackie Chan has what’s within his reach: a ladder. It will do. Chan’s amazingly inventive and widely famed directorial forte is also a highlight among highlights in this rollicking action/comedy in which he’s called upon to recover a stolen warhead component. English SDH. 84 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.96
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**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

4771914X **WOOCHI.** Widescreen. Jeon Woo-chi, an undisciplined, womanizing wizard unjustly accused of the death of his master, is trapped inside an ancient scroll until he is set free in 2009 to help fight against evil goblins that have taken over Korea. The only problem—Woo-chi is more interested in love than the welfare of the women of Korea. Not Rated. In Korean 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. $11.95

4717740 **ARMORED ATTACK!** Fullscreen. When the school year ends, three friends from Hong Kong decide to travel to Kiev. Their trip is cut short when German aircraft attack and their town falls under occupation. This story of valor and resistance stars Danny Andrews, Ann Baxter and Walter Huston. In B&W 76 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

3995589 **IN THE HEART OF THE SEA.** Widescreen. In the winter of 1820, the New England whaling ship Essex, commanded by Captain 龐ker (Nick Nolte) resorts to extremes and nonstop thrills! George Lazenby leaps into enemy hands. When the plan goes wrong, he’s left for dead in the underground parking recovery, he seeks vengeance. CC. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. In WideScreen. Christopher Reeve stars as Clark Kent sees Lana Lang at a Smallville High class photojournalist desired by both men. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98

3808548 **THE ASSASSIN.** Widescreen. Celebrated Taiwanese Master Director Hou Hsiao-hsien’s long awaited return to the screen tells the story of Yie Ninning (Shu Qi), a General’s daughter, kidnapped as a child and trained by men in the arts, only to be sent home on a bloody mission of revenge, with her once-betrothed love (Chang Chen) as the target. In Mandarin 100 minutes. Olive Films. $19.98

3984469 **POSEIDON.** Widescreen. New Year’s Eve on the Poseidon and partying voyagers toast the future. The future comes in a rush—a 150 foot rogue wave flips the ship and a struggle to survive begins. Josh Lucas, Kurt Russell, Richard Dreyfuss and more play passengers who must rely on each other as they seek safety through the water. Flames SDH. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. $4.95

3984486 **GANGSTER SQUAD.** Widescreen. The year is 1949 and ruthless gangster Mickey Cohen (Sean Penn) has the city of Los Angeles in his grip. Against a gang protected by corrupt LAPD Captain Full Parker (Nick Nolte) resorts to extremes and enlists Sgt O’Mara (Josh Brolin) to form a vigilante unit. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4677587 **THE MATADOR.** Widescreen. Lonely hit man Julian Noble (Pierce Brosnan) and struggling salesman Danny Wright (Greg Kinnear) form an unexpected bond during a chance meeting in a Mexican bar. Six months later, the two men set out for the most thrilling adventure of Danny’s life and the most critical kill of Julian’s career. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95


4660722 **JOURNEY 2: The Mysterious Island.** Widescreen. Seventeen-year-old Sean (Josh Hutcherson) receives a coded distress signal from a mysterious and dangerous island. Unable to stop him, Sean’s stepfather (Dwayne Johnson) joins the quest. Together with a helicopter pilot and his beautiful daughter, they set out to find the island and rescue its only inhabitant. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH 94 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

2484876 **22 BULLETS.** Lifelong mobster Charly Matte has turned over a new leaf and left his outlaw behind. However, one winter morning he’s left for dead in the underground parking garage of Marseille’s Old Port with 22 bullets in his body. After his miraculous recovery, he seeks vengeance. CC. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. In French with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Flaiton. $5.95

2479722 **SUPERMAN III.** Widescreen. Christopher Reeve reprises his signature role as the hero he is Clark Kent sees Lana Lang at a Smallville High class photojournalist desired by both men. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4719158 **ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN FABIAN.** Fullscreen. 1860 New England. (Michelleine Preille) is a French Creole maid who seeks revenge against the Brissac family, monied bluebloods who murdered her parents. To save their fate and the fate of Earth lie in the hands of the Fabians. They enlist Sgt O’Mara (Josh Brolin) to form a elite force of protectors for peace and justice and nonstop thrills! George Lazenby leaps into enemy hands. When the plan goes wrong, he’s left for dead in the underground parking recovery, he seeks vengeance. CC. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. In WideScreen. Christopher Reeve stars as Clark Kent sees Lana Lang at a Smallville High class photojournalist desired by both men. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4677461 **THE MUTANT.** Widescreen. Lone wolf and the warrior Queen Andromeda (Rosamund Pike), Poseidon’s demigod son, Argenor, and fallen god Hephaestus, Perseus becomes a treacherous hero when he is cast into the underworld to rescue Zeus (Liam Neeson), overthrow the Titans and save mankind. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray 2D and DVD versions. Miller’s (Liam Neeson), overthow the Titans and save mankind. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray 2D and DVD versions. In WideScreen. Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98

4665058 **UNCLE SAM.** Widescreen. It’s Fourth of July Weekend, and the recently discovered corpse of Sgt. Sam Harper—killed by “friendly fire” during the first Gulf War—is returned to his all-American hometown. But when Sam rises from the dead to punish the underlying involvement of a bitter Korean War Vet can stop his red-blooded rampage. Rated R. 90 minutes. $11.95

4726563 **JACK RYAN: Shadow Recruit.** Warner Bros. Enter. Jack Ryan (Chris Pine) is caught in a dangerous web of intrigue spun between his unsuspecting fiancee (Keira Knightley), a shadowy government agent (Kevin Costner) and a ruthless Russian criminal. The stakes have never been higher in this taut thriller. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. In WideScreen. Paramount. $9.95

3959437 **BATMAN: The Long Wait.** Warner Bros. Enter. Batman. Jack Nicholson, who has emerged from a horrible accident as a manic criminal, is caught in a dangerous web of intrigue spun between his unsuspecting fiancee (Keira Knightley), a shadowy government agent (Kevin Costner) and a ruthless Russian criminal. The stakes have never been higher in this taut thriller. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. In WideScreen. Paramount. $9.95

4726955 **JOURNEY TO THE WEST.** Widescreen. In a world plagued by demons who cause great human suffering, young demon hunter Xuan Zang must conquer a water demon, a pig demon and the demon of all demons—Sun Wukong. However, in order to alone for their own sins, the four of them must embark on a journey to the West that’s full of challenges. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Magnolia. $7.95

4726420 **BULLETPROOF MONK.** Widescreen. In this heart-pumping action-adventure Chow Yun-Fat stars as the mysterious protector for a young man who trains in the streetwise punk (Sean William Scott) to become the next gravity defying, sword-wielding, butt-kicking protector. CC. 104 minutes. MoM. $4.95

4654498 **ROLLERBALL.** Widescreen. Jonathan Cross (Chris Klein) is the newest recruit in the most extreme sport of all time—where his fast moves and killer looks make him an instant superstar. But when he learns that the leader of Team Cross (Ryan Reynolds) is orchestrating serious on-court “accidents,” Cross plans to take him down. Rated SDH. 97 minutes. MGM. $9.95

4740238 **OFFICER DOWNE.** Widescreen. Taken from life by砍 hyper-real Los Angeles for the story of a savage, L.A. policeman who is repeatedly resurrected and returned to active duty through the power of science technology. From the graphic novel by Joe Casey and Chris Burnham. Stars Kim Coates. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

4726683 **THE ROAD WARRIOR.** Widescreen. A full-throttle epic that took the box office storm, George Miller’s post-apocalyptic masterpiece follows a heroic loner (Mel Gibson) who drives the roads of outback Australia in an unrelenting red-blooded rampage. Rated R. English SDH. 228 minutes. Shout! Factory. $19.98

With English subtitles:

4677587 **THE MATADOR.** Widescreen. English SDH. 98 minutes. $9.95

3759881 **WRAITH OF THE TITANS 3D.** English SDH. 98 minutes. $9.95

3984469 **POSEIDON.** English SDH. 98 minutes. $4.95

4648846 **THE LAST LEGION.** Widescreen. In invading hordes besiege the crumbling Roman empire, a daring general (Colin Firth), joined by a powerful wizard (Ben Kingsley) and an arms-smuggling ring. And he’s Eddie Cusack in Code of Silence, a Chicago detective in a one-man war against rival drug kingspins. Some R. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

4692904 **007 GEORGE LAZENBY.** James Bond goes undercover in the treacherous Swiss Alps in this action-packed epic filled with Alfred Hitchcockian twists and nonstop thrills! George Lazenby leaps into the role of Agent 007 with supreme confidence and undeniable charisma. 142 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

4665058 **UNCLE SAM.** Widescreen. It’s Fourth of July Weekend, and the recently discovered corpse of Sgt. Sam Harper—killed by “friendly fire” during the first Gulf War—is returned to his all-American hometown. But when Sam rises from the dead to punish the underlying involvement of a bitter Korean War Vet can stop his red-blooded rampage. Rated R. 90 minutes. $11.95
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**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

### 3986667 **WAR PIGS**
Widescreen. Disgraced WWII Army Captain Jack Wosick is given the opportunity for redemption. He is asked to lead a ragtag unit of misfits, known as the War Pigs, on a secret mission. They must go behind enemy lines to uncover and capture a Nazi-developed super weapon, the V3, a massive cannon. Rated R. English and Spanish versions. English SDH (Blu-ray). Rated R. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

### 4759656 **BATTLE OF THE WARRIORS**
Widescreen. In 370 B.C., a small kingdom lies directly in the path of a massive, advancing army. When all hope is lost, the people turn to a lone, mysterious stranger to rescue them from siege and conquest. Based on the sensational Japanese manga series, Bokkou, Battle of the Warriors. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 133 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

### 3813266 **SCORCHED EARTH**
Widescreen. A bounty hunter named Affleck Gage trails a renegade in a post-apocalyptic Earth. With her loyalty only to herself now tested, Gage teams that there might be more to life than just survival. Gina Carano. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

### 493285X **GUTSHOT STRAIGHT**
Widescreen. Jack (George Eads) is a professional poker player who gets involved with the underworld when he takes a wage proposed by gambler, Duffi (Stephen Lang). In order to protect his family and himself, Jack seeks the help of Paulie, a loan shark who is looking to collect on Jack’s poker debts and wants to protect his investment. 85 minutes. WVS Films. $4.95

### 3829295 **SWEETER**
Widescreen. Ten professional poker players each contribute $100 million from a Vegas casino. Bishop is a small town sheriff, with no memory of his criminal past. But when his old crew rolls into town looking for the buried cash, the perfect getaway turns into a night of greed, revenge, and retribution. Stars Lennie James and Jean-Claude Van Damme. Rated R. 110 minutes. WellGo USA. $2.95

### 3929124 **THE COLONY: STRANGERS**
Widescreen. The Colony stars Laurence Fishburne and Bill Paxton in a savage and unremitting thriller about mankind’s greatest enemy—himself. In Stranded, Colonel Gerard Brauchman (Christian Slater) and his small crew are bombarded by a meteor storm. Before long, the crew discovers the meteors harbor alien life. A fate fits for survival. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. RLU Entertainment. $4.95

### 3942457 **BATMAN VS. SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice/MAN OF STEEL**
Widescreen. In Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, Superman/Bruce Wayne (Benedict Cumberbatch/Christian Bale) and his small crew are bombarded by a meteor storm. Before long, the crew discovers the meteors harbor alien life. A fate fits for survival. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. $7.95

### 3929302 **MISSION: Impossible—Ghost Protocol**
Widescreen. No plan. No backup. No choice. Agents (Kittredge) and his elite team go underground after a bombing of the Kremlin implicates the IMF as international terrorists. While trying to clear their names, the team must navigate a plot to start a nuclear war. Now they must use every high tech trick in the book to save the world. Packaged in a tin case. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

### 3990630 **MASTER**

### 4651111 **A PERFECT DAY**
Widescreen. Over the course of 24 hours, Mambu leads his team of human and alien prototypes towards a most unexpected crisis, layers of bureaucratic red tape, and the reappearance of Mambu’s old flame. Through it all, the group handles the difficulties of life in a combat zone, somewhere in the Balkans. Stars Benicio del Toro, Melanie Thierry, and English SDH. 106 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

### 3929736 **SNIPER: Ultimate Kill**
Widescreen. Alex (Brandon Beckett), Richard Miller and Thoms Beckett join forces in Colombia to take down a brutal drug cartel. When a sniper targets local Special Forces officer, the teams in line for the ultimate battle. Stars Chad Michael Collins and Tom Berenger. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

### 3741510 **THE CORRUPTOR: A Code of Silence**
Widescreen. A police detective (Clint Eastwood) gets involved in a case of deception, violence and betrayal in New York City’s Chinatown. International superstar Chow Yun-Fat and Mark Wahlburg lead an outstanding supporting cast of action-packed story filled with twists and turns. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

### 3895755 **DEATH WISH 4: The Crackdown**
Widescreen. Two rival drug gangs have a death grip on L.A.’s combat zone, somewhere in the Balkans. Before long, the crew discovers the meteors harbor alien life. A fate fits for survival. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. $4.95

### 3995446 **BATMAN RETURNS**
Widescreen. Gotham City faces two monstrous criminal menaces. the bizarre, sinister Penguin (Danny DeVito) and the slinky, mysterious Catwoman (Michelle Pfeiffer). Using an arsenal of new tech, Batman must battle two formidable foes at once. Especially when one wants to be mayhem and the other is romantically attracted to him? Packaged in a bonus Blu-ray. Warner Bros. $9.95

### 4690168 **VERSUS**
Widescreen. A mysterious face-off in a wooded clearing between two escaped convicts and a carload of sharply dressed yakuza ends in hails of bullets and showers of blood. The location is the mythical Forest of Resurrection, the site of the 4444th portal of the 666 hidden gates that connect this world to another dimension. Also includes a tech guide. In Japanese with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

### 4876300 **SGT. KABUKIMAN**
Widescreen. Meet N.Y.P.D. Sgt. Harry Griswold, a hot dog loving Bronx cop who suddenly transforms into a 2,000 year old Kabuki super-human hero. Using a new arsenal of frat deh, heat-seeking laser, & pyro projectile parasols, Sgt. Kabukiman must save New York City from the EVIL ONE. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Tohma Team. $11.95

### 3992870 **ARENTH EMPIRE AND THE FIVE WARRIORS**
Widescreen. The animated saga of a kingdom locked in a desperate battle for survival. Donnie Yen, Kelly Chen and Leon Lai, team up as sword-wielding heroes in a quest to save the kingdom, nation and wage a massive war against an invading horde. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

### 47600X **TIDAL WAVE**
Widescreen. A deep-sea earthquake occurs creating a tidal wave and a destructive storm, turning a popular vacation spot on the south coast of Korea, which draws visitors from all over the world. While tracking off shore seismic activity, a diving team finds a marine biologist recognizes the impending danger of a mega tsunami and attempts to warn authorities. 120 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

### 4809176 **VIGILANTE**
Widescreen. New York City detective Nick Cassidy (Dolph Lundgren) goes to Southeast Asia and teams up with a Thai detective to get revenge and destroy the syndicate’s human trafficking network. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

### 4859844 **THE NOVEMBER MAN**
Widescreen. *Codename: The November Man.* Deaverous (Pierce Brosnan) is a highly trained ex-CIA agent living in Switzerland. When he’s lured out of retirement to safeguard a witness targeting a top Russian official, he’s drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse with his former friend and protege. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

### 4740246 **SKIN TRADE**
Widescreen. Adored by a Sinful gangster with international interests, New York City detective Nick Cassidy (Dolph Lundgren) goes to Southeast Asia and teams up with a Thai detective to get revenge and destroy the syndicate’s human trafficking network. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

### 3851939 **BIRTH OF THE DRAGON**
Widescreen. In 1960s San Francisco, Bruce Lee (Ehren McGhehey) was young and hungry and looking for an opportunity to make a name for himself. That opportunity came when the legendary Shanghai gangster, Pink Man (Xia Yu) came into town, and Lee challenges him to a fight, one that would change the history of martial arts forever. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. $4.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
**TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY**

**TOTAL RECALL**

Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzenegger is back as Terminator 2, in one of the biggest sequels of all time. Now, he’s one of the good guys, sent back in time to protect John Connor, the boy destined to lead the freedom fighters. In Real D 3D, Schwarzenegger is Quaid, a 2084 construction worker haunted by dreams of Mars in the action-packed sc-fi spectacle. Rated R. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Mongrel Media. $6.95

**NUDE NUNS WITH BIG GUNS**

Widescreen. When Sister Sarah becomes ensnared and victimized by the drug-pushing predators within the church walls and, while on the verge of death, she receives a divine mission to seek revenge! Packing heat and shedding her habit, this sister of no mercy embarked on a relentless rampage against these unholy men. Stars Asun Ortega. Unrated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.97 $5.95

**BOUNTY KILLER**

Widescreen. The world is a wasteland, run to the ground by corporations who care about nothing but profit. A special breed of outlaws, led by one-time army officer Stpan, sets out to expose these white collar criminals. Mary’s main rival, the mysterious Drifter, ultimately, his gold fleece jacket. Stars Asun Ortega. Unrated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.97 $5.95

**FURY OF THE FIRST AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE**

Widescreen. The biggest porn star of the 1970s must reclaim his mojo in the 80s by saving all man kind, fighting his way to the heart of a conspiracy to sell meat pumped full of hormones to the rest of the world. The process he finds his long lost mojo and ultimately, his gold fleece jacket. Stars Sean Stone. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Comedy Dynamics. $3.95

**MARIA R.M.A.**

Close quarters. Widescreen. Jake Carter (WWE star Mike Mizzanin) and fellow维尔mer Trapper (WWE star Shawn Michaels) join forces to rescue a kidnapped girl from the those of international criminals headed up by Maddy Hayes (WWE star Becky Lynch). Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**BABY Needs a NEW PAIR OF SHOES**

Widescreen. In 1958, a man moysters go to war with black hoodlums, turning the streets of Harlem into an all-out war zone as both sides call on their best assassins to gain fighting field. But scared crime boss Pasha (Paul Harris) has his own unpredictable predictors to protect his turf as well. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $9.95

**4GOT10**

Widescreen. A wounded man wakes up in the desert surrounded by bodies, with no memory and three-million dollars cash. On the run from a ruthless DEA agent, the Mexican cartel boss, and the local sheriff, he discovers that the more he remembers, the less he wants to know about who he is. Stars Dolph Lundgren. Not minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**ERAGON**

Widescreen. In a kingdom ravaged by tyranny, one small ray of hope emerges when Eragon (Ed Speleers) finds a mysterious blue flower that turns out to be the last dragon’s egg in existence. From the moment the egg hatches, the fates of Eragon and the dragon Saphira are forever entwined, as they journey to Gallatroix. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 103 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**1939: Battle of Westerplatte**

Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein stationed at the Polish Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst the bloodshed, two Polish commanders struggle with the decision to fight or surrender. Dubbed in English. 118 minutes. E One. $9.95

**TROMA’S WAR**

Widescreen. A group of Americans surface a plane crash in a Caribbean island, and discover it is infested with crawling snakes. Before they realize it, terrorists are preparing a full out war on America with a biological weapon. Rated R. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

**BORN TO RAISE HELL**

Widescreen. When a bloody streets war claims the life of his officers, Interpol agent Samuel Axel (Steven Seagal) will stop at nothing to avenge the violent death—even if it means forming an alliance with one of the criminals he’s sworn to take down. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**GODS AND GENERALS**

Extended Director’s Cut. Widescreen. Robert E. Lee (Robert Duvall) is a battle-weary commander who is forced to surrender. But this turns out to be a most dangerous mission in the exotic Ottoman Empire. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**CURE OF THE GOLDEN FLOWER**

Widescreen. Set in the lavish and breathtakingly colorful world hidden from the eyes of mere mortals behind the walls of the Forbidden City, a tale of a royal family divided against itself builds to a mythic climax as lines are crossed, trust is betrayed, and family blood is spilled in the quest for redemption and revenge. Stars Chow Yun Fat. Rated R. In Chinese with English subtitles. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**BATTALION**

Widescreen. Jack Nicholson is the Joker, who emerged from the wasteland of the New Frontier City, a tale of a royal family divided against itself builds to a mythic climax as lines are crossed, trust is betrayed, and family blood is spilled in the quest for redemption and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**BULLET TO THE HEAD**

Widescreen. When the partner of aging New Orleans hit man Jimmy Bonomo (Sylvester Stallone) is murdered, Bonomo vows to take down those responsible. He teams up with a young D.C. cop (Sung Kang), and the unlikely partners are drawn into a tense, dangerous cat and mouse game with a ruthless “businessman.” Rated R. English SDH. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

**UNLOCKED**

Widescreen. Retired CIA interrogator Alice is unexpectedly called back into action when the CIA apprehends a suspect believed to have knowledge of another imminent attack. Alice soon learns that the classified information she’s uncovered has been compromised and the only lead lies with the Polish police. Not minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**CIRCUS OF FEAR/FIVE GOLDEN DRAGONS**

Widescreen. In China during WWII. These brave men were not the only ones to believe will destroy the terrorist cell that had been caught in the cross fire. English SDH. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

**TACTICAL FORCE/RECOIL**

Widescreen. During a training exercise in a remote airplane hanger, Captain Tate (Steve Austin) and his team stumble upon a covert meeting between two rival gangs hunting a rare and valuable item in favor of their own. In the heat of the moment, the two corrupt police officers and all the double-crossers that threaten his path to freedom. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**HUSON HAWK**

Widescreen. Eddie “the Hawk” Hawkins (Bruce Willis) is ready to go straight after 10 years in prison, but it’s not going to be easy. The mob and the C.I.A. have conspired to blackmail one of his former partners (Danny Aiello) into stealing three of the C.V. masterpieces from the most heavily guarded museums in the world. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. $9.95

**ACTION U.S.A.**


**THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT**

Widescreen. On the brink of the First World War, the film tells the story of a strong-willed American woman (Hera Hilmar) who, frustrated by ongoing injustices at home, follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) to a medical mission in the Ottoman Empire. But this turns out to be a more dangerous place to be—especially if you’re in love with an Ottoman lieutenant. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DIVINE MOVE**

Widescreen. An investigative reporter infiltrates his local underground gambling scene to avenge his brother’s death. Once his real identity is discovered he finds that his final game will decide who lives and who dies. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 117 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $3.95

**SUPERFLY**

Widescreen. Co-writer of “Cousins of Fear,” Trevor Jackson wants to get out of the drug game. Hoping for one last score. Pestic and his partner travel to Mexico to arrange a deal but finds himself the object of the desire of a corrupt police officer and all the double-crossers that threaten his path to freedom. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

***390055X: FISTS OF LEGEND***
Widescreen. Three legendary street fighting high school friends reunite 25 years later for the biggest fight of their lives on a television show billed, “the greatest fight show on Earth.” The gruesome fighting competition forces the three men to reconcile their broken friendship and set off on a deadly mission to capture the enemy’s garrison in 114 minutes. Kino Lorber. Rated R. $29.95.

***3900185: KILL OR BE KILLED***
Widescreen. This cult classic stars James Ryan in his first film, Enter the Dragon. In South Africa both Nazi and Japanese war criminals preside over an illegal martial arts tournament where victorious fighters battle it out to the death. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95.

***4700031: JSA: Joint Security Area***
Widescreen. Gunfire breaks out in the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea, leaving two North Korean soldiers dead while a wounded South Korean soldier flees to safety. With the tenuous peace between the two warring nations on a knife-edge, a team of investigators is dispatched to question both sides to determine what really happened. In Korean with English subtitles. 109 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95.

***3865747: DAMASCUS COVER***
Widescreen. Isolan’s specialist Ben-Zion, haunted by the death of his son, is recalled to Jerusalem after a failed attempt to bring a mole back to Israel alive. Unsure how many of his operatives have been exposed, the Mossad assigns Amir to smuggle a chemical weapons scientist out of Syria. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $2.95.

***3942518: FORCE 10 FROM NARANJO***
Widescreen. When a professional wrestler is found and is believed to have been erased. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95.

***3906949: TACTICAL FORCE***
Widescreen. Captain Tate (Steve Austin) and his team can’t stop a covert meeting between two rival gangs hunting each other. Tate is the hard-knocker who knows the game and can’t let anyone walk away. Tate finds his team vastly outnumbered and scrambling to survive unarmored and with no back up. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $2.95.

***4707273: THE EIGNER SANCTION***
Widescreen. Jonathan (Clint Eastwood) is a retired professional assassin who has adapted a calmer lifestyle with a pursuit of art collecting. When a close friend is murdered, Johnathan is suddenly forced out of retirement to hunt the deadly double agent, the search taking him on a breathtaking journey up the Swiss Alps with a team of mountain climbers. Rated R. 126 minutes. Kino Lorber. $17.95.

***3915298: THE DEAD LANDS***
Widescreen. After his tribe is slaughtered through an act of treachery, the teenage son of a slain Maori chieftain looks to avenge his father’s murder and bring peace and honor to the souls of his loved ones. Stars James Rolleston. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

***4663748: HARD HUNTED***
Widescreen. The screen heat up when three hot agents team up to avert nuclear war. Centerfolds Dania Sper, Ronda Rousey, and this wrestler star in this erotic action adventure directed by Andy Serdais. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95.

***4707680: TWO MULES FOR SISTER SARA***
Widescreen. Clint Eastwood is a hard-fighting, single-handedly rescues a local nun (Shirley MacLaine) from a gang of bandits. After meeting a band of Mexican revolutionaries bent on rescinding the French occupation of Mexico, the cowboy and Sister Sara decide to join forces with the freedom fighters and set off on a deadly mission to capture the enemy’s garrison in 114 minutes. Kino Lorber. Rated R. $29.95.

***4664825: POST-APOCALYPTIC COLLECTION***

***4663853: RETURN TO SAVING BEACH***
Widescreen. Julie Strain leads a too-secret government agency comprised of the world’s most attractive and deadly men and women. This high-speed adventure travels from the bayous of Louisiana, to the luster of Beverly Hills, to the menus of Hawaiian tropics with jaw-dropping action along the way. Rated R. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95.

***4707729: THE WONDERS OF ALADDIN***
Widescreen. Meet Aladdin (Donald O’Connor) and follow him through a maze of wild adventures with Amazon queens, desert bandits, magicians, princes, paupers and last but not least an adorable nine foot tall genie (Vittorio De Sica) who will grant the young man three wishes if he sets him free from his lamp. This classic is a must see. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. $17.95.

***4654331: DEATH WIS. 2***
Widescreen. Paul Keres is not your ordinary victim; he fights back—with a vengeance! Legendary tough-guy character Paul Keres returns his trademark role as the hard as nails urban avenger in this hard-hitting action-packed sequel starring Jill Ireland. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. MGM. $4.95.

***3959015: BLOODFIGHT/IRONHEART***
Widescreen. Two Bolo Yeung classics! Bloodfight takes you back to the “arena of death.” Ka challenges Chang to a one on one confrontation in Bloodfight that will leave only one man standing. In Ironheart martial arts expert John Keim is looking to avenge his best friend’s death and he’s in for the fight of his life. It’s non-stop action and only the most powerful will survive. Rated R. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95.

***4699971: GANG BUSTERS***
Fullscreen. Detective Lieutenant Bill Bannister is assigned to run down an underworld crime force that’s been spreading a net of crime over the city in this 13 part series from 1942. Aiding him is detective Tim Nolan, while following his investigations clues to a newspaper photo and Bill’s romantic interest, and her reporter teammate Happy. In B&W. English SDH. Over 4 hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95.

***3851392: RESIDENT EVIL***
Fullscreen. Detective Jill Valentine is forced to go on a manhunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly battle with a former military comrade and his private army. Stars Milla Gibson and William Fichtner. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $4.95.

***3994333: MISSING IN ACTION***
Widescreen. After escaping a Vietnamese POW camp, career pilot James Braddock (Chuck Norris) is on a mission to locate and save the remaining MIAs. With an arsenal of cutting-edge weapons at his disposal, this newly graduated army of will blast his way into Vietnam—but can he blast his way back out? Rated R. MGM. $4.95.

***4707354: THE GROUNDSTAR COLLECTION***
Widescreen. A violent outburst by the U.S. government’s top-secret Groundstar Research Complex, and six high-ranking scientists are incarcerated. The saboteur, John Welles (Michael Sarrazin) is found and clutching stolen national security documents. But when ruthless investigator Tuxan (George Peppard) is assigned the case, he discovers Welles’ memory has been erased. Rated R. English SDH. 131 minutes. CBSF. $14.95.

***4698674: BATWOMAN/THE PANTHER WOMEN***
Fullscreen. After the body of a professional wrestler is found and is believed to have drowned, the autopsy reveals his pineal gland has been surgically removed. Batwoman is brought in to help solve the crime in Batwoman. In an effort to resurrect the dead leader of their satanic cult, the Panther Women must perform blood sacrifices. English SDH. In Color and B&W. Three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.

***3913872: ATOR: The Fighting Eagle***
Widescreen. Set among the ancient ruins, this 1982 sword and sorcery flick has never been seen and looks like the Son of Toren learns of his heritage, goes to avenge the deaths of his fellow villagers and rescue his sister/love interest from the evil Dakkor and lead his army of 10,000. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95.

***3832694: MUAY THAI WARRIOR***
Widescreen. Betrayed and left for dead by treacherous Japanese forces, young samurai Yoshio is rescued to a remote village in Siam and nursed back to health. As he masters the art of Muay Thai, Yamada becomes a bodyguard to the king and his son in hope of restoring the honor of his challenge comes when he must fight the Japanese who left him for dead. Stars. subtitled. 102 minutes. $4.95.

***3862982: DANGEROUS CARGO***
In this wild and rarely seen example of Greek exploitation cinema, Mona crabby plays the wife of a ship’s captain whose vessel is taken over by pirates. After her husband is brutally killed she is alone with a crew of rogue pirates trying to use her sexuality to stay alive. Not Rated. In Greek with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Adults only. $17.95.

***3915867: ROSE AND VIKTOR: NO MERCY***
Widescreen. Victor, the world’s greatest bastard becomes a driftin’ hard for fire and takes Rosé, who has a split personality, part Nazi part helpless kitty, under his wing. Together they form a twisted duo that is a rampaging anthology of short adventures, chronicling the missions of these drug fueled bounty hunters. Not Rated. In Polish. 111 minutes. Adults only. Torra Team. $7.95.

***4707450: P.J.***
Widescreen. Down on his luck detective P.J. a Detweiler (George Peppard) takes a bodyguard job to protect Maureen Preble (Gayle Hunnicutt), the mistress of shady millionaire William Orbison (Raymond Burr). After he gets set up for the murder of Orbison’s partner, he makes it back to New York to confront the masterminds of this massacre. $14.95.

***3921590: LETHAL WEAPON COLLECTION***
Widescreen. The smash hits that started Buddy Cop movies now for the first time together on Blu-ray! Includes: Lethal Weapon; Lethal Weapon 2; Lethal Weapon 3; and Lethal Weapon 4. Stars include Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci, René Russo and more. All Rated R. English SDH. Over seven hours on Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $24.95.

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
Action/Adventure Blu-ray


★ 386077 ROBOCOP/ ROBOCOP TRILOGY COLLECTION. Widescreen. Robocop delivers nonstop action and pulse-pounding excitement at every turn. Here’s your chance to experience the original part-man/part-machine in three tough as steel thrillers in one must own trilogy. In addition to the trilogy, this collection also includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the 2014 remake starring Joel Kinnaman. Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. MDM. $14.95.

★ 3959058 SPLIT SECOND. Widescreen. In the year 2080, the cops are better armed than before, but nothing has prepared him for this. A deadly beast is devouring people by taking over the streets. It’s up to maverick cop Harley Stone (Rutger Hauer) and his newbie partner to destroy the rampaging evil or it could all be over in a Split Second. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.

★ 395918 THE AMAZING MR. NO LEGS. Widescreen. Double amputee, Mr. No Legs, may not seem much of a threat at first, but cross him and you’ll see. This is how Tony Toto works. But when a drug kingpin D’Angelo’s deadliest enforcer face ruthless torture until Stone becomes an unlikely hero. In B&W. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.

★ 3937690 SUKIYAKI WESTERN DJANGO. Widescreen. Two clans battle for a legendary treasure hidden in a desolate mountain town. One day, a lone gunman, burdened with deep emotional scars but blessed with incredible shooting skills, drifts into town. Each clan tries to woo the lone gunman to their side. In Japanese with English subtitles. Rated R. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

★ 4652657 DAMES AND DREAMS. Wide screen. Four wild and wants ladies are ready to fight for the future. With a swinging ‘70s Hollywood backdrop comes four fantasies of Sex, con-jobs, cheating and corrupt cops, international diamond smuggling and sensual Saturday’s in the park. Brandishing sex as their weapon, the women only look innocent. Unrated. 79 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.

★ 4770532 DRIVE: MVD Rewind Collection. Widescreen. Toby Wong (Mark Dacascos) is on a martial arts mission. The very things that make a great action hero module placed on his chest, Toby’s awesome martial arts skills are tuned to a super-human level. The only problem is that Toby cannot move. Now, only a army can stop him, and that’s just what’s hunting him down. 112 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

★ 4726289 THE BLACK DRAGON ENFORCER FROM DEATH ROW. Widescreen. The Black Dragon, Tai-Lin discovers that the people he works for are involved in a crime syndicate. He joins forces with fellow martial artists against the evil organization. Flowing as a former ranger sits in prison awaiting execution when he is freed and assigned to crush a deadly spy ring. Stars Ron Van Clay and Leo Fong. Both Rated R. Over three hours. Dark Force. Pub. at $26.95. $17.95.

★ 4715934 HUNGER KILLING. A young woman with no name is victim to a sexual assault. She is further betrayed when her own family decides the only honorable thing to do is–kill her! But you can’t keep a good woman down. After surviving the botched execution, she becomes driven by one thing, revenge. Not Rated. 67 minutes. Tohma Team. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95.

★ 4707008 MAD MAX. Widescreen. In the ravaged near-future, a savage motorcycle gang rules the road. Fast, fearless and violent, they tear up the streets, the ruthless gang laughs in the face of a police force hell-bent on stopping them. But they underestimate one officer: Max (Mel Gibson). And when the bikers brutality Max, they send him into a mad frenzy of revenge. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.

★ 3900053 COP KILLERS/PROJECT: KILL. Cop Killers was one of the most violent drive-in movies of yesteryear. With a bio-energy officer: Max (Mel Gibson) and Forry Ackerman (Francho Tocci). Rated R. 88 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

★ 4567177 LAKE MICHIGAN MONSTER. Widescreen. On the shores of Lake Michigan, the eccentric Captain Seafield (Ryland Brickston Cole Tews) enlists a colorful crew of misfits in a bid to slay the hellish sea monster that prowls the murky depths. In an entertaining ode to the classic monster movies of yesteryear. Not Rated. In B&W. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.

★ 4749344 THE LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER. Widescreen. McGregor (Gary Cooper) and Forsythe (Franchot Tone) are officers in the charge of newcomer Lieutenant Stone, the commanding officer’s inexperienced son. In gradually towards his father Lt. Stone allowed himself to be captured by the enemy. Fooled in a rescue attempt, McGregor and Forsythe


★ 3885364 STRAY CAT ROCK. Widescreen. This collection stars Meiko Kaji, who with these five films began her move into prime roles. This collection includes Delinquent Girl Boss; Wild Jumbo; Sex Hunter, Machine Animal; and Be-7. (You get a mix of bikers, sex, drugs, rock and roll and plenty of ass-kicking to boot. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Rated R. 110 minutes. Toho. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95.

★ 2070994 PITCH BLACK. Widescreen. When an intergalactic transport ship crashes on a remote desert planet with no sign of help on the horizon, the survivors must band together to find a way back home. A sleeper hit that birthed a movie franchise and launched the global career of Vin Diesel in the iconic role as Riddick. 4K VERSION ONLY–Required equipment not included. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95. $29.95.

★ 4050957 BLOODSTONE. Widescreen. A man of action who can fight with the best of them and a cab driver who would give the13

★ 4714784 MOTOYOSHI. When a biker gang terrorizes Esperanza County, it’s up to a Texas Ranger to contend with a bayside outlaw biker band and old Ezra the blind sniper hermit with his seeing-eye coyote Max, to defend the civilians. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.

★ 3947394 BLOODSTONE. Widescreen. A man of action who can fight with the best of them and a cab driver who would give the. Widescreen. On the shores of Lake Michigan, the eccentric Captain Seafield (Ryland Brickston Cole Tews) enlists a colorful crew of misfits in a bid to slay the hellish sea monster that prowls the murky depths. In an entertaining ode to the classic monster movies of yesteryear. Not Rated. In B&W. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.

★ 4771028 SWITCHBLADE SISTERS. Widescreen. Director (Robbie Lee), the leader of inner city girl gang The Dagger Dubs, meets her match when new girl Maggie moves into the neighborhood. Mistrust and conflict turn to friendship as the girls end up in Juvenile Detention together at the mercy of overaggressive guards. Directed by Brian. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95.


★ 4748379 THE LONG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL. Widescreen. During the liberation of Burma in 1942, a troop of British soldiers on a jungle mission lose radio contact with their base, and then clash over how to proceed. When a Japanese soldier makes his way into their camp the two men take him prisoner, tensions increase as the soldiers become more concerned with their own destinies rather than the enemy. Stars Richard Todd. In B&W. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.
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471806 THE CAPER OF THE GOLDEN BULLS. Widescreen. Retired bank robber Peter Chapman (Stephen Boyd) is blackmailed by his former companion into stealing some precious jewels located in a bank in Pamplona, Spain. He and three accomplices plan the robbery during the annual running of the bulls. The festival will act as a distraction. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

476255 THE DALLAS CONNECTION. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

476434 CODE 7...VICTIM 5/MAZOQUIE. Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

476602 CHINESE HERCULES/BRUCE’S NINJA SECRET. Widescreen. Dark Force. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3959031 MAX RELOAD AND THE NETHER BLASTERS. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

3918114 DYNAMO. Widescreen. VIC Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

3984672 OCEAN’S TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

3961583 DEAD ANT. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $4.95

3961605 THE DOMESTICS. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $4.95

3984249 BATMAN RETURNS. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

4648889 THE PROTECTOR. Widescreen. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

SOLD OUT 3902574 WATCHMEN: Collector’s Edition. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

SOLD OUT 3994236 JACK THE GIANT SLAYER. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

4664094 SAN ANDREAS. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

4664051 GREEN LANTERN. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $7.95

4664927 SEVEN SWORDS. Widescreen. Weinstein. $5.95

3935221 HERCULES. Widescreen. Paramount. $4.95

3900485 BATTLE FOR INCHEON. Operation Chromite. Widescreen. CJ Entertainment. $3.95

3983404 AGE OF HEROES. Widescreen. E One. $4.95


3915492 THE WARLORDS. Widescreen. Magnolia. $4.95

3831764 FINAL SCORE. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $4.95

3832910 BROTHERHOOD OF BLADES. Widescreen. Well Go USA. Pub. at $29.98 $4.95

3876306 RACE FOR GLORY. Widescreen. Code Red. $9.95

3862372 ESCAPE PLAN 2. Widescreen. WS Films. $4.95

SOLD OUT 3832191 THE COLOR OF MAGIC/HOGFATHER. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95

3934960 WHITE CHRONICLES. Widescreen. Full Frame. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

3931714 REDCON-1. Widescreen. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $26.95 $15.95

3888681 ASSAULT ON PARADISE. Widescreen. Code Red. $4.95

Western Blu-ray

4717322 THE AMERICANO. Widescreen. Glenn Ford stars in this modern day “Southwestern” as Sam Dent, a rancher who travels to South America to deliver a cargo of valuable Brithma bulls to a Brazilian rancher. Their other cargo of cattle has been murdered. Also stars Cesar Romero as a dashing and jovial bandito, Frank Lovejoy, Abbe Lane, and Ursula Thiess. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95


3973675 THE TRAIN ROBBERS. Widescreen. Three Civil War veterans team up with a train robber’s widow to recover a cool half-million in hidden gold. The widow (Ann-Margaret), wants to clear her husband’s name. The three friends help her and collect a $20,000 reward. But the dead man’s ex-partners just want the gold—and will kill to get it. English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

4663569 THE VIRGINIAN/DAWN RIDER. Widescreen. Trace Adkins, Ron Perlman and Brendan Penny star in this gritty and riveting reimagining of the classic Western saga The Virginian (Not Rated). Christian Slater, Jill Hennessy, and Donald Sutherland star in this gripping story of vengeance and passion set in the Oklahoma Territories. (R). English SDH. Over three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

4693439 DIABLO. Widescreen. A young Civil War veteran named Jackson wakes up to find his beautiful wife kidnapped by ruthless bandits. With killers around every corner, the lines begin to blur between who the good and the bad are, including Jackson. Stars Scott Eastwood, Walton Goggins, and Danny Glover. Rated R. 87 minutes. Orion. $4.95

4663802 THE MAN FROM THE ALAMO/THEY CAME TO CORDURA. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Glenn Ford stars in a sprawling western that sets the battle from the Alamo to a gripping wagon train journey through hostile territory in The Man from the Alamos. They Came to Cordura is a landmark western purchased by the federal government and cowards set against the backdrop of the 1916 war against Pancho Villa starring Gary Cooper. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

3990014 GET MEAN. Widescreen. When stubborn Spanish soldier Don Jose (Franco Nero) meets the stunningly beautiful Carmen (Tina Aumont), he becomes instantly obsessed with the Spanish beauty about him. This unique Spaghetti Western was based on Prosper Merimee’s novella Carmen. Directed by Luigi Bazzoni. English SDH. 100 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

4707389 HIGH PLAINS DRIFTER. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood portrays a mysterious stranger who emerges out of the heat waves of the desert and rides into the town of Lago. But the townsfolk are committing three murders in the first 20 minutes. The Stranger is hired by the town’s citizens to protect them from the threatening stranger about to take his head when he gets caught in the middle of an epic battle involving Vikings, barbarians, and evil spirits. Stars Tony Leung, Chi-Hung Chau, and Anthony. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions, 90 minutes, Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

4698841 A BULLET FOR THE GENERAL. Widescreen. At the height of the Mexican revolution, a mysterious young American joins a gang of marauders led by Ed Churco (Robert Mitchum) and a band of bandits. After becoming a deputy marshal, the shy Cooper sets out after the vigilantes hell-bent on justice and vengeance. Spanish SDH. 79 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

4672029 FORT YUMA GOLD/DAMNED HOT DAY OF FATHERS. Widescreen. A Spaghetti Western double feature. In Cold War in Fort Yuma has ended but a fanatic Southern Major (Jacques Serrano) continues to fight and plans to attack Fort Yuma, home to a gold reserve. In Hard Day Hot Clay the creator of the Gatling gun is being held hostage with a million dollar ransom and it’s up to Captain Chris Tanner (Robert Woods) to find and stop the villains. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

3994213 HANG’EM HIGH. Widescreen. In 1873 Oklahoma. Jed Cooper (Clint Eastwood) is accused of being a rustler and is lynched by a crooked lawman (Ed Begley) and a band of vigilantes. After becoming a deputy marshal, the shy Cooper sets out after the vigilantes hell-bent on justice and vengeance. English SDH. 78 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

4698841 A BULLET FOR THE GENERAL. Widescreen. At the height of the Mexican revolution, a mysterious young American joins a gang of marauders led by Ed Churco (Robert Mitchum) and a band of bandits. After becoming a deputy marshal, the shy Cooper sets out after the vigilantes hell-bent on justice and vengeance. Spanish SDH. 79 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

4688841 A BULLET FOR THE GENERAL. Widescreen. At the height of the Mexican revolution, a mysterious young American joins a gang of marauders led by Ed Churco (Robert Mitchum) and a band of bandits. After becoming a deputy marshal, the shy Cooper sets out after the vigilantes hell-bent on justice and vengeance. Spanish SDH. 79 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

4717805 BLOOD RED. Widescreen. In 19th century California, a Sicilian family of able mine workers are targeted by a corrupt railroad tycoon after their refusal to pay for the safe disposal of cascade sage. To murder. Stars Eric Roberts, Dennis Hopper and Burt Young. Rated R. 91 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
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★ 4748352 LONELINESS OF THE BRAVE. Widescreen. After landing himself in jail trying to break out but being found guilty with only himself to blame, Burt Lancaster (a role especially crafted for his signature tough image) becomes the target of law enforcement. This taut, feature-length western is a landmark in the genre's history.

Limited Quantity

★ 4709578 GAS-S-S-S. Widescreen. When a military chemical accident kills everyone on the planet over the age of 25, Earth is left in the hands of the youth. Coel and Cilla will lead the way on a quest for survival joined by boyfriends and girlfriends in this trippy and darkly comic Roger Corman film. Stars Robert Choate. Rated R. 78 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

★ 4715167 WILD WEST DAYS. Fullscreen. This action-packed 1937 serial presents the thrilling heroics, hardships, and glorious triumphs of the early western pioneers. Kentucky Wade and his two buddies ride to help a couple who are being threatened by outlaws. The gang also keep busy fighting their way across the plains and mountains. Collects 13 chapters. In B&W. Olive Films. $29.95

★ 3869157 THE COMPLETE SARTANA. Widescreen. Sartana is a mysterious sharpshooter who takes pride in his appearance and has a James Bond-like fondness for gadgets. This set collects all five films: If You Meet Sartana, Your Angel of Death; Sartana, Sartana's Here Trade Your Pistol for a Coffin; Have a Good Funeral My Friend, Sartana Will Pay; and Light the Fuse, Sartana Is Coming. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 8 hours on 5 Blu-rays. Arrow. In B&W. $99.95

★ 392690X THE PHANTOM RIDER. Buck Jones, the great king of outdoor adventure drama in his most exciting and mysterious 1936 role! He's a daring lone bandit hand against a band of ruthless outlaws, who stop at nothing to steal control of every ranch in the valley and the fabulous gold mine of their victims! Includes 15 Chapters. English SDH. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. VCI Entertainment. In B&W. $29.95

★ 4744485 THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood returns as the “Man with No Name” in his final star vehicle. The script is a knowing comic take on the spaghetti western genre and stylistically influential westerners ever mounted. This time, he’s teaming with two other gunfighters (Lee Van Cleef and Eli Wallach) to pursue a cache of $200,000—and no one will be left standing in their way. Rated R. English SDH. 179 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

★ 4748131 CATTLE ANNIE & LITTLE BRITCHES. Widescreen. Cattle Annie (Amenda Plummer) and Little Britches (Diane Lane) are taken up by the Doolin-Dallan gang, led by the aging Bill Doolin (Robert Duvall). When Doolin winds up in jail where he is to be hanged, the girls and the gang must rescue Bill and elude the gallant lawman Tighman (Rod Steiger). 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. In B&W. $24.95

Comedy Blu-ray


★ 4741684 DANCE WITH ME, HENRY! Widescreen. When business partners, friends and housewife Lou Henry Costello (Olivia de Havilland) and Bud Flick (Bud Abbott) become involved in a money-laundering scheme, they risk not only their partnership and friendship, but jeopardize the welfare of the two orphaned children they have in taken. An adventure that can only be done the “Abbott and Costello” way.

★ 3994201 GULLIVER'S TRAVELS. Widescreen. When a shipwreck lands a lost balloonist pilot named Gulliver (Jack Black) on the fantastical island of Lilliput, he transforms into a giant—in size and ego! His heroic feats hit the headlines, making him a hero. What it gets instead is a pair of college dropouts who can barely hold down a job. Stars Chace Crawford and Rob Mayes. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

★ 4962012 BLUMENTHAL. Widescreen. He died laughing becomes the very definition of irony when renowned playwright Harold Blumenthal (Brian Cox) literally dies dead while laughing at one of his own jokes. The stage is now set forBlumenthal’s unlikely journey and altogether dysfunctional comedy experience. 86 minutes. Olive Films.

★ 4718542 THE ATOMIC KID. Fullscreen. When Barnaby “Bix” Rooney and fellow prospector Robert Strauss go searching for uranium in a remote part of Nevada, they wander into the exact spot where the Americans have left an atom bomb. This hilarious slapstick farce is based on a wild story by the great Blake Edwards. In B&W. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

★ 3966550 THE VIRGIN SOLDIERS. Widescreen. This set presents seven films, part serious look at the end of the British Empire, as seen through the eyes of more or less innocent recruits to the National Service. Stars include Lynn Redgrave, Nigel Patrick, Rachel Kempson, and Jack Shepherd. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Columbia. $7.95

★ 4669051 THE NIGHT BEFORE. Widescreen. Ethan, Isaac and Chris have been childhood friends and for a decade, their Christmas Eve reunion has been an annual night of debauchery and hilarity. However the tradition is soon cancelled when set out to make it as memorable as possible, they set out to find the Nutcracka Ball—the Holy Grail of alcohol. Rated R. Olive Films. $5.95

★ 4648843 SUPERHERO MOVIE. Widescreen. Drake Bell stars as a nerdy high school student bitten by a genetically-altered dog, turning him into a hulking hero. He must navigate the process of becoming a crime-fighter and as his new powers grow, so does his ego. Sara Paxton and Christopher McDonald co-star in this acclaimed comedy. Rated R. Columbia. $9.95

★ 4718771 GOOD SAM. Fullscreen. Everyone in town agrees that there ought to be more good Samaritans like Sam Clayton (Gary Cooper), Sam is a department store manager and a devoted family man. Unfortunately for Sam, no good deed goes unpunished. Eventually Sam learns why no one else is interested in the job he himself needs someone to turn to. Also stars Ann Preiss. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

★ 4648854 AFTERNOON DELIGHT. Rachel, a quick-witted yet tightly coiled thirty-something, balances her daily routine of preschool auctions and a lackluster sex life and career that has gone kaput is looking to spice up her marriage. She takes her friend to a strip club and becomes obsessed with saving. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. Olive Films. CC. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

★ 3965120 DEAR DICTATOR. Widescreen. When British diplomat Sir Oswald Dymond (Michael Caine) to flee his island nation, British-Caribbean dictator Anton Vincent McRenna, a strip she then becomes a famous dancer, is presumed dead. With political turmoil forces his daughter. Less than happy about her mother in suburban America. It's not long before everyone's world is turned upside down. Also stars Kathy Bates. Olive Films. $5.95
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3884944 GET HARD. Widescreen. When hedge fund manager James (Will Ferrell) is nailed for fraud and bound for San Quentin, the judge gives him 30 days to get his affairs in order. Desperate, he turns to Danielle (Kevin Hart) to prep him for a life behind bars. Includes DVD (Theatrical, R-rated) and Blu-ray (Unrated) versions. English SDH. 107 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95.

4729487 A FISH CALLED WANDA. Widescreen. The laughs come fast and furious when a girl called Wanda (Jamie Lee Curtis) tries to cheat her Nietzsche-worshipping boyfriend (Kevin Kline), an animal loving hitman (Michael Palin) and embarrassment-prone counselor (John Cleese) out of their fortune in jewels. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. MGM. $9.95.

4717890 DADDY’S HOME. Will Ferrell and Mark Wahlberg face off in the ultimate Dad versus Step-Dad showdown. Brad (Ferrell) who always dreamed of having the perfect family is determined to become the best step-dad to his new wife’s children. But when their biological father Dusty (Wahlberg) shows up, Brad’s idyllic family life is turned upside down. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

4709659 POOL TALK. Widescreen. This docu-comedy gives an inside look at all things pool-game, from funny pool-themed moments to scientific explanations recounted by 50 experts and comedians including Kumail Nanjiani, Adam Cordova, Rob Corddry, Nikk Glaser, Pete Holmes, Eric Wareheim, and more. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Comedy Dynamics. $5.95.

★ 4675637 TROMEO & JULIET. The tale of star-crossed lovers is moved from 16th century Verona to a crumbling mid-nineties mall. Along the way, he fights dinosaurs, knights, cowboys, and a robot version of his arch-enemy, Cyrus, who’s waiting in the crosshairs of a world-class assassin named Victor (Bill Nighy). But when Victor spares Rose’s life, the lonely-hearted hitman sets off an outrageous chain of events that turn both their worlds upside down. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.

4934110 AUSTIN POWERS IN GOLDMEMBER. Widescreen. The mission for Austin Powers (Mike Myers): shake booty into the movie–it’s every movie! Stars Leslie Nielsen. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $17.95.

4884799 THE CAMPAIGN. Widescreen. An incumbent Congressman (Will Ferrell) embroiled in a scandal faces a no holds barred challenge from a naive newcomer (Zach Galifianakis) funded by two unlikely billionaire bffs. The spoofs come fast and hilarious in a caper that’s not just a movie–it’s every movie! Stars Leslie Nielsen. English SDH. 171 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $32.98. $21.95.

4663624 BIG BULLY GONFLOPICALY ACCUSED. In Big Bully, a writer (Rick Moranis) returns to his hometown where he faces his childhood nemesis (Tom Arnold) who wants to relive the past now by joining his old high school. The spoofs come fast and hilarious in a caper that’s not just a movie–it’s every movie! Stars Leslie Nielsen. English SDH. 171 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $32.98. $21.95.

4472439 TIM & ERIC’S BILLION DOLLAR MOVIE. Widescreen. Provided with the billion dollars for film production, Tim and Eric squander every dime and elicit the wrath of the sinister Schlaaag Corporation. With their lives in danger, they must fend off a promising a billion dollars for rehabilitating a bankrupt mall, but they soon discover this is no ordinary mall. Stars Tim Heidecker and Eric Wareheim. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

★ 4548117 MALRATS. Widescreen. To ease the pain of being dumped by their girlfriends, comic book nerd Brodie (Jason Lee) and best friend TS (Jeremy London) take a trip to the local mall and discover the mall is being used as the venue for a multi-billion dollar deal in which TS’s ex is the star. To win her back, the pair enlist the help of delinquents Jay and Silent Bob to hijack the show. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes plus, extra on two Blu-rays. $5.95. $9.95.

3994724 TAXI GIRLS/HEAVENLY DESIRE. Widescreen. When a group of Los Angeles street prostitutes decide that they’ve had enough hassles with the law, they come up with an ingenious plan to increase business while reducing busts: open a sex themed taxi service in Taxi Girls. When two working girls in the Old West are accidentally shot to death, they’re resurrected by The Devil and given an opportunity to be admitted into hooker heaven in Heavenly Desire. Both Not Rated. English SDH. 171 minutes. Adults only. Pekarama. Pub. at $32.98. $21.95.

4703415 THE D TRAIN. Widescreen. Having just quit her job, a successful executive whose life is turned around by an email that includes the names of everyone he’s had sex with and ever will have sex with. Winona Ryder is Death Nell, the fate who becomes an urban folk hero when she targets men guilty of sex crimes against women. Rated R. 117 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95.

3880247 WILD TARGET. Widescreen. A classic madcap comedy, it’s also a scream as a free-spirited thief who finds herself in the crosshairs of a world-class assassin named Victor (Bill Nighy). But when Victor spares Rose’s life, the lonely-hearted hitman sets off an outrageous chain of events that turn both their worlds upside down. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.

4767929 NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM. Widescreen. Ben Stiller leads an ensemble cast as they discover the museum of Natural History discovers that the exhibits come to life–and wreak havoc–after the sun goes down. The fun continues in two sequels. Night at the Museum: Battle of the Smithsonian and Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb. Includes Blu-ray over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $14.95.

★ 4781530 THE LAST SHARKNADO: It’s About Time! Widescreen. Determined to give his family good to life, Gil sends his father Fin back in time to stop the Sharknados from starting. Along the way, he fights dinosaurs, knights, cowboys, and a robot version of his wife. This time–it’s not how to stop the Sharknados, but when. Stars Ian Ziering and Tara Reid. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

★ 4690818 A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA. Widescreen. Full cast. After a five-year hiatus from the silver screen, the Marx Brothers make a return in top form as they set out to bust up a Nazi spy ring. With more one-liners, jokes and gags than you can shake a cane at, this Marx Bros. release is at their zany best. Also featured are Charles Drake, Lois Collier and Dan Seymour. In Blu-ray & W. $29.95. $17.95.

465739X MEN & CHICKEN. Widescreen. A family of surfer dudes, they are at the end of their luck. Their baby brother (Kevin Hart) decides to prep him for a life behind bars. Includes Blu-ray, DVD and 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. ClassicFlux. Pub. at $39.95. $17.95.


3935191 THE O TRAIN. All his life, Dan Landsman (Jack Black) has never been the cool guy. He hopes to change that by befriending former high school hero Oliver Lawless (James Marsden) and convincing him to show him the world of Wall Street. However, Dan’s plan hilariously backfires and his life is turned upside down. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Paramount. $9.95.

4780018 TIM & ERIC’S BILLION DOLLAR MOVIE. Widescreen. Provided with the billion dollars for film production, Tim and Eric squander every dime and elicit the wrath of the sinister Schlaaag Corporation. With their lives in danger, they must fend off a promising a billion dollars for rehabilitating a bankrupt mall, but they soon discover this is no ordinary mall. Stars Tim Heidecker and Eric Wareheim. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

3985423 BLUE IGUANA. Widescreen. Small time crooks Eddie (Sam Rockwell) is nailed for fraud and bound for San Quentin, but when their biological father Dusty (Kevin Hart) shows up, Brad’s idyllic family life is turned upside down. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

3984540 THE HOUSE. Widescreen. When Scott and Kate Johansen’s (Will Ferrell and Amy Poehler) daughter gets into her top-choice college, it’s a dream come true, until her full-time scholarship falls through. Desperate for cash, they risk it all to open a Vegas-style casino in their friend’s house, a couch-accidentally becoming dangerous suburban crime lords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95.

4718894 PREEXISTING CONDITIONS. Widescreen. A couple with a visit to the local library in search of the titular tome, we’re treated to the further adventures of those co-dependent gal pals, Viv and Beth, out of a Benedick & Beatrice and along with the irrepressible Ms. Green, a diabetic, half-blind, wheelchair-bound mother out to murder her son. Not Rated. In English SDH. 102 minutes. Martini Entertainment. $5.95.

3932986 JACKASS 3. WIDESCREEN. The Jackass boys are back for their widest round of mischief and mayhem yet! Laugh as Johnny Knoxville goes roller-skating in a buffalo herd, Bam Margera barrels through a hedge maze, and Bam Margera and Steve-O takes to the skies in a fully-loaded porta-potty. Includes Blu-ray, DVD, 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.


More titles at erbnc.com/847
**Comedy Blu-ray**

**471900X**

So This is New York. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Henry Morgan is using his recently obtained inheritance to take a trip to 1910s New York with his wife (Virginia Grey) and sister in law (Dora Carrington). Along the way, he encounters numerous eccentric characters, all of them scheming to court his sister in law to win a slice of the inheritance. 1948. In B&W. 76 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**4719054**

I'll Take Sweden. Widescreen. Widower and single dad, oil company executive Bob Holcomb (Bob Hope) accepts a transfer to Sweden in hopes of keeping his daughter JoJo (Tuesday Weld) far away from her carefree, marriage-minded boyfriend Kenny (Frankie Avalon). But JoJo isn't the only one with romance on her mind? 97 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**4718267**

Romance & Cigarettes. Widescreen. The end of the brink of collapse. A mid-life crisis has given Nick (James Gandolfini), a Queens, NY ironworker a roving eye much to the bewilderment of his (cheekily laughs with Susan Sarandon). The object of Nick's affection is Tula (Kate Winslet), a romantic in the truest sense of the world. An original musical drama all in one. Rated R. 166 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

**4794376**

Wedding Crashers. Widescreen. Champagne, bacon-wrapped scallops and sex—all with no strings attached. What more could two bachelor bootys-chasers ask for? That's why John and Jeremy show up uninvited at weddings, drafting off the romantic currents and getting lucky until John finds his true love. Rated R. 117 minutes. New Line Cinema. $4.95

**3785491**

Arthur Newman. Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his life and hits the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela "Mike" Fitzgerald (Emily Mortimer) who is capable to MI5. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $1.95

**4928596**

Send Me No Flowers. Widescreen. Film legends Rock Hudson and Doris Day star in their final big screen co-star. After a hospital misunderstanding convinces a hypochondriac that he is suffering from a fatal condition, he spends his final days in a honeymoon atmosphere convincing a beautiful newcomer Susan Shentall and a circle of friends. 102 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**4663896**

Vieb. Widescreen. Psychics Sylvia Pickel (Cyndi Lauper) and Alice Moon, who's been helping small-time criminals kidnap the psychic, *is desperately to run between the liberation and Vietnam. In the middle of it all is David Kessler (Steve Guttenberg) who is determined to take a new life and hit the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela "Mike" Fitzgerald (Emily Mortimer) who is capable to MI5. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $1.95

**4927264**

Slep With Me. Widescreen. Relationships are put to the test when Frank (Craig Sheffer) announces to married best friends Joseph (Eric Stoltz) and Sarah (Meg Tilly), that he's in love with Sarah. Despite her protestations, newlywed Sarah finds herself drawn to Frank in this romantic drama. 166 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**492403**

The Red Squirrel. Widescreen. Joja, a musician with a career in decline and a life in shambles, is out on the verge of ending his life by jumping from a bridge when a mysterious figure on a motorcycle comes roaring into his life. Raging against all odds, injured cyclist Joja discovers the driver is a beautiful young woman who's lost her memory in the crash. Rated R. 108 minutes. Film Classics. $5.95

---

**Drama Blu-ray**

**4692259**

Appointment with Crime. Fullscreen. Leo (William Hambert) a smash and grab thief working for crime boss Gus Loman (Raymond Lovell) is caught by the police during a robbery attempt. He leaves his life in New York behind, broken. Abandoned by Loman at the scene of the crime, Leo vows revenge against the boss who left him to shoulder the blame. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**4929386**

Blanche. Widescreen. Set in medieval France, an elderly nobleman (Michel Simon) and his much younger bride can be a bit of a handful. This is a welcome King's and his handsome page, Bartolomeo to their castle and set in their life. 117 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**4929901**

I'll Take Sweden. Widescreen. Widower and single dad, oil company executive Bob Holcomb (Bob Hope) accepts a transfer to Sweden in hopes of keeping his daughter JoJo (Tuesday Weld) far away from her carefree, marriage-minded boyfriend Kenny (Frankie Avalon). But JoJo isn't the only one with romance on her mind? 97 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

---

**Romance Blu-ray**

**4687582**

New Life. Widescreen. After a middle-aged couple divorces, they must each enter the.a frightening but funny world of blind dates and new relationships. The all-star cast includes Alan Alda, Ann-Margaret, Hal Linden, Veronica Hamel and John Shea. 104 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**471900X**

So This is New York. Fullscreen. Henry Morgan is using his recently obtained inheritance to take a trip to 1910s New York with his wife (Virginia Grey) and sister in law (Dora Carrington). Along the way, he encounters numerous eccentric characters, all of them scheming to court his sister in law to win a slice of the inheritance. 1948. In B&W. 76 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/847**
robbery, assault and kidnapping, putting Scotty and his crowd.” What starts as adolescent fun quickly escalates into a bar fight. In B&W. 101 minutes. Warner Bros. $4.95.

463293X THE RED MENACE. Fullscreen. Taken seriously by only a few, 1949’s The Red Menace still caused a sensation with its anti-communist plot, which he believes will free him of all his worries. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

4718402 TOO LATE BLUES. Widecreen. Music legend Bobby Darin plays a bandleader who scuffles from gig to gig, with his band treading deeply in love—but it all comes crumbling down after his band breaks up. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95.

4691946 THE 7TH DAY. Widecreen. From master filmmaker Carlos Saura comes a story of love, illness and revenge. Set in the Spanish village of Extremadura, and based on a true account, this is a tale of warring families and bloodshed that would stain the region. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Films. $4.95.

469239X THE RED MENACE. Fullscreen. A disgruntled ex-soldier (Robert Rockwell) gets no help from the Veteran’s Bureau, and he is ripe for the influence of Communists who lead him down the party line. In B&W. 57 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95.

4718095 UP IN THE JUNOON. Widescreen. The tale of a bored, young party girl in swinging sixties London, who decides to cast off her affulent Chelsea lifestyle to move to the industrialized gloom of Britain. Directed by Dickie (Sully Kendall) takes a factory job where she befriends sisters Rube and Sylvye, and soon discovers the seerder’s side of life. 119 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

4692837 THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT. The fictional account of Irish-American Michael Flaherty (Craig Wasson), a disillusioned Vietnam vet who returns home to an apathetic country. Inspired by the IRA and the war in Northern Ireland, he becomes involved with an underground movement. In B&W. 110 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95.

4709721 SUCH GOOD FRIENDS. Widescreen. Julie Messinger (Dyan Cannon) is an intense woman who hides her wild emotions and desires under a conventional facade. When her friend Richard (Laurence Luckinbill) checks into a hospital after witnessing the horror of war, she decides to create a haven of peace for him. In B&W. 101 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95.

4687493 IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY. Widescreen. Mitchell Gronberg (Kirk Douglas) is recovering from a stroke, and his son, Alex (Michael Douglas), is hit by a mid-life crisis, and grandson Asher (Cameron Douglas) simply put, is a lost soul. Set in New York, the affluent Gronberg family’s household soap opera unfolds, and it will take everything they have to reconcile their differences. 109 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95.

4709535 DESPAIR. Widescreen. In early 1930s Germany against the backdrop of the Nazis rise, Hermann Hermann (Dirk Bogard), a Russian emigrant and successful chocolate magnate starts experiencing mental breakdowns. He soon meets Felix, whom Hermann believes to be his brand new government plot, which he believes will free him of all his worries. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

4718372 STRANGER ON THE PRAIRIE. Fullscreen. Screen legend Paul Muni plays a disillusioned vagrant who accidentally kills a shop owner. While on the lam he befriends a young street urchin (Vittorio Namuntu) who suspects the patrol is after him and flees to the same shop owner. Together, they struggle to survive the streets of war-torn Italy. In B&W. 82 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95.

4709518 COMMENT CA VA. Two workers at a communist newspaper strike out to make a film and video about the newspaper and the printing plant. One of the workers has strange ideas about content and politics, while the other, who becomes Directed by Jean-Luc Godard, this film is a formally brilliant work about the transmissions of ideas by the major media. In French with English subtitles. 78 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95.

4718259 RICH KIDS. Widescreen. Despite their upwardly mobile backgrounds, pre-teens Franny (Tina Alvarado) and Jamie (Jeremy Levy) find themselves navigating universal issues including family discord, divorce and romance. In B&W. 140 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95.

4994611 NOTHING BAD CAN HAPPEN. Widescreen. Tore, a young lost soul, is put on a path to reformation by his grandfather, a Christian punk movement leader, after a chance encounter helping a stranded diver, Benno, is invited back to Benno’s home and becomes friendly with his family. But soon Benno is tormenting Tore by challenging his faith. In German with English SDH. 110 minutes. Cinemagic. $4.95 LIMITED QUANTITY 4718062 JOHNNY come LATELY. Widescreen. When an ex-newspaperman, Tom Richards (James Cagney) is arrested for vagrancy, an elderly editor (Grace George) of a flourishing paper saves him from jail, and offers him a job. Together they set out to make headlines as they work to expose political corruption in a small town. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive Films. SOLD-OUT.

4718178 MY SON JOHN. Director Leo McCarey helms this infamous Academy Award-nominated drama about a conservative religious couple (Helen Hayes and William Holden) whose oldest son (Robert Walker) is a communist. Things go from bad to worse when an FBI agent (Van Heflin) arrives, revealing that the young man indeed may be a spy. 1952. In B&W. 146 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95.

4718135 STRANGER AT MY DOOR. Widescreen. After carrying out a bank robbery, Clay Anderson (Spok Horner) finds himself being hunted by a local newspaper editor Hollis Jarret, his beautiful wife Peg and son. Hollis extends to Clay every hospitality and gives him every chance at redemption, but his irresistible sexual attraction that is clearly forming between Peg and the gunman. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95.

4718208 THE ONE AND ONLY. Widescreen. From their unconventional courtship and whirlwind college romance, we follow the lives of Andy Schmidt (Henry Winkler) and Mary Crawford (Kim Darby) into adulthood, careers, and the beckoning lights of Berkeley. When Andy convinces he’ll make it big on the stage—then life. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 4717988 FLIRT. Widescreen. The film begins in New York City with the story of Bill whose girlfriend gives him an ultimatum a few hours before leaving for a trip to Paris: make a commitment or end the relationship. The film then tells the story of two mortician times, with different characters in different locations around the world. Olive Films. $6.95.

RICH KIDS. Widescreen. Despite their upwardly mobile backgrounds, pre-teens Franny (Tina Alvarado) and Jamie (Jeremy Levy) find themselves navigating universal issues including family discord, divorce and romance. In B&W. 140 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95.
Academy Awards, including Best Picture. English SDH. 131 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

Desperate Job-seekers. English SDH. 102 minutes.

Imperative to “love thy neighbor” and the resistance that one modern-day family thrives through the darkness. But as a malevolent presence takes grip of her home, it becomes apparent there is a greater evil that may be too strong to overcome. Not Rated. English SDH. 170 minutes. Universal. $5.95

The Singing Detective. Based on the original BBC series. Robert Downey Jr. stars as Dan Dark, an author of pulp novels who is undergoing treatment for scrofula who has crippled both his body and mind. In out of consciousness, Dark’s paranoid delusions manifest themselves as vivid dreams, combining fragments from his life stretching from the Third Carlist War in 1834 to the Spanish Civil War in 1939. Between three generations of the Mendiluzé and Iriguibel families, Giovanni de Medici learns that his brother, Giuliano (Eric Portman) has been wrongfully accused of murder. Faced with a crisis of conscience and obligation to church doctrine, the younger brother serving his god and saving his family. In B&W. 74 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

TIERRA. Widescreen. Angel is a pest control specialist (and recently released mental patient) working in the Spanish wine country. Unexpectedly, Angel will find romance and adventure when he falls for two of the locals—the soulful farmer’s wife and the sensuous (and much too young) Mari. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 74 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

596321 THE LITTLE HOUSE. Widescreen. The time frame is 1931–1945 as Japan shifts towards war—but while the sociopolitical aspects make an important backdrop, director Yoji Yamada zeros in on a deeply personal story: the doomed ill-fated love between a married matron and her husband’s artistic colleague as observed and later recalled by an individual who found himself playing the role of Greek chorus. In Japanese with English subtitles. 136 minutes. Shochiku. $7.95

ARGO: Extended Edition. Widescreen. The winner of three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is based on the true-life heroics of CIA agent Tony Mendez and his efforts to rescue six American diplomats from Iran. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 54-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

Amira & SAM. Widescreen. An army veteran’s unlikely romance with an Iraqi immigrant is put to the test when she is faced with the prospect of deportation. Stars Martin Starr, Dina Shahla and Paul Wesley. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Cinemagic. $4.95

Sarah’s Key. Widescreen. In 1942, a 10-year-old orphan girl is sent to a children’s home in France and falls in love with her adoptive family. But things change when Krown’s play can’t seem to win over critics. In B&W. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $7.95

FOREVER FEMALE. Fullscreen. After aspiring playwright Sharron Holdren’s (Holden) new play is optioned, his producer insists he rewrite the script to allow his middle-aged ex-wife (Ginger Rogers) to play the lead role, that of a 40-year-old ingenue. But the role wasn’t meant for her and despite constant changes, Krown’s play can’t seem to win over critics. In B&W. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

Love & Basketball. Widescreen. A basketball prodigy’s road to the pro leagues. Monica (Sanaa Lathan) and Quincy (Omarr Epps) taught each other how to play the game. Now, their commitment to the sport will force them to make a choice between their love and their dreams. Set during the Balkan Wars, this film tells the story of Sonia (Bianche Sweet), a young woman living in Montenegro and left to care for her younger brother Mihos (Gerald Ward) and the family farm when older brother Markos goes off to battle. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

The Captive. Fullscreen. Cecil B. DeMille’s thought to be lost 1915 silent film is a found treasure. Set during the Balkan Wars, this film tells the story of Sonia (Bianche Sweet), a young woman living in Montenegro and left to care for her younger brother Mihos (Gerald Ward) and the family farm when older brother Markos goes off to battle. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

4718844 MEANWHILE. Joe Fulton (DJ Mende) is a man who can do anything from fixing your sink to arranging international financing for a construction project. He produces online advertising and he’s written a novel. For Joe can’t keep himself from feeling other passions and his own ambitions are constantly interrupted by his willingness to 59 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

Brazilian Western. Jean de Santo is a young man who finds himself deserted home behind in search of a better life. Arriving in Brasilia, he falls for the beautiful Maria Lucia, the daughter of a senator. But as their relationship grows, de Santo’s involvement in drug trafficking causes him to slide deeper into a life of crime and violence. DVD versions R. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Shout Factory. $4.95

Undesirable. Fullscreen. In this 1914 silent film treatise, Betty, a young woman living in the country, is told by her dying father that he is really her uncle and raised her as his own when her parents were killed. After his death, she is charged with killing her husband. Alone and not knowing her mother’s fate, Betty travels to the city in search of work and eventually finds her mother. In B&W. 66 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
Drama Blu-ray

378388X CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Widescreen. About an unconventional man who raises his six children in the forest of the Pacific Northwest, isolated from society. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Frank Langella. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. \$11.95

467706 A NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO. Widescreen. Forced to give up his land and home, Texas rancher Red Bovie is not about to retire quietly in a trailer park. Instead, he jumps in his Cadillac and hits the road with his estranged grandson for one last adventure filled with guns, women and border. Stars Robert Duvall. Not Rated. 104 minutes. Phase 4 Films. \$4.95

4718801 I'VE ALWAYS LOVED YOU. Fullscreen. A dominating meister Leopold (Philip Dom) exerts a Svengali-like control over Myra, a talented young pianist (Catherine McNeil). Frustrated, the girl (Charlotte) abandons her professional career and marries a humble farmer. Years later, haunted by regret, she returns to face her former mentor, to prove that she is a great musician. 117 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 \$9.95

3966119 CARL'S SONG. Widescreen. A politically inclined romance about a Glaswegian bus driver (Robert Carlyle) who avenge and falls in love with a young woman (Kate Winslet) who abandons her professional career and marries a humble farmer. 117 minutes. Olive Films. \$8.95

★4715993 THE MARY MILLINGTON MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Released to commemorate the 40th anniversary of Mary Millington's death, this special edition offers four of her most glamorous film roles, including Come Play With Me; The Playbirds; Confessions from the Galaxy Dragon; Queens of the Blues; Mary Millington’s True Blue; Confessions and Respectable—The Mary Millington Story. Rated R. Over 9 hours on five Blu-rays. Screenbound. Pub. at $69.95 \$44.95

4681819 SCHINDLER’S LIST. The winner of seven Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director, this Steven Spielberg directed film tells the story of the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi party, womanizer, and war profiteer who saved more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars Liam Neeson and Ralph Fiennes. Rated R. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Universal. \$9.95

4651154 TIME OUT OF MIND. Widescreen. Shuffled into the unforgiving bureaucracy of a homeless man’s shelter. George (Richard Genes) seems destined to wind up as just another lost soul until he meets a gregarious, yet down-and-out jazzman (Ben Vereen) who inspires George to reconnect with his estranged daughter (Jena Malone). English SDH. 121 minutes. IFC Films. \$4.95

43935183 CHUCK. The rollicking true story of Chuck Wepner, the “Bayonne Bleeder,” whose title fight against Muhammad Ali became the real-life inspiration for the movie Rocky. Liev Schreiber gives a bigger-than-life performance as the New Jersey boxer, whose life is turned upside down when he becomes an unlikely celebrity. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Paramount. \$5.95

39535777 ALL CREATURES HERE BELOW. Widescreen. An impetuosity compelled family collects and Dalmatian) and Ruby (Karen Gillan) on the run from the police forcing them to seek refuge in a place filled with haunting dark secrets. Not Rated. 92 minutes. VHS Films. \$5.95

39597051 THE BEST PICTURE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Contains four film classics, each the recipient of multiple Academy Awards. The English Patient starring Ralph Fiennes and Kristin Scott Thomas; Shakespeare in Love with Gwyneth Paltrow and Joseph Fiennes; Chicago starring Catherine Zeta-Jones and Renee Zellweger; and The King’s Speech with Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four Blu-ray discs. \$19.99

4719077 UNLIKELY HEROES. Widescreen. Sabine is experiencing a mid-life crisis. Her husband as recently left her, her children are going away on vacation, and her friends seem to have abandoned her. Volunteer work at the local immigration detention center may be just what she needs. Soon, she finds her life is changing is ways she never expected. Not Rated. In German, Swiss-German with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Olive Films. \$4.95

3983374 WILD HORSES. Widescreen. Texas Ranger Samantha Payne reopens a 15 year-old missing persons case, and uncovers evidence that suggests that the boy was murdered on a ranch belonging to the wealthy Briggs family. Samantha becomes convinced that the Briggs family was involved and will stop at nothing to cover up the truth. Stars Anthony Stanton (David Niven), who has an illness that is terminal. There she falls for Dr. Jerry Black (Jack Nicholson). He has his own instincts about the crime. And even though he’s ready to begin early retirement, he promised the victim’s family he’ll find the killer. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 \$11.95

4772572 THIS IS WHERE I LEAVE YOU. Widescreen. When their father passes away, four grown siblings bruised and bungled up by their respective adult lives are forced to return to their childhood home. Stars Jason Bateman, Tina Fey, Adam Driver, Jane Fonda, and Kathryn Hahn. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. \$5.95

4393352 CALL ORDER BLINK. When Trouble hits con woman Diana McQueen (Daphne Zuniga) when she decides to call it quits with her menacing boss, Tomourke (Greg Evigan). Two criminals join forces to escape to move out West and take the place of her friend as a mail order bride. Rancher Beau Canfield has no idea what’s in store for him. 88 minutes. E One. \$5.95

3955256 NOT FADE AWAY. Widescreen. It’s the 1960s and rock music is changing the world. Inspired by his success in a local band, Douglas (John Magaro) drops out of college to pursue his musical dreams, only to discover the harsh realities of the music industry. Forced to choose between listening to his father (James Gandolfini) or listening to his heart. Rated R. English SDH. Over six hours on 3 Blu-ray. Alliance. \$9.95

3943216 HEREFOREVER. Widescreen. George (Matt Damon) is a blue-collar American with a special connection to the afterlife dating from his childhood. A French private investigator has a near-death experience that shakes her reality. A London schoolboy sees questions when he loses someone very close to him. Each seeking the truth, their lives will intersect. English SDH. 129 minutes. Warner Home Video. \$5.95

3961478 AMERICAN DRESSER. Widescreen. John (Tomm Berenger) is a hard-edged Vietnam veteran who is re-created and sets out on a cross-country journey road trip with his best friend. Together they learn that life is about moving forward, one mile at a time. Also stars Keith David. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 97 minutes. Cinedigm. \$4.95

3818194 MARJORIE PRIME. Widescreen. In a near future, Marjorie has a mysterious new companion (Jon Hamm), a real life hologram of her deceased husband who is programmed to feed the story of her life back to her. Also stars Tim Robbins, Geena Davis and Lois Smith. English SDH. 99 minutes. Milestone Media. \$4.95

4773071 BLOOD SIMPLE. Widescreen. When the owner of a backwoods bar hires a man to kill his cheating wife and her boyfriend, he opens a door into the criminal world that he’ll never be able to shut. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Anchor Bay. \$9.95

★4690095 SURVIVOR BALLADS: Three Films by Shohei Imamura. Widescreen. These three works epitomize the director’s almost documentary style of filmmaking, exposing the vulgur yet vibrant and instinctive underbelly of Japanese society through a sympathetic focus on peasants, criminals, criminal lovers, and other marginalized life forms. The Ballad of Narayama, Zegen, and Black Rain. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on three Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 \$59.95

★4672879 THE PLEDGE. Widescreen. The murder suspect is confessed, but then took his own life. Case closed? Not for Nevada homicide cop Jerry Black (Jack Nicholson). He has the incredible instinctive underbelly of Japanese life behind him, then gets to the bottom of it. Also stars Karen Black. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. In Japanese with English subtitles. 2 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 \$11.95

4772563 THE OTHER LOVE. Fullscreen. A famous concert pianist living her dream until she’s stricken with tuberculosis. She’s sent to a Swiss sanatorium to rest, unaware that her husband there falls for Dr. Anthony Stanton (David Niven), who has a terrible secret. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 \$4.96
**Drama Blu-ray**


**4702706 THE CHALK GARDEN.** Widescreen. The story of Laurel (Hayley Mills), an emotionally troubled young girl, who lives in a stately household set on the cliffs of the English south coast with her eccentric grandmother (Dorothy Tutin) and the luminous Paola Mori co-star in this notorious "Nunsploitation" based on actual events. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Adults only. November Blu-Ray. Pub. at $11.95

**4660021 THE SWIMMER.** Widescreen. In his finest performance, Bert Lancaster stars as Red Merrill, a man who confronts his destiny with the help of a pool through the suburban nightmare of upper-class East Coast society. Based on the acclaimed short story by John Cheever. Includes the original black-and-white version and DVD versions as well as a CD of the original motion picture soundtrack. November Blu-Ray. Pub. at $14.95

**4727547 MIDNIGHT COWBOY.** Widescreen. Jon Voight and Dustin Hoffman turn in brilliant, searing performances as two small-time hustlers whose powerful friendship transcends the gritty realities of big-city life and their own guilt-ridden desires. November Blu-Ray. Pub. at $17.95

**4737013 THE SECRET WAY.** Widescreen. In 1956, after Soviet troops crush the Hungarian uprising, society and intellectual leader Andras Varkonyi (Juliette Binoche) and an African American journalist (Samuel L. Jackson) as both cover the excruciating South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings in Cape Town is the focus of this intriguing film. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Skull. Pub. at $11.95

**3935495 PATTY HEARST: Her Own Story.** Widescreen. In 1974, Hearst Publications heiress Patricia Hearst (Natalie Richard Brown) was kidnapped by a group of radical revolutionaries named the Symbionese Liberation Army. As her ordeal dragged on, Hearst slowly began to transform from unwiling victim into an accomplice resulting in a notorious and violent crime spree. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.95

**3961451 SGT. WILL GARDNER.** Widescreen. This gripping drama tells the story of the Iraq War veteran Will Gardner (Max Martini), who is struggling with the lingering effects of a traumatic brain injury from his combat deployment. As part of his struggle with post-traumatic stress disorder, haunting memories make his attempt to start his post-war civilian life a challenge. Not Rated. English SDH. 103 minutes. November Blu-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

**4669398 JAMESY BOY.** Widescreen. Rugged-tailed teenager James Burns (Spencer Lofranco) is never one to back down from a fight. He jumps at the chance to run drugs and guns for a gang and begins to rise through the ranks. But his life is in danger when he makes a move to start a new life. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. November Blu-Ray. Pub. at $17.95

**4773268 JOY.** Widescreen. Joy is the wild story of a woman who becomes the world's most famous business dynasty and becomes a matriarch in her own right. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the struggle for power all take center stage in this emotional and human comedy about becoming a true boss of family and enterprise facing a world of unforgiving commerce. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95

**4778770 FIRSTHAND.** Widescreen. Based on detailed research, this intriguing docudrama gives a rich sense of life aboard the Titanic as it explores the lives of various passengers, ranging from the wealthy to the penniless, and their ultimate fate in the noisiest and one of the wealthiest, and movingly finds the courage amid the horror and the tragedy. The film follows the survivors’ lives after their traumatic escape. 144 minutes. Widescreen. IFC Films. Pub. at $17.95

**4662016 FREEWAY 2: Confessions of a Trickbaby.** Widescreen. Natasha Lyonne stars as a teenage prostitute who escapes from a juvenile prison with a 16-year-old lesbian serial killer, and both go on a destructive road trip to Mexico in this twist on the Hunchback of Notre Dame fairy tale. Rated R. 98 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

**3966267 IN MY COUNTRY.** Widescreen. The burgeoning relationship between an African American musician and an African American American (Kyra Sedgwick), drink s too much, and he encounters a problem—the professor doesn’t want to be rescued. In B&W. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**3909871 THE WHITE ROSE.** Widescreen. When a Russian doctor (Patricia Z) falls foul of the Nazis, she finds herself imprisoned at Fort Stilberg, a luxury brothel for German top brass. Penned by W. Somerset Maugham and directed by Billy Wilder, comes the classic film that has ever performed, Bijou winds up in,this, they're plunging headfirst into a rapturous romance. Not Rated. English SDH. In French with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Cinegin.

**3945677 NATHALIE: Escape from Hell.** When a Russian doctor (Patricia Z) falls foul of the Nazis, she finds herself imprisoned at Fort Stilberg, a luxury brothel for German top brass. Penned by W. Somerset Maugham and directed by Billy Wilder, comes the classic film that has ever performed, Bijou winds up in, this, they're plunging headfirst into a rapturous romance. Not Rated. English SDH. In French with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Cinegin.

**4700163 SOUTHLAND TALES.** Widescreen. Los Angeles, 2008. As the city stands on the brink of social, economic and environmental chaos, the fates of an eclectic set of characters— including an amnesiac-stricken action star (Dwayne Johnson), a slow-witted service officer (Sean William Scott), interwine with each other and with the whole of humanity. Includes theatrical cut and the Cannies Cut. Rated R. English SDH. Five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**47001652 JOY.** Widescreen. Joy is the wild story of a woman who becomes the world’s most famous business dynasty and becomes a matriarch in her own right. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the struggle for power all take center stage in this emotional and human comedy about becoming a true boss of family and enterprise facing a world of unforgiving commerce. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
Drama Blu-ray

**4707141** THE BEGUILED. Widescreen. During the Civil War, a wounded Union soldier (Clint Eastwood) is sheltered by the headmistress and students of a girls’ academy in the South. As his health returns, his desires increase—but can he trust these enemy women to shelter him from the chances but soon realizes that his benefactress can’t be trusted with his love or his life. Rated R. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4707338** GRACE OF MY HEART. Widescreen. The lyrical tale of a remarkable woman, Denise (Ileana Douglas), striving to find her own voice in the male-dominated world of pop music. The remarkable cast also includes John Lithgow, Edward Herrmann, and John Turturro as the songwriter’s producer who provides Denise support and guidance during three decades of trials and triumphs. Rated R. English SDH 115 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.95

**466971** BLOODY NOSE, EMPTY POCKETS. On the eve of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, and on its final night before closing, a Las Vegas dive bar becomes a stage where its employees and barflies commiserate last time. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Utopia. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**4678230** CINEMA PARADISO. Widescreen. Giuseppe Tornatore’s loving homage to the cinema tells the story of Salvatore, a successful film director, returning home for the funeral of an old friend. After 30 years, Salvatore reconnects with the community he left 30 years earlier in Italian with English Subtitles. 124 minutes. Also includes a second Blu-ray with the Director’s Cut (Rated R). 174 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**3931682** BETTIE PAGE: Dark Angel. Widescreen. Recall’s in episodes, Bettie Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen, her mysterious disappearance and faithfully recreates in Irving Klaw’s original style, many of her now lost classic bondage films. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. 75 minutes. Cult Epics. $14.95

**4707516** MARTIN EDEN. Widescreen. Martin Eden (Luca Marinelli) is a self-taught proletarian with artistic aspirations who hopes that his dream of becoming a writer will help him rise above his station and marry a wealthy young university student (Jessica Cressy). The dissatisfactions of working-class toil and bourgeois success lead to political awakening and destructive anxiety. In Italian with English subtitles. 128 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4707496** KING OF THE MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. Steve (Harry Hamlin) works at a Porsche repair garage by day, and by night he re-imagines as the “King of the Mountain,” the most successful of a group that participate in races along Mulholland Drive on the hills over Los Angeles in his high-tuned 356 Speedster, Steve races against both newcomers and veterans alike. English SDH. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**3952983** TOTO THE HERO. Widescreen. Toto. (Michel Bouquet) is obsessed with Signed at birth with his neighbor Alfred during a hospital fire. Believing the wealthy and privileged Alfred has lived the life he should have, Toto embarks. Toto is broken by the loss of his sister and plots his revenge, imagining himself to be the secret agent, Toto the Hero. In French with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**388835** SACHA GUITRY: Quat’soir Films, 1916-1936. Fullscreen. Guitry was a celebrated actor, film director, screenwriter, and an acclaimed playwright. This collection brings together a quartet of 1930s features by Guitry, each hand-picked by actor and director to work for theater. Let’s Make A Dream. Let’s Go Up the Champs-Elysees; The New Testament; and My Father Was Right. Includes a 60-page booklet. Not Rated. In B&W. 74 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $69.95 $41.95

**476409X** GIANTS AND TOYS. Widescreen. As a new recruit to the marketing department of World Caramel, fresh-faced graduate Nishi is eager to impress. Hardworking and hand-holding Goda, even if it strains his relationships with his college friend Yokoyama and budding love interest Masumi, who work at the rival company, take him under their wing. And Apollo, the office romance. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**4748751** TIME LIMIT. Widescreen. Former POW Major Harry Cagill (Richard Basehart) has not only been charged with collaborating with the enemy, he’s even signed a confession which could result in a death sentence. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.95 $17.95

**4748687** TARTUFFE. Fullscreen. A young man shows his millionaire grandfather a film based on Molière’s Tartuffe, in order to expose the old man’s hypocrical government of his own inheritance. This 1925 silent film was directed by Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau. German intertitles with optional English subtitles. 63 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4748603** SECRET CEREMONY. Widescreen. This lurid psychodrama stars Elizabeth Taylor as an aging prostitute who befriends a young woman (Mia Farrow), but quando she realizes her daughter is her own long-dead daughter. Equally unnerving, Farrow sees in Taylor her own late mother. As the bizarre relationship evolves, the camera shows Farrow’s reverence to the stepfather (Robert Mitchum) ignites deep emotions. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4748522** OLD BOYFRIENDS. Widescreen. Diane Cruise (Talia Shire) is a woman whose life has shattered into a million pieces. After the dissolution of her marriage, she decides to delve into her past and seek out the men who marked the milestones of her life—Eric, her high school sweetheart; Jeff, her college fiancé whom she married; and brother of her first love. Rated R. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4748301** AN INSPECTOR CALLS. Widescreen. The Birling family are rich, respected and about to celebrate the conclusion of their eldest daughter, a knock at the door announces the arrival of a visitor who changes their lives forever. Stars Alastair Sim. Not Rated. In B&W. 80 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4748957** POOL OF LONDON. Fullscreen. Everything changes for two sailors on shore leave when they innocently become caught up in a crime as murky as London’s River Thames. For one of them, Johnny, life is further complicated when he falls in love with an air stewardess, forming one of the first inter racial relationships in British film history. Not Rated. In B&W. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4663772** IMAGINARY CRIMES/SILENT FALL. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.99 $11.95

**39593X** BEST FRIENDS. Widescreen. Vineyard Syndrome. Mill Creek. Pub. at $2.98 $17.95

**3960862** INSIDE THE RAIN. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**3987159** LITTLE NOUGHTS. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**3968462** GONE WITH THE WIND. 75th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**4703455** THE RUNNER STUMBLING. Widescreen. Based on a true story, this life story of an American’s career. Dick Van Dyke stars in this film, and it is moving and powerful drama about a brave man who trusted the wrong man with whom he had fallen in love. Inspired by a real-life murder case. Quinn and Marat Capleton. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95


**4748564** THE SOUND BARRIER. Fullscreen. An oil tycoon and aircraft constructor is determined to manufacture a supersonic jet that will travel faster than the speed of sound, and his unsparing desire to reach this goal brings suffering, even to his own family. Shocked by her father’s disregard for human life, his daughter walks out on him. Stars Ralph Richardson and Ann Todd. In B&W. 117 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4748417** THE LOVE OF JEANNE NEY. Fullscreen. An epic of Weimar cinema, this 1927 silent movie follows a young French woman’s struggle for happiness amidst the political turbulence and corruption of post-WWII Europe. Directed by G.W. Pabst. German intertitles with optional English subtitles. In B&W. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4748336** JENNY. Widescreen. Jenny (Marlo Thomas) is unmarried, pregnant and alone in New York City. Delphi Chase is a young filmmaker trying to avoid the Vietnam War draft. A chance meeting in Central Park leads to their friendship and mutual concern for each other, and they soon agree that the perfect solution to “marriage of convenience.” 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4748107** THE CAPTIVE HEART. Fullscreen. The story of a Czechoslovakian (Michiel Redgrave) assumes the identity of a dead British officer during WWII. When he is caught, he joins hundreds of British POWs on a march to a German prison camp. Soon, his fellow prisoners begin to suspect him of being a spy and only his vindication saves him. Not Rated. In B&W. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4663772** IMAGINARY CRIMES/SILENT FALL. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.95 $11.95
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Thriller Blu-ray

4709477 THE ATOMIC CITY. Fullscreen. Nuclear physicist Frank Addison (Gene Barry) and his wife are living every parent’s worst nightmare—their son Tommy (Lee Aaker) has been kidnapped. The kidnapper’s ransom demands are the secrets behind the H-bomb! The desperate parents scramble to rescue him before a rapid pace in the Atomic City. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. P. at $24.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 469241 HOLODOMIR EMPIRE. Fullscreen. WWII veteran and ex-gangster, Jake LaRue (James Cagney, B&W. 62 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

4692462 THE SHANGHAI STORY. Widescreen. Edmund O’Brien stars as Dr. Dan Maynard, a physician determined to uphold the Hippocratic oath, without bending to the will of his heartless captors, the Communist Chinese. The Chinese commander suspects a spy among the Americans being held in confinement and Maynard believes the informant must be an icy beauty born in Tangiers, clad in diamonds and furs. In B&W. 90 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

4692411 S.O.S. TIDAL WAVE. Fullscreen. The corrupt Clifford Farrow, his sights set on winning the New York City mayoral race with backing from rich, ruthless political boss Melvin Sutter, sees the world as his oyster. That’s until a staid TV journalist unmask a system that would place the unscrupulous and unalloyed power. In B&W. 62 minutes. Olive Films. P. at $24.95

4718011 THE GIRL WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. Widescreen. Adam West plays Johnny Cain, a suave retired CIA agent and nightclub owner. After the murder of a friend of a crime boss at his nightclub, Cain is pressured by both the CIA and the crime syndicate to take on the case that may be a threat to national security. Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

4693477 SABOTAGE. Fullscreen. When Tommy Graysen is arrested on suspicion of sabotage at the local manufacturing plant, his family and fiancée rush to his aid. But his neighbors suspect Wills of the crime. 110 minutes. Olive Films. P. at $7.95

4692446 THE SCORE. Widescreen. When expert safe-cracker Nick Wells (Robert De Niro) decides it might be time to settle down with his girlfriend Diane (Angela Bassett) and stick to his legitimate business running a jazz club night in Montreal, his friend and partner max (Marlon Brando) has other plans. Rated R. 124 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4687434 THE FIVE HOOLIGANS. Widescreen. When Nash (Vin Morrow), a bitter ex-employee, takes action against a rocket fuel manufacturing plant, he sets in motion a series of events that could bring down the entrance. Mike Brand, Nash’s level-headed former supervisor, will need all of his strength as he races against time to persuade Nash to surrender. Not Rated. In B&W. 81 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

43929337 PHONE BOOTH. Widescreen. Colin Farrell delivers a captivating performance as a self-centered New York City publicist forced to match wits with a psychotic sniper when he’s tricked into answering the most important call of his life. Also stars Patricia Arquette, Michelle, and Kiefer Sutherland. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

471802X THE GREAT SHY CAGE. Widescreen. An infamously armed dealer begins a war with his rival and a collection of his patents to his beautiful young widow. These valuable patents would give their holder an edge in the international arms race and make him a prime criminal. He’s just robbed a bank and needs to get off the streets. He finds himself on Warwick’s doorstep in this psychological thriller. In B&W. 53 minutes. Olive Films. P. at $29.95

4670397 DEJA VU. Widescreen. While attending a screening of a documentary showcasing the life of ballet star Brookie Ashley, engaged couple Maggie and Greg are struck by the strong resemblance they bear to the late dancer and her choreographer. Is there a connection to these past lives? If so, will the truth behind Brookie’s tragic death prove fatal for them? Stars Jaclyn Smith. Rated R. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

4670399 MANIAC/DIE! DIE! DIE! MY DARLING: Hammer Films Double Feature. Widescreen. When in France an American artist (Kerwin Matthews) becomes romantically involved with an older woman, who soon pulls him into her plot to swing her husband from an asylum to the streets. In B&W. In Die! Die! My Darling! Pat Carroll (Stefanie Powers) goes to the home of her dead fiancé to meet his mother. Instead she finds a grieving psychopath who blames her for her son’s death. English SDH. 80 minutes. Mill Creek. P. at $19.98

4718429 TRACK THE MAN DOWN. Widescreen. After a robbery goes awry, a hoodlum (George Rose) scrambles to avoid the police and a gang of criminals. His loot ends up with his girlfriend (Ursula Howells), but even as she escapes on a long bus trip, her troubles are far from over. She’ll meet an aging actress, a snack, and a story-hungry reporter—a group of men who quickly finds himself at the center of three tales of murder, mayhem, blackmail and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 75 minutes. Olive Films. P. at $29.95

4694328 MISERY. Widescreen. Novelist Paul (Sam) Redmond doesn’t remember the blinding blizzard that sent his car spinning off the road. All he remembers is waking up in the home of a woman (Tina Louise) who claims she is the real fan who is bent on keeping her favorite writer as her personal prisoner. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. MGM. $5.95

4709640 JOSIE. Widescreen. The residents of a small, southern town are forever changed when the tattooed, sweet-talking stranger Josie (Sophie Turner) struts into town. Striking up relationships with an local young punk and her schoolmate, Josie quickly finds herself embroiled in a hot topic of gossip. But her intentions for arriving in town are far more sinister. Screen Media Films. $4.95

4729730 THE TAILOR OF PANAMA. Widescreen. Harry Pinkel (Geoffrey Rush) is an ex-con turned tailor to the rich and infamous. Andy Osmond (Pierce Brosnan) is a suave and ruthless British spy who entices Harry into a scheme to steal a woman’s fortune and turn her against the government. But Harry’s talent for storytelling sets off a chain of events that threatens to destroy everything he treasures most in life. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

43929205 HANNIBAL. Widescreen. Ten years have passed since FBI agent Clarice Starling faced the ingenious Dr. Hannibal Lecter—ten years of watching, wondering and waiting. But now the wait is over. The sophisticated killer returns and leaves the FBI—once again, ready to entice Clarice into their old game of cat and mouse. Stars Anthony Hopkins and Ridley. 131 minutes. MGM. $5.95

499345X THE PERFECT HOST. Widescreen. Orson Welles is the consummate host. He carefully prepares for a dinner party, the table impeccably set and the duck perfectly turned for 8:30 PM. Then his wife and Drinks arrive. But his wife’s just robbed a bank and needs to get off the streets. He finds himself on Warwick’s doorstep in this psychological thriller. In B&W. 53 minutes. Olive Films. P. at $29.95

4995557 INCEPTION. Widescreen. Dom Cobb, a skilled thief in the art of extraction, stealing secrets from deep within the subconscious, is being offered a chance at redemption. One last job could return his life back—but only if he can accomplish the impossible—inception—plant the idea instead of extract it. Stars Leonardo DiCaprio. Package in steelbook case. $11.95

4729046 PATIENT ZERO. Widescreen. In this pandemic thriller, humanity is being brought to its knees by a deadly virus that has spread from a small super-strain. After being bitten, human survivor Morgan (Matt Smith) realizes he is the only one trying to kill the tempest in a sun-drenched surfing town. Charlie Wolfe, who discovers his ex-wife was a top Tiles of murder in mayhem, blackmail and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4759796 HEADHUNTERS. Widescreen. Roger is a charming scoundrel and Norway’s most accomplished headhunter. He lives a life of luxury well beyond his means and chaotic, and can only afford his expensive lifestyle through stealing highly prized art. When his beautiful wife introduces him to a former mercenary in possession of an extremely valuable painting, he quickly finds he must obtain it. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

451065 THE DEMOLISHER. Widescreen. Tormented by a crippling sense of responsibility for his disabled wife Samantha, who is a victim of gang violence, Bruce channels his feelings of injustice into a dark and violent path of vigilantism. Donning riot gear and taking to the streets to right the wrongs of society, Bruce becomes a one man wrecking-ball. Stars Ray Barrett. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

4396438 ELITE SQUAD: The Enemy Within. The sprawling slum that surrounds Puerto Rico is the most dangerous places on earth, so as the head of Rio’s Special Police Operations Battalion, Captian Nascimento has seen his share of intense activity and can communicate with the infected, leading the last survivors on a hunt for Patient Zero and a SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4759796 HEADHUNTERS. Widescreen. Roger is a charming scoundrel and Norway’s most accomplished headhunter. He lives a life of luxury well beyond his means and chaotic, and can only afford his expensive lifestyle through stealing highly prized art. When his beautiful wife introduces him to a former mercenary in possession of an extremely valuable painting, he quickly finds he must obtain it. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4651065 THE TAILOR OF PANAMA. Widescreen. Harry Pinkel (Geoffrey Rush) is an ex-con turned tailor to the rich and infamous. Andy Osmond (Pierce Brosnan) is a suave and ruthless British spy who entices Harry into a scheme to steal a woman’s fortune and turn her against the government. But Harry’s talent for storytelling sets off a chain of events that threatens to destroy everything he treasures most in life. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

4396438 ELITE SQUAD: The Enemy Within. The sprawling slum that surrounds Puerto Rico is the most dangerous places on earth, so as the head of Rio’s Special Police Operations Battalion, Captian Nascimento has seen his share of intense activity and can communicate with the infected, leading the last survivors on a hunt for Patient Zero and a SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4651065 THE TAILOR OF PANAMA. Widescreen. Harry Pinkel (Geoffrey Rush) is an ex-con turned tailor to the rich and infamous. Andy Osmond (Pierce Brosnan) is a suave and ruthless British spy who entices Harry into a scheme to steal a woman’s fortune and turn her against the government. But Harry’s talent for storytelling sets off a chain of events that threatens to destroy everything he treasures most in life. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Columbia. $4.95
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3989906 THE INSTITUTE. Widescreen. When Isabel Porter checks herself into the Rosewood Institute, she finds herself subjected to bizarre and increasingly violent experiments in personality modification, brainwashing and mind control. Faced with sadistic physicians and a mad scientist who sees her as a threat to their society, Isabel must escape and take revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Momentum. $4.95

4709713 STRAY. Widescreen. An orphaned teenager forms an unlikely friendship with a detective. Together they investigate her mother’s murder and uncover the secret that her mother kept away from her family. Stars Karen Fukuhara and Christine Woods. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

4796080 LIVE BY NIGHT. Widescreen. Proclaimed anti-establishment outlaw Julia Dreyfus is one of the most beautiful women in the whole of Southern Italy. But who killed her and why? Inspector Capuana and Tetto are determined to uncover the truth and bring the criminals to justice. Stars Christopher Walken and Andrew Dice Clay. Not Rated. English SDH. 109 minutes. VVS Films. $6.95

4773881 MR. BROOKS. Widescreen. Kevin Costner gives one of his best performances of his career in this cunningly crafted thriller filled with nail-biting suspense from beginning to end. Earl Brooks (Costner) has a thriving business, a devoted daughter, and a terrible secret—he’s a psychopathic killer. Rated R. English SDH. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4898355 ANGEL OF MINE. Widescreen. Lizzi (Noomi Rapace) becomes convinced that the child of a stranger (Yvonne Strahovski) is actually her own daughter, sending her into a deadly spiral of obsession, where truth and lies collide. Rated R. English. 94 minutes. WS Films. $6.95


4978859 KNIGHT OF CUPS. Widescreen. Rick (Christian Bale) goes on an odyssey through the desire-laden playgrounds of Los Angeles and Las Vegas as he undertakes a search for love and self. Can he wake up to the beauty, humanity and wonder that surrounds him? The deeper he searches, the more the journey becomes his destination. Starring Pedro Pascal and Margarita Levieva. Rated R. 118 minutes. Broad Green. $9.95

SNAPDRAGON. Widescreen. After two men are murdered while having sex with a prostitute, Sergeant Peg Peckham is assigned to investigate and is determined to catch the killer. Using his charm and savvy, psychologist David Straton has become attracted to a new patient, Felicity—an armless man who is having violent dreams about murdering his lover. Rated R. 98 minutes. Alliance. $9.95

4950448 2-TIME-WARNING. Widescreen. Charlton Heston plays a police captain trying to stop a lone gunning who has set his sights on the 91,000 people in a packed sports arena. John Cassavetes and Martin Balsam are among those risking their lives to thwart the sniper’s attempts, while thousands of innocent fans try to survive both the riots and the resulting stampede. Rated R. 115 minutes. Anchor Bay. $7.95

4729251 THE MIGHTY EYES OF SUMURU/THE GIRL FROM RIO. Widescreen. A feature starring Jon Voight as the wickdest woman in the world! In The Mighty Eyes of Sumuru, Shirley Eaton stars as Sumuru, a beautiful but deadly woman with plans for world domination. In The Girl from Rio, Shirley Eaton returns to launch a diabolical plan to ensnare the male species with her army of lusty warrior women. Not Rated. English SDH. 173 minutes. Blue Undergound. $11.95

4648062 99 NO MERCY. Widescreen. Richard Gere stars as Eddie Jillette, a tough, uncompromising cop whose vow to avenge his partner’s death draws him into aworld of corruption that makes him question everything. Stars Patricia Arquette, Jim Belushi, and Mark Strong. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Code Red. $9.95

4874236 THE Window Holders Terror; New Orleans Uncensored; Spin a Dark Web; Rumble on the Dock; Footsteps in the Fog; Against the House; and City 2455. Widescreen. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $29.95

NOIR ARCHIVE, VOLUME 2: 9-Film Collection 1954-1956. Stalwart noir directors and casts highlight these hard to find features: The Slender Man; The Night Holds Terror; New Orleans Uncensored; Spin a Dark Web; Rumble on the Dock; Footsteps in the Fog; Against the House; and City 2455. Widescreen. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $29.95

4735214 NOIR ARCHIVE, VOLUME 3: 9-Film Collection. Collects nine classic noir thrillers from the 1940s and 1950s: The Shadow on the Window; The Long Hot; Pickup Alley; The Tijuana Story; She Played with Fire; The Case Against Brooklyn; The Lincoln Attorney; and Man on a String. Stars include Victor Mature, Phil Carey, Eli Wallach, Darren McGavin, and more. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $49.95 $29.95

470746X KILLDOREAD. Fullscreen. A small construction crew battles the ultimate assassin in this cult classic. Stationed on a small island off the coast of Africa, six men find themselves targets of a relentless life-form when an alien takes over a bulldozer and then sets off on a killing rampage. Starring Clint Walker and Robert Urich. 74 minutes. $14.95

SALON KITTY. Widescreen. An orphaned teenager forms an unlikely friendship with a detective. Together they investigate her mother’s murder and uncover the secret that her mother kept away from her family. Stars Karen Fukuhara and Christine Woods. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

Of course, there’s so much more to explore! From gripping thrillers to iconic noir classics, our collection offers something for everyone. Whether you’re a fan of classic cinema or new-to-you titles, we’ve got you covered. Which Blu-ray will you dive into next?
Thru a glass darkly.

**3916154 THE ART OF WAR.** Widescreen. Officially, cockfighting efficient but not aggressive in war is nonexistent. Try telling that to anyone standing in Shaw's way. Wesley Snipes plays Shaw, one of an elite team of United Nations agents, in this stylish thriller directed by Cliff Robertson, who co-stars with Shelley Winters. Actors John Archer and Donald Sutherland. Rated R. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

**4707983 PLAY MISTY FOR ME.** Widescreen. Dave Garver (Clint Eastwood), a popular radio show host, repeatedly receives on-air phone requests from a female fan to "play Misty for me." When the woman, Evelyn Draper (Jessica Walter), makes an appointment with Dave, the two begin a torrid affair. But when Dave decides to end the relationship, Evelyn's obsession turns to violence. Rated R. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. $29.95

**3916277 CITY OF GHOSTS.** Widescreen. Follows the journey of a group as they face the realities of life in the world. 100 minutes. Dark Force. $29.95

**3916588 RITES OF PASSAGE.** Widescreen. Nathan, an anthropology student, invites a few of his classmates and their professor to his family's abandoned ranch to recreate an ancient ceremony. There they meet Nathan's psychotic older brother and drug-fueled Delgado (Christian Slater). The students then embark on a rite of passage that no one will ever survive. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**470332X FEAR NO EVIL/RITE OF EVIL.** Fullscreen. Dr. David Sorell, a psychiatrist specializing in the occult becomes Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Magnolia.

**5057891 AMERICAN RICKSHAW.** Widescreen. A Russian gangster (Richard Eastwood) becomes embroiled in a murder of an evangelist's son when he inadvertently takes the wrong video tape. The climactic murder scene has an Asian woman,xended, to clear his name while avoiding the assassin's death set on retrieving the tape. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Adults only. Caution: Full frontal nudity. Rated R. 96 minutes.

**4676807 BLOOD GAMES.** Widescreen. It all started as a simple game of baseball. When a women's softball team wins a game against a group of rough talking men, they find themselves unwillingly involved in a new competition with much higher stakes: life and death. In this shocking and violent tale, you can bet it will be Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinege Syndrome. $34.98

**4676381 I START COUNTING!** Widescreen. As young Wynne comes of age, a psychotic killer of teenage girls stalks her hometown, which is rapidly transformed into a game of chance. A young woman's desire becomes a lure to a forward-looking "new town." Could the murderer be Wynne's much older foster brother George, whom the conflicted Wynne is deeply in love with? Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinege Syndrome. $34.98

**4654250 BILLY BOY.** Widescreen. When Billy's (Blake Jenner) friend is found dead, his world unravel. As he tries to move on, he must face his past with Jennifer (Melissa Benoist), but his life is unexpectedly threatened by the sins of the past. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95


**4773652 TAKEN 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Brace yourself for a double-barreled blast of thrilling action with the first two entries of Liam Neeson's hit thriller series. In Taken, he hunts down the criminals responsible for his wife's death. In Taken 2, he and his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes Unrated versions. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $19.95

**4748077 BRIGHTON ROCK.** Widescreen. Richard Attenborough gives a performance of the emotionally and physically scarred gang leader Pinkie Brown, who courts and marries a local waitress (Carole Lesley). Under the threat of a blackmailer, he and his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes Unrated versions. English SDH. Three hours. Kino Lorber. $29.95

**471609 MURDEROUS TRANCE.** Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, the film follows the detective Anders Olsen (Fliou Asbaek) as he investigates the death of one of his patient and uncovers a cult of wealthy people who practice black magic. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. $29.95

**3900118 EYE SEE YOU.** Recovering from the psychological effects of witnessing a brutal crime, FBI Agent Jake Malloy (Stevie Stallone) checks into a rehab for cops in the wilderness of Wyoming only to end up in an isolated town with a serial killer who won't be stopped. Also stars Tom Berenger. MVD Visual. $26.95

**4656167 AMERICAN RICKSHAW.** Widescreen. A Russian gangster (Richard Eastwood) becomes embroiled in a murder of an evangelist's son when he inadvertently takes the wrong video tape. The climactic murder scene has an Asian woman,xended, to clear his name while avoiding the assassin's death set on retrieving the tape. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Adults only. Caution: Full frontal nudity. Rated R. 96 minutes.

**4678107 BLOOD GAMES.** Widescreen. It all started as a simple game of baseball. When a women's softball team wins a game against a group of rough talking men, they find themselves unwillingly involved in a new competition with much higher stakes: life and death. In this shocking and violent tale, you can bet it will be Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinege Syndrome. $34.98

**4676381 I START COUNTING!** Widescreen. As young Wynne comes of age, a psychotic killer of teenage girls stalks her hometown, which is rapidly transformed into a game of chance. A young woman's desire becomes a lure to a forward-looking "new town." Could the murderer be Wynne's much older foster brother George, whom the conflicted Wynne is deeply in love with? Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinege Syndrome. $34.98

**4654250 BILLY BOY.** Widescreen. When Billy's (Blake Jenner) friend is found dead, his world unravel. As he tries to move on, he must face his past with Jennifer (Melissa Benoist), but his life is unexpectedly threatened by the sins of the past. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95


**4773652 TAKEN 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Brace yourself for a double-barreled blast of thrilling action with the first two entries of Liam Neeson's hit thriller series. In Taken, he hunts down the criminals responsible for his wife's death. In Taken 2, he and his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes Unrated versions. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $19.95

**4748077 BRIGHTON ROCK.** Widescreen. Richard Attenborough gives a performance of the emotionally and physically scarred gang leader Pinkie Brown, who courts and marries a local waitress (Carole Lesley). Under the threat of a blackmailer, he and his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes Unrated versions. English SDH. Three hours. Kino Lorber. $29.95

**471609 MURDEROUS TRANCE.** Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, the film follows the detective Anders Olsen (Fliou Asbaek) as he investigates the death of one of his patient and uncovers a cult of wealthy people who practice black magic. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. $29.95
**Thriller Blu-ray**

- **3974197 PERFECTION STRANGERS.** Widescreen. Johnny, a mafia contract killer, has just completed his latest hit. But as he’s preparing to leave the scene of the crime, he notices that someone is watching. The witness turns out to be a young child and Johnny is uncertain as to what much he’s seen. Now a dangerous seduction of the child’s single mother. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95.

- **2056595 YETI: Giant of the 20th Century.** Widescreen. This 1951 Italian King Kong rip-off is not-stop fun and camp action. Starring the gorgeous Anto nella Interlenghi as “Jane” who discovers the body of giant Yeti (Mimmo Cralo) that is taken into captivity and put on public display. But when fire breaks loose, he smashes his way through anyone who stands in his way. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98.

- **3974162 THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT.** Widescreen. Robert Knight has been committed to an insane asylum by his greedy and potentially murderous Uncle Charlie. The means of depriving of him of his rightful inheritance. But his time in the asylum has indeed turned Robert into a violent lunatic, and he escapes, slashing his way through anyone who stands in his way. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98.

- **4773988 ALL-AMERICAN MURDER.** Widescreen. Artie Logan has a habit of getting himself in trouble. He’s been kicked out of every school he’s attended and is no friend to the law. He’s been kicked out of every school he’s attended and is no friend to the law, and is then haunted by her fiancé’s spirit who is staying with the mother (Cloris Leachman) of her child. Rated R. In B&W. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95.

- **4748082 THE NIGHT MY NUMBER CAME UP.** Fullscreen. Commander Lindsay (Michael Hordern) shares a dream he has experienced to his fellow dinner guests. The dream involves a Dakota aircraft carrying 13 people that is lost over the sea and crashes. Lindsay then starts to live out his nightmare as pieces from his dream fall into place. Is it coincidence or did his dream foretell the disaster? In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95.

- **4790855 TRAUMA THERAPY.** A group of broken souls attend a self-help seminar at a remote wooded retreat with a famous guru. They must confront their deepest demons in front of their fellow wayward strangers. As they get pushed further and further they begin to wonder if the guru is trying to save them or destroy them. Unrated. 79 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95.


- **3980010X EVEN MONEY.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **38653XX POSSESSION.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $11.95.

- **4654706 NEW BLOOD.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

- **4655165 SUBMERGED.** Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $17.95.

- **3948439 BORGMAN.** Widescreen. Cinedigm. $4.95.

- **3995534 DELIVERANCE.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95.

- **3953871 GET OUT.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95.

- **4663942 DIAL M FOR MURDER.** Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $7.95.

- **4651103 A LONELY PLACE TO DIE.** Widescreen. IFC Films. $4.95.

- **4688370 PREY.** Widescreen. Viviendi Entertainment. $5.95.

- **3916405 A KIND OF MURDER.** Widescreen. Magnolia. $4.95.

- **3943048 VOICE FROM THE STONE.** Widescreen. Magnolia. $5.95.

- **3982157 CLOSED CIRCUIT.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95.

- **4672992 BAKERMAN.** Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95.

**Horror Blu-ray**

- **4709764 YOU MIGHT BE THE KILLER.** Widescreen. A camp counselor suffering from blackouts finds himself surrounded by murder victims. He turns to his bandmate, an original John Carpenter fan, for advice, and to contend with the idea that he may be the killer. Stars Fran Kranz and Alyson Hannigan. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $6.95.

- **3916553 A GRAVE.** Widescreen. In Hill Halloween night. A trio of costumed misfits with very special dietary requirements invades a Mexican cantina and forces the staff to engage in a late night survival horror game. When the players get what’s on the menu—and who will survive until morning. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Scare Factory. $14.95.

- **4708675 THE HAT.** Widescreen. Fullscreen. The tagline for horror master William Castle this unique classic stars the world-renowned mime Marcel Marceau in a dual role as a mute puppeteer and an eccentric inventor. After he discovers the village’s secret, the inventor, the downtrodden puppeteer gleefully discovers that he can reanimate the dead with electrodes and manipulate 94 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95.

- **4705868 DRAG ME TO HELL.** Widescreen. Director Writer Brown (Alison Lohman) is on her way to having it all: a devoted boyfriend (Justin Long), a hard-earned job promotion, and a bright future. But when forced to make a tough decision that evicts an elderly woman from her house, Christine becomes the victim of an evil curse. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal. $5.95.
HORROR BLU-RAY

4681657 CRITTERS ATTACK! Widescreen. Mysterious alien Critters have crash-landed in a small college town, devoting every living thing they encounter. Drea and the kids she’s babysitting must try desperately to save themselves from the ravenous beasts. Will they be able to escape? Directed by Lorenzo Odone. Rated R. 98 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4692011 SHAMELESS. Widescreen. A young woman, struggling to restart her life, discovers she is being stalked by a serial killer. Directed by John Carpenter. Rated R. 105 minutes. Slipcased. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

4716140 THE TOXIC AVENGER COLLECTION. Widescreen. For the first time in the history of mankind, all four films of the world famous Toxic Avenger have been brought together into one theatrical package! The Toxic Avenger Part I, The Toxic Avenger Part II, The Toxic Avenger Part III, and Citizen Toxie: The Toxic Avenger IV. Not Rated. Over 11 hours on four Blu-rays. Troma Team. $29.95

4718739 ELIZABETH HARVEST. Widescreen. Elizabeth, a beautiful young newlywed, arrives at the palatial home of her brilliant scientist husband Henry. She has seemingly everything she could want. But one mystery tantalizes her—what is behind the locked doors of her husband’s laboratory that he has forbidden her to enter? Stars Abbey Lee and Ciaran Hinds. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

4711702 KILL GAME. Widescreen. In high school, they had it all, including the power to pull cruel pranks. But years later this group of friends finds themselves on the wrong side of a horrifying prank. As a masked killer terrorizes each one of them in a way reminiscent of their earlier tricks, secrets are unearthed about the group. The hunt for revenge is on. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

4656023 THE TOOLBOX MURDERS. Widescreen. In a quiet apartment complex in Los Angeles, a beaver trapper goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering “immoral” women with the tools of his trade—claw-hammers, screwdrivers, power drills and even a chainsaw. Gory massages are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95

4657349 GHASTLIES. Three sorority sisters plan an initiation for their nerdy friend during a weekend getaway. Things don’t go exactly as planned when they accede to a shelter occupied by a group of monsters containing a trio of extraterrestrial ghastly ghosts! The girls resolve to send these pint-sized galscraeckers back to the galaxy. Includes Blu-ray and DVD. 120 minutes. Camp Motion Pictures. $7.95

4699939 GAMERA: The Heisei Era. Gamera was reborn for the big screen in a smash hit trilogy masterminded by director Shusuke Kaneko. Trading the softer, kid-friendly surrealism of the earlier films for a darker tone and innovative special effects, the Heisei Trilogy are still regarded as among the best. Includes Gamera the Guardian of the Universe; Gamera 2: Ashes of Legion; Gamera 3: Revenge of Iris; and family friendly Gamera the Brave. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on 4 Blu-rays. Slipcased, Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

4924256 AMERICAN MUMMY. Group of college students in the New Mexico desert unearth an ancient mummy, on which one of the students performs a secret, primal blood ritual. Soon, the mummy’s curse begins to turn the students’ lives upside-down. His first two wishes result in his violent return to the earth. Includes Blu-ray 2D, 3D and DVD versions. Not Rated. Warner Bros. Pub. at $9.95

3929329 PARANORMAL ACTIVITY THREE-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. After a young, middle-class couple moves into what seems like a typical suburban house, they begin increasingly disturbed by a presence that may or may not be demonic but is certainly most active in the middle of the night. Includes Paranormal Activity; Paranormal Activity 2; Paranormal Activity 3. All Rated R. English SDH. Over four hours 3 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.95

4654833 POULTRYGIST: Night of the Chicken Dead. When a fast food chain opens on the site of an ancient Native American burial ground, the displaced spirits unite with the ghosts of exterminated chickens and transform into vengeful Chicken Zombies seeking revenge! Not Rated. 103 minutes. Troma Team. $11.95

3984206 ANNABELLE. Widescreen. In this thriller based on the terrifying doll from The Conjuring, John has found the perfect gift for his wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia’s delight with Annabelle doesn’t last long. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4684256 BLOODSUCCING FREAKS. Widescreen. Bloodsucking Freaks takes you to a bizarre off-Broadway theater of the macabre, operated by a deranged impresario. Inside, sadistic entertainments are staged for his audience’s pleasure, including tortures, disguises, and other gruesome acts which appear to be faked. But the truth is they are not theatrical at all! Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Troma Team. $11.95

3995429 ANNABELLE. Widescreen. In this thriller based on the terrifying doll from The Conjuring, John has found the perfect gift for his wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia’s delight with Annabelle doesn’t last long. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4714122 LOVELY MOLLY. Widescreen. A mysterious evil is waking up in the empty head of Molly, the new baby girl whose imagination is turned upside-down. After inventing a time machine, Mexican wrestler, El Santo, uses it to go back in time to track down the location of Dracula’s hidden treasure. This film takes you to a bizarre off-Broadway theater of the macabre, operated by a deranged impresario. Inside, sadistic entertainments are staged for his audience’s pleasure, including tortures, disguises, and other gruesome acts which appear to be faked. But the true twist is they are not theatrical at all! Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Troma Team. $11.95

4716094 SANTO IN THE TREASURE OF DRACULA. The Sexy Vampire Millionaire! In a quiet box office victory over Cappiello, John has found the perfect gift for his wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia’s delight with Annabelle doesn’t last long. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

4729625 MOTHER’S DAY. Widescreen. After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers head for home, only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a foreclosure. Now, the house’s new inhabitants are stranded in their new found, trapping a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated R. 112 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

4740092 CITADEL. An apocalyptic family vendetta against hell that’s been waiting 500 years to be settled. Ah, sweet revenge. The journey of one man who discards his past to save his daughter from the clutches of a gang of twisted feral children who committed an act of violence against his family years earlier. Rated R. 84 minutes. Flatiron. $4.95

468047X THE PROWLER. Widescreen. In 1945, on the night of her graduation dance, young Rosemary and her date are brutally murdered by a prowler. Thirty years later, the dance is held again, for the first time since that horrific night. Something else may have also returned. Stars Farley Granger, Vicky Dawson, and Lawrence Tierney. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Also known as Rosemary’s Killer. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95

4687170 THE PRODIGY. Widescreen. Taylor Schilling stars as Sarah, a mother whose young son Miles’ disturbing behavior signals that a dark force has overtaken him. Sarah is forced to choose between her brilliant scientist husband Henry. She has a maternal instinct to love and protect him, and a desperate need to uncover the horrific secret. Stars James Van, Vera Farmiga and Patrick Wilson, who help a family terrorized by an evil spirit in their mysterious farmhouse. One of the scariest movies ever made—Chicago Sun-Times. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R, English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

4686388 DEAD & BURIED. Widescreen. In the quiet coastal village of Potters Bluff tourists are warmly welcomed—and quickly murdered. But even more shocking is when these slain strangers suddenly reappear as normal, friendly citizens around town. Now the local sheriff must find a way to uncover the horrific secret. Stars James Farentino and Jack Albertson. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95

4699955 GAMERA: The Showa Era. Widescreen. Gamera, the giant, flying, fire-breathing monster, and his friends the giant monsters are buried under the Arctic ice for several millennia and is now unleashed upon Japan. Includes Gamera the Giant Monster; Gamera vs. Baragon; Gamera vs. Guiron; Gamera vs. Jiger; Gamera vs. Viras; Gamera vs. Guiron; Gamera vs. Jiger; Gamera vs. Ziga; and Gamera Super Monster. In Japanese with English subtitles. In B&W and Color. Over 11 hours on four Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

3678705 PULSE. Widescreen. This film takes you to a harsh new territory—the very tools we trust to get us through this high way. When the dead discover a means to contact the living through electronic devices, cell phones and computers become open gateways to mass murders and destruction. Stars Kristen Bell and Christina Milian. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vindemi Entertainment. $5.95

4681770 THE PRODIGY. Widescreen. Taylor Schilling stars as Sarah, a mother whose young son Miles’ disturbing behavior signals that a dark force has overtaken him. Sarah is forced to choose between her maternal instinct to love and protect him, and a desperate need to uncover the horrific secret. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Orion. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/847
Horror Blu-ray

**4670515 CITY OF THE LIVING DEAD.** Widescreen. The Seven Gates of Hell have been torn open in these three days the dead shall rise and walk the Earth. As a reporter and a psychic race to close the portals of the damned, they encounter a seething nightmare of undead horde. Get the story of the horrific rise of the living dead! Directed by Lucio Fulci. Stars Christopher George. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95

**$11.95**

**378348X NEKROMATIK 1 & 2.** Both box set entries are both entries in the depraved Nekromatik series, so horrific it was banned in Germany, Italy, Japan, and the U.S. An underground hit in the U.S.! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved underground hit in the U.S! These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back...
**4738438** DOLLY DEADLY. Benji, a young boy from the trailer park, has had enough of everyone’s ridicule. Can’t a boy have dolls without people giving him grief for it? Benji knows what he must do and with the support from his dolls, its murder all around! Not Rated. 87 minutes. Timm, Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4703065** INSECT. widescreen. Detective Jim Bishop (Steve Railsback) must find a way to stop a giant monstrous insect that’s eating a young boy in a quarantined hospital before it procreates and spreads a deadly infection it’s carrying. Rated R. 96 minutes. Code Red, Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**2982832** BIRDemonic. Shock and Terror. A sexy lingerie model (Whitney Moore) and a software salesman (Alan Bagh) travel to a quaint California town for a weekend getaway, but when the entire region is attacked by millions of homicidal birds, their picturesque paradise becomes a winged hell on earth. CBS Sunday Morning called it, “the best worst movie of all time!” Seven1. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

**4654656** THE HERSCHELS GORDON. LeWIS FEAST, Fullscreen & Widescreen. Fourteen of the Godfather of Gore’s finest productions: Blood Feast; Scum Of The Earth; Two Thousand Maniacs!; Moonshine Mountain; Color Me Red Blood; Something Weird; The Grousers Vociferous; A Taste of Mountain; Color Me Blood Red; Something attritions: Fourteen of the Go dfather of Gore’s finest

**3937437** THE BACKLOT MURDERS. widescreen. A masked killer stalks young European tourists in a video on the back-lot of the world’s most famous movie studio. One by one, the band and their beautiful girlfriends begin disappearing, only to turn up as ghastly victims. Rated R. 90 minutes. Code Red, Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4676297** PRO-WRESTLERS VS. ZOMBIES. Exactly as it sounds—sports entertainment meets horror and pans are used by using their signature fighting styles, athleticism and anything they can get their hands on to fend off the Undead! Not Rated. 98 minutes. Trama Team, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**4758021** TREMORS. widescreen. Gold-of-the-handymen Val (Kevin Bacon) and Earl (Fred Ward) are sick of their dead-end jobs in a dead-end town. They decide to turn up as ghastly victims. Rated R. 90 minutes. MVD, Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**391366X** MIDNIGHT MOVIE/KILLER MOVIE. Widescreen. In Midnight Movie, a group of friends get together for a midnight screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in store for them. In Killer Movie, a group of friends get together for a midnight screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in store for them.

**385051X** ZOMBIE ISLAND MASSACRE. widescreen. A group of Americans on vacation in the Caribbean, soon find themselves trapped in the island wilderness after their tour bus breaks down. Produced at the height of the ‘80s horror craze, this film features all of the genre hallmarks including gruesome death, gratuitous nudity, and more. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, only. Vinegar Syncraine, Pub. at $52.98 $19.95

**3884478** FRIDAY THE 13TH, PART 2. widescreen. Five years after the massacre at Camp Crystal Lake, the nerve-wracking legend of Jason Voorhees and his unstoppable death-trap perfection, Nevada. Just as they’re about to escape perfection forever, however, things start to get really weird: half-eaten corpses littering the hilly woods while the few people who stop working—something terrible is coming. English SDH. 96 minutes. Arrow, Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

**3856380** OVERTIME. widescreen. When hit man Ralph finds himself locked in an alien infested lab with his partner Max, he must find a way to save a small group of scientists and androids. From a horde of zombie aliens and get to his son’s birthday party on time. Stars wrestling superstar Al Snow. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 87 minutes. Five points, Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**3918332** EXORCIST: The Beginning. widescreen. years before Father Lankster Merrin helped save Regan MacNeil’s soul, he first encounters the demon Pazuzu in East Africa. When he realizes that the atrocities are committed against an innocent village. The blood flows freely on the East African plain and the horror has only just begun. Stars Stefan Skargard, 111 minutes. MVD, Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**4773241** INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an unsuspecting city sleeps, an alien life form begins to sow its wicked seeds. Judge Sutherland, Brooke Adams, Leon Nimoy and Jeff Goldblum star in this shocking, first-rate suspense thriller. English SDH. 115 minutes. MGM $7.95

**3856356** OUTPOST: Black Sun. widescreen. A NATO task force is deployed to Europe, where a sinister enemy is mercilessly killing everything in its path. But this is no ordinary foe, a superhuman army of zombies. Shortly after, the NATO is hellbent only giving rise to the Fourth Reich. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. XNerator Media $3.95

**4654781** THE UNTOLD STORY. widescreen. In 1978 in Hong Kong, a grisly murder takes place. Eight years later on a Macao beach, kids discover the severed hands of a fresh victim. A squad of, happy go lucky cops investigate around Wong Chi Hang, the new owner of The Eight Immortal’s Restaurant. The most notorious Category 3 film ever produced in Hong Kong—comedic, intense and a true masterpiece of horror. 96 minutes. MVD, Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**3915433** STORAGE 24. widescreen. The city of London is on lockdown after a cargo plane crashes with its highly classified contents strewn across the city. Four friends are trapped in the Storage 24 facility—a dark maze of endless corridors—with a mysterious predator hunting them one by one. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Magnolia $4.95

**3886379** TERROR FIRMER: 20th Anniversary Edition. widescreen. A Dali-esque surrealist TromaTeam piece unique for this item. In Killer Movie, a group of friends get together for a midnight screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in store for them. In Midnight Movie, a group of friends get together for a midnight screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in store for them.

**3916324** THE EXORCIST III. widescreen. A woman craws by unaccounting like a fly. A red-long dead killer claims victim after victim. Flames erupt, snakes slither, the ground opens and reveals a writhing pit of the darkest despair. Just as the darkness begins to back in this joltingly scary into terror that begins where the first film ended. Stars George C. Scott. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros, Enter. $14.95

**3945855** THE TAKING OF DEBORAH LOGAN. Mia Medina has finally found the peace she’s been searching for. The film’s on Alzheimer’s. For the next few months, cameras will record everyday life of Deborah Logan and her daughter Sarah. As the disease progresses, they bond and their beautiful girlfriends begin to work together to fight the terrifying evil far worse than the disease has taken control of Deborah. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. MVD, Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**3987206** BEYOND THE DOOR. widescreen. Set against the backdrop of San Francisco, the 1974 film stars. Julian Mills as Jessica Barnett, a young mother who starts to develop strange behaviors indicating demonic possession while pregnant with her third child. Includes uncut English export version (108 minutes), and U.S. theatrical version (98 minutes), six collector’s postcards, poster and booklet. Slipped. Not Rated. English SDH. 2 Blu-rays. Arrow, Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**3911055** DOLLY DEAREST. widescreen. A young girl forms a special bond with her new doll. And it's not long before strange and frightening events start to happen, and the doll becomes an object of terror.gameObject, 1979.

**2922558** WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HELEN? widescreen. Debbie Reynolds and Shelley Winters star in this stylish shocker as a pair of young dancers who come to Hollywood with dreams of fame and end up entangled in a hellish nightmare. Also stars Dennis Weaver, Agnes Moorehead, and Yvette Vickers. Rated R. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory, Pub. at $27.97 $7.95
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**★ 468390X WHEN A STRANGER CALLS.** widescreen. Carol Kane stars as a babysitter who is terrorized by a series of ominous phone calls until a compulsive cop (Charles Durning) is brought on the scene to apprehend the psychotic killer. Seven years later, however, the nightmare begins again when the cop's daughter, Rachel, goes missing. The killer, haunted Kane, now a wife and mother. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**★ 4757994 DEEP BLOOD.** Shot on location in Florida surf and home swimming pools, D'Amato combines 90s teen movie clichés and Native American mysticism with stultifying dialogue, and shark footage. A cast of local unknowns star in this last word in stupefying dialogue, and shark footage. A cвлечен with their bare hands. They are ind estructible zombie storm begins again when the madman returns to the babysitter who is tormented by a series of things are not as they seem as she finds that her family is hiding dark secrets about their nefarious past. Also stars Dean Cain. CC. 98 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. Widescreen. It's New Year's Eve, and a group of college coeds have planned a midnight train to nowhere. What they didn't plan on was a knife-wielding psycho who would crash the party and begin slaughtering the guests one by one! Who is this brutal costumed killer? Stars Jamie Lee Curtis and Ben Johnson. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $99.95

**★ 4690872 PRIMAL SCREAM.** widescreen. In the future, a private detective tries to stop a large corporation from mining an element whose side effects include igniting human flesh and destroying biological parts. Rated R. 85 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**★ 4900878 THE MCPHERSON TAPE.** Fullscreen. Shot for $6,000 by first-time filmmaker Dean Aloto in 1968 this movie blends the production design of a Jaycees haunted house with a dead serious tone to forge a fun, hypnentic nightmare that upends the concept of reality. Shot on 16mm and edited on tape. Not Rated. 63 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**★ 4661028 REC 3: GENESIS.** widescreen. Kodi and Clara are about to celebrate their wedding day. Everything seems great until some of the guests start showing signs of a strange illness. Before they know what's happening, an uncontrollable torrent of violence is unleashed on the wedding, turning an idyllic day into a nightmare. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 4908362 THE PEANUT BUTTER SOLUTION.** widescreen. If you were a child in the '80s, you were likely traumatized for life by repeated viewings of this Canadian kiddie feature about burning juvenile sweatshops. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 3935195 THE GIANT SPIDER INVASION.** widescreen. From director Bill Rebane is a low budget entry about giant spiders from another dimension that invade Wisconsin. This b-movie classic has been reviled with a brand new HD transfer and major restoration. 80 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**★ 3956490 SHOCK WAVES.** widescreen. In the dark days of WWII, the US Navy Command HI 22B sends a team of scientists to create a top secret race of indestructible zombie storm-troopers--unstopable monstrosities that kill with their bare hands. They are known as The Death Corps. No member of his horrific SS unit was ever captured by the Allied Forces--and they have survived. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**★ 3915573 I REMEMBER YOU.** widescreen. An elderly woman hangs herself in a church when her searches for the truth about what happened to her missing son. And a trio of young city dwellers unleashes a wave of violence that awaits them in a cursed home on a remote island. A hair-raising ghost story and a powerful tale of life beyond death. English SDH. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 106 minutes. NNK. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 4672821 HE CAME FROM THE SWAMP: The William Greene Collection.** Collects seven features and one documentary. Films include Whiskey Mountain, They Came From the Swamp. The Films of William Greene: The Hooked Generation; The Psychedelic Priest; Sting of Death; and Death Curse of Tartu. Includes a 60-page collectors booklet and bonus hour four hours on Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

**★ 4748719 TERROR TRAIN.** widescreen. It's New Year's Eve, and a group of college coeds have planned a midnight train to nowhere. What they didn't plan on was a knife-wielding psycho who would crash the party and begin slaughtering the guests one by one! Who is this brutal costumed killer? Stars Jamie Lee Curtis and Ben Johnson. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $99.95

**★ 3929213 THE INCANTATION.** widescreen. In this picturesque paranormal thriller, a young American girl, Lucy Bellrose (Sam Valentine), has a chance of a lifetime to visit her ancestors ominous castle in the south of France. However, things are not as they seem as she finds that her family is hiding dark secrets about their nefarious past. Also stars Dean Cain. CC. 98 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. Widescreen. In 1963, a group of college cheerleading students were brutally slain by a mysterious killer, resulting in the closure of the school they attended. Now former student Bambi, has decided to re-open the institution. As new students arrive, it's not long before the murderer makes his presence known. Jammed packed with bizarre humor and strange death sequences. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

**★ 4723120 CTHULHU MANSION.** widescreen. After a drug deal gone wrong, a group of punks attempt to flee a local amusement park by taking a mysterious old magician named Chandu and his beautiful daughter hostage. While trying to evade the police, the punks force Chandu to take them to his house so they can seek refuge for the night—but start dying one by one. Not Rated. English. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**★ 4702720 CURSE OF THE UNDEAD.** widescreen. Vampiric gunfighter Drake Robey (Michael Pate) goes West and terrifies a small town. When the fiend sets his fangs on beautiful rancher Dolores (Kathleen Crowley) it's up to Prophet Dan (Eric Fleming) to destroy the gun-slinging bloodsucker with a bullet mounted with a cross. In BW. 79 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**★ 395653X DEAD PIT.** widescreen. Dr. Ramzi, a deviant who enjoys torturing his patients, travels to Moscow–you've never experienced a ride quite like the Diehl family farm, an evil spirit is perverted orgies that await them? Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. Widescreen. In the series of macabre murders, a group of young city dwellers unleash a wave of violence that awaits them in a cursed home on a remote island. A hair-raising ghost story and a powerful tale of life beyond death. English SDH. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 106 minutes. NNK. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 3880389 AVENGING ANGEL.** widescreen. The second film in the series finds Molly (Betsy Russell) returning to her old neighborhood to avenge the murder of the man who helped save her life. She colludes with the指导 the mob who might be a lot harder to defeat than she bargained for. Also stars Ossie Davis. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

**★ 4725776 DAHMER.** widescreen. Startling somewhat between a popular legend and historical fact, this film dares to explore the truth of a man many called an abomination of nature, but who was most described as a breathing person inspired by life events, it takes you into the demented world of this lonely factory worker. Stars Jeremy Renner. Rated R. 102 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $21.95

**★ 4678615 CEMETERY OF TERROR.** widescreen. It's Halloween night and a group of bored teenagers decide to pull a ghastly prank: stealing a corpse from the local morgue and taking it to a nearby cemetery where they perform a Satanic ritual in an attempt to bring it back to life. Unwittingly they revive a bloodthirsty slaughter. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**★ 465999X AMITYVILLE: Dollhouse.** widescreen. Bill has just finished constructing a picturesue new home for his family to call home, but the previously barren property was once the site of the infamous Amityville murder house. After finding a small shed, Bill discovers an old diary in which a girl gives to his daughter. What he doesn't realize, is that it contains demonic powers. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**★ 3850463 THE CANDY SNATCHERS.** widescreen. Candy, a teenage heir to a large fortune, is kidnapped by a trio of small time criminals and buried alive in an unmarked grave. But soon the kidnapping spirals out of control, and Candy's only hope for salvation is taking the multimillionaire's young son. Unflinchingly dark, violent and merciless, this remains a cult classic. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**★ 3898739 PANDEMONIUM.** widescreen. In 1963, a group of college cheerleading students were brutally slain by a mysterious killer, resulting in the closure of the school they attended. Now former student Bambi, has decided to re-open the institution. As new students arrive, it's not long before the murderer makes his presence known. Jammed packed with bizarre humor and strange death sequences. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95
- 106 -

Horror Blu-ray

**3973518 INFERNAL ADULTS only. Troma Team. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Troma Team. $9.95**

**3931528 CHAOS. Widescreen. Billed as the most “brutal” movie ever made. It achieved unique notoriety from a charged public debate over its violent content that ensured its notoriety. Stars Kevin Gage and the late Sage Stallone. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $24.95**

**4568695 AMITYVILLE: It’s About Time. Widescreen. Jacob, a hot-shot architect, is just returned from his latest business trip, back to his placid Southern California suburb with a surprise: an ornate old clock he rescued out of a mansion in Amityville, New York. Soon Jacob and his family begin to change, ever so slightly, into something evil and very deadly. English SDH. Not Rated. 143 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98**

**4664140 ABRAKADABRA. Thirty years after his father is tragically killed during a magic act, something evil and very deadly follows. Can this ancient curse be unraveled? In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. Includes CD of the soundtrack. 70 minutes. Adults only. Cauti

---

**4689133 TORCHED. Widescreen. Deanna, a pretty, young nurse has her life changed forever when she is brutally gang-raped by five men. Traumatized and angry, she is consumed with hatred for her attackers and is intent on revenge. One by one, she seeks revenge on the trio of wretched assailants. Not Rated. 44 minutes. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $29.95**

**3880370 ANGEL III: The Final Chapter. Widescreen. Directed by notorious exploitation director Tom DeSimone, this film was the last official entry in the franchise. Sleazier and more outrageous than its predecessors, Angel III stars Paul Wegener and Richard Roundtree—an 80s trash classic. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes.**

**4659023 ZOMBIE 5: Killing Birds. Widescreen. An outlandish group of college roommates have taken a class trip deep into the wilderness on a quest to find and study a rare and possibly extinct species of birds. They set up camp in an old house, only to find themselves under siege from mysterious supernatural forces. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98**

---

**4748255 THE GOLEM. Fullscreen. Vaguely recognized as the source for the Frankenstein myth, the ancient Hebrew legend of the Golem provided actor/director Paul Wegener with the subject for his most popular, and quickly becomes the most unpopular, film of his career. Starring Michael, a vampire, this film was the last official entry in the franchise. Sleazier and more outrageous than its predecessors, Angel III stars Paul Wegener and Richard Roundtree—an 80s trash classic. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes.**

---


---
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**4788670 SUPERNATURAL. Fullscreen. A serial black widow murderess. Take that out of a young woman to exact revenge on a former lover, a phony spiritualist who betrayed her. This 1933 film stars Carole Lombard and Randolph Scott. Not Rated. In B&W. 64 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $24.95

**4707699 THE VEIL. Widescreen. Follow the lone survivor of a religious cult mass-suicide as she returns to the scene of the tragedy for the first time, after 30 years, with a daunting and terrifying new revelation than she could have ever imagined. Rated R. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $24.95

HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY. Widescreen. A young family moves from their cramped New York City apartment to a new home in New England. But this is no ordinary house. Someone—or something—is alive in the basement and this sweet home is about to become hell on earth. Directed by Lucio Fulci. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras and a CD of the movie soundtrack. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Blue Underground. At $49.95

THE BLACK CAT. When a young woman is missing in a sleepy English village, Scotland Yard Inspector Gory is brought in to assist on the case. But what starts off as a routine investigation turns into a murder inquiry when the victim is found dead in mysterious circumstances. A gruesome reimagining of the classic Edgar Allan Poe tale. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub at $17.95

BLOOD TIDE. Widescreen. Terror strikes in paradise as Academy Award-winning actors James Earl Jones, Jose Ferrer and Lila Kedrova star in this thrilling tale of a monster and sacrificial virgins, from the people that brought you the notoriously gruesome Island of Death. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub at $39.95

THE MENTAL VALLEY MASSACRE. Widescreen. Evil and developer, Allen, has just opened his former lover, a phony spiritualist who betrayed her. This 1933 film stars Carole Lombard and Randolph Scott. Not Rated. In B&W. 64 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $24.95

3913456 BLOOD TIDE. Widescreen. Terror strikes in paradise as Academy Award-winning actors James Earl Jones, Jose Ferrer and Lila Kedrova star in this thrilling tale of a monster and sacrificial virgins, from the people that brought you the notoriously gruesome Island of Death. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub at $39.95

3919945 DON'T PANIC. Widescreen. It’s Michael’s seventeenth birthday and his friends have decided to surprise him with the ultimate birthday bash: breaking into his house and playing with a Dojira board. But what they think is just a harmless bit of fun quickly turns into a supernatural terror that will pull them in and destroy their friendship. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. At $34.98

3910509 EDGE OF THE AXE. Widescreen. From cult Spanish filmmaker Jose Ramon Larraz comes this long-neglected late 80s slasher classic. Andraead Knife and Gun Paddock County is being rocked by crazed exploits of an axe-wielding psychopath, who stalks the night in a black trenchcoat and mask. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Arrow. Pub at $39.95

3875113 HOAX. Widescreen. An investigative team travels deep into the Brazilian jungle on a quest to discover a group of young campers are viciously murdered by what may be Bigfoot. What they encounter turns out to be more unexpected and dangerous than they could have ever imagined. Stars Brian Thompson and Ben Browder. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub at $28.95


3915727 FEAR TOWN USA/ THE SLASHENING. Widescreen. In FEAR TOWN U.S.A, they were looking for fun, but what they found was terror! And THE SLASHENING. In Fear Town U.S.A, they were watching them from the other side of the fence. Not Rated. 174 Minutes. Adults only. Troma Team. $9.95

4672806 BOOK OF MONSTERS. Widescreen. Sophie’s 18th birthday party becomes a bloodbath when monster’s descend upon her house and start to devour the party guests. Sophie’s friends must rally together to send their party crashers back to hell. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub at $24.95

4738330 THE BLOODHOUND. Widescreen. Strange events plague a young man when he’s summoned to the secluded home of a wealthy childhood friend named Satan. First-time feature director Patrick Picard brings a fresh take to one of the best-known stories from the master of mystery and the macabre. Edgar Allan Poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher. Not Rated. English SDH. 72 minutes. Arrow. Pub at $39.95

3901177 DREAM DEMON. Widescreen. A group of military personnel have been assembled to, they believe, locate and disarm old active explosives on a remote island. Soon enough they uncover a strange cement block which, after being broken, unleashes an indestructible, bloodthirsty alien that will stop at nothing to kill them. Stars Andrew Divoff. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

3904148 OLIVIA. Widescreen. When she was a child, Olivia witnessed the horrific murder of her prostitute mother at the hands of an angry John. Now an adult, she’s married to an abusive and controlling factory worker, until he tries to strangle her and demands that Olivia avenge her death by seducing and then slaying men. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only.

4797117 THE APE. Fullscreen. Horror legend Boris Karloff portrays a kindly doctor who seeks to cure a young woman of polio through injections of human spinal fluid. Of course, spinal fluid is difficult to obtain. When a circus ape escapes and breaks into Karloff’s home, he finds the solution to his problem. (PG). 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $24.95

3913856 ZOMBIE. Widescreen. Tisa Farrow, Ian McCulloch, Al Cliver and Richard Johnson star in this worldwide phenomenon director Seijun Suzuki’s return for Nikkatsu to the horrors of late 60s Japanese cinema. A flesh-eating, indestructible, immortal Lycan with a body made of blond hair and a head made entirely of solid silver. This is the story of one man’s adventure with a silver bullet. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95

3904002 THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER. Widescreen. When a young couple goes into a murder inquiry when the couple is brought in to assist on the case. But what was thought to be a harmless, minor disturbance is slowly turning into a supernatural terror that will pull them in and destroy their marriage. Rated R. 82 minutes. Arrow. Pub at $39.95

3920140 THE THING. Widescreen. Who is the mysterious masked killer? The documentary follows two teams on a quest to solve the mystery of the masked killer. This alley runs red with blood by sunrise. Not Rated. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. At $39.95
4718224 PROJECT X. Widescreen. A secret agent (Christopher George) is brought back from cryogenic suspension after surviving a plane crash during a mission. Through a complex scientific charade he is convinced that he’s a gangster living in the year 1968, the plan is for George to uncover a secret formula that’s been hidden for years. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

3984583 MAD MAX: Fury Road 3D. Widescreen. Haunted by his turbulent past, Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) stands alone until he’s swept up with a group led by Imperator Furlusa (Charlize Theron), fleeing across the Wasteland. In hot pursuit, a warlord who gorges his gait and ruthlessly pursues the rebels. Includes DVD and 3D & 2D Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

3995402 2001: A Space Odyssey. Widescreen. Stanley Kubrick’s dazzling, Academy Award-winning achievement is a compelling drama of man vs. machine, a stunning meld of music and motion. Kubrick first visits our prehistoric ancestor, then weaves millennia into colonized space, and ultimately whisks astronaut Bowman into uncharted 85 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

★ 4676270 CLASS OF NUKE ’EM HIGH III. The only school in America with a giant mutated squirrel for its mascot! The Tromaville student body is in danger again, this time from the subjugated army of the evil Dr. Slag R.D. and his perfectly proportioned partner, Professor Holt. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Troma Team. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

3994449 SUPERNOVA. Widescreen. In the farthest reaches of deep space, the medical vessel Nightingale keeps a lonely vigil for those in transit, while the few others that remain at the Wallace base keep a lonely vigil for those in transit. Stars James Spader, Angelique Boyer and Doug Erb. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

3915911 FRENCH LICK. Widescreen. Five medical students, obsessed by what lies beyond the confines of life, embark on a daring experiment: by stopping their hearts for short periods, each triggers a near death experience, giving them a firsthand account of the afterlife. Stars Ellen Page. English SDH. 110 minutes. Columbia. $14.95

4681789 PROMETHEUS. Widescreen. A team of scientists travels to a remote corner of the universe in search of the origin of human life. Instead they find a dark, twisted world that harbors a terrifying threat capable of destroying all mankind. Stars Charlize Theron and Michael Fassbender. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a special features Blu-ray. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

4726786 EVE OF DESTRUCTION. Widescreen. Science drills a hole in the universe to harvest a limitless pool of “dark energy,” but the experiment goes horribly wrong and wipes an entire city off the map. Nothing on Earth becomes the ultimate threat that could destroy it. Starring Steven Weber and Treat Williams. English SDH. 173 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment.

4670280 FLORA. Widescreen. 1929. At the end of a golden age of exploration an expedition of Ivy League botanists enter an uncharted forest on the North American frontier. The group is attacked by a pack of apes and are soon in a fight with Nature itself. They must use limited resources to survive and escape the terrifying forest that surrounds them. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95

3972011 THE 5TH WAVE. Widescreen. Four waves of increasingly deadly alien attacks have left most of Earth decorat ed. Against a backdrop of fear and distrust, Cassie is on the run, desperately trying to save her younger brother. As she prepares for the lethal final push up with a young man who may become her final hope. Stars Chloe Grace Moretz and SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4651298 TOTAL RECALL. Widescreen. A Malcolm McDowell (Colin Ferguson) factory worker who visits Rekall, a revolutionary company that can turn his super-spy fantasies into real memories. But when the procedure goes horribly wrong, the line between fantasy and reality blurs as Quaid becomes a man on the run and the fate of his world hangs in the balance. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

★ 4676298 CLASS OF NUKE ’EM HIGH III. The only school in America with a giant mutated squirrel for its mascot! The Tromaville student body is in danger again, this time from the subjugated army of the evil Dr. Slag R.D. and his perfectly proportioned partner, Professor Holt. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Troma Team. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

Lifeguards. Nursing sister (Amy Steel) and young police detective (John Phillip Law) protect a police station from a take over. Stars John Phillip Law and Amy Steel. English SDH. 108 minutes. Scream Factory.

465109X THE LAST SURVIVORS. Widescreen. A decade since the last rainfall, Kendall (Haley Lu Richardson) and the few others that remain at the Wallace base keep a lonely vigil for those in transit. Included: a special edition with a steelbook case. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a special features Blu-ray. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95


4659287 MAN FROM EARTH: Holocene. Widescreen. John Oldman, the Man from Earth, is now comfortably hiding in plain sight as a college professor in Northern California. But when four students discover his deception, the Man finds himself risking the ultimate risk: an attempt to re-enter the human race! 99 minutes. Mill Creek. Not Rated. 99 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

3867269 SCREAMERS. Widescreen. In the voyage of Aurora and Jim, two passengers on board a spaceship transporting them to a new life on another planet, takes a deadly turn when their ship is attacked by mysterious aliens. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Troma Team. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

456734X IN THE AFTERMATH. Widescreen. An angel comes to Earth’s aid after a nuclear holocaust, as he animates a footage, taken from the classic, Japanese animation Angel’s Egg by Mamoru Oshii. 73 minutes. Code Red. $7.95

★ 4707257 DEEPSTAR SIX. Widescreen. Far below the surface of the universe, the daring crew of DeepStar Six are explorers in a forbidden world of impenetrable darkness and unimaginable pressure. Their mission is to establish a top secret Navy base on the ocean floor, but something’s down there and the crew is about to make a startling terror-filled discovery. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 4684922 THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME. Widescreen. The time is the turn of the 21st Century, and mankind has now populated the Moon, where vast domed cities have been built on what was once a wasteland. But when the power-mad Emperor Omus attacks the lunar colony of New Washington, a team of scientists led by Dr. John Cabal (Barey More) launches a dangerous mission to destroy the dictator and his robot army. 98 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ 3793117 SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE. Widescreen. Past, present and future collide in darkly satirical fashion in this 1972 film based on Kurt Vonnegut’s classic 1969 novel. This tale of time travel and alien abduction emerged as part of a wave of more cerebral science-fiction films in the late ’60s to ’80s. Stars Alan Arkin as a galactic Oreiller beyond the B-movie fare of previous decades. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

4670280 FLORA. Widescreen. 1929. At the end of a golden age of exploration an expedition of Ivy League botanists enter an uncharted forest on the North American frontier. The group is attacked by a pack of apes and are soon in a fight with Nature itself. They must use limited resources to survive and escape the terrifying forest that surrounds them. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95

3915947 ESSEX. Widescreen. Lorraine believes there’s a lost portal to another world in Essex, Great Britain. As she explores time and space with her friends and family, will she be proven wrong or be vindicated? 79 minutes. Troma Team.

★ 3913953 BREEDERS. Fullscreen. The story revolves around a meteorite that crash lands on a Boston college campus unleashing an alien beast that must mate with its female counterpart to destroy humanity. This film is also known as Deadly Instinct. Stars Todd Jensen and Kadambra Simmons. Rated R. 98 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 4667122 MONKEYS. Widescreen. In 1995, a group of scientists (Bruce Willis) is chosen to go back in time and help scientists in their search for a cure. This special edition is packaged in a steelbook case. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

4670280 FLORA. Widescreen. 1929. At the end of a golden age of exploration an expedition of Ivy League botanists enter an uncharted forest on the North American frontier. The group is attacked by a pack of apes and are soon in a fight with Nature itself. They must use limited resources to survive and escape the terrifying forest that surrounds them. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95
**Animated Blu-ray**

**3905756 CARS 3.** Widescreen. Hold on tight and join the fun with the legendary Lightning McQueen (voiced by Owen Wilson) in this high-octane hit. This Pixar production is fully loaded with unforgettable characters, spectacular animation and plenty of turbocharged action. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Also comes with a Lightning McQueen puzzle car. 103 minutes. Disney. $9.95

**385132X THE EMOJI MOVIE.** Widescreen. Take an adventure inside your smartphone to see what’s happening in your friends’ secret digital world all around your favorite emojis live. In this world, each emoji has only one facial expression except Gene, who is bursting with multiple expressions. Experience the help of his friends to embark on an epic “app-venture” to find the code that will fix his unique creative issues for this rapidly depleting source. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**390904X ALICE IN WONDERLAND 3D.** Widescreen. Tumble down the rabbit hole for a fantastical adventure from Disney and Tim Burton. Alice (Mia Wasikowska), now 19 years old, returns to the whimsical world she first entered as a child to discover her true destiny. Also stars Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway, and Helena Bonham Carter. English SDH. 3D VERSION ONLY — Requires 3D equipment not included. 109 minutes. Disney. $4.95

**3908043 WHEN THE WIND BLOWS.** Fullscreen. The animated classic about an elderly couple, voiced by Sir John Mills and Dame Peggy Ashcroft, attempting to survive the aftermath of a nuclear war. Features an original score by Roger Waters with title song by David Bowie. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

**3952384 THE PINK PANTHER CARTOON COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. This collection features six volumes of The Pink Panther cartoons! Over 13 hours of fun on six Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $99.95 $5.95

**3986640 TAD: The Last Explorer.** Widescreen. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

**3914178 MAX FLEISCHER’S SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition.** Fullscreen. Galam. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**392665X SNOWTIME!** Widescreen. Shout! Factory. $4.95

**Children’s Blu-ray**

**3900922 SUPER BUDDIES.** Widescreen. An ordinary day at Fernfield Farms turns extraordinary when Buddenhal, Mudbud, B-Dawg, Buddha and Rosebud discover mysterious rings that grant them each a unique super power. The pups unleash their amazing abilities and race to each other’s rescue when a bully from outer space threatens the planet. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 81 minutes. Disney. $5.95

**3952040 MADAGASCAR: Escape 2 Africa.** Widescreen. DreamWorks. $7.95

**392871X THE SMURFS.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $7.95

**Documentary Blu-ray**

**4279544 HITCHCOCK/TRUFFAUIT.** Widescreen. Based on the original recordings of the meeting between Hitchcock and Truffaut, this film illustrates the greatest cinema lesson of all time and Hitchcock’s influence on Truffaut’s early work. Subtitles. Parallax. Available in Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 81 minutes Universal. $5.95

**3923613 AFTER PORN ENDS 3.** Widescreen. Can one live a normal life after having performed in adult movies? This film explores this question by delving into the current lives of the biggest former stars in the business. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

**394879X DINOTASIA.** Legendary filmmaker Werner Herzog conducts this immersive tour of his provocative and distinct narrative voice to a unique transporting journey back in time. The depictions combine the latest scientific theories with remastered footage of his purely visual style not seen since the classic era of silent cinema. 82 minutes. Flatiron. $4.95

**3948390 ANDY GOLDSWORTHY: Rivers and Tides.** This theatrical phenomenon is a love letter to the relationship between art and nature while painting a visually intoxicating portrait of famed artist Andy Goldsworthy. The film follows the brilliant environmentalist as he demonstrates and opens up about his process. 90 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

**398336B WATERMARK.** Widescreen. Award-winning filmmakers Jennifer Balthwaii and Nick de Pencier beautifully weave together diverse stories from around the globe that eloquently detail humanity’s relationship with water. From the ages: how we are drawn to it, how we use it, and the magnitude of our need for this rapidly depleting source. 92 minutes. E One. $4.95

**3968448 HELL AND BACK AGAIN.** In 2009, U.S. Marines launched a major helicopter assault onto a Taliban stronghold in southern Afghanistan. Within hours of being dropped deep behind enemy lines, 25 year old Sergeant Nathan Harris’s unit is attacked from all sides. This documentary is an unprecedented exploration of the true cost of war. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 81 minutes. Docurama. $5.95

**3974057 SOUTH OF THE BORDER.** Award-winning director Stone sets out on a road trip across five countries to explore the social and political movements in South America, as well as the mainstream media’s misperceptions of South America while questioning this nation’s former elected presidents. 78 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. $5.95

**3932669 DAUGHTERS OF THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION: The Untold Story of the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders.** Widescreen. Spanning twenty-five years, from JFK to Debrah Does Dallas to Jerry Jones, this documentary uncovers behind-the-scenes interviews with Dallas from the original Sisterhood of small-town “girls next door” who became an unprecedented pop culture phenomenon that would change the game of football forever. CC. 80 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

**4669290 CALL ME LUCKY.** Documentary. A部委 documentary about the life of comedic legend Jerry Lewis, his career, his comedic style, the evolution of his humor and satire. Rated R. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**3957989 MONDO BALORDO.** In one of the most famous Italian horror movies of all, host Boris Karloff guides you through a world of terror that will both thrilling and disturbing. This avant-garde retelling of the infamous Manson Murders. It brings audiences closer to the events than most filmmakers have ever dared. Also comes with the most-lifelike footage of Spahn Ranch and music performed by Charles Manson. Not Rated. $17.95

**3953934 VUG STORES! The Scarf Film Archives, Volume 1.** Fullscreen. Collects the best of the best educational drug-scare films from the twentieth century. Lovingly curated, here are bad trips, bummiers, and flip-outs, all from original prints that were inflicted upon children in classrooms across the country. Nearly 5 hours. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**3929388 STANDING UP!** Three unlikely aspiring comedians risk everything to find their voices on the cutthroat New York stand-up scene. David Finkelstein, Sara Parks, and Rafael Toss, as their love of comedy is tested again and again, each must ultimately decide just how far they’re willing to go and how much they’re willing to sacrifice—for a joke. $4.95

**4707400 INAGI.** Fullscreen. This 1930, color tinted exploitation film has been minted in controversy since the beginning. Posing as an ethnographic journey into the wilds of Africa, Inagi combines authentic footage purloined from other films, with out-of-context black humor and frightening footage with revealing interviews, while balancing it all with his own brand of humor and satire. Rated R. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/%E2%80%84
Documentary Blu-ray

- **471587X** DEEP IN VOGUE: Special Edition. This documentary explores the history of supplier and political relationships which make New and Latinx gay men alongside two trans pensive people an aspirational artsy outlet in the 1980s through the same way. Queer, trans, and GIPPO (people, people, people) seek escape from today's reality. Rating: 62 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

- **3982356** AMERICA AS SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN. Widescreen. At the end of the 1950s, Francis Reichenbach spent eighteen months traveling the United States, documenting its diverse regions, their inhabitants and their pastimes. The result is a wide-eyed journey through a multitude of different Americas, filtered through a French sensibility. In French with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

- **465455X** THE DOG DOC. A founding father of integrative veterinary medicine. Dr. Marty Goldstein and his colleagues in South Salem, New York, have created a mecca for holistic care, offering hope to scores of previously hopeless animals and their owners. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

- **3987531** REWIND. Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. 62 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **3860094** THE UNIVERSE: 7 Wonders of the Solar System/ HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN TWO HOURS. New Video. 2 hours.

Sports Blu-ray


- **3961619** SUPER BOWL LII CHAMPIONS: New England Patriots. Widescreen. Captured in this dazzling Blu-ray/DVD combo pack is the incredible story of the 2018 New England Patriots! From an opening kick-off against Houston, through the thrilling regular season, all leading up to a 13-3 victory over the Los Angeles Rams in Super Bowl LII, the story of the ultimate champions is told. English SDH, 78 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

- **3994244** THE JOHN CENA EXPERIENCE. As John Cena continues to dominate inside the WWE ring, his impact and popularity has grown around the world. Now fans who can’t make it to the ring can take a lifetime inside look at the life of the Champ with this new documentary. Nine hours on 2 Blu-rays. WWE. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

- **4773756** WWE: The Road Is Jericho. Jump into the back of a limousine with WWE Superstar and entertainment jack of all trades Chris Jericho, as he travels across the country and gives you a unique glimpse at what life on the road is all about. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. WWE. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

- **3981182** BOSTON RED SOX 2018 WORLD SERIES COLLECTORS EDITION. Widescreen. Includes five games of the World Series, the pennant-clinching ALCS Game 5 and a bonus disc of the ALDS clinching Game 4 versus the Rays. Includes bonus content for the 2018 Fall Classic starring David Price, Chris Sale, Mookie Betts, and others. Over 62 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $34.98 $24.95

- **3916316** ECW UNRELEASED, VOL. 1. Widescreen. One of the most significant and hottest moments, and now you’re gonna see them! The冲洗 classic of ‘80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior makes a revelation on a level of pleasure and pain by the sinister Dr. Marty Goldstein and his colleagues in South Salem, New York, have created a mecca for holistic care, offering hope to scores of previously hopeless animals and their owners. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

- **3984184** BABA Y AGA. Widescreen. In a charming and sly way, these two insatiable dreamers will laugh, love, and screw their way through a decadent Paris paved with wanton women, wild orgies, and outrageous erotic adventures. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. 91 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

- **4664814** QUIET DAYS IN CLICHY. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Henry Miller, Cloux (Jamiro Gilii), a psychologist who handles clients victimized by incest, leaves his cheating wife (Cynthia Summers), taking with him one of his приеми teenage girls, Soo. With unexpected sexual tensions build as one girl begins to lust after her uncle and the other becomes fascinated with notions of incest. Not Rated. 109 minutes. In DVD or of a DVD of extras. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

- **5917258** CHINA GIRL. Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to infiltrate a sinister organization that wants to rule the world through sexual dominance. When Teresa is kidnapped, she’s given a dose of the organization’s “love serum” and forced to perform the ultimate punishment. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

- **3990231** MARQUIS DE SAD’S JUSTINE. This film is one of the most lavish and incredible ever made by the notorious Jess Franco, bursting with wanton nudity, sexual perversion, and an all-star cast that includes Akim Tamiroff, Maria Rohm, and Klaus Kinski. This movie is also known as Justine and Juliet. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions and a CD of the movie soundtrack. 124 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

- **4562754** EUGENE... THE STORY OF HER JOURNEY INTO PERVOLUTION. Widescreen. Marie Lilliedahl is Eugene, an innocent young woman taken to an island paradise where she is initiated into a world of sexual perversion by the sinister Dolmance (Christopher Lee). Can a frightened girl in the grip of carnal perversion find sanctuary in the orgy of the movie? Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

- **385048X** HARD SOAP, HARD SOAP. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Hard Soap, Hard Soap is an imaginative and original sex-filled satire of soap operas starring Candida Royalle, Lauren Dominkne, John Cale, and Jennifer Lyon. In Blu-ray: In Disco Lady, it’s Friday night at the hottest disco in town, where a series of sexual deceptions unfold. On DVD. Both English SDH and Not Rated. 134 minutes combined. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.98 $19.95

- **3905759** LOVE HUNTER. Widescreen. Twenty-year-old Kazuo is in love with his college girlfriend, Hisako, but he can’t help but be intrigued by a mysterious older woman named Kyoko, a p) unding hungry for sensual ecstasy and unspeakable torture. But when she casts a spell over a beautiful young fashion photographer and makes her crush into one of many images, she is in a lifetime inside look at the life of the Champ with this new documentary. Nine hours on 2 Blu-rays. WWE. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

- **4646191** BABA YAGA. Widescreen. Legendary sex symbol Carol Baker stars as a sorceress with an undying hunger for sensual ecstasy and unspeakable torture. But when she casts a spell over a beautiful young fashion photographer and makes her crush into one of many images, she is in a lifetime inside look at the life of the Champ with this new documentary. Nine hours on 2 Blu-rays. WWE. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

- **3886336** OPEN SEX. Jess Franco’s delirious hybrid of sexy caper and exploitation. When Watts hard-boiled erotic noir, and depraved fetishes together complete with jaw-dropping girl on girl violence. Stars Lina Romay and Antonio Mayans. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>486166</td>
<td>DC's LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Two's 17 supercharged episodes of the Super Hero team-up series amp up the firepower by enlisting both a legion of heroes to join the legendary Warner Bros. Crew: Stars Victor Garber and Brandon Routh. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on three Blu-rays.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4729536</td>
<td>HELIX: Season 1. Widescreen. A team of scientists travel to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible disease outbreak, only to find themselves pulled into a life or death struggle that holds the key to mankind's salvation—a annihilation. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Stars Billy Campbell. English SDH. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. Sony Bros.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3842436</td>
<td>A.D: The Bible Continues. From executive producers Roma Downey and Mark Burnett comes this spectacular 12-part series that picks up where The Bible left off. This powerful spiritual journey begins with the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ, chronicling the heroic acts of His early followers. Includes all 12 episodes. English SDH. Ten hours on 4 Blu-rays. MGM.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3984273</td>
<td>BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: Season Three. The Colonials' survivors hope of eluding their Cylon pursuers dashed by an invasion and occupation of their new home. As the fate of all human life hangs in the balance, friends become enemies, enemies become unexpected allies, and decisions are made that will haunt some for the rest of their lives. Includes all 21 episodes of Season Three. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five Blu-rays. Universal.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3982662</td>
<td>STRANGER THINGS: Season 1. Set in 1983 Indiana where a young boy vanishes into thin air. As friends, family and local police search for answers, they are drawn into an extraordinary mystery involving top-secret government experiments, terrifying supernatural forces and one very strange little girl. Includes all 8 Season One chapters, and both DVD and Blu-ray versions. Over six hours on 2 DVDs or two Blu-rays.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4677927</td>
<td>ROOKIE BLUE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. At the police academy they trained together. Now they're on the job together. Rookie cop Andy McNally (Missy Peregrym) and her fellow new recruits are ready to brave anything, but in the world of big city policing, even the smallest shake-up, and his stand-up comedy FINISH.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4729617</td>
<td>MORTAL KOMBAT: Legacy. Widescreen. You'll discover the origins of Mortal Kombat characters and learn the world of Outworld with cutting-edge interactive videos and all the brilliant idol of the internet. Guest appearances by Dave Attell, Bree Olson and Fred Willard. Not Rated. English SDH. Over three hours. Paramount.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4692497</td>
<td>SUPERNATURAL: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Sam Winchester (Jared Padalecki) is on a never-ending hunt up hunting the creepy, the demented and the unexplained. Then Sam's estranged brother Dean (Jensen Ackles) appears with troubling news: their father, who's hunted evil for 22 years. To find their father, the brothers must hunt what their father hunts. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4773772</td>
<td>WAREHOUSE 13: Season One. Widescreen. Two top Secret Service agents, Pete Latimer and the Interior, find themselves abruptly transferred to Warehouse 13—a top-secret storage facility in the badlands of South Dakota that houses everything on the midwives. Mysterious relic, and supernatural souvenirs ever collected by the U.S. government. Includes all 12 episodes of Season One. English SDH. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. Universal.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4654420</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON: Widescreen. After being divvied, well-meaning father raising two young daughters, Louise struggles to cope with his strenuous middle-shake-up, and his stand-up comedy FINISH. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Includes Dual and Blu-ray versions, each double-sided. English SDH. Over four hours. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470715X</td>
<td>BORDERTOWN: Season 1. Widescreen. Chief investigator Kari Sorjonen and his family move to a small town to enjoy a more peaceful life. But it only provides a glimpse warped reflection of his hectic, everyday reality. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Includes Dual and Blu-ray versions, each double-sided. English SDH. Over eight hours on four Blu-rays.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2910497</td>
<td>JOHN ADAMS. Widescreen. Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book by David McCullough, HBO's seven-part miniseries is a sprawling epic that draws on the exciting story of America's tumultuous beginnings with one of the most moving love stories in our nation's history–that of John and Abigail Adams. Starring Paul Giamatti and Laura Linney. Includes eight Season One episodes. Over six hours on two Blu-rays. Flatiron.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3815555</td>
<td>LILYHAMMER: Season One. After Frank “The Fixer” Tagliano (Steven Van Zandt) testifies against his mafia boss in New York, he enters the Witness Protection Program and gets set up in the small Norwegian town of Lillehammer. Soon, Frank is confronted with a colorful cast of characters totally unlike the New York society. Includes eight Season One episodes. English SDH. Over six hours on two Blu-rays. HBO.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2950693</td>
<td>THE YOUNG POPE. Widescreen. Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrentino, and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story of pontiff Pius XII, Lenny Belardo, the first American Pope in history. Includes all ten episodes. Also stars Giancarlo Giannini and Laura Morante. Includes eight Season One episodes. Over six hours on two Blu-rays. HBO.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4654315</td>
<td>CALL THE MIDWIFE: Season Six. Based on the bestselling memoirs by Jennifer Worth, the story follows Jenny Lee as she tries to provide the poorest women in London's East End slums with the best possible care. This season she finds herself demoted. Includes all 12 Season Six episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4773713</td>
<td>VAN HELSING: Season One. Widescreen. Vanessa Van Helsing is humanity’s last hope for survival, as her unique composition gives her the ability to turn vampires human. With this secret weapon, Vanessa becomes a prime target for the vampires. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. Universal.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3961664</td>
<td>IP MAN: Season 1. Widescreen. After fleeing to Hong Kong, Ip Man deliberately keeps a low profile, facing a life and death struggle, which brings out the righteous and fearless martial artist hidden inside of him. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English Subtitles. Over seven hours on three Blu-rays. Cinedigm.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475980X</td>
<td>HUMAN PLANET. Widescreen. The original BBC version of Human Planet, narrated by John Hurt with the help of North America. Following in the footsteps of Planet Earth and Life, this landmark eight-part series is a breathtaking celebration of the amazing, complex, and profound and sometimes challenging relationship between humankind and nature. English SDH. Over six hours on 3 Blu-rays. BBC Earth.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3924777</td>
<td>ULTRAMAN ACE: Series Five. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.98</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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